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Abst ract
In order to ohtain an effective discriminant between earth-
quakes and explosions* tpchniaues which oriqinally h a a been
develooea for acoustic sianal processinq have been applied
to seismic data. These fechninues include Fourier analysis
and related applications software as well as interactive
araohics di sol ays of the data. A numeric has been obtained
which may orovide a useful discriminant between earthquakes
and explosions.
In c O n j li n c t i o n
seismic data has
cussed .
with this invest iq at ion/
been consolidated.
a 1 a rge amoun t of
These data a^e dis-
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I . M o t i v a t i o n
An effect i ve system used to monitor nuclear testing bv
all members of the world community is a prereauisite to
obtainina a meaningful treaty to either limit or ban nuclear
testing. C 1 e a r 1 v , unrestricted on-site insoection bv an
u n o i a s e d orouo of observers provides a most effective way of
assessinq the activities of all parties involved. Pearet*
ablvf t K e competitive a s o e c f of human nature may render this
method of investiaation useless ana reliable alternative
techniques must b° found to monitor clandestine nuclear
testing.
Thp measurement o* the density of certain radioactive
materials in the atmosohere has been used as an indicator of
nuclear test activity. ^tTosoheric testina or lea^aae from
unqeraround tests can cause a detectable increase in the
atmospheric abuniance o f radioactive waste products. By
following the movement- of these radioactive clouds^ it is
possible to localize their origin. Atmosoheric evidence
will be nuaatorv when an underground test is completely con-
t a i ned
.
Craterino/ a by-product of surface testina or the sub-
sidence of chimnevs nmauced in underground tests* may be
visible on some satellite ohot-ooraohs. However, craterinq
can be caus°d by natural processes and by various non-
nuclear man-made projects or it can go undetected.
The desertion ot seismic sianals caused by explosions

provides vet another" means of monitorino. nuclear test ac-
tivities, "'lot all seismic sinnals resultina from explosions
can b <=> detected. Seismic siana's are detect ibl*» from both
subterranean and surface pxplo^ions. The Raker test in the
Bikini atnll in Jul v 194o was fired underwater. Detectors
in California recorded the ° v e n t . The transfer of energy
from surface tests to seismic waves is only partial (Pichter
19 58). So^e explosions ar& too small to be detected and
others are indistincuishahle from natural seismic events
such as small earthcuak.es o r rockslides.
This renort presents the results of a prooram to improve
the reHaoilitv of the seismic detection of nuclear explo-
sions. A seismic monit-orinq svstem for explosions must
satisfy three objectives: first/ <=»ach event must be detected
above random noispJ second, it rn u $ t be located* and , final"
1 v/ it must b? distinguished *rom naturally occurrinq seism-
ic activity.

Consider so^e of the facts known sonut earthauakf s and
explosions and t h <=» i r detection at teleseismic distances.
Seismic events are characterized by a variety of waves
emanating 'rom their foci. The three most powerful and best
Known of these waves will be reviewed.
The first signals from a seismic event to arrive at a
distant detector are t- h e undae or imae or P waves. Vibratinq
in the direction of propagation, these longitudinal or
"comcressional" wav^s are able to oenetrate the earth's
crust/ mantle , and liquid core.
Undae secundae, S waves, orooagate at a lower speed than
P waves. Thev cause transverse o r "shear" motion in the
surrounding medium; in other words, they set ud oscilla-
tions perpendicular to their direction o * orooaaation.
Because o f their transverse nature, S waves are unable to
prooaoate tnrouah liquids a n o jo not Denetrate the earth's
core.
The third tvc« of seismic wav^ has been given the name
surface wave because it travels alona the surface of the
earth rather than d e <=» o in its interior. They are guided
waves following a channel between two discontinuities one of
which is the earth's surface. The other is the M ohorivicic
discontinuity. It oelimits the base of the continental
crust and is a point where 3 and P w a v » s undergo dramatic

velocity chanoes -iup *o a transition in the elastic nrooer-
t i e s of the medium.
It is n^c^ssa^v to ooint cut that not all types o
f
seismic waves ar<* s?pn with the same relative strengths f or
all tyoes of seismic events. Tyoical earthquakes are caused
bv sliocino or "shearinq" along a fault. Thus the S or
"shear" waves resul Mna from an earthauake are quite stronq.
The situation for e*o1osion<; is quite different. They are
essentially ooint source imoacts and show a marked reduction
in strenoth o* t h e S w a v ° s relative to the P waves. In
addition, surface waves fpo"1 p<nlosicns are often imperceo-
tiole. The ratio of p wave energy to S wave eneroy or the
ratio of co^cre^sioral waves to surface waves can provide an
indication of the properties of the oeneratinq event (Leet
l^o?; Lacoss 1969). Unfortunately* the relative amplitudes
of the different tvoes of waves do not yield a foolproof
discriminant hetw^e^ earthquakes and explosions. A larqe
explosion near Mi* earth's surface mav cause strains which
will produce S waves. A 1 s o , sine*5 the amplitude of surface
waves is proportional to exo (-H), *here H is decth, many
deep focus earthquakes show no surface waves.
The det cMon of an event will depend upon the amplitude
of the sinnal r^ceiv^d hy the seismometer. If the siqnal is
small and the detector insensitive, then, without the proper
use of sional processinn techniques* the event may pass
unnoticed. It is possible that the detector has not been
"tuned" to the dominant freauenry of the signal* or that the
7

detector ana subsecuent rrocessina filter out useful infor-
mation at c e r t a i n f renuencies. For small events* the bal-
ance will be weiqnt°d aoainst detection.
The amplitude of the sianal received is proportional to
the enemy or vi^lo of the event. However* the correlation
is not exact sine3 there is a strona dependence of the am-
plitude of the seismic sional uoon the type o' material in
whirn the event o r i c i n a t e s . Consider alluvium, an example of
which is the material deposited in river beas. Ten times
the explosive enerav will be renuireo bv an event occurrina
in alluvium to oroauc 6 f hp same effect at the detector as an
event occurino in aranite (Pullard 1966). Since the signal
can also be attenuated by the material in * h i c h the seismom-
eter is embedded* its location at a Geologically favorable
si f enhances the likelihood of detecting small events.
Another factor influe^cina the detection of seismic sig-
nals is oackaround nois?. This ca^ be quite significant in
heavily oooulateq areas* where trucks* trains* construction
and many other aspects of human activity oump noise into the
ground. Tsolated areas are bv no means all free of high
levels of background noise. The oounding of the surf in
coastal areas or the transmission of wind eneray into the
ground Dv forests can also introduce significant amounts of
bacWqround noise. v any sources of microseismic noise appear
to be unavoidable. The evidence suqoest that large weather
systems cause an increase in microseismic noise.

To -p i n i ti i z e both noise and attenuation, detectors are
best locat-eH toward t h e centers of continents, often in
regions of qranite. L ^ 3 A , the Lane A p e t u r e Seismic Array,
located no^r °il)inos, Montana, is a good example of a
modern seismic defection svste^. Instead of merely one
seismometer, it consists of 21 clusters c subrarrays each
contain ina 25 seismometers. Tts diameter is 2 kilometers.
Each seis"nomete r is buried aooroximately 61 meters under-
around to mini^i^e the effects of surface noise. Presently
only 13 of the subarray^ are in use. because it is so large,
it takes a measurable time for signals fro** many Eurasian
sites to traverse t "* e L A S A ar r a v . It is possible to calcu-
late time shifts in the data recieved at each seismometer so
that the entire array aooears to be "steered" in a particu-
lar di rect ion.
Discrimination of explosions from earthquakes can usual-
ly he accomplished by a combination of the four methods dis-
cussed below.
A. Location of the event
The velocitv of seismic waves throuoh the earth is fin-
ite* therefore, a *-ore distant seismometer will receive the
signal from an event- after a nearer one. iftith data f r o "»
several seis^ofefers or seismic arrays scattered about- the
earth, triangulation met-hods c a n be used to locate an event.
Inaccuracies in location are contributed to primarily by
local irreoularities in seismic velocities caused by

variations in conditions of the *=»art K 's upoer crust and
mantle. F ach detector mav be located in qeoloaically dis-
similar reninns a n d the roc^s beneath the event itself may
have different orooaqation velocities in different direc-
t ions.
Not all r e a i o n s of the earth Save the same seismicity.
The "rina of fire" or circum-^acific belt defines a very
active reaion. Hardly a year passes without an earthquake or
volcano wrea<ino havoc in one of the many countries front i no
on the Pacific. n t h e r renions are seism icallv inactive and
include the Canadian shield, the Brazillian shield, western
Australia, the innara shield of northern Asia, and most of
Africa. fOott and Q atten 1 Q 76). An event located in one of
these stable areas must be susoected of bemq an explosion.
Of course, location a 1 o ^ e is insufficient to determine the
nature of the event, but, when combined with other data, if
often provides s*"rcno circumstantial evidence for discrimi-
na t ion.
B . Como1e*i ,- y of the sional
Explosions are basicaMv simple events. A force emanat-
ing from the explosion's focus impacts upoo the surroundinq
meduim causino. the propaoation of seismic enerqv through the
earth. Their scat ial and temooral locations can be well
defined. On the other hand, earthquakes are rather complex.
The event occurs alona a fault which may be many Kilometers





The comclfKitv of the siqna 1 received at- the seismometer
is o*ten an indication of the Qpnre of the o r i q i n a 1 event.
An explosion usually has a very simple sianature wnile those
of earf houe<"s ar» much r-ore complex. This method is not
foolproof. A nebulous zone of simple earthauakes and rela-
tively complex explosions clouds discrimination.
C. Death
Depth also provides a means of oist inquishino the two
types of events. The deepest earthauakes occur 750 kilome-
ters beneath the earth's surfacp and about 3 percent of all
eartnouak^s take place at depths below 50 kilometers. It
would be impractical if not impossible to drill holes of
that depth in *hich to olace explosive charges. Unfor-
tunately* deoths for shallower earthauakes sometimes cannot
be determined wi t h the accuracy necessary to enable their
discrimination from explosions.
D. Relative strenoths of S, P, and surface waves
As mentioned previously* the S and surface waves are not
strona in explosions and thus there is a third criterion bv
which earthauakes and explosions c a^ be distinguished. This
too is an imperfect method, particularly when working at or
near the limits of tnp detectors. S and surface waves can
oe buried in noise and earthauakes mav be indistinauishable
from explosions. Several methods have been postulated which
1 1

can be usea to evade or obfuscate detection of nuclear test-
inq. One techniaue usea to diminish the apparent amplitude
of an explosion is to s*»t the charop off in a larae cavity.
As in the case of a surface test, less eneray is transmitted
to the around. bv sett inn several exclosions off along a
line and in a well t i m e H seauence, it is Possible to in-
crease the complexity of the sianal recieved sufficiently to
make it aopear like an earthauake.
In this o a p <=> r a possible new method for di sting uishina
explosions f ro^ earthauakes will be presented. It does not
aeoend upon depth, t r o detection of S or surface waves, or
the appearance ot the P wavs in the time domain. Through
examination of the p wave sig n a'"ures in the freouency domain
it has been shown that the eneraies delivered in certain
freouency intervals differ for earthauakes and explosions.
By t a k i n a advantaoe of these differences, a numerical
discriminant was oevelooed.
The report includes a discussion of the data received,
its value as a larae collection of seismic events, and pups-




The Comouter Laboratory of the Naval p ostaraduate School
is d e s i a n e d to crovide the eauinment necessary to conduct
research in th» areas of digital si anal orocessing and com-
puter science. A number of comouters within this laboratory
were user) tor this project.
A. Adaoe AGT-10
Designed for interactive araohics a i s p 1 a y , the Adage
AGT-10 ?y<!tpn consists o f a disolav screen which is re-
freshed ^ ti^es per second, ^ main computer with 1 6 K of
memory, a disk drive for additional s t o r a a e > and a ^eletyDe.
A set o* lb function s«i tchps» a joystick, six control di-
als? a li-nhtoen, and font cede Is allow a variety of user
interactions. Its 3 pit word length and well desioned pro-
grams i no lanauane mak« omararr execution rapid. Thus there
is little o<=»rceotible delay between an interactive command
and its product on the screen.
With an interface to t n ° SOS d 3 , it is oossible to
obtain interactive craohics display of large sianal process-
i na p r oa rams.
B. SDS Q300
The Scientific H a f a Systems S H S Q 3 , is a medium sized
second Generation ccmouter. It was the nucleus for the ma-
jority of the s i o n a 1 orocessinn done for this research. It
has a 1.7^ microsecond c v c 1 e Mme» 2 4 bit words, and 3 2 K of
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memory. Included a^ong its Peripherals are: two seven-
track taop d r i y e s , a card reader^ a line printer, a drum for
mass storane, and a teletype. This computer is interfaced
to the Adaae ftGT-10f the CSP-1<?^, and the Comcor CI-5000,
all of which were used.
Lanauanes available to SDS ^300 users are FORTRAN and an
assembly lanauaqe called Metasvmbol. Because of its many
interfaces? a variety of FORTRAN callable subroutines is
available for intercomputer communications.
c. csp-ias
T^e CSP Incorporated CSP-12 1^ is a 16 bit digital comput-
er witn a cvcle time of one hundred nanoseconds. It is
designed to rapidly perform the calculations necessary for
signal oroc°ssinn of massiye nuant-ifies of data. U f its 16K
of memory, OK consists of logically eauivalent IC and core
memory. Through its interface with the SDS 930 0, the
CSP-125 can be sent time data. T^e transform is computed in
the CSP-12S and the spectrum is delivered to the SDS 9300.
The CSP-125 has t h e capibilitv of doing transforms ei-
ther through software or its hardware box. Due to seal ina
problems, the latter has not been used extensively.
D. Comcor CT-^000
A hands-on ana'oa computer is available to users of the
lanoratorv facilities in the form of the Comcor CT-S000.
Proarammina is done on patchboards. The use of the CI-5000
1 a

in this research was a u i t <=> limited and very simple. Bv
using its interface with the S D S 9300, chart recoroings of
the digitized time d a t a n*re obtained.
E. POP 11/50
The PHP ll/SO is a state of the art fourth aenerat ion 16
bit digital computer h u i 1 1 by the Digital Equipment Company.
The system at the Naval Postgraduate School is more complex
than that found af other installations since two p 0P 11/50' s
share a section o f common mpmorv and acess three 8 megabyte
disc nrives throuoh a dual d
o
r t controller. The UNIX
timesharing system developed at bell Laboratories is
currently b e i na u^ed. Because th^se comouters have been
subjected to extensive on-going system de ve 1 ooemen t , they
did not provide a secure environment in which to undertake a
project involvina a Uroe data ba^e.
One of the cerirneral nevic^s to the PDP 11/50 system is
the Versatec p rinter/Plotfer. T t was ideal for obtaining
hardcopv of the graphics displavs of t h e A G T - 1 . The neces-
sary software was written so tnat an output face from the
SDS 9300 could be mounted on the PDP 11/50 and the display
data plotted w i t n the Versatec.
15

I V . Softwarp
A series of computer nroara^s was written or modified to
allow a Uroe data samol e to b *> analyzed. In this section a
brief lescriot ton of •his software is qiven. For more de-
tails about each orogra*1 / the reader is referred to Aopendi x
A.
A. READDATA
This o p o
g
p a m wa^ written to transcribe the PCD data tape
orovided by A C D A into a more compact binary form which was
also comoatible with oxistina sianal orocessinq and display
p r oqr ams
.
A standard heao^r record was designed and all signal
processing croaranr, s werp written or modified to conform to
the universal header record.
n. nsn
Designed to display t * e unprocessed seismic waveforms/
the Dioitallv Simulated Oscilliscooe or DSO program takes
full advantaae of t K e interactive features of the SDS
93 0/AGT graphics svste m . With the caoibility of handlina
up to t°r, seismocrams simultaneously/ its options are
selected bv using the 'uncMon switches on the AGT-10 and
include: n a m e 1 i s t / ti^esw^ep/ amplitude scaling/ trioger/




Essentially the sa^e as HSO pxceDt tor changes in t hp
input parameters ana data, the n i a i t a 1 Transform Display or
D X D allows the simultaneous disolay of as many as ten
transforms. Transforms are read into the computer and
stored on the drum. Tt is t h p n cossvble to sweep in any
direction throuoh the tra n sforms either in f reouencv or in
time.
Its options are similar to those of 0S0 and include:
namelist, frequency sweep* timpsweeo, amplitude scaling,
triaaer, variable freauencv resolution, ard spotlight.
D . N I F T v
Written to facilitate the hand lino of the numerous mag-
netic taoes involved in the project, NIFTY consists of
tightly coo ea a^s^mhlv 1 a n n u a g <=> subroutines covering all
aspects of t aoe manipulation. A master program, written in
FORTRAN, mav be compiled with the subroutines for stand-
alone or overlay use or the subroutines can be used in con-
junction with arbitrary oroarams.
Options available to the user o^ IMIFTY include: reading
and writina t^D°S in either BCD or binarvl skipping forward
or backward a specified number of records or files? dumoina
a tape out onto another t a o p or onto the lineorinter; writ-




Desianed to takp fast Fourier transforms of ur to 1 <? '4
Doints in lenoth with a user so^cified increment between
t rtjnsforfrs, this r mors* can be used stand-alone or/ with
sliant modification, as a subroutine. By takina full advan-
tage of the drum opripheral to the S H 3 9 3 0, this Droqram
was desicned to minimize execution time when used as a Dart
of an interactive araohics disolay oackaqe.
The user can choose to have an averaae noise transform
comouted from the averaae of the first k transforms. These
are used to comoufe the deviation from the mean of the ori-
ainal transforms.
X ( f 1 =
x (f ) - x(f)





( f ) z 1 / k > X
i=l
k < N





The F x t e n d e d Signal Processing oronnm was developed to
provide the user with a versatile aisolay of transformed
signal s in three dimensions throuah which the dynamic
characteristics of the sianal s in both the freauency and
time aom^ins could be studied. Originally designed for use
with a few long data sets* FSP underwent extensive rrodifica-
tins to allow it to ^e more efficient when process i no the
numerous s n o r seisTic data s°ts. An ontion was included to
allow the transforms f o be preformed while the interactive
graphics display was in oroaress. Other features added to
the program were the ability *" o handle multiple file inout
taoes ana a hard-cony ontion. The hard-copy option was par-
ticularly useful when making comparisons of the Qualitative
aspects of various events. The following ort ions are avail-
able to the user: n a m e 1 i s t » inout halt/ amplitude scaling*
freauency sweeo* spotlight* hard-cooy* and harmonic display.
G . RANDS
This program was written to aid the search for a quanta-
tive discriminant between earthauakes ana explosions.
Transforms were t a < e n on-line ana* within specified freauen-
cv banas* a numeric was founq «h jrh was chosen to be propor-
tional to either thp amplitude or the power of the Fourier
coefficients within t K a window. The alaorithm is essen-
tial 1 v a simple integration!




S R i is the start ina f reouency of hand i
E R i is the endino freouency of band i
x j is either the amplitude or power of thf» Fourier
coe f f i c i en t ,
ana if no normalisation is desired/ the normalization
factor is s«=»t eaual to ! .
The results were stored on maqnetic taDe and could be
Drocessea t H r o u a h an outout prooram/ R S L T S / which allowed
the user to choose several options for normalization and
lnterccmparison of the data and obtain a hard-coov print
out.
Proaram options included a choice of either amplitude or
power results/ normalization with respect to window width/
noise subtraction/ and output normalization with resoect to
any f reouency band f
o
r the spectra collectively or individu-
ally.
H. EQPLOT
EQPLOT, the hard-coov plottino program/ was written in
C/ the high level oroaramminn 1 a n g u a a e available within the
UNI* ooeratinn system/ which has been implementeo on the
PPP-11/50. The hard-coov output was obtained on the Versa-
tec printer/plotter. Working essentially as a black-box
20

or-oaram, FQPLPT took t-he results of the ESP hard-cooy ont ion
and formatted them for Dlotting.
The Hard-coov caoabilitv we have oevelooed allows the
user to make detailed comparisons between the spectral
characteristics of earthnuakes ana explosions. The user is
not forced to relv on the remembered appearances of in-





Most exolosions can b p distinguished from earthquake?
usina a combination o f the fol lowina: location* complexity,
oeDth/ ami tne presence or absence of S and surface waves.
There, are. However, exceptional events. The discrimination
of these was a motivation for this research.
To be meanina^ul, a discriminant must be valid for typi-
cal as well as extraordinary events. Conseauen t 1 y , a large
samcle of events from many sites and possessing a ranoe in
deoth ana magnitude was examined. To eliminate variations
caused bv u S i n a data obtained at several sites on many dif-
ferent kinds of detectors, only data from LAS* were used.
Two sets of data we^e obtained: a coov of a taoe,sent by
Control Data Corporation, duoben from data in the files at
MIT and elsewhere ana approximately 110 events through ACDA.
The M I T data consisted of 3 ? 7 events from 1 9 b 6 through 1^74.
Of these, 215 included s t e e r p d b p a m sums and aata from four
subarravs, Pith«r Fl, F ? , F 3 , and F 4 nr 01, 0? , 03, or 04.
The ACDA data * p re sent ov Teledyne Geotech in Alexandria,
Virainia and included ? 5 explosions and 8 4 earthauakes.
These data included all of the operative subarrays at LASA
but not the main beam.
Preliminary analysis was based upon the application of
graphical display techniques orioinallv developed at the
Naval D ostaraduate School for acoustic signal processing.
?2

Software was ooti^izeH 'or use w i t h seismic data.
A selection of »v°nfs was crocessed usinq On-L i ne-F_SP .
»'< i t h its dynamic caribi 1 1 t jps and hard-cooy oot ion» it was
possible to tell t h a t f h e freauency distributions of e x o 1 o -
sio"S w°r»> auite different f r o m those of earthauakes. Fig-
ures 1 - 7 illustrate this ooint.
It wa«* found that certain test sites possessed distinc-
tive sianatures on the soectra obtained from transforminq
the L A S A data. In Darticul ar» pvpnts oriainatinq from Semi-
palatinsk were quite uninup and it took only a little prac-
tice before most events from that location could be identi-
fied solely on the basis of their soectra.
Software was develooed to aid in the. search for a quan-
titative discrirrinant based on the soectral differences
between the events. It was found that; for some events*
signal s wer° detected at the hiahest attainable freauencies.
Since the samel ion rate determines the hiahest reliable fre-
quency en a transform, suoseouent discussions will be based
solelv upon subar^ay data from the M I T tane having a sam-
olina rate of £0 samples r«r second. Onlv events orior to
IS April 1969 were truly sampled at d0 s a moles Der second.
The reader is referred to the discussion of the data for
more information r e a a r d i n a the samolinq rates. The samolina
rates of the data were oroaramrraticallv verified.
By rrocpssinq the d a t * with the subroutine RANDS/ the
sums of the amplitudes of the Fourier coefficients within
Pi

several soectral windows were found. The soectral windows
chosen were:
0.4 - 0.6 Hz ,
0.6 - 1.0 Hz,





- 2.0 h ? ,
2.0 - 3.0 Hz,
3.0 - a. 5 Hz
a . 5 - 6.0 Hz, and
b.O - 9.0 Hz.
To accentuate the response in the laraer hi oh freauency win-
dows/ the sums were not normalized with respect to window
width. However, tc aid comparison of events, the results
for each window were normalized with resoect to the results
for the 0.6 to 1.0 Hz window.
3
A aood correlation was found between the amplitude in
the 0.6 to 1.0 Hz window and the magnitude, m , of the
event. (Fnu^e A ) The data on explosions and shallow focus
earthauakps w<=>re separated into qrouos according to their
unnor^alized amplitudes in the 0.6 to 1.0 Hz window. The






- O.S x 10 J ,
- .496 x 1 4 ,
- o.^oq x in 4 ,
- 0.6OO x 10 3 , and
-




Means we^e calculated 'or each r within each of the
five nrouns. Desoite the fact that the normalized response
in the windows covprinn 1.0 to <J . 5 Hz was a function of the
maqnitude o * trie event/ a simple discriminant was attain-
able.
I« e found that » for all pxolosionsf the response in the
1.0 - 1 . *4 Hz window was areater than that in the 0.6 - 1.0
Hz window. The reverse was true for earthquakes which also
had hiciher means at . '4 - 0.6 Hz than did explosions. A
discriminant- can he constructed from the simple combination
of these resoonses and is written as:
8
£ n rZ—» i ij
i=l
where P is one of eiaht snectral winaows for event j and n
is a normalization factor deoendina uron the amplitude at




The discriminant oave strongly neqative values for
essentially all deer and shallow focus earthquakes and zero
to stronolv positive values for all explosions. Si ana Is
arrivina at L A S A from N-e v ad a Test Site* NTS* explosions
yeildea anomalously neaative values; however, because of the
proximity of NTS to LAS A, thev are not teleseismic. Tt may
oe necessary to consider local crust al conditions when usinq
soectral criteria based on such nearby events.
Inspection of the data and plots of amplitude versus
frequency revealed that earthquakes with maanitudes below
5.5 have a common nigh freauency asymptote/ while larqer
earthquakes hav*5 a higher, but parallel/ hiah frequency
asymptote. A factor larqelv responsible for this result may
be the increased source persistence of laraer earthquakes.
No hiqh frequencv asymptote was found for explosions. This
does not nrpclude the Possibility that such an asymptote
exits^ nevertheless, within the frequency ranoe studied in
this project, none was * o u n H .
Graohical analysis of the earthqua<es and explosions
usinq tentative estimates of the attenuation resulted in
estimates of the source spectra. It is oossible to explain
the low D values obtained a^ several sites as being the
result of differences in attenuation at the site. For exam-
ple/ lower D values will result when the explosion takes
?b

place in softer mcks. T h o lower than normal D values for
Novava Zeml va can be explained hy the fact thaf these few
very large explosions were rlraooed down while being averaqed
with other -ne^bprs of Group A. By separately reanal yzinq
these events* it is oossirle to brinq their D values up to
more positive levels. Also it should be noted that for such
larqe events* the roll-over in the source spectra occurs at
f reouencios less than 5 H z • This will contribute to some-
what lower values. The low values for the NTS explo-
sions can be explained as heinq due to frequency sensitive
attenuat ion.
Given data between 6 and Q Hz, it is possible to evalu-
ate attenuation effects tor an arbitrary event and/ if its
attenuation has a higher frequency decendance than normally
found for earthouafcesr a modified discriminant can be calcu-
lated by first- ad.lustino the data to oive a hioh frequency
deoendancv similar to that of an earthquake and then
proceedinq as usual.
It may also b° possible to compute yields for explosions
from uncalibrated sites. Qncf an event has bpen determined
to be an explosion, it is possible to force the data to fit
the observed spectra for Site A at Semipalatinsk. The
resultant amplitude near 1 Hz is proportional to maonitude
from which yield can K e found usina a known relationship
between yield ana magnitude.
For a more detailed discussion of our data analysis* the
?7

reader is referrpd t n Appendix B which contains a presenta-




VII. D a t a
As mentioned at^v , it is necessary to discuss the data.
One would expect that the number of observations that have
bee" collected in tMs oroara^ of both earthquakes and ex-
plosions would provide seis^oloaists with a useful dafa-base
for further research. However, Questions as to the integri-
ty of these data have been uncovered. It is felt that any
research bas^d on the^ is rendered suspect, including that
reported in this paper and conseauently the paper of
Evernden (19 77), which describes this study. Below are dis-
cussed some of the revelations that gradually surfaced.
A
. Samo 1 i nq Kate
In October 1975/ a cony of a tape that had been dubbed
from events selected from the data library at ^ I T ' s Lincoln
Laboratories and elsewhere was received throuah Control Data
Corporation and Col. R ussell Ives. Enclosed with the tape
was a complete description of its format. The data for each
event included three records of header information.
Althouqh areat care nad been cnven to the location ana the
timina of the event, no information was aiven reaarding the
samrlina rate of the <ia*-a. Verbal inauirv resulted in a
reoort that all o* the data were sa^oled at 20 samples per
second .
As the data were reina processed, a difference between
the older and more recent data was noticed. Concurrent with
the oroc°ssinq of the CDC data J . Evernden obtained from a
?9

colleague at |VI i T a Mne with a few events on it most of
which duplicated t h o s ** on the CDC tape. When processing
identical events on the M T T and CDC taoes we found large
differences in t n e results. In particular; there appeared
to be larqe differences in the freauency distributions of
the soectra. At that point* difficulties with the sampling
rates were suspected. A few calls to Boston and Alexandria
yeilded the following tal».
At its inception LASA s e i s mome t e r s were sampled at 20
samples per second and the dioitized data were sent to Wash-
inoton where they were stored. Cooies of the data were sent
to scientists worteina in the area of seismic survei lance.
The published work of many of these scientists lead to the
general belief that there was no information hove 5 H? for
either earthquakes or explnsions (PHj lco-Fora report ref
unknown). Faced with the storaae of massive Quantities of
apparently over samrled data; the decision was made to halve
the samplinc rate. On IS Aoril l Q o q LASA data were decimat-
ed.
By 1^6°; however* a larae cuantity of software had been
written. M T T wisheo to obtain data compatible with the
exist ina software; so* at their renuest* Teleovne sent to
MIT data which were oseudo-sampled at 20 Hz. To obtain
pseudo-samp 1 ed data* two adjacent points were a\jeraaeci and
the resulting interpolated point was inserted between them.
The reaction to this information was complete disbelief.
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Quite a bit- of b o •" h manpower and computer t i ™ e had been
spent trvinc to analvze data sampled at a different rate
than had he p n r^oorted. A discussion with R . to . Hamming con-
firmed what was intuitive 11/ obvious* that high freauencies
in the cseu do -sampled data would be depressed relative to
high freauencies in data that were actually sampled at 2
Hz.
To be off bv a factor of two when analvzino the spectra
has deliterious conseouenres. The Nynuist frenuency has
been halved* thus a sner^uTi which appears to covpt N Her?
actually covers only |V I / 2 Hertz. The band intearation
analysis would veild meaningless results unless the true
samolina rate of the data was known and used.
B . Filterina
At the reoypst of ACDA, an attempt to detect a few very
small events had bpen planned. A tape* L 16283* was re-
ceived from ACDA. Tt contained two events: one in December
197a and the oth<=» r in April 1975. It was reported that all
of the data had b?en samoled at 20 Hz.
Preliminary analysis o* the data using the ESP interac-
tive qraohics display p r o a r a m showed that most of the detec-
tors han anomalous soi<es at a freauencv of about 5 Hz and
that the amolitudes did not fall of with increasing freouen-
cy in a tanner characteristic of a detector response curve.
It appeared to be filtered. A q a i n # R . W • Hamming applied his
practiced p v e to the data and aareed that they were rather
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pec u 1 i a r
.
Discussion wit K AC DA ultimately revealed that the data
had been filtered at 5 Hz. The type of filter regains unk-
nown.
Shortlv thereafter, it was discovered that, given the
start time of the rata and the start time of the signal for
the event, the anal vsis lead to one of two conclusions:
first, that the time winnow of the data did not inculde the
event or, second, that the data were actually sampled at 10
riz
.
The situation could have been sav»d bv resampling the
original a n a 1 o n data without the use of filters and at an
appropriate samplinc rate. Unfortunately* the analoa taoes
hao been recycled and the orioinal data were lost.
C. Data Acquisition
The lenoth of time, over a war in the case of the data
on tare L 1 b 2 P 3 , ^o obtain -ruch of "he data was qui te long,
with the delay between the reouest for and the acauisition
of data shortened, it mav be oossible to have less informa-
tion oertainioa to data specifications lost or foraotten.
Of course, reouests for data should be reasonalble in size.
One product of this study i s a set of ascii tapes of the
data received to invest iaatf seismic detection and discrimi-
nation. The taoes include the CDC data, the A C D A supolied
earthquakes, and the ACDA supplied explosions. Data
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recorded o r i o r to IS ^pn 1 1 9hQ wpp» sampled at 20 Hz. Data
following t S ^ o r i 1 1^6^ were sampled at 10 Hz. Any prepro-
cessing to which the d a *" a were subjected orior t- o rpcieot at
the Naval Postgraduate School wa neither reported nor un-
covered? therefore* the us?r must beware and work with this
data at his own risk.
^3

VIII. Cone 1 us i ons
a e have described the software tools built to analyze
the larae quantity of seismic data involved in this project.
Using this software on short period seisrric data» we have
been able to obtain a numeric which may provide a discrim-
inant between earthouakes and explosions. This discriminant
appears to b° effective actainst multishot events ana, aiven
adeauate information about the oath, it may be possible to
discriminate events onlv a few decrees from the detector
The adeauacv of the data we received has been discussed.
We feel that ev^ry step of the data acauisition and analysis
process should he sufficiently documented so that subseauent
users will know the exact status of the data they receive.
»Ve have been in the unfortunate position of recievina data




Figures 1-7. These are D 1 o t s made with the hard cony ODtion
of ESP of an exclusion, a de eo focus earthquake and a shal-
low focus eart houake. Notice that hi oh frequencies are more
pronounced for the subarrays than for the beam in all cases
and that the explosion shows more hioh freauency informa-
tion.
Fig 1. CDC data s <=> t event U 5 , Beam. Explosion at N o v v a Z e m -
lya on October 2 7, l Q 6o h a v i n a a oianni tu<1f> of 6.3.
Fig 2. CDC dat* set event sS, subarrav F2. Explosion at
Novva Zemlya on October 2 7, 1966 having a magnitude of 6.3.
Fig 3. COC data set event s S , subarrav F3. Explosion at
Novya Zemlya on October 27, l Q b6 having a magnitude of 6.3.
Fig '1
. COC data s <=» t event -202, Bean. Deep focus earthouake
in the '-'indu Kush rpaion on January 2H, 1972 having a magni-
tude of b . .
Fig 5. COC data set event #
?
2 / subarrav F 1 . Deep focus
earthouake in the hindu *ush renion on January 20, 1972 hav-
ing a magnitude of 6.0.
Fia 6. CDC data set event 3210, ^eam. Shallow focus earth-
quake in the indreanof T slands of the Aleutian arc on M arch
20, 1 Q 73 having a magnitude of 6.0.
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Fig 7. CUC data s°t eve^t a ? 1 , subarray F 1 . Shallow focus
earthquake in the Andreanof Islands of t h *» Aleutian arc on
March i?Q, 1 Q 7 3 having a rnaanit-ude of o.O.
Fig 8 . Amolitude within the SDectral window 0.6 to 1.0 H?
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D i a i t a 1 1 y Simulated Oscilliscooe
Designed to display the unprocessed seismic waveforms,
the Digitally Simulated Osci 1 1 i scope or DSO program takes
full advantaae of the interactive features of the XDX
9300/AGT oraphics system. With the caoibility of handlino
up to ten seismocrams simultaneously/ its options are
selected by usinq the function switches on the AGT-10 and
include:
i . M a m e 1 i s t
The user is allowed to modify the value of any
parameter specified as a namelist variable in the
FORTRAN code. When this option is selected/ a cursor
appears on the AGT-10 screen. Usina the AGT tele^yoer
the operator tyres the name and value of the variable to
be changed. F.ach character typed will appear on the
screen. The line-edit facility provided by the AGT-10
system allows the user to modify the current line. When
it is satisfactory/ a c ar r i age return signifies its com-
pletion. Several namelist parameters may be modified.
When the operator is finised/ a * carriage return will
turn off the namelist option and normal program execu-
tion will resume .
ii. Timesweep
because the maximum number of points that can be
plotted in the x direction is limited to 200, it is
^7

impossible to view most seismoarams in their entirety
and at a resolution of one sample ooint per plot point.
The time sweeo option allows the operator to inspect any
time seament of a seismoaram. There are several ways of
exercisina this ootion.
a. Coarse Timesweeo
This allows the operator to use the control
dials to sweeo both forward and backward through
selected seismoarams ranidly.
b. Fine Timesweep
Similar to coarse timesweeo, this option serves
as a vernier. Aaain the control dials are used to
oosition the time trace.
c. Autos weeo
All seismoarams will be sweot in time simultane-
ously with this ootion. The timesweep is continuous
until the oct ion is turned off and it is oossible to
move either forward ro backward through time.
Pointers assure that the display will not run off
either end of the seismoaram.
d. Sinqle Sweeo
Instead of sweeping continuously/ this option is
automatically turned off after completing one
timesweep of the data. Aaain the user chooses to
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sweeo either forward or backward across the data.
Hi. Amplitude Scaling
As an alternative to changina the data's scale fac-
tor through n a m e 1 i s t , it is oossible to use a control
dial to modify the scaling of the data. This option
will remain in effect until it is turned off by the
user .
i v . T r i age r
Bv usina a combination of function switches and con-
trol dial s» it is oossible to set a positive or negative
amplitude trigoer level and to trigaer either from the
Deginnina of the data or from the current lead point of
the data beino displayed on the AGT-10. This allows the
user to find larae fluctuations in the data without
insoectina thp entire seismogram.
v . T i debase
It is possible to alter the displayed resolution of
the data by varyina the ti^ebase with a control dial.
An increase of resolution to ten points per seismogram
is possible and* by an averagina process* the resolution
can be decreased so that the entire seismooram just
fills the sc reen
.
v i . Soot 1 i ah t
A moveable hiahliaht is available sn that the user
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can acctentuate interest inq features of the disolay.
Soot 1 inht ino is also useful when searching for interest-
inq features since the ocerator is subconciously forced
to pav more attention to the hiohliqhted reoion.
I. DSO - Ooeratinq Summary
DSO may be used on a stand-alone hasis or as a seqment in a
laraer overlay job. To beain usina DSO, the ODerator must
transfer oroqram control to DSO. This mav be done by rerun-
ing a core imaqe of DSO from a save taoe when usinq stand-
alone OSU or, in the case of an overlay job, by setting
aooropriate flags in the control oroaram. It is necessary
to prepare the A G T - 1 for DSO execution by calling the
"GATED" qrachics oackaqe.
The data taoe» which has been oreDareo with the standard
header records? is mounted on the aooropriate drive (Unit
2) .
Because there are many namelist variables which must be
specified when runnina this orooram, it is convienent to
prepare a card deck containinn namelist input information.
when tHe proqram recuests inout » instead of laboriously typ-
inq in all namelist parameters, the user tyoes the following






II. Function Switch Definitions
Once the nroqram has been initialized, the AGT-10 consoler
function switches* and control dials are used for nroqram
control. Below are listed the function switch definitions.
When control dials are to be used in conjunction with a par-
ticular ^unction switch ootion, thev have been indicated in
Da rent heses .
3 - name list i npu t
This allows the ooerator to modify namelist parame-
ters ^rom the AGT-10 teletype console.
H - dial overlay ootion
Since there are only six control dials and since a
maximum of ten seismoarams can be displayed simultane-
ously/ this function switch allows the operator to use
one control dial for more than one seismocram when the
sweep ootion has been selected.
5 - coarse sweep (all dials)
Each seismoqram can be sweet individually in time
and is qoverned by the control dials.
fc> - fine sweep fall dials)
This serves as a vernier to the coarse sweep option.
For both the coarse and fine sweeo options* function
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switch 10 is used to reverse direction.
7 - sea 1 i no (dial D
)
As an alternative to namelist, amplitudes may be
SC a 1 ed manual 1 y .
8- triqger (dial C)
The control, dial is used to set the tringer level »
for which there is a numeric display on the screen, and
function switch 10 is used to change the sian of the
trigaer level.
9 - auto sweep
This option causes continuous time sweeping of all
seismograms. Function switch 10 will reverse the direc-
tion of the sweeo .
10 - si on op t i on
Used in conjunction with function switches 5, b, 8,
9 f and 11, the sian of the timesweeo direction or of the
triaaer amplitude becomes negative.
11 - auto sweeo once
A sinole time sweeo of all of the data is executed.
The sweep direction is reversed bv selecting function
switch 10.
1 2 - span (dial C
)




1 3 - soot 1 i ah t (dial A )
The control dial is used to oosition the spotliqht
at the desired location. When the function switch is
turned off/ the hiqhliqht will remain on and stationary.
ja - remove SDotliaht
This oDtion turns off the soot light.
1 6 - t aoe i npu
t
This function switch allows taoe input of inverse
FFT's. It was not extensively used in this project.
When several function switches are on simultaneously/ a
function switch precedence will cause certain options to be
overridden. Switches 7 , b t and 5 are listed in decendinq
order of precedence.
III. Control Parameters
The namelist variables are listed below. For each/ the
range and default value have been qiven in parentheses. 'I'
has been used to indicate array variables all of which can
have uo to ten entries. Real variables are indicated by the
use of decimal ooints.














orioingl samoling rate of
data in s amn 1 e s / sec ond
start time of the data in
hours* "tinutesr and seconds
seismoaram identification
number
B. M echanica1 Hata Soec i f i c a t i ens
:
I C H f ? ; 1 )
LREC( 1-1024; 1024)
DZONE(0-?; .00")
channel to be displayed
length of incut record
in words
sensitivity of dials?
as D Z N E is decreased,
the dials become more
sensitive
C. Basic Oisolay Scecifications
NPT( l-200;200)
B I A S ( ? ; ; T )
scl(?; 10.0)
SF(?;6SS36)
INK 1-10; 1 )
number of points to ne
disolayed pep line
bias for displayed data
scale factor* this scale
factor should be used for
interactive modification
scale factor for AGT-10
OUtDUt




I W ( - 1 , 1 , I
)
maximum number of seismograms
that can be displayed
flaos choosina which
seismograms will be displayed
0-no display '> 1-display
D. Program Control Soeci f icat ions
I TAPE (0-7; 2)
MTAPE(0-7;0)




input tape unit number




read card i npu t
reinitialize Drogram
return to master orogram
E. Disolav Specifications
LP( 1-MP; 1 ; I)
x o ( ? ; - o . a
)
y o ( ? ; - . 7
incrco-?; 1 00)
inc(o-?;o)
lead do i n t of
di so 1 ayed data
location of X = ,
coordinate and data di sdI av
location of Y=0 ,
coordinate and data display
lead ooint increment when
using auto sweeo
number of points sKipoed
between each point displayed
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F. Spot DisDlav Specifications
IWIDEC 1-10; 10") width of spotliaht in points
G. Triqqpr Control Soec i f i c a t i ons
MAXV(0-?;a096) maximum value of triaqer
level
IV. Examole of a Chanqe of Control Parameters
Initially the user has the followina display:
1. 8 seismoarams, numbered 1 t-hrouqh 8
2 . INT r 1 , the lowest Possible intensity on the display
3. INC = 0, one data point per plot point on the screen
The parameters are to be chanced to yeild the following:
1 . <? seismoarams, numbers 5 and 7
T yoe
1 . I W = 0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0
or
I !w ( 1 ) =
IW( a)
I rt ( 5
)





i w ( 1 o ) = o
«?. INT = ? , increase screen intensity
3. INC = ? i two data Doints are averaaed to produce one






SUBTASK DS9 - DIGITALLY SIMULATED 6SCILLISC3 D E
JSW(I) 9 LAND (JW/LLS< 1*23*1 >
)













IDEV*LP>MP'XO/YO; ITOiSCL^ I CARD* I NCR* DZ9NE* SF* INITL










IT APE/2/ > I w IDE/ 10/ iXC/-0-^//Y0/-.7/i5R/20./*3CL/10»/#NPT/2C0/#











IFUCARD tEQ« 1) ICARO = ; INPUT(5)
IF( INITL »EQ« 0) G9 T8 100
CALL INI T












09 90 I a 1/NGM
MPEC *
D9 35 N = 2#I
35 MREC - MREC + NREC(N*1)
IFILE ' 10 + MREC
D9 90 J = 1/NCH
IF(J .NE. ICH) G9 T9 60
READ IN REC9RDS 9F CHANNEL TB BE DISPLAYED AND ST8RE =5N DRjM
D9 50 K = 1/NRECC I )
CALL BININI ITAPE#I8UF,LREC* IND)
IF(IND «EQ. 1) ST9P
CALL WRITEdFlLEi IBUF/LREC)
50 IFILE = IFILE + 1
G9 TQ 90
READ THR9UGH REC9RDS 9F THE CHANNELS T9 BE SKIPPED
D9 80 K s liNREC( I
)
CALL 3 IN IN ( I TAPE, IBJF,1, IND)





C9"PUTE THE REC9RD IN WHICH THE CURRENT LEAD D 9lNT IS l9CATED
THE LEAD P9INT IS THE IP-TH P9INT BF THE REC9RD
100 D9 110 I » liNGM
IREC( I ) = LP( I ) / LREC
I P < I ) = LP( I) - IREC( I )*LREC
110 IF( IP( I ) .EQ» 0) IP( I ) * LREC
I
D9 160 IJK = 1#MAXGM
IF( IW( UK) >EQ« 0) G9 T9 160
1 = 1*1
IFUSCL »NE« C) G9 T9 101







D° 115 N = 2, IJK
115 MREC » MREC NREC(N - 1)
IFILE * 10 * IREC< I ) + MREC
CALL READD( IFILE, IBUF/ LREC
)
L p D( I ) IPO
09 130 J liNPT
IF THE CURRENT PQINT EXCEEDS THE 39UNDS 9^ THE GRAM/ STUFF ZER9S
IN THE REMAINDER 9F THE DISPLAY BUFFER
I F ( LP ( I ) + "(J"l)*( INC + 1) »GT. MP(I)) G9 13 155
IR = IP ( I ) + (U-l )*{ INC+1
>




Y(J#I> = IBUF( IR)*SCL/SF
130 CONTINUE
G9 TQ 160
140 IFILE = IFILE + 1
TEST T9 SEE IF ALL DATA HAS 3EEN EXHAUSTED/ IF Sd , STJFF ZER8S INTJ
THE REMAINDER 9F ITS 9UTPUT ARRAY
IFdFlLE tGE« MREC + 10+ NRECUM G9 T9 155
CALL READD( IFILE/ I3UF/ LREC)
D9 150 K s U/NPT
IP=IP( I ) + ('<-J)»( INC + 1)
MUST G9 T9 THE NEXT REC9RC
IF( IR.GT,LREOU = '<; IP( I ) = IR-LREC;G9 T3 140
Y(K/I) = IBUFJ IR) »SCL/SF
G9 T9 160
STUFF 2ER9S INTfi THE REMAINDER 9F THE GRAPHICS ARRAY
D9 156 UU = U/NPT

































IF(KSPT .NE. 0) CALL SP9T
KSPT *
170 CONTINUE
SENSE FUNCTI8N SWITCH 8PTI9N
FUNCTION SWITCH ASSIGNMENT
3 NAMELIST INPUT
4 DIAL 9VERLAY 0°TI9N
5 TIME SWEEP - C9APSE - ALL DIALS
6 TI^E SWEEP - VERNIER - ALL DIALS
7 AMPLITUDE SCALING - DIAL 4
8 TRIGER - DIAL 3
3 AUT9 SWEEP
1C DIRECTI9N 9F SWEEP
11 SINGLE SWEEP
12 TIME BASE - DIAL 3
13 SP9TLI3HT - DIAL 1
14 REM9VE SPOTLIGHT
15 TRIGGER FR9M CURRENT LP

























ER .NE. 0) 9UTPJT(102) IERjMSW
LX9R(JWi ISW)
NGM + 3
20 I = 3; 16
SW( I ) .EQ. 0) G9 T9 220
DE(4,2lCi ITX) I
AT(I2)
TEXT9( IDEVi ITXj 1*LB/ 1> 1/ 3/ IER >
ER .NE. 0) 9UTPJTUC2) IERj'SW
LB + 1
INUE




ER .NE. C) 9UTPUT(102) IER/'NUL'
INUE
VCD( IDEV/DlALSi IER)
ER .NE. 0) 9UTPUT(102) IER*'VCD'
IFLD * 1
TEST F9R NAMELIST INPUT
300 IF(JSW(3) .EQ. 0) G8 T9 310








IF^TAPE »NE» 0) CALL RWND ( ^TAPE ) ; MTAPE =
IF< ICARD .ECU G9 T9 20
IF( IMTL »EQ« 1) G8 TQ 30
IF THE NUMBER 8F GRA^S T9 BE DISPLAYED HAS BEEN CHANGED* REINITIAl
JF(L,STNGM .NE* NGM) CALL IMT
KSPT«1
G9 T9 100











IT( JSVm< 16) »NE.
G q T9 200
0) CALL C9ARSE; Ge T9 100
C) CALL VERNIEP; G9 T9 100
C) CALL SCALE; G9 T9 100
0) CALL TRIGER; JW = J8FF(8)
0) CALL AUT9; G9 T9 100
0) CALL AUT9; JW=J9FF(11); G
0) CALL SPAN; G9 T9 100
0) KSPT * 0; CALL SP9T; G3
33 T8 100
9 T9 100
0)CALL SP9T; JW=J8FF( 1^); Q
0) CALL VERSA; JW =J8F^a5)














9PTI9N F9R NEGATIVE TRIGGER LEVEL
IF< JSW< 10) .NE. 0) ISGN = -1
MAXV IS THE UP D ER LIMIT 9F THE TRIGGER LEVEL






De 30 UK = 1#MAXGM
IF( IW( UK) >EQt 0) G9 T9 30




9PTI9N T9 TRIGGER FR9M CURRENT LEAD P^INT
IFUSWU5) .NE. 0) IST=IREC(D Li I RT = l_P ( I ) - I REC ( I ) *l_REC
D5 10 J » 2, UK
10 MREC = MREC + NREC( J-l )
D6 25 K = ISTjNREC( I )
IFILE=10+MREC + (K-l)
CALL READD( IFILEj IBUF,LREC)
DR 20 L * IRTiLREC
KK = LREC*(K-,1)+L
IF((IBUF(U) «UT« 0) .AND. (TRL »LT. 0)) G3 T9 15
IF( IBUF(L) »LT. 0) G9 T9 20




IRUF(L) - TRL5 »GE. 0) LP( I )
G9 T9 20
NEGATIVE TRIGGER LEVEL
<<; G9 T9 30
2C




IF N9 TRIGGER LEVEL IS F9UND; SET THE LEAD P9INT EQUAL T9 THE LAST
P9INT 9F THE GRAM




CALL TEXT9( IDEVi ITX#2il/92#li3/ IER)







IF(JSW(6) .NE. 0) CALL VERNIER; RETURN














IF(JSW<4) »NEtO)G8 T3 20
C8VPUTATHN F3R LINES 1 T? 6
D* 10 I»1#N1





T^E RANGE eF THE LEAD P8I VJT IS LIMITED BY THE T3TAL NJ^BE^ 5F
POINTS IN THE GRAM
LP(I) (1«0 + DIALS(D) * MP(I)/2





C8MPUTATI9N F9R LINES 7 T8 10
D8 30 I=l/N2
IF(ABS(DIALS( I ) • CDS (1*6)) -LT« DZ8NE) G3 T8 30
CDS( I+6)=DIALS( I )
|_p(I+6) = (1.0 + DIALS( I ) )*MP( I+6)/2










8PTI8N T8 G6 3ACKwARDS










IFCJSW(^) iNE«0)G8 T9 20
Ce^PUTATieNJ F8R LINES 1 T9 6
oe io i=1j\i
IF(A3S(DIALS( I ) - VDS(I>) »LT« DZ9NE) G9 T9 10
VDS( I ) * DIALS! I
)
L p H) * |_P(I) + (1*0 + DIALS( I) )*NPT*ISGN/2
IF(LP( I ) .LT« 1 ) LP( I ) = 1





C9MPUTATI9N F9R LINES 7 T9 10
09 30 I»1*N2
IF{ABS(DIALS< I ) - VDS(I+6)) .IT. DZ9NE) 39 T9 30
VDS( I+6)'DIALS( I
LPU+6) = LPd+6) + (1.0 + DIALS! I) )»NPT*ISGN/2
IF(LP(I+6) .LT. 1) LP<I+6) s 1







8PTI9N T9 G8 BACKWARDS
IF(JSW< 10) .NE»0) ISGNs-1
D9 10 I»1#NGM
INCREMENT EACH LEAD P9INT BY +/- INCR* REGAINING ^ITHIN T^E
LIMITS 9F THE T9TAL NUMBER 9F P9INTS IN THE GRAM
L p ( I )=LP( I ) + ISIGN( I NCR/ ISGN)
IF(LP( I) «LT. 1) L?d ) * 1







IFi ABS(DIALS(3) - SPN) tLT« DZ9NE) IFLD = 0;RETURN
SPN DIALSO)
IF(SPN «LE. 0) G9 T9 20
EXPAND THE GRAM
10 NPT = ( 1-SPN)*2C0





20 INC a ( ABS(SPN) )*^PMX
DX = 0.007
NPT = 200
NUMBER 9F SECONDS BEING DISPLAYED 3N THE GRAPH
30 S (NPT/SR)*( INC+1)
35 ENC9DE(8/100/ ITX) S
100 F9RMAT(P8«2)
CALL TEXT9< IDEV/ I TX> 2* 2» 32
1
1 t 3, I ER
)
IFUER »NE. 0) ?UTPUT(102) IERj'SPAN*
D9 200 I * liNGM
CHANGE LPD T9 INSURE THAT THE DISPLAY WILL BE UPDATED




D9 20 NM = IjNGM
I * NGM - (NM -1)
COMPUTE THE TIME 9F THE FIRST POINT 9N EACH SEISM8GRAM
K = IT( I ) + LPD( I )/SR





ICURS »NE« 0) K = K + ( INC + 1 )*(3PTA + ( I w I DE/2 ) ) /3R
ITIME( 1/ I ) = K /3600
ITIME(2/I) = (K-ITME( li I )*3600)/60
ITIMEO/D = < - I TIME ( 1/ I )*3600 - ITIME(2i I )*6C
AMPLITUDE IS GIVEN F9R THE FIRST P9INT 9N EACH LINE
IAMP * Y(l, I )*(SF/SCL)
E\CSDE(24il00# ITXA) IDGM( I ) , I T I ME
(
1j I ) > I T I ME ( 2, I
)
, I T I ME
(
3j I ) , I AMP
IOC FflRMAT(A4j
•
12/' ',12 • i 12/' , I5> ' ' )
CALL TEXTS ( IDEV, ITXA,6,NM, 1,1*3/ IERR9R)
IFUERR9R .NE» 0) 3JTPUTU02) IERR9R,'TX9»
20 CONTINUE
RETURN




M AGE(1) = IHEAD(OilNT)
L s NPT*NGM + 2
MKZ9 » LSTNPT - NPT
D9 15 I = 1,NGM
K * U - 1)*NPT + 1
C9MPUTE THE VERTICLE SPACING 9F EACH LINE
YV * Y9 + ( 1-1 ) *DY
D5 10 J S 1,NPT
XI* = X9 + CX*( J - 1
)
YIM s YV + Y( Ji I ) - 3IAS( I )
IFU.NE. 1) G9 T9 9
M AKE THE FIRST P9INT SN EACH LINE A DRAW
IMAGEU + J) = IPACK(XlM,Yl^/0)
G9 T9 10




M AGE(L> i C
PUT ZER9S IN THE UNUSED P9RTI9N 9F THE ARRAY
D8 20 I = liMK29*NGM
20 I M AGE(L+I ) =
CALL GRAPH9(IDEV, IMAGE/Lj It IER)







IF(JSW(U) .NE. 0) ICURS = 0; G9 T8 15
WHEN THE KSPT FLAG IS 8N, THE SP8T WILL 3E UPDATED; HOWEVERj
THE AGT DIALS WILL N8T 3E READ
IF(KSPT .NE« 0) G3 T3 3
READ THE AGT DIALS
IF(ABS(DIALS( 1) - SPT) »LT« DZ8NE) IFLD = 0; RETURN
SPT = DIALS(I)
S°TA = (OIALS(I) + 1)*NPT
SPTB * SPTA + IWIOE
IF(SPTB
-LE. NPT) G6 TS 5
SPV = SPTB - NPT
SPTA = SPTA - S8V
5 CONTINUE
WITH -1<DIALS<+1 GET NUMBER 8F LEAD SP8T ?8INT
9 I M SPT(1) = IHEAD(Oi INTSP)
L = I WIDE* NGM + 2
D8 10 I = WNGM
K = ( 1-1 )*NPT * 1 + SPTA
DP 10 U = til WIDE
I
mS(JjI) = IMAGE(<+U)
F8R EACH SEISM9GRAM, MAKE THE FIRST P8INT 8F THE 3P8T A M^yE.
ALL SUBSEQUENT PQINTS WILL 3E DRAWS





ZER9 THE SP8TLIGHT ARRAY, THUS MAKING EACH P9INT A M8VE
15 DP 16 I = WNGM
D9 16 J = 1,IWIDE
16 JMS(JjI) =0











CALL GRAPH8( IDEV/ IMSPT,L/3> IERR9R)








YC8R s Ye + 1*4
IC6R(3) = IPACK(X9>YC9R, 1
)
PL9T X AXES
D9 10 I = 1,NGM
XC9R s X9 + i»4
YC9R » Y9 + ( 1-1 )*DY
K = ( I-l)*2 ^
IC9R(K) » IPACK(X8#YC9R,0)
IC9R(K + 1) * IPACK(XC8RiYC9R^ 1 )
IC9RU + 2) =
CALL GRAPH9( IDEVi IC9R>K+2/2, I ERROR)














Y( J, I )
CALL DTINITUDEV/ ITDlRj 3CIER)
















0) eilTPUK 102) IER/ 'DGIN'
TRL
CALL TIMETX






CALL TEXT9( IOEVi I TX* 2, 1 $ 92/
1
, 2, I ER
)
IFdER «NEt 0) 9UTPJTU02) IERj'ITRI'
S = NPT*( INC+1 )/SR
ENiC9DE(Si30/ ITX) S
F8RMAT(F8«2)
CALL TEXT8( IDEV/ ITXi2.2*92il/3/
IFdER .NE. 0) euTPJI(102) IER/




D9 ^0 I = 2,NG"
IF (MP ( I ) .LT. MPMX)








CPUNT THE NUMBER 9F GRAMS AND THE NUMBER ?F RECBRDS PER GRAM
D9 10 liMAXGM
+ I M ( I )
*P( I )/LREC
•GT. NREC( I )*LREC)
IAXGM












IF(SCL «NE. SCLSAV) SCLSAV =
JF(SF .NE« SFSAV) SFSAV = SF
RETURN






RE V 5VE HIDDEN LINES FR9M GRAPHICS DI3 D LAY
D9 10 I » 1,NG M
DP 10 J = 1/NPT
1C MD(Ji I > » 1
DP IOC I = 1/NGM-l
DP 100 J = 1/NPT
DP IOC N = I+ljNQ M
IF(MD(sJjN) .EQ. 0) G9 15 100











D9 10 K »
DP 10 I =
DP 10 J =





10 CALL BAKREC( ITAPE> 1)
20 DP 30 I * 1/NGM
LPD( I ) 3













DP 15 I =
15 VBU^O+I)
VERSA










= Y(l,NGM-< 1-1) )
CALL 3IN9UT( l/VBUF/400/ IND)
D q 30 J : 1/NGM
DP 20 I s liNPT
CALL UNPACK
(






20 VBUF( 1*2) = YVER


















F9PREC 5AKREC SPACE THE TAPE EITHER FORWARD 9R
BACKWARD I REC9RDS
CALLS 9SETUPN, R/I6PS
CALLED BY MAIN PR9GRAM






























































8AKSCN F9RSCN SCANS FORWARD 8R 3ACKWARD 9N A TAPE P9R A




































































































;6C0 - 4 CHARACTER/WORD
;ST8RE M8DE IN FDT
;PUT E9F KEYW3RD IN FDT

























































;WAS THERE BAC'<SCA\N ING







































SGN FINDS SYMBOL TABLE ADDRESS RF TAPE UNIT
ALLS R/RSTS
LLED BY ALL TAPE HANDLING SUBR3UTINES































































































































































































WRITES AN END 8P FILE WITH AN 9PTI9N T9 REWIND THE
AT THE USER'S REQUEST
9SETUPN, R/I9PS* RWND
BY MAIN PR9GRAM

























































































IBP C8DE F9R ENDFILE
;REWIND FLAG
;ST8RE QP C9DE + FDT ADDRESS
;GS SEARCH SYM8L TABLE
;FDT ADDRESS
;QP C9DE FSR REWIND
;ST9RE IN CALLING SEQUENCE
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Digital Transform Oi sol av
Essentially the same as HSO excent for changes in the
input parameters and data, the Oiaital Transform Displav or
OXD allows the simultaneous displav of as many as ten
transforms. Transforms are read into the computer and
stored on the drum. It is then oossible to sweep in any
direction throuah the transforms either in frequency or in
time.
Its ootions are similar to those of DSO and include:
namelist/ frequency sweeo, timesweep, amplitude scaling,
t r i a a e r , variable freauency resolution, ana spotlight.
i . N a m e 1 i s t
when this option is chosen, the user is allowed to
moaify the value of any namelist parameter. The line-
edit caoibility provided by the A G T - 1 makes this task
easy for even the worst typist.
ii. Frequency sweep
With a possible maximum of 200 points oer line on
the screen at any one time, it is necessary to sweeo in
freauency to be able to examine the entire spectrum of a
long transform at hiqh resolution. This option can be
used in either of two modest automatic freauency sweeo
in which all transforms are sweot in freauency simul-
taneously, and individual sweep mode for which the sweep




Since each transform covers a certain window in
time/ to sweec in time will mean to ciisolay either
younger or older transforms. In this application of
time sweeps it is possible to sweep automatically or
with the use of variable control dials.
iv. Amplitude seal inq
Interactive amplitude scaling is provided with this
option, which provides an alternative to amplitude scal-
ina via namelist input. A control dial is used to
aovern the seal ina.
v . T r i qae
r
This ootion allows the operator to triager on the
amplitudes of the transforms currently being displayed.
A control dial is used to Sf»t the trigger level.
vi. Variable freauency resolution
As the user of DSO is allowed to expand or contract
the timebase of the disolavr so the user of DXD is al-
lowed to modify the freauencv base of the aisolay with a
control dial. As few as 10 freauency points can be
displayed simultaneously or the entire transform can be
averaaed in such a way that it fits on the screen. In




VII. Sdo t 1 i ah
t
A soot t iaht/ whose oosi t ion is regulated by a con-
trol aial » is available to helo accentuate interesting
features cf the soectra.
I. DXD - Operating Summary
DXD was designed to illustrate the transforms from a given
number of seismograms on an two-dimensional display of am-
plitude versus freguency. Time control is available through
two options: time sweeo for individual seismoorams and a u -
tosweeo in time for which all o * the seismoorams are updated
s i mu 1 t aneous 1 v
.
Used either stand-alone or as an overlav segment* DXD r e -
qui res that the "GATED" graphics package be activated in the
AGT-10. To transfer control to DXD either a save-tape con-
taining thp orooram must be loadecJ or the appropriate
subroutine call must be made. A data tape containing
transforms from up to ten seismoorams is mounted on the
appropriate unit. The user has the ootion of specifying
namelist variables by tvping them in on the XDS 9300 tele-
type console or by loading a orepared card deck and typing:
ICARD = 1
c / r *
c/r
II. Function Switch Definitions
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Once the orogram has been initialized* the AGT-10 console/
function switches* and control dials are used for program
control. Below are listed the function switch definitions.
When control dials are to be used in conjunction with a d a r -
ticular function switch oot ion*, they have been indicated in
Daret heses .
3 - name list i nput
This allows the onerator to modify namelist parame-
ters from the AGT-10 teletype console.
4 - dial overlav ootion
Since there are only six control dials and since a
maximum of ten transforms can be displayed simultaneous-
ly* this function switch allows the operator to use one
control dial for more than one transform when one of the
sweeo options has oeen selected.
5 - timesweep (all dials)
This ootion allows the user to view either previous
or subseauent transforms using the control dials to
select the transform of interest.
6 - freouency sweeo (all dials)
Each transform can be swept individually in frequen-
cy and is governed by the control dials.
7 - scaling (dial D)




8 - t r i aae r (dial C )
The control dial is used to set the trigger level
and function twitch 10 is used to chanqe the siqn of the
triqqer level. Function switch 15 should be on for
triaoprina from current position; off for triaqerinq
f rom Oeainnina of the transform.
9 - auto sweeo
This ootion causes continuous frequency sweeping of
all seismograms. Function switch 10 will reverse the
direction of the sweeo. By select ina function switch
15^ the auto sweeo will be applied to the time sweeo
option rather than the frequency sweeo oDtion.
10 - siqn option
Used in conjunction with function switches 5 , b, 8 ,
9/ and llr the siqn of the time sweeo direction/ the
freauency sweec direction, or of the triqqer amplitude
becomes negative.
11 - auto sweep once
A sinole time sweep or frequency sweep of all of the
data is executed. The sweep direction is reversed by
selectinq function switch 10 and function switch 15 must
be on to obtain a time sweeo.
1 2 - span (dial C
)





- soot liqht (dial & )
The control dial is used to oosition the spotlioht
at the desired location. When the function switch is
turned off* the hiqhliaht will remain on and stationary.
14 - remove spotliaht >»
This ootion turns off the sootliqht.
15 - m i see 1 1 aneous
When this function switch is on the user is allowed
to either triooer from the lead point of the data
currently being disrlaved or to use the auto option to
sweeo in time.
III. Control Parameters
The namelist variables are Msted below. For each/ the
range and default value have heen give in parentheses. ' I
'
has been used to indicate array variables all of which can
have up to ten entries. Real variables are indicated bv the
use of decimal points.






points on t^e seismoqram










start time of the data in
hours* minutes* ana seconds
seismoqram identification
number
B. Mechanical Data Specifications:
ICH(?; l
)
LREC ( i-io?a; 102a)
DZONEfO-?; .OOP)
channel to be disolayed
lenqth of input record
in words
sensitivity of dials;
as OZONE is Decreased*
the dials become more
sens i t i ve
C. Basic Display Scecifications
NPT(l-200;200)




I N T ( 1 - 1 o ; 1
)
MAXGMf 1-10; 10)
number of points to be
disolayed oer line
bias for displayed data
scale factor* this scale
factor should be used for
interactive modification
scale factor for AGT-10
output
intensity of data disolay
maximum number of seismoarams
that can be displayed
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I W ( - 1 , 1 , T ) flaas choosina which
se
i
smograms will be displayed
0-no display ; l-disday








input tape unit number
rewind specified tape unit
AGT-tO number
read card i npu
t
reinitialize proqram
return to master program
t. Display Soec i f
i
cat i ons
LP( l-vp; 1 ;i)
x o c ? ; - o . a
)
Y ( ? ; - . 7 )
I NCR (0-?; 100)
INC(0-?;0)
1 ead point of
d i sp 1 ayed data
location of X=Q,
coordinate and data display
location of Y=0/
coordinate and data display
lead point increment when
using auto sweep
number of points skipped
between each ooint displayed
F. Soot Disolay Specifications
IWIDEf 1-1 0; 10) width of spot 1 iant in points
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G. Trioqer Control Specifications
M A X V ( - ? ; n Q o ) maximum value of trigaer
level
IV. Example of a Chanqe of Control Parameters
Initially the user has the followino display:
1 . 8 seismoarams, numbered 1 throuqh P 2. INF = 1,
the lowest cossible intensity on the display 3 • INC
= Or one data point per plot point on the screen
The parameters are to be chanaed to yeild the following:
1. 2. seismoqrams, numbers 5 and 7
Type
1 . I rt = 0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0
or




I W ( 5
)






I W ( 1 ) =
2 . INT = 2 , increase screen intensity 3. IMC = 2
1
two data points are averaaed to produce one






SUBTASK CXD - DIGITAL TRANSFQRM DISPLAY
SUBR8UTINE DXD
JSW(I) = LAND(JW,LLS( 1/23-1) )
J?FF( I )=LAND( JW*LX8R(-1*LLS( 1*23-1 ) ) )
DIMENSI8N Y(2C0*1C)*MC(20C*10)* IBUF(2048)j I MAGE (2002)* IMG(?CO* 10).
* LP< 10) #MIDLE(10)iNRECS< 10) *NREC< 10)*LPD( 10)*
* DIALS( 10)*FDS( 1C)*TDS( 10 ) * I TIME ( 3* 10) » I TO (3* 10) / IT ( 10
)
»
* ITX<2) # ITDIR(30)#IGDIR<10),
I
M SPT( 102) * IMS< 10/ 10
)
$
* BIAS(10)j IC8R(24)* IDGM(IO)* IDGRAM( 10)* ITXA(7)* IW(10)








NAMELIST LREONPT* I WIDE /BIAS/ I
T
APE* T* T^SCL' NSGM*
1 IDEV*LP*^P*XC/YC* ITO/SCL/ I CARD* I NCR/ DZ8NE/ SF* INI TL
2 * INC*MAXV* INT*MAXGM* IDGRAM* IW*LHXFM* TMSCL
3 *NXF*IDT
NAMELIST KILL
DATA NULL/- l//LREC/2C<f8//M AX VMC96/*QZ8NE/« 0080// IDEV/1/j
I TAPE/2/* lWIDE/lC/*X0/-0«^/*Y0/-.7/*3R/2Q./*SCL/10./*NPT

























D6 35 N = 2, I
35 MREC = MREC + NREC(N-1 )
IFILE s 10 + ^REC
D5 50 K ' 1/NREC( I )+l
D9 ^5 J»l/ IXF
CALL 8 IN IN ( ITAPEi IBUF(LHXFM»( J-D+l ),LHXF^/ IND)
IF( IND .EQ. 0) G9 T8 ^5




CALL *RITE< IFILE, IBUF/LREC)





DP 160 IJK = 1/MAXQM




IF THE SCALE HAS 3EEN CHANGED/ UPDATE DISPLAY
IF( ISCL »NEt 0) G3 T3 101
IF REINITIALIZATION 9R LEAD POINT CHANGE* UPDATE DISPLAY
IF((IDTD(I) .EQ. I DT ( I ) ) .AND. ( LP ( I ) «EQ« IPD ( I ) ) ) G3 T3 160
101 IDTO(I) = IDT(I)
LPD( I ) » LPd )
MREC =
D? 115 N = 2> IJK
115 MREC = "REC + NRECtN - 1)
NPECS( I ) » NREC< IJK)
IDLE - CIOT(I) - D/IXF
IFILE = 10 + MREC + IDLE
CALL READD( IFILE/ IBUF, LREC
)
MIDLE(I) = ( IDT ( I ) - IDLEMXF - 1 ) *LHXFM
D6 130 J = 1/NPT
IR * LP<I> + (J-l)*( INC +D + MIDLE(I)
IF( IR.GT.MIDLE( I )+LHXFM)G3 T9 120
Y(Jil) » IBUF( IR)»SCL/SF
G6 T8 130
STUFF ZER9S INTS THE DISPLAY











165 IF(KSFLG .EG. 0) 38 T8 170
IF(KSPT .ME* 0) CALL SP8T
KSPT =
170 CONTINUE

















TIME SWEEP - ALL DIALS
FREQUENCY SWEEP - ALL DIALS
AMPLITUDE SCALING - DIAL ^




FREQUENCY BASE - DIAL 3
SP8TLIGHT - DIAL 1
REM8VE SP9TLIGHT
TRIGGER FR8M CURRENT L°' 8R AUT8 S'*EEP IN TIME
UNUSED
SCO CALL FNS( IDEVi ISWj IER)
IFdER «NE. 0) BUTPUTU02) IERj'ISW
JW = LX8R(JW/ISW)
L3 = NG M + 3
D8 220 I = 3#16





IDEVi ITXj 1 jLB/ 1*
1
* 3j IER)
IF(IER .NE* 0) 8UTPUT(102) IER/'SW
LB = L3 + 1
220 CONTINUE
D9 230 I =» LB' NGM + 16
CALL TEXT8( IDEV/NULL* 1 /
I
» 1 > It 3/ I ER
)
IFUER »NE. 0) 8UTPUT(102) f".i
230 C9NTINUE






IFUER • NE • 0) 9UTPJT(102) IER/'VCD"
IFLD » 1



























SW ( 5 )
SW(6)
SW(7)











E. 0) KILL = 0; RETURN
•NE« NG^) CALL INI T
•NE» 0) CALL TI M ESWP; G9 T8 100
•NE« 0) CALL FREQSWP; G9 T8 100
•NE« 0) CALL SCALE; G9 T8 100
•NE« 0) CALL TRIGER; UW = U9FF(3); G9 T9 100
•NE» 0) CALL AUT8; G8 T9 100
• NE« 0) CALL AUT8; JW=J9FF(11); G9 T9 ICO
•NE« C) CALL SPAN; 38 T9 100
.NE. 0) KSPT = 0; CALL 5P9T; G9 T9 100
.NE. 0) CALL SP9T; G9 T8 100
SU8R9UTINE SCALE














D9 30 IUK = 1/MAXQM
IF< IW( IUK) .EQ. 0) 38 T8 30
1 = 1*1
MREC=0
D9 10 U » 2» UK
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10 MREC = MREC + NREC( J-l )
DP 20 K»1*NREC( I
)
IFILE=1C+ MREC + (K-l)
CALL READD( IFlLEi I3JF#LREC)
1ST * 1
9PTI9N T8 TRIGGER FR9M CURRENT LEAD P9INT
IF(JSW(10) .NEi 0) 1ST = LP( I)
DO 20 KK = ISTiLHXF^
L = K< + MIDLE( I
I
r
( ( I3UF(L)*(3CL/SF) - TRL) »GE« 0) L p ( I ) = W> G9 T9 30
20 CONTINUE
IF N9 TRIGGER LEVEL IS FOUND* SET THE LEAD POINT T9 THE LAST
P9INT 9F THE GRAM




CALL TEXT9( I DEV, I TX, 2, 1/ 92/
1
» 2> IER )









IF(JSW(4) .NE.05G9 T9 20
D9 TRANSFORMS 1 T9 6
D9 10 I»1,N1
IF(ABS(DIALS( I ) - TDS(I)) «LT« DZ9NE) G9 T9 10
TCS( I ) = DIALS( I
)
IDT(I) = (1.0 + DIALS( I ) )*LXF(
I
J/2 + 1
IF( IDT( I ) .LT. 1) IDT < I ) 1





















D8 TRANSFORMS 7 T9 10
DO 30 I=liN2
IF( ABS(DIALS( I ) - TDS(I+6)) .LT. DZ9NE ) 39 TO 30
TDS( 1+6) = DIALS( I
)
ICKI+6) - (1.0 + DIALS(I) )*LXF(I+6)/2+l
IF ( IDT ( 1+6 ) »UT. 1) IDT ( 1+6) • 1
INSURE DISPLAY AND 3 D 0TLI3HT UPDATE
I











DO TRANSF9RMS 1 TO 6
D° 10 I=liNl
IF(ABS(DIALS( I ) - FDS(I)) •LT« DZSNE) G9 T9 10
FDS( I ) = DIALS( I 5
LP(I) = (1.0 + DIALS( I ) )*(LHXFM/2)
I^(LP( I) .LT. 1) LP( I ) = 1





D9 TRANSFORMS 7 TO 10
DO 30 I=liN2
IF( ABS(DIALS( I ) - FOSU+6)) «LT. DZONE ) GO TO 30




LPU+6) s (1«0 + DIALS(I) ) * (LHXFM/2)
IF(LP(I+6) «LT. 1) L,P(I+6) = 1






AUTOMATIC SWEEP IN TI*E OR FREQUENCY
ISGNsC
FUNCTION SWITCH DETERMINES DIRECTION
IF(JSW(10) .NE«0) ISGN=-1
IF(JSW(15) .NE. 0) GO T8 20
SWEEP IN FREQUENCY
D9 10 I*1jNGM
LP( I )»LPU )+ISIGN( I NCR/ ISSN)
I
tr (LP< I ) »LT. 1) IP(l) = 1





20 DO 30 I = IjNGM
IDT( I ) 8 IDT( I ) + ISIGNCli ISGN)
IPC IDT< I ) .GT. LXF(I)) IDTC I ) - * LXF(I)





EXPAND OR CONTRACT THE FREGUENCY BASELINE




IF(3PN .LE. 0) G6 T9 20
EXPAND THE TRANSFORM
1C NPT ( 1-SPN)*200





20 NPT » 200
MTRC a LHXF^/NPT
IP(^IRC*NPT »LT. LHXFM) MIRC <M IRC + 1
INC s (ABS(SPN) )*^IRC
DX * 0.C07
DISPLAY THE FREQUENCY RANGE BEING DISPLAYE;
30 S (NPT/T)*( lNC+1 )
35 EN'C3DE(8,100/ ITX) S
100 F6RMAT(F8.2)
CALL TEXT9( IDEV, I TX/ 2, Z, 32> 1, 3/ I ER )
IFUER .NE. 0) QUTPJT(102) IERj'SPAN'
DP 200 I = IjNGM




Df 20 NM ? 1/NGM
I - NGM - (NM -1)
COMPUTE THE TIYE ?F EACH TRANSFORM
K*IT< I )+( IDT( I )-l)*TYSCL
ITIME(1j I ) = K /3600
I TIM£{ 2/ I ) - (K-ITIMEdi I )»3600)/60
JTIME(3*I) = < - ITIMEd#I)*3600 - IT I^E ( 2> I
)
*6C
IAMP * Y( 1,
I
)*(SF/SCL)
FRG = IP( I )/T
1^ THE SPOTLIGHT IS 9N/ DISPLAY THE TIME AT THE CENTER 9F THE CURSOR
IF(ICURS .NE» C) PRO = FRQ + (SPTA + dWlDE/2))/T
ENC5DE(28il00> ITXA) IDGM( I
)
> I T I *E ( 1 * I 5 > I T I *IE ( 2/ I
)




100 F9R M AT(A4,' »il2j' 'iI2/' '/I2i' 'jF7t4*'
CALL TEXT9( IDEV/ ITXAi7/NM4li l/3i IERR3R)








|_ = NPT*NGM + 2
MKZ9 * LSTNPT - M D T
De 15 I : liNGM
K (I • 1 )*NPT + 1
COMPUTE THE VERTICLE SPACING 5F EACH LINE
YV = Y9 + ( I-i)*DY
D9 10 U = UNPT
X I M 3 X9 + DX*( J » 1 )
YIM 3 YV + Y<J/I) - BIAS< I
)
IFUiNE* 11 G3 T9 9
MAKE THE FIRST P0INT SF EACH LINE A MOVE
IMAGE(K + J) = IPACK(XIM,YIM/01
G9 T9 10




D9 20 I = l'jMKZB*NGM
IMAGE(L+n =
20 CONTINUE
CALL GRAPH9( IDEV, IMAGEiL/ 1/ IER)
IF<IER .NE. 0) 9UTPJTU02) IERi'GP9'
LSTNPT a NPT
RETURN
SP9TLIGHT A CERTAIN BAND OF EACH TRANSFORM READING 9UT THE FREQUENCY





IF{JSW(14) .NE. 0) ICURS = 0; 36 T6 15
^HEN THE KSPT FLA3 13 9Nj THE SP9TLI3HT WILL, BE UPDATED WITHBUT
READING THE AGT DIALS
IF(KSPT »NE« 0) 36 T9 9
READ THE A3T DIALS
IF{ A3S(DIALS( 1 ) • SPT) .L T » DZ9NE) IFLD ' 0; RETURN
SPT => DlALS(l)
SPTA = (DIALS(I) + 1)»NPT
SPT9 = SPTA + IWIDE
IF(SPT3 «LE. NPT) 39 T6 5
S6V a SPT8 - NPT
SPTA = SPTA - S9V
5 C6NTINUE
WITH
-1<DIALS<+1 SET NUMBER 8F LEAD 3P9T P8INT
9 I MSPT(1) = IHEAD(0i lNTS p )
L = IWIDE* NGM + 2
D9 10 I a liNSM
K « < 1-1 )*NPT + 1 + SPTA
DM0 J s 1/ IWIDE
I^S(JjI) = IMASE(K+U)






ZER8 THE SP8TLIGHT ARRAY* THUS MAKING EACH P9INT A M8VE
15 DM6 I i 1,N3 M










CALL 3RAPH9( IDEV, IMSPT/Li3i IERR6R)







ICOR< 1 ) i IHEADUjINT)
PL9T Y AXIS
IC9R(2) * IPACK(X9,Y9,0)
YC9R = YS + 1.4
IC8RO) » IPACK(X9/YCSR/1 )
PL8T X AXES
D9 10 I = i*NGM
XC9R = X3 + 1.4
YC9R = Y9 * ( 1-1 )*DY
< = ( I-l)*2 + 4
ICQRCK) * IPACK{X3jYC5RjO)
ICBR(K + 1) = IPACK(XC9RiYC9R,l )
1C C9NTINUE
IC8RU+2) =
CALL GRAPHS ( IDEV, IC9R, K + 2/ 2/ IERR9R)
IP-(IERR9R .NE. 0) 9JTPUT(102) IERR9R/'C9R'
RETURN
SU3R9UTINE IN I T
INITIALIZE THE GRAPHICS DISPLAY AND pRBGRAM 9PERATI9N3
CALL p AR
D9 10 I = IjMAXGM
I T ( I ) « ITOOil) * 60*( IT0(2i I )+60*IT0( U I ) )
LP(I) = 1
LPD( I ) =
IDT(I) =. 1
I?TD< I ) =
FCS( I ) =
TDS( I ) =
BIAS( I ) = C.O
D9 10 J 3 1#NPT
Y(J* I ) - 0.
MD ( J# I ) = 1








CALL DTIMT( IDEV, ITDIR, 10* IER >
IFdER .NE# 0) 6UTPJT(102) IER/'DTIN'
CALL TI^ETX
CALL DGlNlTdDEV, IGDIR/10* IER)





CALL TEXT9( IDEVi I TX* 2,
1
> 92* 1 * 3* IER
)
IF(IER .NE. 0) euTPJT(102) IER/'ITRL'
S = NPT*( INC+D/T
ENC9DE(8/3C/ITX) S
F9R*AT(F8.2)
CALL TEXT9( IDEV* I TX* 2, 2* 92* 1 * 3* I E*
IFdER .NE. 0) 9UTPJT(102) IERi'ISPAV,'




Ce^PUTE PARAMETERS NECESSARY F9R PR9GRAV! 3PERATI9N
SU3R9UTINE PAR
D9 10 I*1*NSGM
NSF * NUMBER 9F TRANSFSRMS PE^ GRA^
IXF - NUMBER 9F TRANSFSRMS PER 20^8
NREC - NUMBER QF DRUM FILES




)=NXF( I ) /IXF
IF(NXF( I
)






D9 20 UK = IjMAXGM








IF(SCL «NE. SCLSAV) SCLSAV=SCL* I3CL = 1











•EQ. 0) G9 T9 100
I )-9lAS( I ) ) .GT. (
09 10 I »
D6 10 J s
10 MD(Ji I ) =
D9 100 I =
DS 100 J =











On-Line Extended Signal Processing
This is a revision of the Extended Sianal Processino
proaram* which was originally written for acoustic data.
The prime motivation for restructuring FSP was the very con-
siderable amount of time reaui rpd to process the seismic
data. Previously* the fast Fourier transforms were taken as
a separate step in the data analysis and were stored on mag-
netic taoe. For data sets consist inq of hundreds of
thousands of samole ooints* separate comoutation of the
transforms is reasonable? however/ when the data consisted
of only a few thousand points* the overhead in terms of man
hours for magnetic taoe manipulation is excessive. Thus a
version of FSP was written which calls a subroutine to pre-
form the transforms on the time data* sending the results
back to ESP for display.
Another improvement in ESP was the addition of a multi-
ple input file capibility allowing the user to move fro^ one
seismogram to the next with ease. Previous versions of ESP
had reaui red complete program reinitialization before a new
data set could be processed.
A useful addition to the program was its hard-cocy op-
tion. Any oicture on the A G T screen could be read out onto
magnetic tare for suPseouent processing on the PDP 11/50 to
produce line drawings on the Versatec o r i n t e r-p 1 o t t e r . This
ootion is particularly useful when oualitative comparison of
many siesmic spectra is desired.
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To provide the user with areater flexibility in data
handling, the NTFTy tape handlinq packaqe was included in
the On-Line-ESP packaoe.
The basic function of FSP itself is to provide a versa-
tile display of transformed sianals in three dimensions.
Unlike D*D, it allows the user to study, for one seismic
record, the dynamic characteristics of the sianals in both
the frequency and time domains. Ootions are chosen using
the AQT-10 function switches and often reauire the control
dials. Since ESP does not use the standard oackaqe of
graohics subroutines, it differs in some resoects from DSO
and DXO.
i . Namel i st
This ootion is always ooerative and does not have to
be signaled by a function switch. When a * car r i a q e
return is issued bv the operator, all newly specified
namelist oarameters are undated in the program.
i i . I nou t halt
Unless this ootion is selected, the program will
continue to compute transforms and update the display.
Thus wren somethinq of interest appears on the screen,





Halting tHe d i s n 1 a y u o d a t e process and allowing the
oDerator to modify the scale factor of the displayed
data, this option Drovides an easy alternative to scal-
ing throuoh namelist.
iv. Freouency sweep
With both automatic and single sweep mooes* the
operator can inspect all frequencies of the display
despite the fact that the transforms mav be too long to
allow the entire spectrum to apoear on the screen at
once .
v . Soot light
Control dials are used to set uo to three soot lights
on the desired frequencies. As the display is updated*
interesting or cromisina frequencies are accentuated.
vi. Hardcopy
At any time the operator may choose to record the
display on maanetic tape for subseauent processing into
hardcocy output. It adds to the versatility of the pro-




This option is useful in some applications by allow-
ing the operator to examine and sootlight the time his-
tory of selected freouency harmonics. It was not
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extensively used in this oroject .
I. On-Line ESP - Operat inq Summary
On-line ESP was written to save time and space during
the processing of seismic data. As an alternative to the
three-step process of performing the transforms, storing
them on magnetic taoe, and finally displaying them using
ESP, a program has been written which performs the
transforms and supplies them to ESP as they are needed. The
only tape necessary is that containing the oriainal time
data; however/ it is possible to create an output tane con-
tianing x-y oairs for plotting on the Versatec Matrix
Plotter.
Because of the limitations of the core size of the XDS
9300, On-Line-ESP was written as an overlay package. It
consists of a main seoment and three primary overlay seg-
ments: ESP, XFORM, and NIFTY. ESP is the basic display pro-
gram, XFORM computes the Fast Fourier transforms of the




This is an all-puroose taoe handling package. It can
be called prior to the first processing of the data or can
be called from ESP. Upon returning from NIFTY, control is
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transferee* directly to the heqinninq of FSP. It is the
user's responsibility to oosition the input tape at a header
record when comoletina use of NIFTY. The data tapes used in
this project have one seismoqram oer * i 1 e , so positioning at
the beqinninq of a file is sufficient. If the multiple file
option of ESP is beina uspd» the nrogram will require param-
eter input and a card deck should be ready when it is reen-
tered. If no parameter uodate is necessary, a "*" card is
sufficient.
NIFTY asks for commands* which can be any of the followina
1 . RECORDS = 1
2. FILES = 1
3. TAPR^Q = 1
a. rtRTEOF = 1
5. DUMP = t
6. COPY = 1
space forward or backward a qiven
number of records
soace forward or backward a qiven
numbe r of files
rew i nd a t ape
write an end of file
read a taoe ana dump on line printer
copy one taoe to another tape
Subsequent instructions to the user will be issued after ' *
c/r' has been typed on the control console.
B. XFORM
This program performs the transforms. It receives all
of its parameters from FSP. Most of the parameters are
qiven in the header record? however, there are a few which
should be SDec i f i ed when FS P is initialized:
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LFT - lenoth, in noints. of the transform
LAG - lag* in points, between transforms
NO NOISE - the number of transforms to be averaged to-
gether to create thp mean noise transform, which
will be subtracted from all of the transforms pri-
or to their being d i s d 1 a y e d on the AGT. If
NONOISE = 0, the transforms will be displayed
without noise subtraction. If NONOISE = 1000 all
of the transforms will be used to find the mean
noise transform.
Transforms will be taken for as much data as possible.
The maximum number of oossible transforms will depend upon
their length and the 1 aa between the transforms:
number of transforms = ("number of samole ooints - LFT)/LAG .
Because the overlay system reouires a non-trivial amount
of time to transfer from one orogram module to another, it
was founa that oroaram efficiency could be imoroved by stor-
ing transforms on the drum. flhile in XFORM, transforms are
stored on the drum in a IK word data area. Thus if the
transform length is 256 points, eiaht transforms could be
stored. The mirror i maae half of the transform havina been
discarded. :aj h e n control returns to ESP, the drum is read
and the transforms are disDlaved with the maximum soeed.
C. ESP
This is the Extended Signal Processina Fourier Transform
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di solav prooram. A max i tut o i ten transforms are d i s p 1 y e d
simultaneously within a three dimensional plot The x axis is
frequency? the y axis is amplitude or cower, and the z axis
is time. An excellent hidden line removal alqorithm
developed rv Albert W o n q allows the displav to be rotated
and scaled with no oistcrtion of the imaqe. Its jobs are to
request transforms from XFORM and to communicate with the
AGT either to chanqe its display parameters or to send it
new transforms.
Because o * its interactive caoibilities, many parameters
must be specified when the oroqram is initialized and most
can be chanced to modify the apDearance of the display.
These parameters are listed below. Many parameters are ini-
tialized within the oroqram and others are qiven their
values via card input. For the latter group; each parameter
is followed ov its default value in brackets.
Function Switch Options
The prooram' s dynamic interactive capibility is provided
by the function switches* control dials/ and teletype con-
sole available on the AGT-10. The function switches are
listed below with their corallary control dials indicated
when apo 1 i cab 1 e
.
1 - restart
Flaos will he set for oroaram reinitialization. The




2 - sideline display
The most- recently displayed transform is aiven an
additional separate display on a section of the screen.
This allows the operator to inspect each transform as it
appears with ar^ster detail.
3 -.rotation (dial C)
While this function switch is on, dial C may be used
to rotate the disolay throuoh 180 . The hidden line
removal algorithm will help to yeild a display which can
be viewed from the sides as well as in a waterfall.
4 - disolay 1 ooo
Update of the display is continuous unless this
function switch is on. The use of this function switch
allows the operator to examine certain spectra in more
detail and to aooly other function switch options for
enhancement of the data.
5 - snotliqht adjust (dials A, R, and C)
As many as three spot 1 iahts may be displayed simul-
taneously. The spotlight adjust ootion allows the user
to reposition the spotlights usino the control dials.
6 - harmonic option
This function switch causes the spotlights to move
simultaneously while they sre separated from each other
by a specified harmonic factor.
7 - spotlight disolay
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The s o o t 1 i g h t oofion is turned' on and off with this
function switch. Current initialization oroceedures
cause the s o o t 1 i g h t to be on when the display be o ins.
8 - amplitude seal ina (dials D# E, and F)
Control dials are used to alter the amplitude of the
display. Because uo to t^ree data windows may be
displayed concurrently, their amplitude scaling is regu-
lated separately by three different control aials.
9 - freauency sweeo
This notion caused continuous freauencv sweeping of
all soectra being displayed. Function switch 10 is used
to reverse the direction of the sweec When the fre-
quency sweeo option is turned off the lead point fre-
auency of the disolay will remain at the chosen frequen-
cy as the disolay is uodated.
10 - direction of sweeo
Use of this function switch reverses the direction
of the freauency sweep in either the continuous or sin-
g 1 e sweeD moae
.
11 - single sweep
The user is allowed to sweeo the data in frequency
one frequency increment with this function switch.
Selection of function switch 10 will cause a reversal of
the sweeo direction.
1 3 - hard-copy
Each time that this function switch is deoressed the
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x-y coordinates of the current di sd) ay are outDut to
magnetic face with a deader record.
\U - endfile on hard-cooy tape
This option allows the user to out an end of file
mark on the hard-coDv outout taoe. The plotting pro-
gram expects an end of file mark at the termination of
all data sets. The outout taoe will be rewound after





Ni (?; l )
wOINK?; 1 .0)
ISGRT ro, i ; i
)
SLINK?, 1.0)
S I N T ( ? ; 1 . )
W I N T ( ? ; . 5
)
LFT(?;819?)
sampling rate in ooints Der second (10)
number* of box car averaaes (1)
Several transforms may be averaaed
together to produce a spectrum on
the sc reen .
scaling parameter
averaainq parameter
sideline window intensity on AGT-10
do we r on t i on
Power, the sauares of the amplitudes
of the Fourier coefficients, will be
displayed on the AGT-10.
sideline intensity on AGT-10
line intensity on AGT-10
window intensity on AGT-10



















C S P I ( , 1 ; )
KMFTY(0,1,*0)
NONOISEf ?;0)
1 aa between transforms in points
frequency of leadooint of first
w i nriow
f 1 an to indicate multiple file
input tape
input tape unit number
flag to take base 10 loqarithm
of transform before displayina
i t
f 1 aa to take the base e log of the
transform before displaying it
freouency of the lead point of the
second w i ndow
freouency of the lead point of the
third w i ndow
number of sample Doints on time
seauence Cread from header record)
transform counter
lenath of inout record
initialization flag
card i nou t f 1 ag
repeat f 1 ag
rew i nd f 1 aq
f 1 an to obtain transforms from
CSPT-125 Cinooerat i ve)
flaq to sional transfer to NIFTY
subroutine package


















width of spotl iaht in points
number of sootliqhts
freouencv sweep option
freauency sweep increment in Hz
upper limit of frequency sweeo
lower limit of frequency sweeo
inverse scale factor for display
number of points per line on AGT
disnlay
number of lines of transforms on
AGT display
number of harmonic qroups











I D A T E date: month, day» year
ISITE site identification in BCD
InDu t Taoe Format
Each seauence of time data must be Dreceeded by a stan-













number of 10 2 4 records of time data
If the number of sample points is not
evenly divisible by 1024, an addi-
tional record is used,
event identification





total number of sample points on
se i smoqram
samplina rate in samples per second
time - hours
time - minutes
t i me - seconds
The header record is followed bv the time samples which are
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divided into records havinq a length of 1024 words. If not
completely filled, the last record will be padded with
zeros
.
Hard-copy Output Tare Format
If data for plotting on the Versatek are desired, they
may be recorded o" maanetic taoe and then taken to the POP
11/50 system for further orocessi no.. Each record is 300
words lona and all words are right justified. A complete
plot will consist of eleven records: one header record and
ten data records. The header record has the following for-
mat :
















Current line pointer (AGT)
number of spotlights
center of spotlight 1
center of spotlight 2
center of spotlight 3
start time - hours




















lead point of data currently
beinq displayed on AGT
scale factor
date - mon t h
date - day
da t e - s/e^r
The data records will consist of up to ISO x-y pairs oer
reco rd
.
To operate On-Linp ESP:
1. mount rroorarr taoe on MT3A and use .a rerun deck to
entpr it
2. mount the inout tane on M T 1 A and* if desired, an out-
put t*oe on ^T2A
3. a message will aopear on the control console
•SET UP AGT FOR ESP'
4. carry out this instruction bv
a. fypinq on the AGT control console
RESET(4,4)
!




Fast Fourier Transform Control Proa ram
X F R M - Operatinq Summary
This program performs transforms on earthquake data. The
description given here is for its stand-alone operation for
which data are
inout from and output to maonetic tapp. The spacing/ in
points? Detween transforms can be specified by the user.
The number of recoros for each time trace must be specified/
N R E C / as well as the total number of grams to be
transformed/ N G M
.
OPERATING PROCEEDURE:
This prooram is part of the EARTHQUAKE overlay package. It
is called when
COMMAND ME is followed by
XFORM
with this program operatino in core the user is issued a
command for
PARAMETER INPUT
for which there are two ootions to type in on the terminal:
ICARD=0 resultinq in no parameter input (in most cases
an error)
ICARD=1 resultinq in input from the card reader usually
including
NOREC/ NGM, and LAG.
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The p r o a r a m will then start the transforms with the input
data on taoe unit 1 and the output on taoe unit 2 . After
the transforms have bpen performed on a particular time
sequence/ an ENDFTLE will be written and the followinq in-
formation will be outout:
IFILE=the number of the file of the transforms/ with
resoect to the first set of transforms
IREC=the number of records outout for that particular
set o * transforms. Since these are recorded on IK records*
IREC = numoer of transforms.
Upon completion of all of the transforms* control will re-





I . Oescrint ion
NIFTY is a self-contained* qeneral-ourpose prooram for
handlinc faces. It is accessable in two forms: as a stand-
alone proaram or as cart of an overlay packaoe. Once NIFTY
is in the comout^r* its ooeratinq proceedure is the same
regardless of its status as a main oroqram or a subroutine.
NIFTY maintains a dialoque with the operator* asking for
incut parameters ana dispensinq information.
II. Operating Proceedure
The reader is r e f e r e d to the operatinq instructions of
the various overlay oackao.es when callinq NIFTY as an over-
lay is desired. To use the stand-alone version* the NIFTY
DRIVER and its ^etasymhol subroutines are compiled.
.Nhen the program is in the computer and execution is
begun, NIFTY takes the initiative a s * i n a :
rtHAT 00 YOU WANT TO 00
The user then responds by asking for one or more of six
options* which ar^ listed below in oroer of priority:
A. FILES = 1
skip a aiven number of files
8. RECORDS = 1
skin a qiven number of records
C. DUMP = i
dump a record on the line orinter
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D. COPY = 1
codv a record from one tane to another
E. WE OF = 1
write an one of file on the taoe
F. TAPRWO = 1
rewind the tane
these instructions should be followed by:
c /r *
c/r
Proaram control will be transferee! to the subroutine
designed to execute the requested option. In each case the
operator will be asked to snecify various parameters.
When NIFTY is oarty of an overlay an additional ootion
al lowina return to the main overlay seoment is available.
It is the KILL option. By typing KILL = 1/ control is re-
turned to the calling proaram.
III. NIFTY Subroutines
At the start of each subroutine? a message will be
printed on the XDS 9300 teletype console. It will state
SPECIFY and will be followed by a list of parameters which
must be defineo in order that the subroutine execute d r o p e r -
ly. If a subroutine is beinq called repeatedly* its parame-
ters will be remembered between calls? however; if a dif-
ferent subroutine call oreceeds the recall of a subroutine,





This subroutine will soace a maqnetic taoe forward or
backward the number of files reauested bv the operator. An
error will result if either the beqinning or end of taoe
mark is encountered* so the user is required to keep track
of which file is currently beino accessed and should know
the total number of files on the taoe.
SPECIFY NF RE, DIR, UNIT
where
NFILE = number of files to be skipped
DIR = direction - forward; 1 - backward
UNIT = tape unit 1 or 2
0. RECORDS
By choosina this option it is oossible to position the
taoe forward or backward a qiven number of records. An
error will occur if the end of tape or beqinninq of taoe
marks are encountered and the user must remember where in
the current file the t-aoe is positioned.
SPECIFY UNIT, NREC, DTP
where
UNIT = taoe unit 1 or 2
NREC = number of records to be skipped




One can d u m o a few records of either a binary or BCD
taoe onto the 1 ineDrinfpr usina this option.
SPECIFY LREC, NREC, MODE, UNIT
where
LREC = length of records
NREC = nurber of records
MODE = 1 for binary; for BCD
UNIT = taoe unit 1 or 2
d. COPY
By usina this ootion» one taoe can be copied onto anoth-
er either as is or with a conversion from binary to BCD or
vice versa. This is a convienent way of merging two tapes.
SPECIFY LREC/ NREC, MODE, INUNIT, OTUNIT, EOF
where
LREC = length o* records
NREC = number of records
INMODE = 1 for binary? for BCD on input tape
OTMODE = 1 for binary; for BCD on output taoe
INUNTT = incut taoe unit
OUTUNIT = outout taoe unit
EOF = end of file option for outout tape.
1 to write an endfile after copying is completed




This oot ion allows the user to write an end of file on a




UNIT = taoe unit 1 or <?




The soecifi^d tape unit is rewound.
SPECIFY UNIT
where
UNIT = taoe unit 1 or 2
Each list of soec i f i c a t i ons should be followed by * c/r
Some of these subroutines will send messages to the user
uoon completion of the operation, then the proaram will
return and reissue its oriqinal request:
WHAT DO YOU ttANT TO DO
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ESP - XF9RM C9NTR9L PR9GRAM
INTEGER PTR,CSPI
INTEGER XFCT/XCNT/SA.^PTS
C9MM6N IP/LINE/NGRP/NPIG/NSL* I T I ME/ LFT I "E/ IRES9,LG(3)/
* I HARM 1/ IHAR*2/ I^IIDE/IMFRAMjNSHUT* INTL> I NTS/ INTSL* INTL9/NPT/
* LAG/MDLAY/ IE9F/LFT/N1/KILL/ ITAPE/NBC>INITL>ICARQ/
* "TAPE* I SWEEP/ ISGRT/ ISCL* IR.EP/CSPI/ ISTUP(3)j
* LP(3)/LGRP/ ISCP/LSPEC/NREC/NCTR/ I PTR/ LPTR/ LSO/ ID I SPY*
* I SCAN/ ISCAL/ I FILE/ IAB* JAB/ IREW I ND/ STRT 1/ STRT2/ STRT3/
* HaR m 1/'aINT/SINT/SLIN"''/.s9INT/MARM2/SwINC/SWL/SWJ/SINC/ I FLAG/
* PTR/ ICTR/ ISHT/N9REC/ I STAR/ TF/ I SW I
/
ISWU* ISWL/ I9PTN/NP

















'SETUP AGT PQR ESP'
•EQ« 1) KNIFTY = C; CALL NIFTY
•EQ» 1) KNIFTY
1) KILL = 0;
1) G9 T9 20
CIRCUS








































F6RREC BAKREC SPACE ThE TAPE EITHER F8RWARD 8R 00C L-
BACKWARD I RECORDS 000'
CALLS 9SETUPN* R/I9PS 00C7
CALLED BY MAIN PR9GRAM OOC
:








































BAKSCN F9RSCN SCANS rgRWARD 9R BACKWARD 9N A TAPE F9R A 0045
KEY^QRC 9R AN END FILE MARK 005C
CALLS 9SETUPN/ R/I9PS/ BCDCVT, ASGN 0051

























SK3 =077777 ;G9 BACKWARDS
BRU * + 2
CQPY ( -A/ A)













































































































;6C0 - H CHARACTER/W5PD
;ST9RE H9DE IN FDT
;PUT E9F KEYW9PD IN FDT

















































































;G9 FQR^ARD 1 REC9RD T9 GET PAST HE E9F
BCDCVT C9NVERTS A W9RD T9 BCD
CALLS \'9NE































asgn finds sym39l table address 9f tape unit
calls r/rsts
called 3y all tape handling subr9utines














































































































































































































































































u£df writes an end 9f file with
tape at the user's request
calls 9setupn, r/i8ps, rwnd
called by *ain pr83ram
call we3F<\,ir) n=unit, ir = o qr
AN 8PTI8N T9 REWIND THE






































;0P C8DE F9R ENDFILE
;rewind flag
;ST3RE 3P C8DE FDT ADDRESS



























































ADO =03200000 ;8P C8DE F9R REWIND































































































































PZE $ + 2
PZE 5



































































































































































































































































































IDE/NFRAM/NSHUT/ INTL/ I NTS/ INTSL' INTL9/NPT,
FT#N1#KILLj ITAPE/N3C/ INITL#ICARDj
RTi ISCL/IREP/CSPI, ISTUP<3),
LSPEC/NREC/NCTR/ I PTR, LPTR/ LSD/ I 01 SPY/
E/ I A 8, JAB/ IRE'wINDiSTRTl#STPT2/3TRT3/
SLlMTiW9lNT/HARM2jSWlNCiSWL#SWJiSlNC/ I FLAG/





















































THIS IS A M9DIFIC.ATI8N 9F THE
TRANSF8PMS ARE D8NE 8N LINE





































2, IwlDEiNFRA^iNSWUT* I NTL* I NTS* I NT Si' INTL.9*\PT*
8F*LFT*N1,KILL* ITA D E*NBC* INITL* ICARD*




lNT,SLlNT* iA9lNT*HARM2 / SWlNC*SWL*SWj*SlNC* I FLAG*
T,N9REC* ISTAR*TF* ISWI, ISWU# ISWL* I9PTN*NP
ISE*XFCT,XCNT*LS10*LGNAT* I DATE ( 3 ) * I S I TE* LGCNT,
EDUlVALENCE(LKDATiLDATA)
EQU I VALENCE ( I DATE* I KEEP)
EGUIVALENCE( IVERB* ISUF)
NAMELIST LlNE*NGRP*NPT,\'SL* IT* LAG* I SFG* STRT 1 * STRT2* 3TRT3* HARM 1*
* W I SJT* S I NT* SL I NT* W9 I NT, \FR AM, NSHUT*MDL AY, IE8Fj I DATE* SAMPTS,
* ISITE, LGCNT*
C HARM2,LFT,Nl*LREC* I TAPE* NBC* INJTL# I CARD* NSK I P# I WIDE* MT APE
NAMELIST SWINC* JSWEEP* SWL* SWU* I3GRT*SINC, ISCL* I3KIP* IREP
NAMELIST IREwlND*CSPI*LSD*KNlFTY <» 1\eN3ISE*LGl0*LGNAT








JSW( )=LAND( IW(2)*LLS( 1 # 2^- I )
YB8ARD INPUT




IF(KMFTY »EQ. 1) ISTAR * 2; RETURN
IFdCARD .EQ. 1) INPUT(5)
ICARD=0



























































ri ATE AGT DISPLAY






D9 150 IAB = liNl
09 150 JA3 = liNREC
ISTAR = 3




IF(IFLAG .EG. 777) G9 T9 300
NE9F =
N = (JAB -1)*LREC
D9 140 <=liLREC
I AV ( N + K ) = I AV ( N + K ) + I 3UP ( K 5 /N 1
C9NTINUE
NFT = NFT +M
1ATE B9X CAR
IFILE = I D TR * 30
CALL WRITE( IFILE/ IAViLSPEC)
IPTR = M 9D( IPTR + 1/NEO
5E LINE DISPLAY 9PTI3N
IF(LSD.EQ.O) G9 T9 160
D9 155 I=1/NGRP




































































IF( ISWEEP.EG.0)G9 T9 220
39 210 I=1/NBC
IFILE = I 29
CALL READ0( IFILE/ IBUF/LSPEC)
09 210 J=1/LSPEC
IAV(J)*IAV(J) + IBLIF(J)/NBC
IFILE 3 L p TR + 35



















CALL SE^D(6#LDATA( 1/LPTR+l )/NPT)
LPTR » Mt}D(LPTR+liLlNE)
CALL C9R^9V( ISTUP/3* IW)
CALL SEND( 1j IW,1)
IW(2)=LX9R( IW( 1)/ IWC3J )
IW(3')>IW( 1)
CALL C9R*9V( IW/3/ ISTUP)
IF( ISW(1).NE.0)G9 T9 280
IF( JSW(?) .NE.0)LSD=M9D(LSD+1,2) ;CALL SEND (4/0*0)
IF(ISW(3).NE.0)CALL SEND<7/0/0)
IF( JSW(4) .NE.O) IDISPY=M9D( I D ISP Y* 1,2)
IF( ISW(5) »NE.O)CALL SEND (16B/ 0/0)
IF( JSW(6) .NE.O) CALL SEND
(
15B/ 0/ )
IF( JSW(7).NE.0)CALL SEND ( 1 46/ 0/ )
ISCAL =
IF( ISW(3) .NE.O) ISCAL=1;CALL SCALE
ISCAN'O
















































































.NE.C)MDLAY = MOLAY;CA|_L DELAY;CALL SEND ( 1 13* 0* )










•NE. 0) CALL WE8F( IVTAPE/1 )
•EQ. 0) CALL RwNCC ITAPE)
• EQ. 1) CALL BA'<REC( ITAPEjNQREC) ; CALL F8RSCN ( I TAPE* 1 )
NO 8F FILE MARK SEPARATING TIME SEQUENCES










CALL BININ( ITAPE* IBUF*LREC* IND)
N8REC = IBUFd )










IF(NREC »LE. 0) NREC = 1





































































:8 35 J=1/NPT 0220
DATA(JiD=0 0221








if(xfct .ne. 05 g8 t9 25 0230
:all readd( iavfile/ iav/kjreo 0231
ZALL READD(DTFlUEiI3UFiKJREC) 0232
)Q 20 IV = 1/1500 0233
.KDAT(IV) =* IEUF(500+IV) 0234
IF(CSPI »EQ. 0) G8 T8 30 0235
XFILE = <+7 0236
:A|_L READD(XFlLEi IBUFi<JREC) 0237
.GCNT * L.GCNT + 1 0238
RETURN 0239
ZALL READD(XFTLEi IBUF/KREC) 0240
_GCNT ~ LGCNT + 1 0241
*A = XFCT * LSPEC 0242
39 40 IV * 1/LSPEC 0243
IBUF ( IV ) « IBUF<MA+IV) 0244
XFCT = M9D(XFCT+1/XCNT) 0245






39 10 IV = 1/1500 0252
IBUF(500+IV) = LKDAT(IV) 0253
CALL WRITE(DTFILEi I3UF/KJREC) 025^

















IF(I.NE.1)G9 T9 10 0270
IF(LP< I ) .LT. ISWL)LP( I >«UP(
I
)-ISIGN{ ISWI* ISQN) ; RETURN 0271
IF(LP( I ) .GT.ISWU)LP( I )=LP( )*ISIGN( ISWIj I SGN); RETURN 0272
C9NTINUE 0273

















IFILE = N + 35
















IFILE = \ + 30


















































































LP(3) = (STRT3 +HARM2*STPT1 )*TF-\jPIG/2
D9 1C I » 1*3 -
IF(LPU ) »LE« 0) LPd ) = 1






























SUBROUTINE T9 DU^P DISPLAY ON TAPE
SUBROUTINE VERSA
DESCRIPTION 9F HEADER RECORD
1 NUMBER 8F P9INTS



















































































































DO 10 IV = 1/300
IVERS(IV) =
CALL SEND(2CBi IVERB#NPT*2)
IF(ISW(15) .NE. 0) IVFREM6) = -1
FUNCTIO* 1 SWITCH 15 NO SPOTLIGHT FOR HARDCOPY OUTPUT
IVEREd?) s IT I-E + (LGCNT*LAG)/ISFQ
IVERBdC) * IVERBC12) / 3600
IVERB(ll) » UVER8(12) - I VERB ( 10) *3600 ) /60


















:ALL BINQUT( IVTAPE/ IVER3iNPT»2j ind>
DO 40 IV = 1/LINE
CALL SEND(20Bi IVERB/NPT*2)





































































• NE. 0) ITE^P=ITEMP**2; IF( ITEMP.UT.O) I TEMP=2**1 f-
1
•EG. 0) ITE^P = 1
NE • 0) ITE^P = 1C0C*( AL9310(FL9AT( ITF^d) ) )
• NE. 0) ITEMP = 10C0*( ALeG(FUQAT( ITEMP) ) )
•LT. *2**14-1) ITE^P = -2**14-1

























































































































R9UTINE F5R GRAPHIC INPUT 0037
0038
003S
GET 9INPUT BUFFER 0Q4C
0041
0042
GET PATCH ADDRESS 0Q43
0044
0045













































































THIS PROGRAM FEEDS TRANSFORMS WITH A MAXIMjv LENGTH 9F 1024
d« INTS T8 THE CALLING PReGRAM. IT IS DE3I3\ED F9R ON-LINE
















IFUFLAG .EG. 1) G9 T9 15
TRANSFER °ARAMETER INFORMATION IN FILE 10 T^ XF3RM
N8REC IS THE NUM3ER 9F 1024 REC9RDS 9F SEISMIC DATA
NFT IS THE LENGTH 9F THE TRANSFORM, IN P9INTS
LAG IS THE SEPARATION* IN POINTS/ BETWEEN TRANSF9RMS
IPUT IS 1 F9R DRUM INPUT; F9R TAPE INPUT
PTR INITIALLY li INDICATED WHICH HALF 9F DRUM RECORD SH9ULD 3E
PUT INT9 THE PRE-TRANSF9RM PUFFER
IFLAG INDICATES WHETHER THE INITIAL REC9RD HAS 3EEN READ IN IF 1
IF 777 INDICATES END 9F FILE AND/OR END 9F SEISMIC REC9RD
ISHT KEEPS TRACK OF THE LEAD P9INT OF THE TRANSFORM aITHIN ThE
CURRENT SEISMIC RECORD
IFILE IS THE FILE 9F THE INPUT DATA IF THE DP'JM IS BEING JSED


























































DTHETA = 2*PI/LFT 0056
06 2C I 3 1/LFT 0057
WTAB(I) = ( 1-C9S(THETA) )/2.Q 0058
j THETA = THETA + DTHETA 0059
CALL wRITE(C9SF!LE/a'TAB*LFT*2) 006C
D9 25 I = 1> 102^ 0061





LAST = C 0067
IREC = 0068
NXSHT = LREC/LAG 0069
NXREC = LFT/LREC 007C
NTX * LREC/(LFT/2) 0071
IF(NXREC •IT. 1) NXREC = 1 0072
0073
CC74
READ IN DATA 0075
0076
IF((IFLAG »EG« 0) .AND* (N9N9ISE «NE. 0))G3 T9 130 0077
IFdFLAO »EQ. 1) G6 T9 45 0078
D9 30 I = liNXREC + 1 0073
L = ( N1)*LREC 1 0080
CALL BIN INUi I3UF(L)/LREC/IND) 0081
1 C3NTINUE 0082
CALL WRITE(SVFILEiIBUF,KREC) 0083
i CALL READD(SVFlLEi I5UF,<REC) 0C84
0085
PREPARE PRE-TRANSF6R^ BUFFER, T Q T9 TRANSF3RM 0086
0087
09 48 I = 1/LREC 0088
KBuF( I ) = 0089
D9 150 N = liNTX 009C
! IRP = LAGMSHT 0091
D9 60 I = liLFT 0092
F3UF(1/I) = IBUF(IRP I ) *WTA3 ( I > /2 «0* »23 0093
I F3uF(2i I ) = 0*0 0094
CALL F9LR2(FBUF*LFTil,-l ) 0095
CALL READD(N9SFILE/NBUF'LREC) 0096
LA = (N-l)*LFT/2 0097
D9 80 I * liLFT/2 0098
KBUF(LA+P = (SQRT(FBUF( li I )**2 + FBUF ( 2, I ) **2 ) »ST ) - siBOF ( I > 0099




-GE. ( SAMpTS-LFT ) /LAG ) G9 T9 170 0103
TAKE CARE 0F B09KKEEPIN3 0104
0105
ISHT = M9D( ISHT+l^NXSHT) 0106
IF(ISHT .NE. 0) G9 T9 150 0107
0108
D9 N9T NEED "9RE DATA YET 0109
151

D5 9C I = 1/LREC
I31)F( I ) = I9UF( I + LREC)
CALL BIMN< li IBUF(LREC+1 )/LREO IND)












































ISE IS SET EQUAL T9 1000* THE PR9GRA* DEFAULTS T9 THE
*HICH THE AVERAGE N8ISE IS F9UND FR9M THE ENTIRE SET 9F
P^S
ISE tEQt 1000) N9N9ISE = (SAMPTS-LFT ) /LAG












= (S1RT{FBUF(1, I )**2 +F3UF(2i I ) *»2) *SF/n8n9ISE ) + KBUFd >
1
EG. N9N9ISE) GS T8 187
M 8D< ISHT+1/NXSHT)
•NE. 0) G9 T8 183
TR
.EG. N9REC) G9 T9 187
I = 1#LREC
= IBUF(I+LREO
NlNd, I3UF(LREC+1 ),LREC> IND)




































INTEGER INUMTiBTUNlTi E9F> INM9DE, 3UTM9DE 0006
INTEGER /JRTE9F,TAPRWD/FINISH, FILES* REC9RDS, DJ^P/ NFILE* "3 1 =? # 00C7
» UNIT/ MgDE* NRECi RWOPTNj LREC 0008
NAMELIST WRTE?F#TAPR'WDj F I N I SH, F lL.ES/ REC9RDS, DU^P* NF I LE> I R/ 0009
* UNIT* M9DE/ NRECi RW9PTN, LREC 001C
NAMELIST KILL* C9PY 0011
NAMELIST INUNITj 9TUNIT, E9F 0012




*RTEBF = TAPRWD = FINISH = FILES = RECBRDS = DU M P 3 0017
C9PY = C 0018
£)UTPUT(102) 'REQUEST' 0019
INPUT(ICI) 0020
IF(K ILL »NE. 0) RETURN 0021
IF(FILES .NE. 0) CALL FlLS<P 0022
IF(9ECB»DS .NEi 0) CALL RECSKP 0023
JF(DLMP «NE. 0) CALL SDUMP 0024
IF(C9PY .NE. 0) CALL TCBPY 0025
IF(wRTE9F .NE» 0) G9 T9 30 0026
IF(TAPRUD iNEt 0) G9 T3 40 0027
IF((FILES »EQ. 0) .AND. (RECQRDS iEQ* 0) .AND. (DUMP »ED. 0) 0028
* .AND* (WRTE9F .EQ» 0) .AND. ( TAPRWD iEQ* 0) .AND. (C9PY .ED. 0)) 0029
* BUTPUT(102) 'WAKE UP SLEEPY ' 0030
G8 T9 10 0031
0032
BUT D UT(102) 'SPECIFY UNIT#RW9PTN» 0033
INPUT(lOl) 0034
CALL WE6F(UNIT # RW9PTN) 0035
GB T8 20 0036
) 9UTPUTUC2) 'SPECIFY UNIT' 0037
INPUT(lCl) 0038
CALL RaND(UNIT) 0039
GB T8 10 004C
0041
SKIP A CERTAIN NUMBER 9 r FIlES 9N A TARE 0042
CAIJTI6N - D9 N9T TRY T9 SKIP PAST THE BEGINNING 9R END 8F TAPE 0043
MARKS. WHEN IN D8UBT REWIND °044
0045
SUBR6UTINE FILSKP °046
9UTPLK102) 'SPECIFY NFILEi DIR* UNIT' 00*7
INPUT(ICI) 0048
IF(DIR .\E. 0) CALL 3AKSCN ( jN I J* NF ILE ) ; 38 T8 10 0049
CALL FBRSCN(UNITiNFlLE) 0050
3UTPUTU02) 'DESIRED FILE' 0051
RETURN 0052
0053
SKIP A CERTAIN NUMBER 9F RECBRDS 9N A TAPE 0054
153

CAUTISN - D9 N9T TRY T9 SKIP
MARKS* WHEN IN D9UBT, REWIND
^AST THE 3E3INNING 9R END 9F TAPE
SU5R8UTINE RECSKP
6UTPUT(102) 'SPECIFY UNIT/ NRECj DIR'
INPUT* 1C1)




READ IN A TAPE AND DU^P 6N LINE PRINTER
SUBR9UTINE SDUMP






IF(NLINES*8 .LT« LREC ) NLINES = NLJNES + 1
09 30 I = 1»NREC
08 5 ICLR a 1/LREC
I3UF( ICLR) =
ir(Y8DE«EQ«0) CALL BCD IN ( UN I Tj I SUF* LREC/ I ND ) ; 39 T9 10
CALL BIN IN (UN IT* I3UF,LREC> IND)
IF(IND .NEi 0) 9UTPUT(1C2) 'Y8U HIT AN E9F';G9 T9 4
09 20 L = liNLINES
K = (L-1)*S + 1
WRITE (6*200) IBUF(K)/ IBUF(K*1 ), 13UF(K+2)/ I3UF(K+3) j I3UFU+4),






C8PIES 8NE TAPE 8NT9 AN9THER TAPE IN BCD 9R BINARY
WITM THE 9PTI9N 8F PUTTING AN ENDFILE 9N THE 9UTPUT TAPE
rfHEN THE C9PYING IS C3HPLETED The VALUE 9F IRECNT, THE
NU^EER 8F REC8RDS THAT HAVE BEEN TRANSCRIBED 9NT9 THE 9UTPUT TA^E
WILL BE 9UTPUT







09 30 I = liNREC
09 10 U = IjLPEC
IBuF(U) =
IF( INM8DE.E3.0) CALL BCD I N ( I NUN I T;I 3UF, LREC/ I ND ) ; G9 T3 20
CALL 8 IN IN ( I NUN IT, I3UF,LREO IND)
IF
(
IND .NE« 0) 8UTPUT(102) 'Y9U HIT AN E9F'; 39 T9 40
IF(3UTM»DE.EQ.0) CALL BCD9UT(9TUNIT/ IBUF,LRECi IND) ;39 T9 30
CALL BIN9UTOTUNIT/ IBUF/LREC, IND)
IRECNT = IRECNT + 1







































































VERSISN 11 REVISION B CHEATED Oo JUN 66 DATE
PUNQE
^TlE ESP93
.XTENDED SI3NAL PROCESSING PR8GRAM
'ERSI9N 1175/ REVISI9N A
1/6/75
'?CARRET
:jTRY ESP93/ INIT/A930C/ INI2/
>AR*TSFLG/TDXDY/LDXDY/DTXY/WAIT1/NEWL/











E^Pl/DBA/TI^E/ L\TGT#FUNCTiSCTR,CSl/ LIGHT /RSuFi
CL1/8B/ I3/CAPTR/WBUF/C8L'<>




















































































[INITIALIZE 9300 C9MMUN I CAT I 9\S
[SET r^AMr CL3C< PIV9T
CCLEAR CHAR BJFFER
[LC3 3FF






[L99K F9R INITIAL 9300 C6MMAND


















[SETUP I NIT LINE P9INTERS
157












MDAR' I 'X CAPTR
MDAS'F'N 1
ARMD ALI\E









































































VERSION 11 REVISI3N B CREATED 06 JUN 66 DATE


































































ETUP DXDY TABLE FQP LINE DISPLAY
CGET 3UFFFR ADDRESS
[TRANSFER DATA






[INIT. ANGLE APPR.9X 30 DEG
161















































[SETU 3 GR9JP C9JNT

































































[CLEAR SIDE LINE DISPLAY
[RESET CRNT LINE PTR
[SET UNITY SCALE FACTOR
[GROUP SCALES
OPTION




VERSI9N 11 REVISI9N 3 CREATED
ARX9 ' F
ARMD lpi
ARMD L p 2




























06 JUN 66 DATE
CMSDI^Y IT F9R 3R9UP
[SET INIT. SP3TLI3HT P9SITI9N
CADDR 9F LEAD P&INT
CADDR 9F SP9T DISPLAY
CADDR 9F CENTER 9F SP9T
164





MDAS' I 'X TEMPI
ARMD TEMP








































CAT THE CENTER 8F LINE
CADD LEAD P8INT







[CLEAR FS 8N C8JNT




[RESET PTR T8 CHAR BUFFER
[SET JP F8REGR8JND/BACKGR8JND
[INPUT CHAR FR8M TTY
[SAVE AR
[G8 8N, READY F8R NEW INPUT
[REST9RE AR

VERSIQN 11 REVISI3N 3 CHEATED 06 JIN 66 DATE
JU^P TL3eP [RESTART TTY INPUT
[GET THE ASCII CHAR
[MASK 9UT PARITY





J D LS TU3C
166





























































CSET °ARAM. VALUE READY FLAG
[AND RESTART TTY INPUT
CRU38UT
CN8
CTHIS UUMP IF CHAR T8 RUB 9UT
CELSE N8 CHAR YET, IG.M9RE RU38UT
CREM8VE LAST CHAR FR8M BUFFER
CAND DECREMENT PTR
C3TART TTY AGAIN
CJJMP IF R88M F8R A CHAR
CELSE IGN8RE THE CHAR, WAIT FSR C/R
CIS CHAR. A ' '«' «
CN8* SKIP IT
CSET *FLAG
CGET THE CHAR, P8SITI8NED
CMA5K 8UT PARITY
CAND =>jT IT IN SUFFER
CSET DISPLAY FLAG
CG8 RESTART TTY




U p AN .+3
MDAR'F LDXDY


















Nversion 11 revision 3 created 06 jun 66 date
cset jp initial value
center value























3R?UTINE T9 D6 S0 M E QF THE C9 MPUTATI9N F9R THE DXDY TA3LE
.LED 3Y IM7 AND R9T0
Si uurp •
UPSR SSNC9S


















AR^D LDXN CSAVE X-SPACING
ARXS'F
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MDAS F N 1
ARMD S3A
MDAR 1 I X M8VED
MDAS F N 1
ARVD DBA
MDARi I X MOVED
ARMD TEMP
MDAR I N TEMP
MDAS' F 1
ARMD WCTR
MDAR" I X S3 A
ARMD" I X DBA
























MDAR CS1 [GET CENTER SP9T
MDAS ST1 [ADD STARTING P9INT
ARAR'F'B
DIVL RESe CC9NVERT T3 FREQUENCY
ARMD CF1 [SAVE INTEGER
MDAR'A'H MADR CGET REMAINDER
ARRS 1
DIVL RES9 CDIVID 9UT REMAINDER
C
MDAR'A MADR
JPSR C9NVF CC9NVERT FRACTI9N
$F1R1
MDAR CF1 CGET INTEGER PART






MDAR'X LCTR [BUMP SP9T C9UNT
JPLS FRE23 CM9RE






























































































[CLEAR RE M AINING DISPLAY
[SET NJSP8T TO 2







VERSION 11 RFVISI9N E CREATED 06 UUN 66 DATE P/
UBR8UTINE T9 UPDATE TI^E
meo: UU^P
ARVD TIME CUPDATE TIME
ARAR'B'F

















MDAR TEMPI CGET NUMBER 9F H9URS
MDAR' A MADR





ubr8utine t9 c9nvert integers t9 ascii
mvi : uump
armd into csave integer value
mdar'i'n c9nvi cget char c9unt
MDAS'F 1
AR^D LCTR1
y l! MDAR'X LCTP1
UPLS .+2
UUMP CNV2 CC9NVERT INTEGER T9 DEClMA;





ARRS 16. CC9NVERT DECIMAL T9 ASCII
17U













































































































C3LANK 9UT SWITCH BUFFER
175

VERSI9N 11 REVISI3N B CREATED 06 JUN 66 DATE P:
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VERSI8N 11 REVISI9N 3 CREATED 06 JUN 66














































































CSAVE NAMELIST BUFFER ADDR.
[RESET IN D JT TEXT DISPLAY FLAG
[CLEAR AND PACK PNAME BUFFER
[RESET PTR T9 CHARS TABLE
[RESET PTR T9 PAC< BUFFER
[RESET CNT 9F CHARS PACKED I,NT9 CRNT
[RESET T9TAL CHAR PACKED C9UNT
[GET NEXT CHAR
[JUMP IF M9N-ZER9
[CLEAR CHARS DISPLAY 3UFFER
[RESET NE l* PARAM. READY FLAG
178

VERSI9N 11 REVISI9N 5 CREATED 06 JUN 66 DATE














































































[SAVE F3R ASCII T9 BCD TABLE L99KUP
[JUMP IF ASCII 0-37 (USE CHECK)
[JUMP IF T9 D9 TABLE L99KUP
[ELSE ASCII 140-177 (USE CHECK)
[SAVE PTR T9 TABLE ENTRY
[BUMP CHAR C8UNT
[JU*P IF P99M IN CRNT W8RD
[ELSE SET CNT T9 1
[BUMP PTR T9 PACK '*i9RD
[SAVE PTR T9 ^ASK TABLE
[SAVE PTR T9 SHIFT TABLE
[GET CRNT W9RD





































































CGET THE BCD CHAR
CSHIFT IT
[MERGE INT9 CRNT 49RD
[AND SAVE NEW CRNT WBRD
CBU^P T9TAL CHAR CNT























































































[YES, SET NAMELIST REG 3IT
CPUT IN AS IF FJNCTI8N SWITCH
[DISPLAY SWITCH STATUS















































- FUNCTI9N SWITCH REQUEST






















VERSI3N 11 REVISI3N 3 CREATED 06 UUN 66 DATE
•LNCTIBN SWITCH ASSIGNMENTS:
1 RE-INITIALIZATI9N




6 HAR*9NIC RELATED SP9TLITE



















SUBROUTINE T3 93TAIN MARD-C9PY 9UTPUT
= 3AT:
CGET NUMBER 9F LINES
CSET JP LINE C9UNTER
CDESTINATI9N BLSCK
CDESTINATI9N ADDRESS
CGET NUMBER 9F P9INTS
CGET NUMBER 9F LINES
CGET X-INCREMENT
CGET Y-INCREMENT













ARMD' I ''X DBA
ARX9'F
MDAS LDXN
ARMD' I 'X D3A
ARX9»F
MDAS LDYN
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CSET NJMBER 9P P9INTS PER LINE
CSET JP P9INT C9UNTER
CGET X VALUE
CSTJFF IN DUMP 3L9CX
[PUT ZER9 IN A REGIS*
CGET Y VALUE
[STUFF IN DUMP 3L9CX
[CHECK P8INT C9UNTER
CN9T D9NE WITH LINE
[SEND 9UT THE LINE
CCHEC< LINE C9UNTER
CALL LINES N9T D9NE
[TURN 9FF SWITCH 13
[WAIT F9R G9 AHEAD











CT9 RE C9N LINE BUFFER
CREQRBUP DATA













































06 JUN 66 DATE
SU3R8UTINE F8R M9VIES
JUMP •
ARMD' 8 PICS [SET M9VIE RE2D FlAG
MDAR PICS [WAIT F9R IT T9 BE RESET
JPAN .-1
MDIR M9VIE [RETURN
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MDIR PIJ




















































[MASK 3UT UPPER BITS
[A REGISTER - BUFFER L9C T9 G!
187
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CTJRN 9N E3L BIT


















































CSET JP GR9UP SCALE
[SETU P CURRENT INPUT GR9uP
CSET UP W9RKING GR9UP BUFFER
[SCALE AND UPDATE GR9UP DATA
[BU^P GR9UP C9UNT
[END 9F GR9UP3
[GET NEXT GR9UP SCALE
[GET NEXT GR9UP INPUT
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)U2J M^AR CLPTR [BUMP LINE PSINTE^
MDAS'F'N 1
ARMD CLPTR
JPAN .+2 CCHEC< LINE 39UND
JUMP LDU3 C9<
ARXS'F'H
JPLS .+3 [N9T ZER8





)U3J ARMD'8 NEWL CSET NEW LINE FLA3
MDAR NEWL CWAIT F9R IT T9 3£ RESET
JPAN .-1
MDAR DGRP [SET ADDR 3F P9P ENTRY
MDAS CLPTR
ARMD TEMPI
MDAR* I TEMPI [SAVE P9P ENTRY
ARMD TEMP2
MDAR CLPTR [UPDATE DISPLAY PQINTf
ARMD $CLINE














ARMD WAIT1 [RESET WAIT FLAG
MDIR LDJ
1UBR9UTINE F9R FREQ BAND UPDATE
JUMP
MDAR'N LINE CRE5ET LINE C9JNT
MDAS'F 1
ARMD LCTR
MDAR WGRP [GET CJRRENT LINE PTR
MDAS CLPTR
ARMD CWPTR
MDAR WGRP [GET LAST LINE PTR +1
MDAS LINE
ARMD LPTR
U1: MDAR' I CWPTR [GET DATA BUFFER
ARMD CW3UF
JPSR READ [INPUT DATA
JPSR SFINSH 191







CREATED 06 JUN 66 DATE
192



































06 JUN 66 DATE Pt














MDAR' I ' X SCLD
MDAS'F 1 N 1
ARMD IB
[RESET M8VE INSTRJCTI9N
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MOAR'I'X SCLD [GET 9jTPUT BUFFER
MDAS'F'N 1
ARMD SB





MDAR'I'X IB [SCALE INPUT DATA
MPYL'I SCLA
ARMD TEMP CCLEC< F8R 9VERFL9W





ARRS 12. CSCALE DATA
MQAR'A YMASK [MASK SCALED DATA
ARMD TEMP
MDAR'N YMASK [MASK 9UT PREVI9U3 VALUE
MDAR'I'X'A 98
MDAS TEMP CUPDATE CRNT VALUE
[SET DRAW/M8VE BIT
ARMD' I 93
MDAR'L [SET DRAW INSTRUCTIBN
MDAR '8 CI
ARMD 3D3
MDAR'X LCTR1 [DU*P W9RD C8UNT











CwAlT F9R NEW DATA
194-
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[WAIT IF LAST NEW BUFF NgT HANDLED













[SINGLE LINE REM8VEAL ENTRY
[SET SINGLE LINE 9PTI9N
CCe^PLETE REMSVAL ENTRY











































































[3U M P P9INT C9JNT
C3JMP GR9JP C9UNT
CEND 9F GP9UP
C3JMP ADDRESS T9 SKIP FIRST PTR
C3UMP LINE C9JNT
CGET CRNT LINE PTR
CSET REFERENCE Ll\E PTR
[RESET TEST LINE PTR
[GET SPACING IN P9INTS
[INITIAL 9FFSET
[EXTEND SIGN
[SET JP REFERENCE DATA ADDR
[3JMP TPTR M9DUL9 LINE
[9NCE AR9JND THE L99P
[N9 - PR9CESS LINE
196





































































































CYES - IT IS SINGLE LINE 9PTI9N
CYES - D9NE




CN9 - GET NEXT REFERENCE LINE
CRETURN
CGET TEST DATA ADDR
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[BUMP TEST P9INT 1
CC9MPARE FIRST 3REAK P9INT
CN9





[C9 p MARE SEC9ND 3REAK P9INT
CN9


















VERSION 11 REVISI3N B CREATED 06 JJN 66 DATE
MDAR'X TP2 CBJMP TEST P9INT 2









JUMP REM20 CT9 TEST =9INTS
*1*{ MDAR TP2 CC9MPARE SEC9ND BREAK P9IN
MDX9 L2









:9ReuTI\E T9 ACVANCE TEST POINTS PASS GAf3
^p: JUMP •
MDAR' I PGA p CGET ADDR 9F TEST P9INTS
ARMD TE3T1
MDAR' I 'X PGAP
ARMD TEST2
MDAR' I TEST1 CBJMP PASS GAP
MDAS GAP
ARMD' I TE3T1
MDAR LI [CHECK PASS BREAK P9INT
MDAS' I »N TE3T1
JPAN • +2 [YES
MDIR'X PGAP L\Q* RETURN
MDAS GAP [CHECK PASS GAP
JPAN GAP1 [YES






MDAR L2 [CHECK PASS SEC9ND BREAK P!
MDAS'N' I TE3T1
JPAN • +2 [YES
MDIR'X PGAP [N9* RETURN
MDAS GAP [CHECK PASS GAP
ANIR'X PGAP [N9i RETURN




ARMD ' I TEST1 201
PA
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[SCALE F9R +/- 90 DEG IN RAD
[SAVE IT









versi8n 11 REVISI9N B CREATED







































[reset w8rking line buffer





















[ADDR 9F CENTER SP9T
[ADDR 9F LEAD P8INT
[ADDR 9F END P9INT
[ADDR 9F HARM9NIC GR9UP
206
























































































MDAS' I ' X'N
JPAN
JUMP
06 UUN 66 DATE P*
CGET DIAL ADDR
CADD 9F SP9T a'9RD
CSAVE FWA-1 9F LAST S?9T DIAL VALUES
[RESET NEW DIAL VAL FLAG
[GET DIAL READING
CSAVE IT
CGET DIFF. WITH LAST TI M E
C3ET A3S. VAL 9F DIFF
C9FF DEAD Z9NE
CN8j GET NEXT 9NE
CYES , SET FLAG
CGET DIAL READING
CSAVE F9R NEXT TIME
C3JMP SP9T C9JNTER
CJJMP IF "3RE
CELSE CHECK NEW VAL FLAG
CRETURN IP N9 UPDATE RE~D
CELSE RESET S D 9T C9UNTER
CT9GGLE











VERSION 11 REVISION 3
MDAR TEMPI




















































[YES, SET DIAL A
[ADDED FIXED LENGTH
[COMPUTE (l-H)*NPTR/2
[GET DIAL A READING
[COMPUTE H*A
208 [COMPUTE HA+(1-H)\PTR 2


















06 JUM 66 DATE PA
CSET T8 ZFR9 IF NEGATIVE
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CJU M P IF WANT 1SP9T SET
CELSE 0SP9T SET
[SAVE DISPLAY PTR
C AND F9R DISPLAY PR9G. AL39
[RESET LINE C9UNT
CGET LINE DATA ADDR
CGET ADDR 9F LAST LINE
[GET 3P9T P9INTER
CGET 3P9T CSJNT
CSET JP DISPLAY ADDR
C3ET JP SP9T DATA
CXFER SP9T DATA
CMA<E 1ST WORD A M9VE
C3UMP C9UNT
CD9NE









































MDAR' I 'X SCA
ARRS 1
ARMD TEMP





















CGET C0NTRBL DIAL ADDR
CADDR 9F SCALES
CADDR 9F PREVI9JS SCALE





























































CINPUT 8 BIT C9DE FRgM TTY














































































































































[NUMBER OF SPECTRUM LINES
[NUMBER 9F HARMONIC GROUPS
[NUMBER 3FP0INT PER LINE
[NUMBER 9F SPOT LIGHTS
[STARTING TIME IN SECONDS
[FFT UPDATE TIME IN SECONDS
CFREG RES9LUTI8N
[START OF GROUP 1
[START OF GROUP 2




































[2 1/2 INCH X AXES OFFSET
[NO Y AXES OFFSET
[.039 INCH FOR SIDE LINE DISPLAY
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0; T3:0; T<*:0; T5:0; T6:C; T7:0; T8:C
































































































VERSION 11 REVISI3N 3 CREATED C6 UUN 66 DATE P>
IS^LAY BUFFER PTRS






























versi9n 2 revisi9n c created 31 ja\ 75 date
:xpunge
fitle twdis
[display subr3jtine r 9r esp























:5LPV = 77757; E9VPV*77756; E9SPV*77736; E9.VPV = 77735 ; FCLPV=77755
'DC5 = 25000VH; MDC6-2600CVH; MDC7=270G0VH; *D10»30000>/h; ^D 1
1
=31000Jh
:F6LL9'aING GENERATES VALUES (ASCII) F9R THE 3YM39LS; A. t B»>* , > Y»# £•
:F9r USE IN CALLS T9 P MACR9
:zz«ioi






*ACR9 F8R BUILDING DISPLAY W9PDS F9R THE CHAR. GENERAT9R
'ACR91 P(Al,A2iA3i A4,A5)
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[TURN 9N AVG, SC9?E AND CL9CK
[SEE IF N9N-AVGD CRNT LINE DISPLAY
[JUMP IF N9T T9 3E DRAWN




CG8 SET UP F9R LINES DWG


















CN9* 39 START REFRESH
[YESi GET N8 9F REFRESHES SHjTTER
[ HAS BEEN 9PEN
[JUMP IF ALREADY AT LEAST 9NE
[ELSE THIS UU*P
[9PEN REGD N9 9F TIMES YET>G
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[RESET N8. 9F TIMES OPEN C9JNTER
CCQMPARE FRAMES DQNE
C WITH NBt REGD
[JUMP IF *BRE FRAMES RE2D
CELSE RESET FRAMES DB.NE
C AND M9VIES RE2D FLA3
CAND 39 START REFRESH
CL3U M P N9 a F FRAMES D8NE
C9PEN THE SHUTTER
C WAIT TILL IT IS
C/vAlT 2CMSEC T9 SE SURE
:sjnt






























CRESET C9UNT 9F LINES DRAWN
[GET SP9TLITES REOD FLAG
[JUMP IF MB SP9TS
[ELSE SET INT. FBR LINES WITH SP9TS
[SPECIFY E9L HANDLER FBR LINES
[SAVE PTR T9 DXDY TABLE
[SEE WHICH LINE GR9UP T9 DRAW
[JUMP IF GR9U? 1
223
















31 JAM 75 DATE
CELSE 3R9JP 0/ GET DISPLAY LIST FW
[ADD N9» 8F LAST RECD LIND
[SAVE PTR TB LAST RECD'S LIST ENTR
CGET DISPLAY LIST FWA AGAIN
CG9 9N WITH C3DING C9MM9N T9 B9TH
CGET GROUP 1 DISPLAY LIST F*A
CSAVE PTR T5 LAST RECD LINE'S LIST
CGET FWA 9F DISPLAY LIST AGAIN
CADD N9. SF LINES T9 DRAW
CSAVE ADDRESS 8F L9CATI9N LIST END












CE9L HANDLER F9R M9N-AVGD LINE DRA
CSAVE AR
CSET INT. F8R LINES W~8 SP9TS
CSET JP T9 DRAW LINES NEXT
CREST9RE AR













CE9L HANDLER F9R LINES
CSAVE AR
C3UMP C3U^T 9F LINES DRAa\
CC9MPARE WITH N9« T9 DRAW
CTHIS UUMP IF M9RE T6 DRA/,
CELSE THIS UU^P > ALL DRA*N
224-











MD07' I 'X PXY




























31 JAN 75 DATE
[GET NEXT DISPLAY LIST ADDRESS
CSEE IF BEY3ND LIST END
[ISN'T, C3NTINJE
CEL5E CHEC< GR9JP«S ID
[JUMP IF GRP 1
[GET FWA ?F GRP DISPLAY LIST
CGET r wA °F GRP 1 DISPLAY LIST
[SAVE PTR T9 SRQUPS DISPLAY LIST
CSET DXDY FSR NEXT LINE




[HERE IF LINES ALL DRAWN
[JUMP IF TS DRAW 5P9TLITE3
[ELSE TURN 8FF AV3
[SPECIFY E9S HANDLER F9R TEXT
[L9AD E9'a PIV9T F?R TEXT DRAW





[HERE IF TS DRAw SP9TLITES
[RESET LINES DRAWN COUNT
[SET INT. F9R SP8TS
[SPECIFY FSL HANDLER F9R SP9T3
[SAVE PTR T9 DXDY TABLE
225

VERSION 2 REVISION C CREATED 31 JAN 75 DATE
MDAR SSPLP
ARMD LPTR CSAVE PTR T8 SP8TS DISPLAY LIST
MD07'I PXY CSET DXDY F8R 1ST SP8T
MDAR'I'X LPT" C3ET E9V ^IVQT F8R 1ST SP9T
ARMD E8VPV
MDAR LL5 [REST8RE AR
MDIR E8VPV [START 3P9T DRA*







JUMP . CE3L HANDLER r 8R SP8TLITES
CSAVE AR
LCNT [BJMP C9UNT 8F lINES P8NE
NLINE CC8 y PARE WITH N8. T8 D8
LS50 [JUMP IF MBRE YET
E8LT CELSE SP8TS D5NEj SPECIFY E8S
E83PV C HANDLER FgR TEXT DRAW
MDIO'A MC<+29 [TURN 8FF AVG
CL8AD E8W PIV9T F8R TEXT DRAW
CJJMP IF N9T DWG TEXT INPUT LINE
CREL9AD E8W PIV8T











MDC7' I ' X D XY





[SET DXDY F8R NEXT SP8T
[L8AD E9V PIV5T F9R NEXT SP8TS
[REST9RE AR
[START NEXT SR8T DWG
22 g [CLEAR AND RETURN
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VERSION 2 RFVISI9N C CREATED 31 JAN 75 DATE
JUMP CTEXT E9S HANDLER
ARMD'L C3AVE AR
ARMD'8 DDJN [SET DWG D9NE FlA3
MDAR LT5 [RE3T9RE AR
JUMP'
I

































[GET CL3C< TICK C9UNT
[BU M P IT
[JUMP IF N9T TIME T9 REFRESH
[CHEC'< NE* LINE WAIT FLAG
[JUMP IF SET, D9NT REFRESH
[ELSE GET DRAWING D9NE FLAG
[JUMP IF N9T D9NE
[ELSE G9 SAMPLE DIALS AND SWITCHES
[MATCH 9300 W9RD LENGTH
[SAVE SWITCHES







31 UAN 75 DATE
[GET ME* LINE FLAG
[JUMP IF M9T SET
CESLE RESFT IT
C AND SET WAIT FLAG
[ AND D0NT DISPLAY/ D9NT RESET EI'
C DWG D8NE FLAG 9R T I C< C9'JN T:
[RESET TICK C3UNT
[RESET DRAW D9NE FLAG
[GET NEW BUFFER READY FLAG
[UUMP IF \9T READY
ARMD NBJP [ELSE RESFT NEW BUFFER F[_AG





FCLH [CLEAR AND RETURN
VERSI9N 2 RE:visi9N c
MDAR'N $NEW'L



















































3^0: L9C ( . + 16. )


























VISI9N C CHEATED 31 UAN 75 DATE
CN3N-AV3D LINE DRAW DESIRED FLAG




[ADDRESS 9F DISPLAY LIST + 1
[LINE 3R9UP DISPLAY LIST
[LINE GR9UP' 1 DISPLAY LIST
[ID NS. 9F LAST LINE RECD
[C3UNT 9F LINES DRAWN
[CURRENT LINE GR9UP IDENTIFIER
[PTR INT9 DISPLAY LIST
[SIDE LINE DISPLAY 3JFFER PLUS SP9TS
[E3L F9R SIDE LINE ^ITH SP9TS
[NEW BUFFER READY FLAG
[DXDY VALUE F9R N5N-AVGD LINE DISPLAY
[N3. ?F LINES T9 DRAW
[N3. 9F SP9TS PER LINE
[PTR T9 LDXDY TABLE
[PICTURE SCALE FACT3R
[SPSTLITES REGD FLAG
[TICK C9UNT F9R REFRESH PURP9SES
:text display buffer
'datu p( 11,16. ,13/102. ) [input text line buffer
> Af?s: L9C(. + 19.)
:char: c
W! P(ll,16./l3/2*.); P(22/37/0/0) [HEADER
'8UR1: 0; H9UR2: 0; 100 [TIME
'INU o; mine: o; too
•ECU 0; SEC2: 0; LFCR
'Hi: 0; F1L2: 0; FlL3: 0; 13* [PREQ 1
1R1: 02 F1R2: 0;' F1R3: 0; FIR*: o; L^CR
'2L1J 0; F2L2: 0; F2L3: 0; 13* [PREQ 2
2Ri: o; F2R2: o; F2P3: C; F2R*: c; lpcr
;
3 Ll: OJ F3L2: 0; F3L3: 0; 13* [FREQ 3
3R1: 0; F3R2: o; F3R3: 0; F3R*: OJ LFCR
230


















































































































































31 JAN 75 DATE
S14B 12 '16
S15A 12 •17





S2A 12 • 2
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rsR
[180 ?E A XlNT F9R USE WITH W9NG«S NEW 9300 PR93RAM


















CSET JP INTERFACE INTERRUPT PIV9T
CSET C9MMUNICATI8NS PIV9TS
CIS THIS AGT C9NNECTED T9 THE INTER
[N9, D9NT RELEASE
[RELEASE INTERFACE
CENA3LE 9300 T9 A3T INTERRUPT






















UUMP t»l 233 ^ 8i WAIT
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C3USY 9R REQUEST PENDING
[YES, WAIT
[FREEZE
[\9> clear pivbt i
CIS THIS A WRITE T8 9300
[YES, SET AGT T8 EXTERNAL


























TATUS *3RD 9UTPUT SUFFER
235
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Earthquake Plotting Proar am
This prooram was written on the PDP 11/50 in the C dto-
q r a m m i n g language, which is similar to PL/1. C is an excel-
lent 1 a n q u a g e for symbol manipulation and allows the user to
soecify new data tyres by usinq structures. Pointers are an
important o a r t of C and can bp used to address structure
elements as well as for more mundane purposes such as array
i nde x i na
.
For the purpose of illustration, we will discuss the
plotting of snectral data as disDlaved on the AGT-10 usino
On-line- ESP. An out-put tape is produced from ESP which con-
sists of n+1 records for each plot to bp Drocessed. The
first record contains header information which includes the
fact that there are n subseauent records for the plot. Each
of the n records contains the x-y coordinates of the
transform soectrum for one line as it apoeared on the
AGT-10. The x values increase in neat steps* hut the y
values are the amplitudes or sauared amolitudes of the
Fourier coefficients at a particular freouencv and can have
a laroe range of values.
The Versatec can plot ?64 bytes in one line and there
are 200 lines oer inch. Tt plots from the too of the paoe
to the bottom. In order to draw the picture as it was seen
on the AGT-10, the srectra must be plotted point by point
from the larqest to the smallest y value. The data are
first scaled and then sorted in decendinq order. While the
237

plot is being made, additional points, resulting from the
interpolation between actual data points, are included in
the plot buffer. This results in a sttoother» more continu-
ous plot.
when all of the data have been plotted/ the orogram
plots a set of scale markers along the x-axis. These are
appropritatelv annotated. In this application several ire-
auencies are niven alonq the x-axis. Finally the plot is
documented w i t h identifyinq information and useful data for
each event.
The hard-coDy capibility we have developed allows the
user to make detailed comparisons between the soectral
characteristics of earthquakes and exolosions. The user is
not forced to rely of the remembered aopearances of in-
terest inq events after they have disappeared from the AGT-10
sc reen .
I. EQPLOT - Oneratinq Summary
Mount the seven track tape produced by On-Line-ESP on
the seven track tape drive of the POP 11/50. The user has
the option to execute the plotting orogram with an arqument,
which is the number of pictures to be skipped on the taoe.
If no argument is qiven, the plottino will begin with the
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int hbuf [3001 ;





int ribuf 13000] ;
int np»
int nip 8;





"ainfarqe t arqv )
int * * a r a v ;
int i , j , n ;
Char *cs ;
ifUtdev = open("/Hev/spn", 1 ) ) <
main prooram may dp called with one araument
which is the number of pictures to be skipoed
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print f(" cannot ooen spn \n");
e x i t ( ) J
}
if((pdev = ooen (
"
/dev/rvn" , 11 ) <0) <
print ff" cannot onen rvo \n");
p x i t ( ) ;
}
|f((idev = open ("/dev/rmtb" , ) ) <0)
(
print f(" cannot ooen rmt6 \n");
e x i t C ) ;
}
//open the versatec
//open the tape drive
i f farqc > 1 ) <
cs = a rav Ml*
n = o;
whi le ( *cs >= '0' &R *cs <= '<>• )
n = n * 10 t *cs+t - '0';
n = * ii;
for ( i =0; i <n ? i ++ )
i n p ( i d e v , d b i j f , 1 2 ) ;
orintf ("number of records shipped, *< d \ n " / n ) ;
}




f o p ( i = ; i< h -> line; i +• + ) {
n = inDlioevfCcbuf (jl , 1200);
j =+ ?*fh->npt);
}
//skip specified number of pictures
// i nout header
//input data lines
sclx = 1 On; sclv = 14;
b i a s x = ? ;
np = h->npt * h->line/
scaled ;
o i o t ( ) ;
header( ) :
cvers(odpv,020) ;








1*4 "define NBYT 2hl
107 Saetine NBIK
a define NSL 1 250
!0Q define DRAl\ 1
HO
111


















y i nc ;
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) it at> f 7*N6YT) , * ip, * i a;
char pblNbYTl ',
lot *dn 1 1 5001 ;
plotH
st rue t i Dt *s ?
i n t i / j /
sort o
;
ford = 0; i < NPYT; i+ + )
Pbfil = o;
f o r ( i = ; i < N B L K ; i + +
)
wri te(odevrDb»NBYT 1 ;
ip = 0; ia = itab;
j = 0;
ford" = NSL ; i > -1 ; i --) <
while(j < no && *dr[jj == i){
//clear plot buffer
//move to top of plot area
//clot scan line
s i P (dp ( j 1 )
;
//set up plot point for interpolation
}
nib( i ) ;
write(pdev#pb,MHYT);//plot 1 ine
//set up plot buffer
int j sort ;
sort ()
{
reai st er i , k , 1 7
i=0;
f o r ( d = dbuf; d < S:dhuftnD*2l; d + + 1
dpd-n-1 = & (d -> yc);
k=np;
whi le f k =>> 1 )
{
j S o r t + + ;
while C i sor t ) {
j sort = 0;
for ( i = ; i < f n p - k ) ; i + + )
i f ( *dp H ] < *do f i tk] ) {
t =dp f i 1 ;
do r i 1 = op f i + kl ;
dp f i + k) =t ;
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i nt *c)d i ;
l
i n t vifVid'l ,vl,xr,yr,incv»fv»(iipx,cx,*s,lcx,inc;
inf i ;
s = dpi '
icx = i
;
vi = * dp i • i xi = *
d
d i »
i f ( + *s < &(dbuf (?*np1 ) ) {
x r = * s ;
y r = * S »
if (yp & DRAW) {
i f ( ( i ne = vi - yr) >= OH
i f ( ( i n c y = inc) == )
r!i rx = nip?
elsef
for(i = 0; (Cincv = (inc/(nip >> i ) ) )
dirx = (1 << i )
;
>
f V = V r ;






























1 stacUa,b,c, dd,e, f )
= = 0) ; i +t )
;
}
i f (--dpi >= dbuf )
<
i f fyi X DRAW)
{
vl = *dp i - - #
x 1 = *dpi
;
i f ( (inc = vi - y 1 ) >= OH
i f ( ( i ncy = inc) = = 0)
d i r x = - n l o ;
elsef
f o r ( i = ; ( ( i n c y = ( i n c / ( n i p >> i ) )
)
dirx = -fl << i ) ;
>
f y = y 1 ;
ex = lex?
stacMvi-incv» incy» f vr xi"l fdi rx»cx)»




i nt a, b , c , dd , e » f '•23
212 I
i n t * s ;
»« int i;






ia -> y = a ;
' a - > yinc = t;
ia -> V f = c ;



















ppintfCbad seal" * = *4d\n" , dd) ;
e x i t ( ) ;
}
\ d -> xpb = dd pb;
i a • > x d i r = e;
i a • > c x p = f
/
if (id == 0) (
ipsi tab*
f p - > f 1 i n k = i o - > b 1 i n k = n ;
i a + + ;
i a->b 1 i nk = i p
;
i a -> f 1 i n k = ;
I
el se {
s = i a->b 1 ink;
S - > f 1 i n k = i a ;
i f Ci a->f 1 mk == 0) i
s = i a
;
t f ( + + ia >= &i t ab t7*N«YT] ) {
orintfCitab overflow \n")|
ex ft () r
}
i a ~ > b 1 ink = s;
! a - > f 1 i n k = ;
}
e 1 se (
s = ia - > f 1 i n k #
s - > blink = i a #
ia - > 'link = 0;







wh i //sefuo olotfinq Duffer
//de 1 e*- e point
si ;
i r j * n ;
* s ; s = i o
e(s) <
i f (s -> yf <0)
i f ( («?:free(s) ) == 0)
return;
*s -> xpb = s - > cxc»*
ifCsl == s -> v )< //line break
i = r (n = s -> xdir) > ? n : -n);
i f C n < ) //left
f o p ( j = ; j < i ; j + + ) <
i f (s -> c xp == OH
*s -> xpb =+ l;
s -> cxd = 1
:
>
*s -> xpb =! (s -> cxp =<< 1);
>
e 1 se
for(i = ; j < i; ;++){
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}
i f (si <= s->yf
1
s->yf = -1;
s = s-> f 1 i n k ;
//end of do i n
t
'/'ree restore data cells to free list-
reef si
i n t * s
»"
in'' *t t
i n t if
truct iot *z'>
*s -> xdH = 0;
i f (s->bl ink == ) {
ip = s - > f 1 i n k ;
i o ~ > b 1 i n k = 0;
t = i D ?
)
el se<
t = s->D 1 i nk ;
t->f link = s-> f 1 i nk
;
t r s -> f 1 i nk ;
if (t == 0) {
s -> flink = i a










S->f 1 i n< = i a ;
5->bl i nk = i a->b link;
i a = s;
return ( t ) ;
'/scale
scaled









int- dm»i i j )C>i"inKf i>iny;
inf dx 110] ,dy [101;
s = dbuf; minx = minv = 77777;
d=s;
for(i =0; i <h->l i ne ; i ++) {
j = (h->cptr + i 1 % h - > 1 ine;
dxlj]=Ch->line-i-n*fh->ldx);
dy t jl =(h->1 ine-i-l)*fh->ldv)J
1
f o p ( i = ; i < h - > 1 i n e ; i+ + ) {
f o r ( j = ; j<h->not; j + + ) *
Om = d->vd <. 1 ;
d->x =+ dx M 1 ;
245
//aet. the draw-move bit












































= dv ( n
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= & 17 7 7 7b;
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i f (m i n
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! m i n y ) ;





i < no; i + + )
<
-> yd & 1 ;
= - minx?
d = - m i n v ;
= / s c l x ;
= + b i as x
;




i t f ) ;
//aet draw-move bit
//bias b V minimum x
//bias bv minimum y
//scale




-> yd =8. 01 7777o;







inp( i df t bu f t nbv t e )
nt idf,*buf»nhvte;
nt i / t / n , c ;
t ruct {
char c 1 1 c2#c3»c4J
cf M200] , + s;
= cf;
if((n






s + + ;
buf [i 1
readC i df , c f , nbvt e ) ) > 0){
; i < nby t e/a ; i ++ ) {









char *cbp, *1 oc , t It 1 I?) ,ch I 1 01 ;
h eader ( )
{









































f ioo = l oo
;
skio(20);
c 1 r ( ) ;
j = h - > CPt r * h -> not*2l
i x = d b u f I j 3 >
jx = dbuMj Ch -> opt - 1)*21 ;
i = i x ;
w h i 1 e ( i < j x ) <
ob lil = 020 0;
i =+ 20;
)
for(i = o ; i < 20; i + +
)
write (odev , pb , NBYT ) ;





c 1 r ( ) ;
loc = &t M i x/21 ;
i = h -> Id;
wh i 1 e ( i < (b -> Ip + h -> not )){
fn = f 1 00 * i * h -> sr/h -> oft;
cbo = cb!
conv f j = fn/1 00 ) ;
m = cbo - cb
;
mov ( 1 oc i cb» m ) ;
*( loc m) = ' . ' ;
cbo = c b
;
co^v ( j = fn - j * 1 00) ;
n = cbp - cb
i f fn == 1 ) (
cb f n = cb roi ;
cbtoi = '0';
>





wri te(tdev, tl * 132)
;
ski D (2S) ;
c 1 p ( ) ;




*ov(tl + 60, "EVENT : " , A ) ;
coo = cb;
conv f n -> evpnt ) ;
n = cbp - cb;





*ov(ti + ao,"io : ",5);
n = cone Ch -> i rl, cb , 2 ) ;
mov( 1 1 + as, cb, ?) ;
m ov(tl + 60, "DATE : " ,7);
cbo = co;
conv (h -> rvo) ;
2^-7
//skip 20 1 i nes
//locate correct line
//olot scale marker
//set up scale line
//plot scale line
//skip 10 lines
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n = cbD - en;
m r n + 6 7 ;
mov (tl + 67 , cbf n)
r
1 1 rmi = ' / • ;
m - rr + 1 ;
cbo = cb;
conv ( h -> day).*
n = cbD - ch!
mov (tl + T,cH,n);
m r m + n J
ti fir) = '/•;
m = Ti + 1 /
cbn = cd;
conv ( h -> yr);
n = cbc - cb ;
mov (tl + m, cb»n)J
mov(tl 80, "TIME *. ", 7);
cbD = cd;
conv ( h -> h r ) J
n = cbD - cb
;
mov (tl + 87, cb , n);
m - n + 8 7 ;
tl rmi = • : ' ;
tn = T> + 1 ;
cbD = cd;
conv ( h -> mini J
n = CDD - cbl
mov (tl + m, cb , n )
;
rp - m + n
;
niml = ' : '
;
m = m + l
cbo = cd;
conv (h -> sec ) ;
n = cbD - cb;





m v(t i + ao , "SIZE : ", 7)
;
cbD = cb;
ConvCh -> nft );
n = CDD - cb
;
*ov (tl + m
, cb,n);
*ov(tl + 60, "OVFRLAP : '
cbc = cb;
conv ( h -> 1 an)
;
n = cbD -
-cb
"Ov(t ] + 70, cb, n ) ;
™ov(t 1 + (JO , " 3R : » t 5) ;
cbD = cb;
conv ( h -> sr);
n = CDD - cb;
">ov(tl + 85, cb, n);
wri tettdev, 1 1 , 13?)
?
skip(d5) ;
c 1 r ( ) ;
»ov(tl t ao, "SCALE : ", 8);
cbD = cb;
conv ( h -> sc 1 ) ;
n
= cbD - cb,"
//write day











oc 1 1 • c
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mov(tl <**, cb, n);
,? // mov(tl + 60, "NONOISE
cbn = cb;
j // co"v(h -> ooi se) ;
„<; // n = CbO " Cb ;
ao // »ov(t 1 70,cb,nl ;
write(tdev,tlfl3?)?
s < i d ( 2 5 ) ?




// cvers (odev , 0^0 )
;
5? // st t
y
(odev / &zero )
7
13 I
ronv ( va 1 )
i nt val J
^5° (
"




if (a = val / 10)
conv ( a )
;
*cbp++ = val 7. 10 +
t>6
67 cone (c 1 >c2, n )
char *cd
;
6° int n , * c 1 J
ro (
71 int i / m ;
f o r ( i = 0; i < n » i + fH
i f (i == 0)
m = ( * C 1 & 07700) >> 6/*
el se





*c2 = '0 ' ;
i f (nn >= Oi &g m <= 011)
*c2 - ' 1 ' + m - 1
;
i f (m >= 021 R& m <= 031)
* c ? = ' a • m - 021
;
i f m >= 041 && m <= 051 )
*c2 = 'J' + m -041;
i f Cm >= o ? *& m <= 071 )
* c ? = '
S
' + w - 062;
>
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wr*ite(odPVrobf?) '
int 1 I
f r ( i = o; i < 132; i++)
n hi = ' •;
M [1311 = '\n';
-cv( f Of f ro"" t n )




f o r ( i = ; i < n ; i + )




BANDS is the Droaram uspH to find thp spectral discrim-
inant bPtween earthcuakps and explosions. Tt is relatively
simple to run; however/ because thp transforms are pre-
formed as part of this program* it can consume large amounts
of computer time. The alaorithm used is that described in
the main section of this report. Results from the band
analysis are stored on maqnetic tape. By using the
subroutine RSLTS» the operator can ootain a listing of the
band analysis. The program also allows the user to call
N I F T Y » our aeneral -purpose taoe management subroutine.
The followina parametprs allow the user full control
over the oroaram:
IGM(0,l;0) a 1-dimensional array with ?1 entries.
Each enfrv corresponds to a subarrav.
when I GM ( I) - 1, the subarray is
processed.
LFT(?;25fc) Lenoth, in points/ of the transforms.
LAG(?;32) Lag/ in ooiotS/ between transforms.
SR(?;io)
FREQC?)
Sampling rate of data in ooints/sPC.
High and low freouencv limits of each
band to be processed.
NBANDS (?;<>) Number of bands to be processed
KMIFTY (0, l ; 0) When 1, NIFTY will be called
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MONO I St ( ?:0)
when 1, RSLTS will be called.
- inteqrate over oower of Fourier
coefficient eents
1 - intearate over amplitudes of Fourier
coefficients
- normalize with respect to bandwidth
1 - no normalization
number of transforms to be averaged into
noise snec t rum
MGM( 13) maxim urn number of subarrays
LOOPd ) total number of events to be orocessed
Each event may include several




M9.MT9R F9R BAND PROCESSING
ALL NAMELIST INPUT IS HANDLED AT THE LEVEL 9F THE SU3R8UT IVIES* S3






* N9N9ISE, IFLAGi ISHT/NPT/<ILLi ITAPEi ICARO/ !STAR# I AB/ LS^EC/ 3NDCTR,
* 8TAPE/KNIFTY/ IRSLT* IDBUF( 13
)
» L39P, L9P* ST8R ( 100/ 6
)





















THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE ENERGY WITHIN GIVEN FREQJENCY 3ANDS.
AS MANY AS 8 BANDS MAY BE USED
TRANSFORM LENGTH IS RESTRICTED T0 1021 POINTS
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TRANSFORMS CAN BE N0 ^9RE THAN 1024 OR THE






IGM A 1-DI MENSI0NAL ARRAY WITH 21 ENTRIES. WHEN IQM(I) IS *
SET EQUAL TO 1, THE ARRAY IS PROCESSED *
LPT LENGTH, IN P9INTS, OF TRAN3F9RM *
LAG LAG* IN POINTS, 0F TRANSFORM *
SR SAMPLING RATE OF IN^UT DATA IN POINTS PER SECOND *
FRE3 A I-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IN WHICH THE HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY*
LIMITS OF EACH BAND ARE ENTERED *
N9ANDS NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS TO BE PROCESSED *
KNIFTY DEFAULTS T8 0, WHEN SET TO 1, C0NTR9L WILL PASS TO THE *
NIFTY MAGNETIC TAPE PACKAGE *
IRSLT DEFAULTS T9 0/ WHEN SET T9 1, C0NTR9L WILL PASS T9 THE *
SUBROUTINE WHICH PRINTS BUT THE RESULTS *
MAMP i INTEGRATE 0VER P8WER 9F FOURIER COEFFICIENTS *
1 . INTEGRATE 0VER AMPLITUDES 9F F9URIER C9EFFICIENT3 *
NON0R M t NORMALIZE INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT T9 WIDTH 9F BAND *
1 <* N9 NORMALIZATION *
NON0ISE DEFAULT IS 0. THE NUMBER OF TRANSFORMS TO BE AVERAGED *
INTO THE NOISE SPECTRUM *
MGM TOTAL NUMBER OF SEISM0GRAM3 FOR ThE EVENT *
LOOP TOTAL NUMBER OF EVENTS TO BE DROCESSED *
*





DIMENSION IBUF( 1024 ) , FRE3UF ( 8 ) , KBUF ( 512 ) , INTSTR( 1G0C)
DIMENSION BUF( 10)
COMMON NGM,NBANDS'FREG(2,8),LFT'SR,LAG,XCNT,RES,L3CNT, IFlLE'NOREO
* N9N9ISE,IFLAS, ISHT, NPT, K I LL* I TAPE/ I CARD/ I STAR, I A8, LS=»ECi 3NDCTR,









NAMELIST I3M, ICARD,MAMP,N9N9RM,LAG, ITAPF,9TAPE
DATA XFlLE/lO/^LREC/lC24/iN9SFlLE/25/
EGU I VALENCE (SAMPJS* IDEUF<8> ), (ST9R, INTSTR)




REC9VER AT THE APPROPRIATE PLACE IN THIS SUBROUTINE
GR T9 (5#10*20#40) ISTAR
SET U p PARAMETERS
12
FREQdil ) s Ot4
FREQ(2,1) * FREC(li2)


















D9 6 I = 1,21
IG"i( I)aO
IGM(3) « IGM(7) = IGM(8)
09 7 I = \, NBANDS - 1
FRE3(1jI+1)*FREQ(1*I+1) +
8UTPUTQ02) 'READY T9 G8
'
INPUT(lOl)
IHICARD .EQ« 1) INPUT(5)
NGM *
09 12 I = 1,13














ir(KNIFTY .EQ« 1) ISTAR = 3; RETURN
IFdRSLT «EQ« 1) ISTAR = l; RETURN
L8P * L9P + 1
lF(l,eP »GT. L99P) GO T8 10
NGMCNT =
N6 MCNT * NGMCNT * 1
IF(NGMCNT »GTt MG V ) G8 T8 "15
IFdGM(NGMCNT) «EQ. 0) CALL F8RSCN ( I TAPE* 1 > ; GB T9 17
CALL INI
T




IFUFLAG »EQ» 777) 39 T9 100
CALL INTEGR
BNDCTR = 8NDCTR + 1
60
D8 60 IAB 1/NBANDS
ST8R(BNDCTRi IA3) = FREBUF(IAB)
CONTINUE
IF(BNDCTR .EQ« IOC) G8 T8 100
G9 T9 30





















































REC9VERY SUBROUTINE AFTER RETURN FR6M TRANSFORM
•
IF(XFCT .NE» 0) G9 T9 20
CALL READD(XFILE,I3UF,LREC)
LGCNT = LGCNT + 1
MA » XFCT*LSPEC
D p 30 II » 1/LSPEC
-: IBLE(II) = IBUF(MA+II)
XECT = M8D(XFCT+1*XCNT)
IF(LGCNT«GE«(SAPPTS*LFT)/LA3) IFLA3 = 777
RETURN
SUBROUTINE INTEGR
D6ES TRAPEZ6IDAL INTEGRATION 9VER A GIVEN FREQUENCY BANDt
THE ENERGY PER RES9LUTI8N ELEMENT IS F9UND
DP 10 IAB = IjNBANDS
IP1 * FREQ( It IAB5/RES
IP2 » FREQ(2i IAB)/RES
INT1 * IP2*IP1 + 1
FRE3UFUA8) =
D9 10 II = 1/ INT1
M IP1 + II
* THIS APPEARS T9 BE 9NE P9INT 9FF; HQWEVERj WHEN THE DC C a .YP9NENT
* IS ACC9UNTED F9R, WE START 9N THE C9RRECT FREQUENCY P9INT
VAL s FL9AT( IBUF(M) )**2
IF(MA*P ,EQ. 1) VAL = IBUP( M )
IE(VAL »LT. 0) VAL
IF(N8N9RM .EQ« 1) FREBUF(IA3) = FRE3UP(IA3) VAL*RES; 39 T9 10














CALL BININ( ITAPE/ I3JF/LREC/ IND)
N6REC » IBUF(l)
D6 10 IAB = 1*13
IOBUF(IAB) = IBUF(IAB)
IDBUF(l) = NBANDS
D9 20 IAB = 1j512
< n UF( IAB) =0




IDBUF(8) -LFT/LAG) .GT»100) .AND, (NBANDS.GT.6) ) SUTPJT(102)
*8 BAD' ; INPUTC 101 )







print 8ut the results 9f integrati9n3 in useable f9rm
namelist parameters:
l.96p ' number 9p 9utput files t9 be printed but
rn9rm * number 9f frequency band with respect t9 which the
n9rmali2ati9n will take place f9r a particular spectrum
nfirm = number 9f frequency band with respect t9 which n9r^aliza<
ti9n 8f all 9f t^e spectra will ta<e place





DI VENSI9N IBUF(512,8),j9U r (1024)jN3UF(20N3UF(512)
DI MENSI9N K3UF(6)/FBUF(6)iH3uF(6)>MX(*) /RBUF(IO)















.-NE« 0) CALL RWND(TAPE)
IF(ISUM ,EQ. 0) L99P = L99P *NGM
D9 90 LP=1/L99P
IF(ISUM .NE« 0) CALL SUMAR; G9 T9 21
CALL BININ(TAPE/U3UF,LREO IND)
NBANDS = UBUF(l)
IF(NBANDS tGT. 8) 9UTPUT < 102 ) ' N8ANDS
'
DP 20 I s 1#NBANDS

























WRITE (6/ 100) J3UF(1 ) / JBUF ( 2
)
» JBUF ( 6
)
i ( J3UF( DjI»3#5)j
* ( JBUF( I)jI«10*12) /LFT/LAG/J3UF(9)# J3UF{ 13),N9N9I3E
WRITE (6*200) ( (FREQ( I* J)# I
=
1j 2 ) / J= 1* NBA NHS
)
WRITE(6#250) (RBUFMJjI = 1jN3ANDS)
WRITE(6/30C)
ICTR = JCTR =
ICTR * 1
IFLAG = 1
IF(*XALL »EQ« 1) M XN9 = JBUF (13)
D? 25 I » 1/6
MX( I ) =
D9 25 K = liMXN8
MX( I ) = AMAX(MX( I ), IBUF(Ki I )
)
CONTINUE
D6 51 K - 1/5
D8 49 I » 1/N3ANDS
IF(ICTR .GT. JBUF(135) G9 TS 30
IF(IBUF( ICTR/RN9RM).EQ.0) IBUF( ICTR/RN6RM ) *0«01
KBUF(I) = IBUF(ICTRzI)
FBUF(I) = IBUF( ICTR#I )/IBUF( ICTR/RN9RM ) *ISF
HBUF(I) * IBUF( ICTR# I ) /MX ( NORM) » ISF
CONTINUE
ICTR = ICTR + 1
WRITE C6j 400) (KBUP( I ),FBUF( I )iH3tjF( I ) , I*1#NBANDS )
CONTINUE
WRITE(6i500)
JCTR = JCTR 5
IF(((IFLAG »EQ* D •AND. (JCTR «GE. 40)) .9R. (JCTR »3E« 45))
* CALL HEADER
G9 T9 30
IFdSUM .EC 0) CALL FSRSCN(TAPE/ 1 )
C9NTIMJE
FeRMAT(lHl)
FSRMAT('N9. BANDS * »lSi3*s*\D* N9. ' , I 5, 3X/ » SUBARRA Y ',A4,3Xi
* 'MB SI2/' DAY »/I2#« YR •*I2# I HR '#12/' MIN-'*I2*« SEC '*
* I2/'TRANSF8RM LENGTH * , I 4, ' PTS • * 3X> ' LAG ' » I 4/ ' PTS ' j 3X, ' SAM.PLI NG




















WRITE (6/ 200) ( (FREQ(
I
/J)/ I si* 2 ) / J»liN3ANDS
)
WRITE(6/300)
JCTR » IFLA3 =
F5RMAK1H1 )
F«RM AT(6(6XiFf.2,lX* , - , /lX>F4«a/5X))











































































There are three proorams for the rreparation of tapes to
be used with ESP, DSO, and DXD. They are: RFADDATA, MERGE,
and EVTRD. These proorams are part of an overlay packaae.
Below is a description of the purpose and operation of these
oroo rams.
I. READDATA
This oroaram was written to read and transcribe the
ordinary seismic data tapes provided oy Teledyne Geotech.
The oriqinal format of the taoes is BCD with short records.
This is very bulkv since large quantities of tape are used
merely for end of record qaps. The tapes resulting from
REAODATA are binary ana have the followina format !
1. a header record of lenath 1024 words
2 . data records of length 1024. The last data
record is oadded with zeros.
























LASA this was the subarrav
desc riotor
number of channels on the
data records. Usually this
was one channel, hut, for a
few test tapes* two chan-
nels one of which was for
timinq, were used,
total number of sample
points





For the data supplied bv CDC, the time was the arrival
time of the signal. The time qiven for the data supplied by
ACDA was the start tine of the data.
Ooe rati on
1. mount oroqram tare on w T 3 A and read into the computer
usinq a rerun dec* for M T 3 A . Type I R E A D = 1 * c/r on
the control console.
2 . mount orioinal Teledyne tape on M T 1 A and the outout




3. a message will appear on the control console
•DATA IN'
0. inout parameters should he specified.
IDATE mOfOav>vr each two digits
IDT APE f i v e - d i o i t tape identification number
NARAY number of subarrays on input taoe to be processed
5. on the line-printer the header for each time se-
quence will be rrinted out
6
.
when all of the subarrays have been processed* steps
3* U , and 5 may be repeated
II. MERGF
To conserve an rruch maanefic tape as possible? this pro-
gram allows the user to consolidate the results of several
READDATA runs on one fane. It simply copies the input tape
verbatum onto an output tape.
Ope rat ion
1. mount program taoe on M T 3 A and read into computer usina
card deck to rerun from ^T3A. Type IMERG = 1 * c/r on the
control console.
2. mount input tape on M T 1 A and output tape on M T 2 A
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3. a messaoe will apnear on the control console
START
U. input oaraiieters
NARRAY number cf subarrays for data set about to be copied
5. upon completing the copy> steos 3 ana 4 may be reoeated.
III. EV TRO-
TH i s program was written to read B C event taoes
from Teledvne. The format of the innut and output tapes is
the same as that described for taoes used by PEADOATA.
Ooerat i on
1. mount probram tape on MT3A and run usina card deck 1 a*
belea rerun from M T 3 A . Type IFVNT = 1 * c / r on the control
conso 1 e .
2 . mount incut and output tapes on M T t A ana M T 2 A respec-
tively
3. the messaae, TAPE, will aopear on the control console.
At this point* make sure that the correct input tape is
mounted/ then tvoe * c/r.




5. specify the oarameters
IDTAPF, IPATE, NARWAY, and SF
where the first three are the sane as those described in
RF.AODATA and the last is the scale factor.
6. The proqram will 1 ooo throuah steos 4 and 5 ten times
and then ao back to steD 3 at which point the input and/or
output taoes can be changed.
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MRNIT0R F9R TAPE D R9CESSING
C6MMANDS ARE:
1READ = 1 T8 READ A TYPICAL DATA TAPE FR9M TELEDYNE
IMERG = 1 T9 MERGE T9GETHER SEVERAL TAPES
IEVNT =» 1 T9 READ AN EVENT TAPE
NA^ELIST IREADi IMERG* IEVNT




IF(IREAD .NE« 0) CALL READDTj IREAD = C; 39 T9 5
IHIMERG tNE« 0) CALL MERGE; IMERG= 0; G8 T9 5































SU3R8UTINE T9 READ EVENT TAPE
DIY.ENSI9N IBUE( 1024)/ JBUF( 1200) iARAYl ( 104C ) , I ARAY2 ( 1 3/ 80 ) ,
* ISOATO)* ICATE(3)/RDATA( 3 ) / T I ME ( 4 ) , S I TE ( 70 ) / ZER9S ( 330 ) /
* ISITE(3)#IRY(1040)
ECU I VALENCE ( IRY/ IARAY2)
INTEGER 3TAPE
NAMELIST SFi I CARD/ IDT APE/ I DATE/ \ ARRAY/ LST APE/ I F I
N
DATA SF/100// ICARD/0//9TAPE/2// ITAPE/l/iL^EC/1024// NARRAv/13//














IHIFIN »NE« 0) RETURN
DG 170 NMK = 1/ 10
9l'TPUT(102) 'DATA IN'
INPUT* 101)
IFdCARD tEQ« 1) INPUT(5)
ICARD =
ISDAT/TIME/SITE/7.ER9S





DP 60 IJ » 1/NREC
D6 20 I s 1/1024
IBUF( ! ) =
D8 50 U = 1/128
D9 30 M = 1/8
RDATA(M) a o«0
LENC9H = ( tj-1 )#L.REC+ J*8
READd/3000) (RDATA(<) / K
DM0 L = 1/8
I5UF((J-1)*S + L) = RDATA(L)*SF
IF(LENCBM .GE. LENGTH) G8 T8 70
CONTINUE








D8 14Q I = 1/13
D8 90 J » 1/150
READd,3000) (RDATA(K)/K = 1/8)
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D5 90 K = 1*8
JRUF( ( J-l)*8 * K) = RDATA(K) *SF
De 100 J = U1024
100 IBUF(J) = C
CALL WRTHED
D9 110 J = 1/1024
110 IEUF(J) = JBUF(J)
CALL BINQUTOTAPEi I3UF/LREC/ IND)
D9 120 J - 1/1024
120 IBUF( J) =
D9 130 J 3 1/176
13C I?unj) = JBUF(1024 + J)







1000 F9R^AT(3ll0/Fl0.2i2P"5.0/F5.1/25X/3(20A4/)i 1CA<+/ 1CF4.0/
* l5(2CF4,0/)/20F4.0)
3C0C F9R y AT(8Fl0.4)
* WRITE 9UT THE HEADER
SUBR9UTINE WRTHED
NREC = ISDAT<3)/1024














WRITE (6/ 2000) ISDATiTIME/NREOSITEt 1)
2C0C F9RMAT(1X/ 'SEISM9GRAM N9« s 'I7/5X/'\ICH = ' / 1 10/ 5X/ • S^ =LS/C-
* U0/»RATE'/I3/5X/ «HR'/ I3.5X/ 'MIN'/I3/5X/ »SEC'/ I3/5X/ 'NREC'/ 13/
* 'SITE'/A2)







CONVERT DATA T0 INTEGER AND DUMP 9N TAPF
REC9RDS ARE 1024 W9RDS LSNG - THE FIRST REC9RD IS AN IDENTIFIER
ARRANGE MENT 9F DATA IN HEADER REC9RD
1 - NREC - NUMBER 3F REC9RDS 9F DATA T9 FSLL9-V F9R CURRENT GRAM
2" EVENT ID - A 5 DIGIT INTEGER NUMBER
3- EVENT DATE M9NTH
4- EVENT DATE DAY
5- EVENT DATE YEAR
6- SITE AND GRAM NUMBER IDENTIFIER
7- NUMBER 9F CHANNELS 9F DATA 9NLY 3NE IS LEGAL
8- LENGTH 9F SEISM3GRAM NUMBER 9F SAMPLES PER CHANNEL
9- SAMPLING RATE IN SAMPLES PER 3EC9ND
10- START TI^E 9F SEISMQGRAM HR
11- START TIME 9F SEISM6GRAM MlN
12- START TIME 9 C SEISMQGRAM SEC
DI MENSI9N ISDATO)
DIMENSI9N IDATEO)/ RQATA(8)/ T I ME ( k ) , S I TE ( 70 ) , ZER9S ( 330 ) ,
* IBUF(102<O
INTEGER I DATE/ IDT APE/ ISDAT/ I RATE/ NREC / IBUF/TESTF/ I T a'9, 9TAPE/ L^EC
NAMELIST SF/ICARD/ IDT APE/ I DATE/ NARRAY/ LSTAPE/ IF IN/ I R*\JD
DATA SF/1000// ICARD/O// 9TAPE/2// LREC/102^// ITAPE/1/*
* NARRAY/13//LSTAPE/0// IFIN/0// IRWND/0/
EQUIVALENCE ( I3UF ( 6 ) / I SDAT
)
CALL E9FSET(60S)
READ A SEISM9GRA" AND C9NVERT DATA T9 INTEGER
5 9UTPUT(102) 'DATA INP !jT'
SUGGESTED INPUT - 5-DIQIT IDTAPE/ 3 INTEGER NUMBERS IDATE =
^9NTH/ DAY/ YEAR; NARRAY * NUMBER 9F SU5ARRAYS; LSTAPE = 1 IF
W9RKING 9N LAST TAPE AND WANT A D9UBLE E9F AT THE END 9F THE
9UTPUT TAPE
INPUT(lOl)
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PZ» I5UF/ LRECi INDJ
ISDAT, TI M Ei NREC* SITE(l)
6SRAM N0. = \»kh$ 5X,'NCH ='i I10i5X
O/'RATE'^ I3j5X/ 'HR'*I3i5X# 'MlN'iI3j5Xi »SEC'#I3j
ITE'#A2)
De 50 u »
05 20 I 5 1
20 IBUF(I) s
DM0 J : 1
D9 25 M = l
25 ROATA(M) *
LE\C9^ = ( I
READ( W300)
300 F9RMAT(8F10





















8 + L) = RDATA(L)*SF
GE. LENGTH) G9 T9 ^5
(9TAPE/ IBUF/LREC/ IND)
9TAPE/0)














1 ) G9 T6 70
0) CAuL RWNO( ITAPE )









NARRAV = NUMBER 9F ARRAYS T9 3E C9PIED
IHN = 1 T8 G9 BACK T9 THE M8NIT9R PR^GRA*
SUBROUTINE MERGE








IF(IFIN a NE« 0) RETURN
D9 50 I a l^NARRAY
D° 20 K * l*102*f
I3UF(K) =
CALL 9ININ( ITAPEi IBUFiLREC* IND)
IFdND tNE. 0) 38 T9 60
IFdFLAG .EQ. 1) I3JF(2) 6; IFLAG = C
NSREC - I9UF( 1)
CALL BIN9UT(9TAPE# IBUF/LREO IND)
DM0 J s 1jN9REC
08 30 K « 1,1024
ieuF(:<) * C
CALL BININ( ITAPE/ IBUF^LRECi IND)
IFdND .NE. 0) G9 T9 60
CALL eiN8UT(8TAPE* IBUF/LRECi IND)
Ce\TlNUE
CALL '*E9F(9TAPEjO)
CALL BININ( ITAPEi I8UF,LREC> IND)
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SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE P CODAS OF EURASIAN EARTHQUAKES AND EXPLOSIONS
J.F. Evernden
Introduction
Over the past decade, numerous analyses of the short-period digitized
seismograms recorded at the Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) in Montana
have been conducted with the intent of ascertaining the discrimination (earth-
quake versus explosion) capability inherent in those seismograms. The modes
of analytical treatment of the data in these several studies varied in some
detail but all studies processed the data in an identical manner prior to ap-
plication of the variable analytical procedures.
LASA originally consisted of 21 small arrays (25 instruments closely grouped
within a circle of 7 kilometer radius) distributed in a logarithmic spiral over
a circle having a diameter of 200 kilometers. In all studies published to date,
the resultant 525 signals were merged into one by, first, direct summing of
all seismometers of a subarray ("infinite velocity" sums) and, then, beam-steering
of the resultant 21 signals ("time-shift and sum"), striving to thus accentuate
on a particular LASA beam the signals from a particular area.
Given this final single trace for signals emanating from a particular
area, analyses of various types were conducted:
a. Ratio of energy in first five seconds of seismogram to energy in next
20 seconds ("complexity"), the idea being that signals from explosions would
be of shorter duration than those from earthquakes. It was found that, on the
average, this was indeed true but that there are earthquakes having the same
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complexity ratio as the typical explosion, and vice versa. Therefore, the criterion
fails frequently on an event-by-event basis and thus constitutes an unsatisfactory
discrimination criterion (Evernden, 1969, for example).
b. More complex treatments of the pattern of energy in the P coda have been published
again seeking to characterize shape of the continuing signal, An improved
discrimination capability was achieved but overlap still occurred between earthquake
and explosion values.
c. Because of the narrowness of the signal band-pass on the
beam-steered LASA sum and because of concentration on energy-related discriminants,
efforts to develop a discriminant based on spectral properties of the signals
were limited to use of data between 0.5 and 2 Hz. When comparing energy in
the band-passes .35 - .85 Hz and 1.45 - 1.95 Hz, general separation (the explosions
having the greater high frequency content) was found, but such a discriminant failed
to separate extreme values of each event type (Lacoss, 1969). In a recent study, Savino
and Archambeau (1974) (details in Archambeau, 1975, and Bache, et.al., 1974) have in-
vestigated the discrimination inherent in using low Q (Q = 10) filters centered at 0.5
and 2 Hz applied to normal LASA main beam sei sinograms and in comparison of the relative
amplitudes of the resultant "seismograms". They found that they could achieve dis-
crimination for all but some deep-focus earthquakes.
An important fact that emerged at an early date in studies of LASA data
was that the signal-to-noise ratio on the best subarray is invariably about
two times greater than that on the main LASA beam, i.e., heterogeneities in
earth structures under LASA are causing drastic focusing and de-focusing phenomena.
By extensive testing, it was established that all signals detected by computer
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processing of the main beams were easily detected by an analyst using visual dis-
play of the subarray beams. In addition, the analyst had an essentually zero false
alarm rate while the computer had a very high false alarm rate near its "detection"
threshold.
Associated with this effect was the observation that it is always impossible
to achieve a ^increase in signal-to-noise ratio when steering the array. If a
sub-set of adequately separated seismometers are used, a /n" suppression of noise can
be achieved but this does not result in a /n increase in signal-to-noise. Thus, there
is unavoidable degradation in signal amplitude near 1 Hz when trying to steer the
entire array, implying even more severe degradation at higher frequencies.
Investigation of the signals from earthquakes as displayed on the main beams
indicated there to be yery little energy at and above a frequency of 2 Hz. Therefore,
the decision was made in early 1969 to decimate the data as collected at the seis-
mometer site (20 samples per record) to 10 samples per second to reduce data trans-
mission and storage problems.
In spite of the phenomena reported above, no published study has investigated
the signals as recorded on the subarray beams. The remarkable results to be re-




Comparison of Full -Beam and Subarray Signals
All sei sinograms used in this study have been played out in analogue format
for detection of clipped signals and data errors ("gliches"). As recorded on infinite-
velocity subarray-beams, none of the signals used displayed any clipping. For
events with mb values of about 6 or greater, at least some individual seismometers
did display clipping even though the infinite velocity subarray beams did not.
Complete recordings of all individual seismometers are not available. The
quantitative effect of such clipping of occasional seismometers on the subarray
sums is unknowable without detailed knowledge of each seismometer trace. There-
fore, the subarray beams of the larger events will be used and analyzed in the
same manner as those of the smaller events. Thus, all data for events of m. >6
must be considered as in error at some unknown level. Though the details of
spectra may be perturbed from the correct values for the larger events, it is
hard to imagine how discrimination criteria could be strongly perturbed. All gliches
were removed prior to spectral analysis. All analysis to be reported in this
paper is based on Fourier analysis of hammed time-window seismograms. The time-
window is 12.8 seconds. Successive time-windows have a 7/8's overlap, i.e., the
time-window shifted forward 1.6 seconds for each successive spectrogram (Figure 1
through 4). Only data obtained at 20 samples per second will be investigated as
regards discrimination capability in the present study, analysis being limited, there-
fore, to data acquired prior to early 1969. For this initial paper, the only time-
window considered is that containing maximum energy.
Because of a marked contrast in the spectra of normal microseismic
noise and signals, the presence of a signal is generally obvious when looking at
spectral composition of a time-segment. Thus, Figures 1 through 4 illustrate signal
arrival and decay for spectograms from which the mean value of noise at all
frequencies has been removed. Each curve on these figures is the Fourier
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spectrum, plotted as the square of the Fourier spectral amplitude (A), of
successive time-windows as defined above. Figures 1 and 2 are for an earthquake
and Figures 3 and 4 for an explosion. The typical contrast in rate of signal
decay is obvious, but is not used in the present study. The tendency to higher
frequencies in the explosion is also clear. It should be understood that
amplitudes on Figures 1 through 4 are not expressive of (ground motion) 2 but rather
of (amplitude) as recorded on the seismogram, the response curve of the seismometer
and electronics (Figure 5) causing a marked difference between relative spectral
amplitudes in the ground and on the seismogram.
For purposes of quantitative analysis, the spectral data of each event were
treated in terms of several spectral windows, all Fourier amplitudes
falling in each window being simply added together with no normalization for
width of the spectral window. Because of the peak in instrument response at
4-5 Hz (Figure 5) and the lengthening of the spectral windows at higher frequencies,
the mode of data presentation adopted accentuates any high frequency
(Ed: Sentence continues on next page)
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content of the signal. Corrections to relative ground motion can be made
by data provided in the paper and are so done in later portions of the paper.
The spectral windows investigated are (the digitization rate preventing
Investigation of higher frequencies):
Spectral Window 1 0.4 - 0.6 Hz,
2 0.6 - 1.0 Hz,
3 1.0 - 1.4 Hz,
4 1.4 - 2.0 Hz,
5 2.0 - 3.0 Hz,
6 3.0 - 4.5 Hz,
7 4.5 - 6.0 Hz,
8 6.0 - 9.0 Hz.
Lower frequencies were not investigated routinely because of high noise amplitudes
and steepness of response curve of short period LASA seismometers below 0.5 Hz. Limi-
tation to data below 4.5 Hz in the first stages of analysis here reported is arbitrary
and done only when comparing differences in main beam and subarray data.
Table 1 presents comparative spectral data uncorrected for noise level
for several large Russian explosions as recorded on the main LASA beams and on
the infinite-velocity beam of the F4 subarray, this subarray having the highest
signal-to-noise ratio of the available subarray beams for the events studied. The
entries in the several r.- columns of this and subsequent tables are ratios
of the sum of Fourier spectral amplitude components in each window (1 through
6 in Tables 1 and 2, 1 through 8 in Tables 3 and 4) divided by the sum of spectral
amplitude components in window 2 (i.e., aI *?). It is apparent that the decor-
relation effects that prevent >fn gain in signal-to-noise ratio near 1 Hz (see
above) cause near elimination of all energy above 2 Hz on the main LASA beam,
even reducing mean amplitude in the 1.4 - 2 Hz spectral window by a factor of 2.
ft is obvious that assertions used as the basis for decimating LASA data as
recorded originally, i.e., no signal strength beyond 2 Hz, were in error. As
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will be shown in a subsequent section, the signal-to-noise ratio in the 6 - 9 Hz
pass-band for Russian explosions of mb 6.0 as recorded on the F4 subarray is
generally approximately 10, suggesting the presence of detectable signal at
even higher frequencies.
Table 2 presents similar data for a set of Eurasian earthquakes. The point
to be noticed is that there is a detectable increase in relative amplitudes of
the high frequency windows for only the largest earthquakes, i.e., only noise is
being recorded in these windows for most earthquakes. Inspection of the data
of earthquakes alone might give a basis for keeping only 10 samples per second
of data, but the data of Russian explosions show clearly the error of doing this.
The lack of detectable high frequncy energy in Eurasian earthquakes at LASA
must derive from the spectral characteristics of those earthquakes, not from
a characteristic of the propagation path to LASA.
Because of the phenomenon displayed in Table 1, all further analysis will
use only spectral data from the best subarray available (Fl, 2, 3, 4).
A second point requiring emphasis is the impact of using an energy criterion.
If the data of either Table 1 or 2 are treated on a direct energy basis (i.e.,
I(amplitude) values), it is obvious that any contributions to such a summation
for frequencies of greater than 2 Hz will be undetectable, thus giving another
erroneous basis for decimating the LASA data. A criterion based on £ (amplitude)
values combined with a normalization factor for each spectral window seems far
more appropriate. Event though amplitudes at higher frequencies are low
relative to those between 1 and 2 Hz, the levels measured may be many times
noise level and may be extremely important in discrimination.
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Discriminant D, Using 0.4 to 9 Hz Data
With the general observations noted above in mind, the spectral composition
of the subarray signals of 36 explosions and 23 earthquakes for which we had valid
20 samples per second data (i.e., events earlier than March 1969) were investigated.
Table 3 gives the conventional and spectral data for each event studied. The
m
b
values for all USSR explosions are carefully intercalibrated by use of data of a
fixed network and normalizing to values expected of a network of low amplitude
stations (Evernden, 1975). The A *g column is the summation of spectral components
in the [.6-1.0] Hz window expressed in arbitrary units, the last two digits being
the power of ten by which to multiply the initial three-digit number. Spectral
values are as appropriate to the seismogram, not to ground motion. Spectral values
in all windows (i.e., r^ entries) are expressed as a ratio to the spectral sum in
the [.6 - 1.0] Hz window. Values are corrected for noise level in so far as the
limited data available permit (from 10 seconds before to 30 seconds after P ar-
rival). When the observed values appear to be simply noise, the noise value is
i
indicated in parentheses followed by an N.
Table 4 presents average spectral values for groups of Eurasian explosions
and shallow-focus earthquakes, the grouping being by amplitudes in the [.6-1.0] Hz
window. The mean m. value for USSR explosions in each group is indicated. The
groupings are identical for explosions and earthquakes. The gross contrast in
spectral composition of explosions and earthquakes is clearly apparent. Of
equal significance is the clear presence of 6-9 Hz energy for all of the larger
explosions, the average value of the amplitude sum for the 10 largest explosions
of Group A being about 10 times the ambient noise level. It can also be seen
in Table 4 that the spectral composition of both explosions and earthquakes is
a function of magnitude of the explosions. In a later portion of this paper,
these data will be analyzed in terms of source spectra, etc, but, for the moment,
discussion is restricted to examination of a simple spectral discriminant using the
full band width of data obtained from LASA recordings.
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Note in Table 4 that the spectral values for all explosion means is greater
at 1.0 - 1.4 Hz than at .6 - 1.0 Hz while being less for earthquakes. On the
contrary, explosion means are less at .4 - .6 Hz than are those for earthquakes.
Therefore, the following discriminant is examined.
D. *U n.r.. i = 1 to 8
J I J
i=l
where j designates the event number, i the spectral window with i = 1 for .4 - .6
Hz and 8 for 6 - 9 Hz. The n. are normalization factors, calculated by taking
the ratio of the r and r. values (r. values being the mean values of Table 4), the
appropriate value for each j event being dictated by its A ' value or m, value-
.0 D
The values of n, and n
?
are used as negative numbers, while all others are
positive, this usage being intended to accentuate the relative spectral difference
of explosions and earthquakes noted above.
Table 5 gives the resultant D value for each event, the events being
grouped according to their A ' values. The parentheses following each D value
contain two numbers characterizing the number of spectral windows in the (-) and
(+) groups with data above noise level.
Table 5A, for the events of Groups A of Table 4 (A e > .100 x 10 ), shows
.0
all Eurasian explosions to have positive D values while all earthquakes have
negative D values, the two least negative values being for deep focus earthquakes
(D-|qo and D.,-). There is apparently clear contrast in D values for explosions
at Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya. The presumed explosions at 38.8 N 65.1 E
and 47.9 N 47.8 E had the lowest D values in Group A.
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10 x 10 shows similar D values. All shallow focus earthquakes studied to date
ive more negative D values than explosions.
Table 5C, for events of Group C of Table 4 with A
'
c values between .1 x 10
. o
4
id .5 x 10 , shows similar results. The presumed explosion at 57. 7N 65. 3E (D17
able 5C) shows a much smaller D value than do most explosions at Semipalatinsk.
ie single explosion studied at or near 50.1 N 79.0 E(D27 ) has the lowest D value
alculated for USSR explosions.
Tables 5D and E show similar results, an Algerian explosion (Dico) giving a D
ilue of + 1.8.
Therefore, this simple D discriminant achieves strongly negative values for
isentially all earthquakes, even for all except one deep-focus earthquake, and




Previous analyses of LASA P coda data have failed to exploit the spectral
content of the signals for discrimination purposes because of three major errors:
use of the main LASA beam in analysis, use of an energy discriminant without
normalization as a function of frequency, and resultant use of data only from
.4 to 2.0 Hz. The analysis above shows that a discriminant using data from .4
to 9 Hz with normalization as a function of frequency achieves separation of the
set of earthquakes and explosions studied.
It should also be noted that the bandwidth available is adequate to discriminate
the largest events, (including deep-focus earthquakes) whereas a bandwidth limited
to .6 and 3 Hz cannot achieve such success. Additionally, it is noted that, rather
than decimating LASA data in 1969, the digitizing rate should have been increased.
A signal-to-noise ratio of 10 at 6 - 9 Hz for nv 6.0 events suggests
presence of measurable energy at even higher frequencies.
For reference, the last line of entries in several r.. columns of Table 4
below the earthquakes r^ values contains data on the mean noise levels, expressed in
the same units as A *?, in each spectral window. Though somewhat premature relative
-3
to the total discussion it is pointed out here that these values imply a f
dependency (where f is frequency). This indicates, as will be seen via analysis
given later, there to be an f" dependency of signal/noise ratio for Semipalatinsk
signals at 2 - 9 Hz. Thus, a signal/noise ratio of 10 at 6 - 9 Hz suggests detectable
energy well above noise level at above 10 Hz.
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Generalities on Source Spectra of Explosions and
Shallow-Focus Earthquakes
The data base presented in Table 3 is certainly of limited size and the
drawing of expansive conclusions from it may seem unwarranted. However, the
attempt will be made to illustrate the internal consistency of the data set
with both itself and other seismological data, and thus to substantiate general
conclusions.
First, note that the m. values for Soviet explosions and the logarithm of
the A 2 values (Table 4) are nearly proportional, 1.4 m. units being associated




events included in Groups A & E. Therefore, the amplitude scaling near 1 second
at LASA is, on the average near the m. network scaling, a not unexpected result.
Next, inspection of the A
'
g




Lg£ .99 x 104 ), Group C Earthquakes (.10 x 104 < A 1 ^ < .49 x 10
4
),
Earthquake 90 (A 1 ^ = .94 x 10
3
), and Earthquake 100 (A
1




all of these events appear to have a common spectral composition at high frequencies.
This conclusion is independent of mode of reduction of the data to estimates of




is nearly constant for all of those groups of data at the higher frequencies. Figures
6A and 6B, in which the data of all of these events is adjusted in an identical man-
ner, show these relationships. Thus, commonality of the high frequency asymptote
for earthquakes below magnitude 5.5 or so is suggested. The larger earthquakes
(Group A) have a relative amplitude of r\ values for the higher frequencies similar to
thatfor the Group B earthquakes but appear to have higher amplitudes at all frequencies,
thus following a parallel but different asymptote than the smaller earthquakes. This
difference may be the result of source persistence for large earthquakes, and
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the result of analyzing a 12.8 second time window.
In contrast, the explosion data show no tendency for explosions of different
sizes to reach the same high frequency asymptote, at least not within the
band-width investigated here (Figure 7). In addition, the rate of fall -off of
spectral amplitudes with increasing frequency for explosions is far less than for
earthquakes.
In any effort to estimate the shape of the source spectra of earthquakes and
explosions from the data of Tables 3 and 4, a degree of arbitariness must be
included. The factors to be considered are frequency dependent attenuation due
to inelastic processes during propagation and loss of high frequencies
associated with making the infinite velocity sum for the subarray beam. The
- oC f
former effect is generally assumed to be of the form e where c< is
independent of frequency; the latter effect is probably more an f effect. The
mode of analysis will be to assume certain attenuation effects with the intent
of having reasonable values of attenuation associated with a reasonable source
spectrum for earthquakes and explosions.
Interpreted Source Spectra of Earthquakes
Figure 6B illustrates the calculated source spectrum for earthquakes when
taking account of widths of each spectral window used and when using «K = .824
in the attenuation term e"* , and using e = .38 in the term f . These values are
selected by trial and error to yield an f high frequency slope for earthquake, spectra
and to allow for frequency sensitive attenuation in the subarray sum. Comparison of
figures 6A and 6B illustrates the role of the f' e term.
The interpreted result is then a source spectrum for earthquakes having an f
asymptote at high frequencies while flattening at low frequencies, all of which is within
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some current models. The implied mean Q for the entire propagation path from
Eurasia to LASA is
Q > *(10,000)/15(.824)= 2500
(path length of 10,000 kilometers with average velocity of 15 km/sec). This is
an acceptable value.
Therefore, the spectral data of earthquakes of Table 3 and 4 can be processed
to yield credible values for attenuation and source spectra.
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Interpreted Source Spectra of Explosions
To begin with, consider only the data for the explosions near 50N 48E,
(here designated as Semipalatinsk, Site A). Since nearly. all explosions studied
are from this area, the values for Table 4 will be used as typical of this site.
Semipalatinsk, Site A
The data of Figures 6 and 7 suggest three bases for spectral discrimination
-1 3
between earthquakes and explosions. Firstly, there is an f greater rate of high
frequency attenuation of earthquake spectra relative to those of Semi pal atinsk/Site A
explosions. Secondly, explosions have a higher corner frequency than do shallow
focus earthquakes for the same source spectral level around 1 Hz. Thirdly, the
spectral values below the corner frequency decrease with decreasing frequency for
explosions. The accentuation of these latter characteristics within the range
.5<f < 4 for small magnitude events explains why failure to detect frequencies higher
than 4.5 Hz does not decrease the discrimination capability of the D discriminant at
small magnitudes even though higher frequencies are not measurable. The behavior at
large magnitudes explains in part why the large Novaya Zemlya explosions have lower
Dvalues, i.e., for a pass-band limited to periods of less than 2 seconds, the
complete low frequency behavior is not incorporated into the discriminant.
These data suggest that the discrimination between earthquakes and explosions
via the D discriminant resides in the contrasting source spectra of these two types





As noted above, all except one of the presumed explosions from the general
area around Semi pal atinsk are from near 50N 78E, while a single event (Number
27) is a presumed explosion from near SON 79E, here termed Site B. Though
this event is successfully discriminated as an explosion, it had an unusually
low D value. Being from a locality so near the other explosions, one cannot
appeal to changes in deep crustal or mantle properties to explain the different
spectral shape. The differences between the two sites seem more reasonably to
be a response to differences in properties of the rocks in which the explosions
were implaced or in rocks at yery shallow depths. Events No. 27 can be used
in support of this hypothesis. Inspection of the data of this event shows
the basic difference between the spectra of events from Sites A and B is an
apparent nearly f" greater frequency dependency of the calculated source spectrum
'or the Site B explosion if interpretation is by the model of Figure 7. However,
it would appear probable that the source spectrum of this explosion is fundamentally
similar to that of those from Site A and that the calculated f~ greater slope
of the data of this event is a response to near-site properties, the only obvious
wy to get such a drastic effect being in the inelastic zone around the explosion.
Whatever the case, it is of interest that multiplication of the r • • values of Event
28f
No. 27 by a factor of e" to correct them to an f dependency at high frequency
similar to that for events from Site A yields adjusted r..= values which, when used
in the formula of Table 5, result in calculation of a high positive value for D07.
Such a situation suggests that the low D values of the presumed explosions
of Tables 3 and 4 at sites other than near Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya may
^ be the result in part of explosions in softer rocks than those at Semipalatinsk.
'"all cases, the low D values of such explosions are associated with spectral
decrease with increasing frequency being more exaggerated than that for Site A
^Plosions. 291

It is suggested that departure from f dependency of calculated source
spectra via the calculational procedures described above implies an additional
- causes
e" dependency from one or more/beyond that appropriate to Semi pal atinsk/Site A.
By multiplying data of all spectral windows by the factor required to bring the
high frequency data to an f ' dependency, one can determine the spectral amplitudes
around 1 Hz that would have been observed if any non-Semipalatinsk/Site A explosion
had actually been at Site A. In principle, the intercalibration could extend to
referring all USSR explosions to NTS via use of data from such a station as NORSAR.
Such a potentiality is being evaluated.
Novaya Zemlya Explosions
Though the low D values for the Novaya Zemlya explosions might be expected
to arise from the same effects as noted above, investigation of the data of
these events by the model of Figure 7 shows them to have a calculated f"
*
dependency at high frequencies, i.e., in agreement with data for explosions from
Site A, Semipalatinsk. Therefore, another explanation for the low D values must
exist.
Since the large Novaya Zemlya explosions are larger than any Semipalatinsk
explosions and since the r- and thus n. values of Tables 4 and 5 show definite
correlation with size of event, it seems relevant to extrapolate the r
i
values
of Table 4 to a higher m.. Such extrapolation is indicated in Figure 8, where
smoothed lines are put through the r. data of Table 4. If one uses the r. values
form. 6.4 as pertinent to Novaya Zemlya events, Dc increases from 3.55 to 6.26.
All other D values for Novaya Zemlya events of Table 5 increase similarly.
A correlated factor leading to lower D values for these explosions has




spectra is largely at lower frequency than 0.5 Hz for these events, thus
preventing the contrast in low frequency behavior of explosions and earthquakes
from entering a criterion limited to frequencies of or greater than 0.5 Hz.
Sains of the LASA short period instruments are so uncertain at periods of
greater than 2 seconds that no investigation of this point is made at this time.
Further Comments
It was pointed out in Evernden (1975) that assumption of a common high
_3
frequency asymptote with slope of f ' for spectra of all earthquakes provided a
simple spectral model that agreed with the observed M :m. relationship at all
magnitudes. The inverse of that demonstration is that the observed M$ :mb relation-
ship cannot be explained via an earthquake scaling model which has a common high
_3
frequency asymptote with a slope of other than f . If extensive documentation
of the situation suggested in this paper results, i.e., a common high frequency
asymptote for spectra of all earthquakes, the conclusion would be unequivocal
that source spectra of earthquakes as calculated via spectral analysis of signals
_3
must have a slope at high frequencies of f .
_3
Assumption of an f high frequency slope for earthquake spectra led to
an f" * slope for spectra of Semipalatinsk explosions. Arguments given by
-1 5
Brune (1970) show this slope must be f ' or greater and studies such as that
-15 -2 3
of Bach, et.al., (1975) derive theoretical values of f ' to f for explosions
-2
in various media. Use of an f slope for earthquakes would give lower Q values
for the mantle and a high frequency spectral slope of f" or less for Semipalatinsk
explosions, an unacceptable value.
Therefore, the multiple constraints, both observational and theoretical,
that can be applied to restrict possible spectral models for earthquakes and
explosions appear to suggest the models used here. The mantle Q value is
reasonable, and any marked change in the slope of the high frequency asymptote
for either explosions or earthquakes would lead to apparently unacceptable
values for the other. 293

A Modified D Discriminant and Estimates of Yield
The results presented above suggest that attenuation effects can be
approximately evaluated if data to 6 - 9 Hz or greater are available. Also, they
suggest use of a modified D discriminant for events whose LASA recordings appear
to have higher f dependency than expected of earthquakes. Simply adjust all
data of such events so as to have a high frequency dependency similar to that
of an earthquake. Calculation of D using the resultant r.-^ values should yield
values high enough for discrimination.
It may be useful to point out a possible procedure for estimating yields of
explosions at uncalibrated test sites. Having proven an event to be an explosion
by use of the D discriminant or by M :mb or other criterion, adjustment of all
spectral data to yield a high frequency behavior of the "observed" LASA spectra
for Site A explosions, or of f" ' on calculated source spectra, should yield
spectral values in the neighborhood of 1 Hz nearly correctly calibrated as





From the data of Table 4 and 5, it appears that, because of the progressive
change in spectral shape of explosions with decreasing magnitude, a D-type
discriminant will successfully discriminate earthquakes and explosions to essentially
the threshold of network detection and location (i.e., >_ 4 station detection),
there being nearly certainly at least two stations at which an accurate D value
could be calculated.
These results, if massively substantiated, will make irrelevant the attainment of
the capability to detect surface waves of small events, make irrelevant both
planned and inadvertent mixing of long period waves as a confusion factor in
discrimination, and make irrelevant accurate calculations of depths of focus of
earthquakes. In addition, the demonstrated presence of signal at 3 - 4.5 Hz for
explosions of m^ 4.1 (Table 3) at epicentral distances of 85° and greater implies
a far greater capability to separate closely spaced events than deemed possible
in the past and thus to detect multi-shot sequences previously deemed unseparable.
In this regard, it is pertinent to remember Archambeau's prediction (1976) that
multiple-explosions in scenarios deemed credible by conventional criteria will
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Table 1 - Spectral Compositions of the Full LASA Beam (BM) and F4 Subarray
(F4) Beam for Selected USSR Explosions (Sampling rate = 10 per second)
Aq*
6
is sum of Fourier spectral components (ZA) in spectral window 2,
i.e., from 0.6 to 1.0 Hz. r- is ratio of sum of Fourier spectral
components in window i and 2.
Table 2 - Spectral Compositions of the Full LASA Beam (BM) and F4 Subarray (F4)
Beam for Selected Eurasian Earthquakes (Sampling rate = 10 per second)
Aq*
6
is sum of Fourier spectral components (ZA) in spectral window 2,
i.e., from 0.6 - 1.0 Hz. r^ is ratio of sum of Fourier spectral
components in window i and 2. Depth is in kilometers.
Table 3 - Spectral Composition of Subarray Beams of Selected Explosions and
Earthquakes (Sampling rate = 20 per second). AQ 'g is sum of
Fourier spectral components (ZA) in spectral window 2, i.e., from
0.6 - 1.0 Hz. r
i
is ratio of sum of Fourier spectral components in
window i and 2.
Table 4 - Mean Spectral Composition of Groups of Explosions and Earthquakes of
Table 3, Grouping being by Value of Ag'g. Ag'g is sum of Fourier
spectral components (ZA) in spectral window 2, i.e., from 0.6 to
1.0 Hz. r.: is ratio of sum of Fourier spectral components in window*
i and 2. No. is number of events in each group.




Figure 1 - Spectrogram of Earthquake of 6/26/75. Time-window - 12.8 seconds,
time step between adjacent spectrograms =1.6 seconds, vertical
2
scale = A in arbitrary units, where A is amplitude of Fourier
component. Noise corrections have been made based on mean values
of noise over 30 seconds prior to signal.
Figure 2 - Continuation of spectrograms for Event of Figure 1. Short horizontal
arrows on Figure 1 and 2 indicate same time window.
Figure 3 - Spectrograms of Explosion. Time-window = 12.8 seconds, time step
2
between adjacent spectrograms =1.6 seconds, vertical scale = A
in arbitrary units, where A is amplitude of Fourier component.
Noise corrections have been made based on mean values of noise
over 30 seconds prior to signal.
Figure 4 - Continuation of Spectrograms for Event of Figure 3. Short horizontal
arrows on Figure 3 and 4 indicate same time-window.
Figure 5 - Short Period Response Curve - LASA
Figure 6A- Interpreted Source Spectra of Earthquakes: Attenuation Assumed =
e" . B and C indicate spectra of Groups B and C of Table 4.
90, 92, and 100 indicate spectra of events of those numbers in
Table 3.
Figure 6B- Interpreted Source Spectra of Earthquakes: Attenuation Assumed =
e
-824f
x ^.38^ b, C, 90, 92 and 100 as in Figure 6A.
Figure 7 - Interpreted Source Spectra of Semipalatinsk (Site A Explosions:
- 824f - 38
Attenuation Assumed = e ' x ' . A, C, E, indicate spectra
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]g > .1 x 10
5
D « -5.424 r,. -1.649 r . + r,. + 1.206 r..
IJ 2j 3j 4j
+ 2.026 r
5
- + 8.328 Tg. + 14.34 r
?




(2+6) - 10.37 D92 (2+6)
= -5.77 depth = 29 km
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-1.47 60
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(2+3) = -6.40 depth = 69 km
(2+6) = 13.39 D109 (2+3) "
"7 * 07 * 32
(2+5) = 3.96 D110 (2+4)
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6.15(Using N at r
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.) D 1Q2 (2+1) = -4.17










9.77(Using N at r^) Dnl (2+3) = -4.07
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5.05
n (2+5) = -6.86U
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+62.50r_. + 83.33r .
plosions Earthquakes
.
(2+4) = 1.82 (Algeria) DgQ (2+2)
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Using .5 at r-j.-
E. .1 x 10
3
< A < .5 x 10
3
D « -13.715^ -2.742r2j+r3 . +1.251r4 . +1.650r5 .





(1+4) = 7.25 (Using N at r^) D100 (2+4) = ~3 ' 44 de Pth
*476 km
j
(1+6) =13.23 (Using N at r^)
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DEPTH = 33 ± KM
0.03 0.82 1.60 2.38 3.16 3.94 4.72
-*- HZ






DEPTH = 33 + KM
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Earthquake and Explosion Data Sets
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Aopprrl i x C
Farthauske and Exolo^ion Data Sets
Durinn the course of this invest iaat ion a large quantity
of data ^as been obtain ed. because many of these data were
acaui red with no t> e a n effort/ we nave c o m o 1 i e d the^ onto
several taoes and thus hoo*1 t- o provide others with a more
easilv accessible data base. »". «» have attemoted to format
the d a r a in a way that would allow the non-computer expert
to us° them wit K ° a s e . l^ere are two data sets: the data
suoolied by ACuA an trip da fa obtained through Col. Ives and
CDC.
ACDA data:
Thpse data arp recorded in ascii on 9 track tapes at
a densitv of 80 bo i • Every record is 512 bytes long
anj eight ascii characters make un one word. None of
the taops contains any computer system denendant
records. An eno of file ^ark terminates the data on
each tape. For each seismogram the first record is a
heaner record containina the following information:
total number of records of data to follow
event identification number
date - tignth
d a t e - d a v
date - year
site i o°n t- i f i c a t i on (aloha-numeric)
317

number nf channels of data
total number of data points on seismooram
s a m p 1 i n a rate in samples oer second
time of first data point - Hours
time of first data point- - minutes
time of first data ooint - seconds.
The subsequent records contain the data. Each integer
data ooint is recorded as 8 ascii characters and may
have leadino blanks and a minus siqn.
These data have b»en divided into two sets: type A
data or earthouakps and type 6 data* which are explo-
sions. In the followina napes the headers for all of
these data are listed.
CDC data
These data ere recorded in ascii on 9 track tapes at
a density of p 00 boi. Each record is 1920 ovtes long.
For each seismooram there is a header the format of
which is described in Taole 1. The header does not con-
stitute a separate record. Subsequent information is
the 1200 data points which are in 8 character ascii for-
mat, flaain, each data point mav contain leading blanks
and an optional minus sign. ^n ena of file mark ter-
minates t^e date on each tape. A listinq of the headers
for all of the seis^oorams in this data set is included
as cart o* this report.
The user should take care to apply the appropriate
samplioo rat^s to these data. Data recored prior to IS
April 19fc>9 were sampled at ?0 ^z and data obtained
318





Descriotion of CDC Data Format
Each record of 192U bvtes is subdivided into 2 1"1 seqments
containino 9 6 characters. There are five types of seaments.












































Arrival time - hour
Arrival time - "inute
Arrival time - second
Orioin time - hour
Oriain time minute








Type 2 - Description Format - 6A10




Channe 1 t vpe
Date
Julian date
L a t i tuae










Tyoe 3 - Description
Format - 6A 1
Rescript ion
Oept h














Type y - OescriDtion











Type 5 - Data
Format - 1218
THis segment is reoeated 100 times to write 1200 data
po i n t s .
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Headers for ATDA Data - Earthouakes
323

Pane 1 Thu Jun 3 OP : 1 :0b 1^77
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 6 ?9 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUH MTNUTF SEC
3001 10 2 18 37
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 6 ?9 75 PI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 2 1 8 37
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
m 71 6 29 75 P2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 b 29 75 PS 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
30 1 1 2 18 37
NREC ID MONTH DAY YE AR SITE NCHAN
a7 71 6 29 75 8 4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC ID MOUTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 b ?9 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 71 6 29 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 o 29 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 o ?9 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR M T N U T F SEC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 6 29 75 ni 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 6 29 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
30 1 1 2 18 37
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 71 b 29 75 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
300 1 10 2 18 37
AppA Paae 2 Thu Jun 30 0*:01 : 06 1977
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 71 b 29 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINHTE SEC
3001 1 2 18 37
NREC IP MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 72 6 29 75 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3001 1 1 1 3 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 12 b 29 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 13 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 12 6 29 75 P2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 1 13 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
'4 7 12 6 29 75 R3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 1 1 3 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 12 6 29 75 B4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 10 10 13 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 12 b 2Q 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3001 10 10 1 3 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
U7 12 6 2b 75 C.2 1
LFNGTh SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 1 3 45
NREC ID Mnf\jTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 72 b 29 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 1 13 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 12 6 29 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MJ^UTF SFC
3001 1 1 13 45
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 12 b ?9 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 1 13 4 5
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 72 b 29 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 1 3 4 5
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AddA Pane 12 Thu Jim 30 08:01 :06 1977
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a 7 81 b 2b 75 R2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 8 lb 23
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 b 2b 75 R3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 8 1 b 23
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 6 2b 75 64 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 to 8 lb 23
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 b ?b 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
300 1 ! 8 lb 23
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a 7 81 6 2b 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3001 10 8 lb 23
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 b 2b 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 10 8 1 b 23
NRFC ID MONTH DAy YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 PI 6 2b 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 10 8 1 b 23
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
U7 81 b 2b 75 Dl 1
LFiMGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 8 1 b 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 b 2b 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 8 lb 23
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 b 2b 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SFC
5001 1 8 lb 23
NRFC ID MONTH DAr YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 81 b 2b 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3001 10 8 lb 23
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 P2 b 2b 75 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SFC
2401 10 9 27 44
Pane 13 Thu Jun 30 08:01 :06 1^77
NREC ID M i\j T H DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 6 2to 7S Rl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
2401 1 9 27 4 4
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 to ?b 75 R2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
2401 10 9 ?7 44
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 6 2to 75 B3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
2401 10 9 27 4 4
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 *2 6 ?b 75 R4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SFC
2401 1 9 27 44
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 *2 b 2to 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
2401 10 9 27 4a
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 to 2b 75 C2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNDTE SEC
2401 10 9 21 44
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 «2 6 2b 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR ^TNUTE SEC
2401 1 9 27 4a
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 6 2b 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR hour MINUTF SEC
2401 1 9 27 44
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 6 2to 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
2401 10 9 21 44
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 6 2b 75 D2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SFC
2401 1 9 27 4 4
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 to 26 75 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
2401 10 9 27 44
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
38 82 to ?to 75 D4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
2401 1 9 27 4 4

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pane 17 Thu Jun 30 08:01:06 1977
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 85 b 26 75 02 1
LENGTH SR hour MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 15 7 24
NREC 10 MONTH D&Y YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 85 b ?b 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 15 7 24
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 85 b ?b 75 04 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 15 7 ?4
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 flb 6 2b 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 15 3b 7
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a 7 P6 6 ?b 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR M I N U T F SFC
3001 1 15 3b 7
NREC IP MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 8o 6 ?b 75 82 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 1 15 3b 7
NREC IP MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 «b o ?b 75 P3 1
LENGTH S» HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 15 3b 7
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 8o 6 Pb 75 84 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
300 1 10 15 3b 7
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 86 b ?b 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 15 3b 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 86 6 26 75 C2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 15 3b 7
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 *b b 2b 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 15 3b 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 86 b 2b 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 15 3b 7
AdpA Paae 18 T hu Jun 30 08:C 1 :0b 197 T
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 P6 6 2b 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
30 1 10 15 3b 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 8b b ?6 75 D2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 10 15 3b 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 P6 6 2b 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
300 1 10 15 36 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 *b b 2b 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 15 3b 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 ?5 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 b ?5 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 10 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 P7 b 25 75 B2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 U 1 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 «7 fa 25 75 R3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 10 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 87 b 25 75 R4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR ^INUTE SEC
3 1 10 1 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NChAN
47 87 b 25 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 10 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 b 25 75 C2 1
LEiMGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 b 25 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 3R 19
Paae 19 T h u J u n 3A 08: 1:0b 1977
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 b 25 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 b 25 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 10 3P 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 87 b 25 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 10 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 R7 b 25 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR WQUR MINUTE SEC
30 1 10 1 39 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YE<\R SITE NCHAN
47 87 o ?5 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 3Q 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 8« b 25 75 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 lb 30 25
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 «8 b 25 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 lb 30 25
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 pb b 25 75 B2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 lb 3 25
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 88 b 25 75 R3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 lb 30 25
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 88 b 25 75 R4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 lb 3 25
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 88 b 25 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
30 1 10 lb 30 25
NREC ID MONTH DAY YE&R SITE NCHAN
47 *8 b 25 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 lb 3 25
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































App A Paae 24 Thu Jun 30 08:01:06 1^77
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 92 6 21 75 R3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 16 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 92 6 21 75 84 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 lb 30 20
MREC ID MONTH D«Y YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 92 6 21 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 16 30 20
MREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 92 6 21 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 b 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 Q 2 b 21 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 lb 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 92 b 21 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 o 3 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 92 b 21 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 b 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 Q2 b 21 75 D2 1
LENG1
H
SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 1 6 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 92 6 21 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 16 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 Q 2 6 21 75 D4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUIF SEC
3001 10 16 30 20
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 93 6 16 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 26 31
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 °3 o 16 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 2b 31

































































































































































































































































































AppA Pace 26 Thu Jun 30 08:0 1 :0fe i<*7 1 T
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 94 6 IS 75 81 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 14 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 faq 6 15 75 B2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 14 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4/ oa 6 15 75 B3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 10 14 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 Q4 6 15 75 B4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
30 1 10 1 4 9 33
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 OQ fa 15 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 10 14 Q 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 94 fa 15 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 14 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 QU fa 15 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 14 R 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 oa fa 15 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 4 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 94 fa 15 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
30 1 10 14 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 04 fa 15 75 D2 1
LENGTH SR "OUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 14 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 QU fa 15 75 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 4 9 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 Q4 fa 15 75 D4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 14 9 33































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Paae 29 T h u Jun 30 08: 01 :0b 1^77
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 Qb 6 10 75 03 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 6 34 32
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 °6 6 10 75 04 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 b "<4 32
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 6 10 75 AO 1
LENGTH S3 HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 8 53 17
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 b 10 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 10 8 S3 17
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 b 10 75 R2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 1 8 S3 1 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 b 1 75 R3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 8 S3 17
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 b to 75 R4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 8 S3 17
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 79 b 1 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 8 S3 17
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 b 10 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 8 S3 17
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a 7 79 b 10 75 C3 1
LENGTH * SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 8 S3 1 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 b 10 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 8 S3 17
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 79 6 1 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
30 1 1 8 S3 17
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N C H A N
1
AppA Pane 38 Thu Jun 30 08:01 :06 1P77
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 b 7 75 P3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 17 47 28
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a 7 105 * 6 7 75 84 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 7 47 28
NRFC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 7 47 28
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
30 1 to 1 7 4 7 28
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
300 1 1 17 47 28
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 7 47 28
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 17 47 28
*JREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 D2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3 (J 1 10 17 U7 28
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 1 7 47 28
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 105 6 7 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 1 7 47 28
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 106 O 6 75 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 1 1 1 40
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 106 6 6 75 PI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 1 1 40





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Paae 45 T h u J u n 30 08: 01 :06 1°77
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 1 1 6 2 75 Dl 1
LENGTH 3R HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 3 29 49
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
m 1 1 1 6 2 75 D2 1
LENGTH S& HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 3 29 49
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 1 1 6 2 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 3 29 49
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
ay 1 1 1 6 2 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP - HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 3 29 49
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 112 5 31 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 14 26 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 112 5 31 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 u 14 26 4 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 12 5 31 75 B2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 14 26 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 12 5 31 75 B3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 14 26 Ul
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 12 5 31 75 B4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 14 26 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 12 5 31 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 14 26 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 12 5 31 75 C'd 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 4 26 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 12 5 31 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
30 1 1 14 26 47


























































































































































































































































































Paae 47 T h u Jun 3^ 08:0 1 :0b 1P77
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 13 5 30 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
300 1 10 58 35
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 113 5 30 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HUL'R MINUTE SEC
3001 10 58 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 13 5 30 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 58 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 113 5 30 75 D2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 58 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 1 3 5 30 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 58 33
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 113 5 30 75 D4 1
LENGTH sp HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 58 33
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 14 5 26 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 ?2 21 a 3
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 1 4 5 26 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 21 43
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 14 5 26 75 B2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 21 43
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 1 4 5 26 75 P3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 21 43
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 14 5 26 75 B4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 ?2 21 43
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NChAN
47 1 14 5 26 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR M I N U T E SEC
3001 1 ?2 21 43
AopA
_































































































































































































































































































N C H A N
1
Pace 4b T h u Jun 30 08:0 1 :^b 1977
NREC ID MONTH D*Y YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 15 5 ?) 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 4 15 3b
NREC ID MONTH D&Y YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 15 5 21 75 C2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 4 15 3b
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 115 5 ?1 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 4 15 3b
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 115 5 21 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 4 15 3b
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 15 5 21 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 1 4 15 3b
NREC ID MONTti DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 15 5 ?\ 75 D2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 14 15 3b
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 15 5 21 75 D3 I
LENGTH S» HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1 4 15 3b
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 15 5 21 75 04 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 14 15 3b
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAP SITE NCHAN
47 1 lb 5 20 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
30 1 10 1 1 3 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 lb 5 20 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 13 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 1b 5 20 75 82 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 1 3 u
NREC ID MONTH DAY YFAP SITE NCHAN
47 1 lb 5 20 75 83 1
LENGTH SR HOUR • MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 1 13 4





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Paqe 55 Thu Jun 30 08:()l:no 1^77
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 120 5 16 75 04 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 1 36 26
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 14 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 1 4 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a 7 121 5 14 75 P2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 1 4 75 R3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 22 34 27
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 1 4 75 B4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 1 4 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 121 5 1 4 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR M I M 1 1 T F SEC
3001 1 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 1 4 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 1 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 121 5 14 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 34 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 121 5 14 75 Dl 1
LFNGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 22 34 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE N C H A
47 121 5 14 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 22 34 27


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pane 5<? T h u Jun 3 OH: 1:06 1^77
NREC ID MOinjTH DAY VtAR SITE NCHAN
47 124 5 \2 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
50 1 10 12 1 3b
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 124 5 12 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 12 1 36
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 124 5 12 75 D2 1
LENGTH sr HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 1 36
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 124 5 12 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 12 1 36
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 124 5 12 75 04 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 12 1 36
NREC in MONTH DAY YF AR SITE NCHAN
47 125 5 1 1 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 30 10
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
U7 125 5 1 1 75 PI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 30 10
NREC ID MONTH DAY YE AR SITE NCHAN
47 125 5 1 1 75 R2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 30 1
NREC in MONTH DAY Yt AR SITE NCHAN
47 125 5 1 1 75 B3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 12 30 10
NREC ID MONTH DAY YtAR SITE NCHAN
47 125 5 1 1 75 84 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3001 1 12 30 1
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 125 5 1 1 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR "OUR MINUTF SFC
3001 1 12 3 1
NREC ID MONTH day YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 125 5 1
1
75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 12 30 10


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SITE N C H A N
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Paae b5 T h u Jun 30 Ott: 01:06 1^77
NREC ID MONTh DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 ^0 75 B2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID MQi\TH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 R3 1
LENGTH SR HQIIR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 3R 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 131 4 30 75 64 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
30 1 10' 4 39 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 C3 1
' LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 10 4 T9 4 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 4 39 4 7
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 131 4 30 75 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID M N T H DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 131 4 30 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 4 39 47
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 13? 4 30 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 4 53 4 3



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































aqe 7 1 T h u J un 30 08: 01:06 1977
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 • 136 4 24 75 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 1 18 16
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 136 4 28 75 D2 1
LENGTH S» HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 1 18 16
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 136 4 28 75 D3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 1 18 16
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NTHAN
a 7 136 4 28 75 04 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 1 1 18 16
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 a 28 75 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 \2 1 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 4 28 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 1 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 137 4 28 75 P2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 1 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 a 28 75 R3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 1? 10 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 4 28 75 B4 1
LENGTH SP HQUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 10 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 a 28 75 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 1 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 4 28 75 C2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 12 10 7
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 137 4 28 75 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 12 10 7
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Paae 83 T h u J un 30 08: 01:06 1°77
NREC 10 MONTH DA i YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 148 4 13 75 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3 00 1 10 IS 14 10
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 148 4 1 3 75 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 10 15 1 4 10
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 148 4 1 3 75 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3001 10 15 14 10
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 149 4 13 75 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3001 10 16 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 149 4 1 3 75 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 1 6 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 149 4 1 3 75 82 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 10 lb 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 149 4 13 75 R3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 16 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 149 4 1 3 75 R4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3001 10 16 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 149 4 1 3 75 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3001 10 16 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 149 4 1 3 75 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
30 1 1 lb 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 149 4 1 3 75 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 1 16 30 21
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 1 49 4 1 3 75 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3001 10 16 30 PI

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Headers *or ACDA Data - Fxolosions
ill If


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Paae 7 Thu Jun 30 0Q:ia:aS 1977
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
U7 40 9 19 71 01 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTMITF SFC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 4 9 19 71 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 4 9 19 71 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 40 9 19 71 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 40 9 19 71 Fl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3002 1 1 1 9 32
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 4 9 1 9 71 F2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 U0 9 19 71 F3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3002 1 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 40 9 1 9 71 E4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 40 9 19 71 Fl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3002 1 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 UO 9 19 71 F2 1
LENGTH SP hour MINUTE SFC
3002 1 1 1 9 32
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 40 9 19 71 F3 1
LENGTH 3P HOUR MINUTE SEC
3002 1 1 1 9 32
NRFC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 40 9 1 9 71 F4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3002 10 1 1 9 32
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 Paae 1 1 T hu Jun 30 09: 14:45 1P77
MRFC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 42 1 22 71 F3 1
LFNGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3002 1 5 10 40
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 42 10 ?2 71 E4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3002 1 5 10 4
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 42 10 ?2 71 Fl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3002 1 5 1 40
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 U2 10 22 71 F2 1
LFNGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3002 1 5 10 40
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 4 2 10 22 71 F3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3002 1 5 1 no
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 42 10 ?2 71 F4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3002 10 5 10 40
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 43 12 22 71 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
300U 1 7 10 27
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 43 12 22 71 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3 04 10 7 10 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 a3 1 2 22 71 B2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3004 10 7 10 27
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 43 12 22 71 63 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3004 1 7 10 21
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 43 12 22 71 64 1
LENGTH so HOUR MINUTE SEC
3004 10 7 1 27
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 43 12 22 71 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3004 10 7 1 21





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AppB Page 22 T hu Jun 30 09: 1 4 : a 5 1 9 7 7
IMREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 10 3 72 AO 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 ?9
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 5 1 3 72 Rl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 10 3 72 B2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 B3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 B4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3005 1 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 CI 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3 05 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 C2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SFC
3005 1 9 1 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 5 10 3 72 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
30 5 1 9 1 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 10 3 72 CU 1
LENGTH SP H U U R MTNUTE SFC
3005 10 9 10 ?9
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
U7 50 1 3 72 D2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3005 1 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3005 10 9 1 29
Pane 23 T h u Jun 30 ng : 1 'i : 4 5 1 o 7 7
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 10 3 72 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3005 10 9 1 29
NREC in MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 El 1
LENGTH SO HOUR MINUTE SEC
30 0b 10 9 10 ?9
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
a7 50 1 3 72 F2 1
LENGTH SR MQUR MINUTE SEC
3005 1 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 10 3 72 E3 1
LENGTH SO HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3 05 10 9 1 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 E4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SEC
3 05 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 10 3 72 Fl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR STTE NCHAN
47 ^0 1 3 72 F2 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 ! 3 72 F3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3005 1 9 10 2P
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 50 1 3 72 F4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3005 10 9 10 29
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 51 1 1 24 72 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3001 1 \ 10 19
MREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 51 1 1 24 72 Bl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
30ni 1 1 10 19
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 51 1 1 24 72 R2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3001 10 10 10 !9


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Paae 27 Thu Jun 30 09: 14:45 1977
NREC 10 MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 54 8 ?8 73 CI 1
LFNGTH SP H0"R MINUTE S^C
30 a 1 3 10 27
NREC in M n w T H DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 54 8 28 73 C2 1
LENGTH SP MQIJR MINUTE SFC
3004 1 3 1 27
MR EC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 54 8 28 73 C3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3004 1 3 1 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 54 8 28 73 C4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3004 10 3 10 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 54 8 ?8 73 Dl 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SFC
3004 1 3 10 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 54 8 28 73 D2 1
LENGTH S» HOUR MINUTF SEC
30 04 10 3 1 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 ^4 8 28 73 D3 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MTNUTF SEC
3004 1 3 1 27 i
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
4 7 54 8 28 73 D4 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3004 1 3 10 27
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 55 9 1 9 73 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTF SFC
3004 1 3 1 51
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 55 9 19 73 Bl 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3004 10 3 1 51
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 ^5 9 19 73 P2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE S^C
30 4 1 3 1 51
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 ^5 9 1 9 73 B3 1
LENGTH S» HOUR MINUTE SFC
30 4 10 3 10 51





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ap D B Pane 30 T h u Jun 30 09: 1 4:45 197/
T
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
m 57 10 26 73 R2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3004 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 10 2b 73 B3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3004 1 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 ^7 10 2b 73 B4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SEC
3 04 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 10 26 73 CI 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3004 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 1 2b 73 C2 1
LENGTH 3P HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3004 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 1 26 73 C3 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3004 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 10 2b 73 C4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MINUTE SFC
3004 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 t 2b 73 01 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SFC
3004 10 1 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 1 2b 73 D2 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3004 10 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 10 2b 73 D3 1
LENGTH 3P HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3004 1 6 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 57 10 2b 73 D4 1
LENGTH SR HOUR MTNUTE SEC
3004 10 b 10 4
NREC ID MONTH DAY YEAR SITE NCHAN
47 62 1 30 74 AO 1
LENGTH SP HOUR MINUTE SEC
3001 1 5 7 34




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Headers f or C DC Data
^53

^a-e 1 rri Jul 1 15:14:20 1^77
1 11 4 2 BM 66 2 M P '4 3 9 1 7 U9.fi N 7fi.l E 2P 3 29 0.
P3.7 3^ 7. 2 5 10 29.9 q 57 57.6 11 '12 B»-< o6/^2/M
2U39170 ao.P M 7P . 1 F 6.3
o H3.7 5^7.2 05-10-29.9 04-57-57.
6 ULEDKCGIEX 2fi ALMA-
A[A TO LAKE BAIKAL 32 Q EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
1 1 ia2 Fl 66 2 13 2439170 U9.fi N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
63.7 357.2 5 10 ?9.9 q 57 57. b 114? Fl 6b/02/13
? U 3 9 1 7 q 9 . 8 N 7 8 . 1 E 6.3
Pi. 7 ^57.? 05-10-29.9 04-57-57
.6 ULEDKCGTEX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 FASTt p N KAZAKH SSR
1 1142 F2 66 2 13 2439170 U9.fi N 78.1 E 2« 32^ 0.
83.7 357.2 5 10 29.9 u 57 57. 6 1142 F2 66/02/13
? 4 3 9 1 7 4 9.8 N 7fi.lt 6.3
"3.7 357. ? ^5-10-29.9 04-57-57
.6 ULEDKCGIEv 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
1 1142 F3 06 2 13 P439170 U9.8 N 78.1 E 2« 329 o.
83.7 357.2 5 10 29.9 4 57 57. 6 1142 F3 6o/02/13
2439170 49. 8 N 078.1 E 6.3
83.7 357.2 05-10-29.9 04-57-57
.6 ULEDKCGIEX 28 ALMA
-ATA 10 LAKE BAIKAL 3 ? 9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
1 1142 F4 06 2 13 P439170 49.8 N 78.1 t 2^ 32^ 0.
83.7 357.2 5 10 ?9.9 n S7 57.6 1142 F4 6o/02/13
2 4 39170 49.8 N 073.1 E 6.3
f>5.7 357.? 05-10-29.9 04-57-57
.6 ULtOKCGIE* 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
2 2317 BM bb 3 20 2439205 49.7 N 78.0 E 2* ^2° 0.
83.8 357.3 o ? 30. 4 5 49 57.4 2317 BM 66/03/20
2439205 49.7 N 078.0 F 6.2
8 3.8 357.3 0o- 2-30. 4 05-49-57
.4 XFLGYIkTCK 28 ALMA
-ATA 10 LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN Kazakh SSR
2 2317 Fl ob 3 20 2439205 49.7 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.8 357.3 6 2 30.4 5 49 57.4 2317 Fl 6b/03/20
2439205 49.7 N 078.0 E 6.2
P3.8 357.3 06-02-50. 4 05-49-57
.4 XELGYIKICK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
2 2 3 17 F 2 b 6 3 20 2439205 49.7 N 78.0E28 32R 0.
83. fl 357.3 6 2 30.4 5 49 57.4 ^3 1 7 F 2 66/03/20
2 4 3 9 2 5 4 9 . 7 N 7 8 . E b . 2
P3.8 357.3 06-0^-30.4 05-49-57
.4 X. E L G rl K T C K ? 8 A L M A
-ATA 10 LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN r A Z A K h SSR
2 2317 F3 b6 3 20 ?439?u5 U 9 . 7 N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
6^.P 35 7.3 o 2 30.4 5 49 57.4 2317 F3 6b/03/20
2 4 3 9 ? 5 4 9.7 N 078.0 E 6.2
^3.* 357.3 06-02-30.4 05-49-57
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.a XELGYIKTCK
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
28 ALMA
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
2 2317 F4 06 3 20 2a39205 a9.7 M 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.8 357.3 b ? 30. a 5 49 57. a 2317 Fa 66/03/20
2439205 49.7 N 078.0 E 6.2
83. 8 357.3 r>6-02-30.a 05-49-57
.a XELGYIKTCK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3 1174 BM hb 8 19 2439357 a9.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 a 5 30.6 3 52 58.3 117a BM 66/08/19
2a39357 49.8 N 078.1 E a.
7
^3.7 357.2 04-05-30.6 03-52-58
.3 KPVXPILKwU 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3 117a Fl 66 8 19 2a39357 a9.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 .'
83.7 357. ? 4 5 30.6 3 52 58.3 1174 Fl 6b/08/t9
2439357 '49.8 N 078.1 E 4.7
83.7 357.2 oa-05-30.6 03-52-58
.3 KPVXPILKwU 28 ALMA
-ATA TH LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH 5SP
3 1174 F2 66 8 19 2a^9357 UQ.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
63.7 357.2 a 5 30.6 3 52 5*. 3 117a F2 6o/0«/19
2a39357 49.8 M 078.1 E a.
p 3.7 357.2 04-05-30.6 03-52-5*
.3 KPVXPILKWU 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 529 EASTERN K A 7 A K H SSP
3 11 7a F3 66 8 19 2a39357 a«.8 N 78.1 E 2 Q ?2 G 0.
83.7 357.2 4 5 "* . 6 3^25^.3 I 1 7 4 F 3 66/08/19
?U393b7 '4 9.8 fM 078.1 F a.
p S. 7 357.2 0a-05-30.6 03-S2-58
.3 KPVXPILKWU 28ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSR
3 1174 P4 66 8 19 2439357 49.8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 5 30. o 3 S2 5*. 3 1174 Fa 66/08/19
Pa39357 49.8 N 078. IE a.
P3.7 357.2 04-05-30.6 03-52-58
.3 KPVXPILKWU 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 E&STEPN KAZAKH SSP
a 1156 BM b6 10 1 Q 24^941« 49.7 rj 7A.0 E 28 32° 0.
83. A 357.3 4 10 ^0.4 3 57 57.4 1156 PM 66/10/19
2a39ai8 4 9
. 7 N 7 6.0 E 5.6
°3.8 357.3 04-10-30.4 03-57-57
.a LYOXEKZHZx 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAI 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
a 1156 Fl hb 10 19 243941P a9.7 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83. R 357. ^ a 10 30.4 3 ^7 57.4 1156 Fl 66/10/19
2439ai8 a9.7 N 078.0 E 5.6
P3.8 ^57.3 0a-10-30.4 03-57-57
.4 LYDVEK7HZK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
4 1156 F2 66 10 19 243941* 4Q.7 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
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83.8 357.3 '4 in *o. a 3 ^7 57. n 1156 F2 6o/10/19
?43941« 49.7 N 078.0 E 5.0
83.8 357.3 04-10-30.4 03-57-57
.4 LYUXfcK^HZK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LA Kb F) A I K A L 3 ? 9 E A S T r R N KAZAKH S S R
4 1156 F3 *6 10 19 2439418 £19.7 N 78.0 E 28 32° 0.
83.8 357.3 4 10 30. a 3 ^ 7 57. J 1156 F3 6o/10/19
2439418 19,7 N 7^.0 E 5.6
>=3.8 357.3 04-10-30.4 03-57-57
.4 LYDXEKZHZK 2 8 A L M A
-ATA TO LAKE hAiKAL i? Q EAST£Pi\i ^/fiKH SSP
4 1156 F 4 66 10 19 24394 18 49.7 N 78.0 E 28 32 Q 0.
83.8 357.3 4 10 to. a 3 s 7 S7 ^,4 I156 F ,4 66/10/19
? 4 3 9 4 1 8 4 9 . 7 N 7 8 . E 5.6
H3.P "^57.^ O4-10-30.4 03-57-57
.4 LYDXEKZHZK ?8 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE 8 * I " A L 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
5 1603 pw 66 10 27 2439426 73.4 N 54.6 E 40 648 0.
5^.4 6.3 6 * 4.7 5 57 57.8 1603 PM 66/10/27
P439426 73.4 N 054.6 E 6.3
59.4 6.3 06-08-0 4.7 05-5 7-57
.8 DOUVLOUUDX 40 APCT
T C Z ^J F t, 4 8 N \/ A Y A Z t M I Y A
5 1603 Fl b6 10 27 2439426 73. a N 54.6 E 40 648 0.
59.U 6.3 6 p 4.7 5 57 57. p 1603 Fl 6o/10/27
2439426 73.4 N 054.6 E 6.3
^9.4 6.3 06-08-04.7 05-57-57
.8 DOUVLOUUDX 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 6^8 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
5 1603 F2 66 10 27 2439426 73.4 N 54.6 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.3 6 « 4.7 5 57 57. 8 1603 F2 66/10/27
2439426 73.4 N 054.6 E 6.3
^9.4 6.3 06-08-04.7 05-57-57
.8 DOUVLOUUDX 40 APCT
TC ZONE &4* NOVA/A ZE W LYA
16 3 F3 06 10 27 2439426 73.4 N 54.6 E 40 648 0.
5° .4 6.3 4.7 5 57 57. « 1603 F3 66/ 1 0/27
243^426 7 3.4 N 0^4.6 E 6.3
c 9.4 6.3 06-08-04.7 05-57-57
.8 DOUVLOUUDX 40 APCT
TC ZONE 6'Jft MPvaya 7EMLYA
Q 16 3 F4 06 10 27 24 394 26 73.4 N 54.6 E 40 648 0.
5°. 4 6.3 6 P 4.7 ^ 57 57.P 1603F4 66/10/27
24 39 4 26 75. UN c 4.oE 6.3
59.4 6.3 0o-08-04.7 0F-S7-57
.8 DOUVLOUUDX 40 APCT
rc ZONF 648 NOV AY A ZEMLYA
6 1691 pu h6 1? 7 ?4394c3 49.7 N 78.0 E l^ ^2° 33. 33
«3.P 357.^ 5 14 31.4 5 1 5?.
4
1691 8M 66/12/03




7 M 078.0 E 4.9
33 83.8 357.3 05-14-31.4 05-01-58
.4 fl H L 8 D F (J E x 2 8 A L M A
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-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
h 1691 Ft 66 12 3 24"*94o3 49.7 N 78.0 E 28 329 33. 33
83. 8 357.3 5 14 31.4 5 1 58. a 1691 Fl 66/12/03
?q39463 49.7 N 078.0 E '4.9
33 83.8 357.3 05-14-31.4 05-01-58
.4 wHLBDFUEOX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
6 1691 F<? b6 12 3 2439463 49.7 M 78.0 E 28 329 33. 33
83.8 357.3 5 14 31.4 5 1 5*. 4 1691 F2 66/12/03
?q39463 'J9.7 N 078.0 E 4.9
33 P3.8 357.3 05-14-31.4 05-01-58
.4 wHLBDFUEOX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
6 1691 F3 66 12 3 2439463 49.7 N 78.0 E 28 329 33. 33
83.8 357.3 5 14 31.4 5 1 58.4 1691 F3 69/12/03
2 4 3 9 4 b 3 4 9.7 N 078.0 E 4.9
33 P3.8 ^57.3 05-14-31.4 05-01-58
.a /jHLBDFUFO* 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
6 1691 N 06 12 3 2439463 49.7 M 78.0 E d^ 329 33. 33
63. * 357.3 5 14 31.4 5 1 58.4 1691 Fa 6o/12/03
2439463 49.7 N 078.0 E 4.9
33 ^3.8 357.3 05-14-31.4 05-01-58
.4 WHLBDFUEOX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7 1591 RM 66 12 18 2439478 49.9 N 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357. 5 5 10 29.5 'J 57 57.6 1591 BM 66/12/18
,2439478 49.9 N 077.7 E 5.9
83.6 357. f 05-10-29.5 04-57-57
.6 CLPOVPRMXZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN kAZMH SSR
7 1591 Fl 06 12 1* 243947* 49. 9 M 77.7 E 2^ 3^9 0.
83.6 357.^ 5 10 29.5 4 57 57.6 1591 Fl 66/12/18
?q39 47 Q U9.9N 077.7 E 5.9
*3.6 357.5 05-10-29.5 U4-57-57
.6 CLPOVPRHXZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7 1591 F2 on \? 18 243947* 49.9 N 77.7 E d^ 329 0.
83.6 357.5 5 10 29.5 4 S7 57.6 1591 F2 66/12/18
P439478 a9.9 N 077.7 E 5.9
P3.6 357. 5 05-10-29.5 04-57-57
.o CLPDVPPHX7 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSP
7 1591 Fi 66 12 1« 243947* 49.9 rj 77.7 E 2« 32 Q 0.
63.6 357. F 5 in 29.5 4 F7 57.6 1591 F3 66/12/18
2439478 49.9 N 077.7 E 5.9
Pi.b 357.5 .05-10-29.5 04-57-57
.6 CLPDVRRHXZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7 1591 F4 66 12 l p ?a39£J7« 49.9 N 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.5 5 10 29.5 4 F7 57.6 1F91 F4 66/12/18
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24 394 78 (19.9 N 7 7.7 E 5.9
P3.6 357.5 05-10-29.5 04-57-57
.6 CLPDVRWHxZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
8 3153 BM 67 2 26 ?439548 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.? a in ?9.9 3 57 57.6 3153 BM 67/0?/?6
2439548 49.8 N 078.1 E 6.0
83.7 357.? 04-10-29.9 03-57-57
.6 PEVKXRJLTJ 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
8 3153 Fl hi 2 26 ?43954P 49. e N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 10 29.9 3 ^7 57.6 3153 Fl 67/02/26
2439548 49.8 N 078.1 E 6.0
83.7 357.2 04-10-29.9 03-57-57
.6 PFVKXRJLTJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE EAJKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
8 3153 F2 o7 2 26 2439^48 49.8 N 78.1 E 2^ 32<> 0.
83.7 357.2 4 10 ?9.9 3 ^7 57.6 3153 F2 67/02/26
2439548 49.8 N 078.1 E 6.0
83.7 357.? 04-10-29.9 03-57-57
.6 PEVKXRJLTJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKp_ BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
8 3153 F3 67 2 26 2439^48 40. 8 N 78.1 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.? 4 10 29.9 3 57 57.6 3153 F3 67/0?/?6
2439548 '49.8 N 078.1 E 6.0
83.7 357.? 04-10-29.9 03-57-57
.6 PFVKXRJLTJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
8 3153 F4 hi 2 26 2439548 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 10 ?9.9 3 57 57.6 3153 F4 67/02/26
2439548 49.8 \j 076.1 E 6.0
83.7 357.2 04-10-29.9 03-57-57
.6 PEVKXRJLTJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
a 3178 BM o7 3 2^ P439575 49.8 N 78.1 E 2^ 32^ 33. 33
83.7 357.? 6 10 32.2 5 57 5°. 9 3178 RM 67/03/25
P439575 4Q.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
33 83.7 357.? ^0-10-32. 2 05-57-5^
.9 LJZCEXDPHIJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
9 3178 Fl 67 3 2^ 2439S7F 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.7 357.2 6 10 ^2.2 5 57 5 Q .° 3178 Fl 67/03/25
2439575 49.6 N 078.1 E 5.3
33 °3.7 357.? 06-10-32.2 05-57-5^
.9 LJZCEXDRHU 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3178 F2 o7 3 2F 2439^75 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.7 357.? h 10 12.2 5 F7 5Q.9 3178 F2 67/0V25
2439575 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
33 83.7 357.2 06-10-32.2 05-57-59
.9 LJZCEXDRHU 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
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9 3178 F3 b7 3 25 ?a3957^ 49.8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 33. 33
63.7 357.? & 10 32.2 5 57 5°.° 317* F3 67/03/25
2439-5 75 a 9 . 8 N 07«.1E 5.3
33 P3.7 357.2 Ob-10-32.2 05-57-59
.9 LJZCEXD&HU 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
9 3178 F4 o7 3 25 ?439 c;75 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 33. 33
83.7 357.2 to 10 ^2.2 5 57 5°.° 3178 F4 67/03/25
2439575 40.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
33 p 3.7 357.2 Ob-10-^2.2 05-57-5°
.9 LJZCEXpPHI) 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
10 1*28 BM 67 'A 20 2439601 49.7 M 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.
8
357.2 4 20 30.3 4 7 57.3 1*2* RM 67/04/20
2439601 4 9.7 N 078.1 E 5.7
»3.8 ^57.2 04-20-30.3 04-07-57
.3 X0FBULG7C5 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
10 18 2 8 F 1 6 7 4 20 2 a 3 9 6 1 49.7 N 78.1 F 2* 329 0.
83.8 357.2 4 20 30.3 n 7 57.3 1*2? Fl 67/04/20
2439601 '49.7 N 078.1 E 5.7
°3.8 357.2 04-20-30.3 04-07-57
.3 X0FBULG7CP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
10 1828 F2 67 4 20 2439601 49.7 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
83. P 357.2 4 20 30.3 4 7 57.3 18 28 F 2 67/04/20
2439601 49.7 N 078.1 E 5.7
P3.8 357.2 04-20-30.3 04-07-57
.3 X0F8ULG7CR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
10 1«2P F3 67 4 20 2439601 49.7 N 78.1 E 2P 329 0.
83.8 357.2 4 20 30.3 4 7 57.3 1828 F3 67/04/20
2439601 49.7 N 078.1 E 5.7
8 3.8 357.2 04-20-30.3 4-07-57
.3 X0F8ULGZC Q 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
10 1828 F4 b7 4 20 243°601 49.7 N 78.1 E 2^ 329 0.
83.8 357.2 4 20 30.3 4 7 57.3 182* F4 67/04/20
2439601 49.7 N 078.1 E 5.7
83.8 357.2 4-20-30. 3 04-07-5 7
.3 X0FBULG7CR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3 2° EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
11 3257 BM 57 5 2« 243963° 4Q.8 N 78.0 E 2P- 32° 33. 33
83.7 "^57.3 4 20 3o.5 4 8 4.2 3257 BM 67/05/28
243963° 49.6 N 078.0 E 5.9
33 83.7 357.3 04-20-36.5 04-08-04
.2 HLWXEYSWZS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
11 3257 Fl o7 5 2« 243963° 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 32° 33. 33
63.7 357.3 4 20 36.5 4 8 4.2 3257 Fl 67/05/28
243963° 49.8 N o78.0 E 5.9
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33 03.7 357.3 0q-20-3b.5 04-08-04
.2 HLlwXEYSWZS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE bAJKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
11 3257 F? b7 5 2° 243°63° 49.8 N 78.0 E 20 329 33. 33
83.7 357.3 a 20 3b. 5 4 8 a.? 3257 F2 67/05/28
2439639 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.9
33 A3. 7 357.3 04-20-36.5 04-08-04
.2 HLWXEYSWZS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
11 3257 F3 67 5 2« 2439639 a9.8 N 78.0 E 28 329 33. 33
83.7 357.3 4 20 36.5 4 8 4.2 3257 F3 67/05/28
243963° 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.9
33 03.7 357.3 04-20-3b.5 04-08-04
.2 HLWXEYSWZS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
11 3257 F4 o7 5 2« 2439639 49.8 N 78.0 E 2« 329 33. 33
83.7 357.3 4 20 36.5 o 8 4.2 3257 F4 67/0S/28
243963° 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.9
33 03.7 357.3 04-20-36.5 4-08-0 4
.2 HLWXEYSWZS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
12 3323 BM b7 6 2° 2439671 49.7 N 78.0 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.8 357.3 3 ° 21.8 2 56 40.o 3323 "M 67/06/29
24 39671 9.7 N 078.0 E 5.9
^3 03.8 357.3 03-09-21.8 02- q o-4A
.8 KHLRGWRJXO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN * A Z A k H SSP
12 3323 Fl b7 b 2° 24^9671 09.7 N 78.0 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.0 357.3 3 ° 21.8 2 ^6 48.8 3323 Fl 67/06/29
2439671 4 9.7 N 078.0 E 5.9
33 03.3 357.3 03-09-2t.8 02-^-48
.8 KHLPG'A'PJxn 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 E A S T E ° N KAZAKH SSP
12 3323 F2 67 b 29 2039671 49.7 N 78.0 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.8 357.3 3 ° 21.8 2 ^6 40.8 3323 F2 67/06/29
24 396 7 1 9.7 N 7 8.0 E 5.9
33 03.8 357.3 03-09-21.8 02-56-48
.8 KHLRGWRJXO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
12 3323 F3 b7 b 2° 2439b71 49.7 N 78.0 E d^ 329 33. 33
83.0 357.3 3 9 21.8 2 5b 40.8 3323 F3 67/06/29
2439671 4 9.7 N 078.0 E 5.9
33 03.8 357.3 03-09-21.8 02-56-40
.8 KHLRGWRJXO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTE D M KAZAKH SSR
12 3323 Fa o7 b 2° 2439671 49.7 N 78.0 E 2 fi 32° 33. 33
83.0 357.3 3 9 21.8 ? 56 40. fl 3323 F4 67/06/29
?43967t 09.7 N 078.0 F 5.9
33 03.8 357.3 03-09-21.8 02-^b-48
.8 KHLRGWRJXO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTER KAZAKH SSP
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13 3496 PM 67 7 IS 2439687 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.? 3 3<> 29.6 3 26 57.3 3496 RM 67/07/15
2439687 49.6 N 078.1 E 5.4
^3.7 357.? 03-3°-?9.6 03-26-57
.3 TRXP^HDLVF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
13 3496 Fl 7 7 15 243^687 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 3^ 29.6 3 26 57.3 3496 Fl 67/07/15
2439687 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.4
83.7 357.2 03-3^-29.6 03-26-57
.3 TBXBwHOLVF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
13 3496 F2 67 7 IS 2439687 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 326 0.
83.7 357.2 3 39 ?9.6 3 26 57.3 3496 F2 67/07/15
2439667 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.4
83.7 357.2 03-39-29.6 03-26-57
.3 TPXRv'JHDLVr 28 ALMA
-ATA F0 LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
13 3496 F3 o7 7 IS 2439687 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 3° 29.6 3 2r> 57.3 3496 F3 67/07/15
2439687 49.8 N 07ft. 1 E 5.4
^3.7 ^57.2 03-3°-?9.6 03-26-57
.3 TBXBwHOLVP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
13 3a96 F4 67 7 IS ?439687 49.8 N 78.1 E 2* 32^ 0.
83.7 357.2 3 39 29.6 3 26 57.3 3496 Fa 67/07/15
2439687 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.4
°3.7 357.2 03-3°>-29.6 03-26-57
.3 TRXRWHDLVF ?8 Al MA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
14 3576 BM o7 8 U 2439707 49.8 N 78.0 E 2« 329 33. 33
83.7 357.-* 7 10 30.5 6 ^7 5*. 2 3576 BM 67/0R/04
2439707 4 9.8 N 7 8.0 E 5.3
33 83.7 357.3 07-10-30.5 06-57-58
.2 GVYTXJLKKO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
14 3576 Fl 67 8 4 2439707 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.7 357.3 7 10 30.5 6 ^7 58.2 3S76 Fl 67/08/04
2 4 39 7 7 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.3
33 *3.7 357.3 07-10-30. 5 06-57-58
.2 GVYTXJLKKO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSR
14 3576 F2 67 8 4 243^707 49.8 N 78.0 E 2 8 329 33. 33
83.7 357.3 7 10 30.5 6 57 5P.2 5576 F2 67/0R/04
24 39 7 07 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.3
33 P3.7 357.3 07-10-30.5 06-S7-5«
.2 GVYTXJLKKO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
14 3576 F3 67 8 4 2439707 49.8 N 78.0 E 2« 329 33. 33
83.7 357.3 7 10 *0.5 6 S7 5^.2 3576 F3 67/0P/04
2439707 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.3
33 P3.7 ^57.3 07-10-30.5 06-S7-5R
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.2 GVYTXJLKKO
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
28 ALMA
32R EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
14 3576 Fa 67 8 'J 2439707 49.8 N 78.0 E 2* 329 33. 33
83.7 3S7.3 7 10 30.5 6 57 58.2 3576 Fa 67/0P/0a
24 397 7 a 9. 8 N 7 8.0 E 5.3
33 83. 7 357.3 07-10-30.5 06-57-58
.2 GVYTXJLKKO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSP
15 12a9 RM 67 9 16 2459750 ^0.0 M 77.7 E 2P 32°* 0.
83.5 357.5 a 16 29.2 a 3 57. Q i?ao RM 67/0^/16
2439750 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.3
83.5 357.5 0a-16-29.2 Oa-03-57
.9 SPXBLKPVJR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSP
15 124° Fl 67 9 16 2a39750 50.0 N 77.7 E 28 32° 0.
83.5 357. 5 a 16 PR. 2 4 3 57.9 12a9 Fl 67/09/lb
2439750 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.3
*3.5 357.5 0a-16-29.2 04-03-57
.9 SPXRLKPVJR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
15 124° F2 R7 9 16 Pa39750 50.0 N 77.7 E 28 32° 0.
83.5 357.^ a lb 29.2 a 3 57.9 12a9 F2 b7/0°/1b
2439750 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.3
83.5 357.5 Oa-16-29.2 04-03-57
.9 SPXBLKPVJR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
15 1249 F3 67 9 16 P439750 ^0.0 N 77.7 E 2* 32R 0.
83.5 357.5 4 16 29.2 4 3 57. 9 124° F3 67/09/16
2439750 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.3
83.5 357.5 04-16-29.2 04-03-57
.9 SPXBLKPVJR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
15 124Q Fa o7 9 16 P439750 ^0.0 N 77.7 E 2* 32° 0.
83.5 35 7. 5 4 16 ? 9 . 2 a 3 57. 9 124° Fa b 7 / ° / 1 b
2439750 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.3
*3.S 357.5 04-16-29. 2 Oa-03-57
.9 3PXPLKPVJP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
16 380« RM 67 9 22 2a39756 49.9 N 77.7 E 28 32° 0.
83.6 357.5 5 16 2R.2 5 3 57.3 3808 RM 67/0°/22
243975b 4°. 9 N 077.7 E 5.3
83.6 357. F 05-16-29.2 05-03-57
.3 OLI^PXZP.-JF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32R EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
16 3808 Fl 67 9 22 P439756 49.9 N 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.5 5 lb 29.2 5 3 57.3 3«08 Fl 67/09/22
2a39756 a9.R N 077.7 E 5.3
83. 6 357.5 05-16-29.2 05-03-57
.3 OLIWPXZPWF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
16 3808 F2 67 9 2? 2a3°756 «9.9 M 77.7 E 28 329 0.
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63.6 357.5 5 16 59.2 5 3 57.3 380« F^ 67/09/22
2439756 49. 9 M 077.7 E 5.3
83.6 357.^ 05-16-29.2 05-03-57
.3 OLI^PXZPWF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
16 3*0* F3 67 9 22 2439756 49.9 M 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.5 5 16 2^.2 5 3 57.3 3808 F3 67/09/22
2a39756 ^9.9 N 077.7 E 5.3
P3.b 357. f 05-16-29.2 05-03-57
.3 0LI v PXZ p ^F 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
16 380* Fa 67 9 22 2439756 49.9 N 77.7 E 2* 329 0.
83.6 357.5 5 16 29.2 5 3 57.3 380* F4 67/09/22
2439756 49.9 N 077.7 E 5.3
P3.b 357. F 05-16-29.2 05-03-57
.3 OLIMPXZP^F 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
17 4100 BM o7 10 6 2439770 57.7 N 65.3 E 28 326 33. 33
7F.7 4.7 7 11 45.0 6 59 56.7 4100 BM 67/10/06
2439770 57.7 N 065.3 E 4.7
33 75.7 4.7 07-11-45.6 06-59-56
.7 BYCLDZMFF3X ?t, ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
17 4100 Fl o7 10 6 2439770 57.7 N 65.3 E 2* 326 33. 33
75.7 4.7 7 11 45. 6 6 59 56.7 4100 Fl 87/10/06
2439770 57.7 N 065. 3 E 4.7
33 75.7 4.7 07-11-45.6 06-59-56
.7 BYCLDZMFBX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CFNTRAL RUSSIA
17 4100 F2 67 10 6 2439770 F7.7 N 65.3 E 2* 326 33. 33
75.7 a. 7 7 11 45.6 6 59 56.7 4100 F2 67/10/06
2439770 57.7 N 065.3 E 4.7
33 75.7 4.7 07-11-45.6 06-59-56
.7 BYCLDZMFBX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
17 4100 F3 67 10 6 P439770 57.7 N 65.3 E 28 326 33. 33
75.7 4.7 7 11 45.6 6 ^9 56.7 4100 F3 67/10/06
P439770 57.7 N 065.3 E 4.7
33 75.7 4.7 07-11-45.6 06-59-56
.7 BYCLDZMFBX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
17 4100 F4 o7 10 6 2439770 57.7 N 65.3 E 2* 326 33. 33
75.7 4.7 7 114 5.6 6^956.7 4100 F 4 67/10/06
24 39 770 57.7 N 65.3 E 4.7
33 75.7 4.7 07-11-45.6 06-F9-56
.7 BYCLDZMFBX 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CFNTRAL RUSSIA
1* 4152 BM b7 10 17 2439781 49.8 N 78.0 E 2* 32° 0.
83.7 357.3 5 16 30.2 5 3 57.
9
415? BM 67/10/17
24397*1 U9.8 N 078.0 E 5.7
P3.7 357.3 05-16-30.2 05-03-57
.9 RIRUEZLHXT 28 ALMA
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-ATA TO LAKE BMKAl 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
18 4152 Fl o7 10 17 ?4397«1 49.8 N 78.0 E 2P 32R 0.
83.7 357.3 5 lft 30. 2 5 3 57.9 '415? Fl 67/10/17
2 a 39781 U9.8 N 078.0 E 5.7
P3.7 357.3 05-18-30. 2 05-03-57
.9 RIRUEZLHXT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
18 4152 F2 67 10 17 2439781 49.8 N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.3 5 16 30.2 5 3 57. 9 4152 F2 67/10/17
?y397ftl 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.7
PS. 7 357.3 05-16-30.2 05-03-57
.9 RIRNEZLHXT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP*
18 4152 F3 67 10 17 2439781 49.8 M 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.3 5 16 ^0.2 5 3 57. 9 4152 F3 67/10/17
2439781 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.7
«3.7 357.3 05-16-37.2 05-03-57
.9 RTRUEZL^XT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
18 4152 F4 67 10 17 2439781 49.8 N 78.0 E 2« 329 0.
83.7 357.3 5 \b 30.2 5 3 57.9 415? F4 67/10/17
2439781 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.7
P3.7 357.3 05-16-30.2 05-03-57
.9 RIRUE7LMXT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
19 4180 RM o7 10 21 243978F 73. a N 54.8 E 40 648 0.
50.4 6.2 5 10 4.8 4 59 5 7. 8 4180 P M 67/10/21
2439785 73.4 N 0^4.8 E 5.9
59.4 6.2 05-10-04.8 04-59-57
.8 t^WGLXJMFYP 40 APCT
IC ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
19 4180 Fl o7 10 i\ 2439785 73.4 N 54.8 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 5 10 4.8 4 59 57. « 4180 Fl 67/10/21
2439785 73.4 N 054.8 E 5.9
59.4 6.2 05-10-04.8 4 -S 9-5 7
.8 ^WGLaJMFyP 40 ARCT
TC ZONF 648 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
1Q 4180 F2 o7 10 21 243978S 73.4 M 54.8 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 5 10 4.8 4 59 57.8 4180 F2 67/10/21
2439785 73.4 N 054.8 E 5.9
59.4 6.2 05-10-04.8 04-59-57
.8 .NWGLXJMEYP 40 ARCT
TC ZONF 648 NOVAYA ZE M LYA
19 4180 F3 67 10 21 243978F 73.4 N 54.8 E 40 648 0.
5R.4 6.2 5 10 4.8 4 59 57. ft 4 180 F3 67/10/21
2439785 73.4 N 054. E 5.9
59.4 6.2 05-10-04.8 04-59-57
.8 ^WGLXJMFYP 40 ARCT
IC ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
19 4180 F4 67 10 21 24 39 7 85 73.4 N 54.8 E 4 648 0.
59.4 6.2 5 10 4.8 4 S9 57. R 4180 F4 67/10/21
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.8 VWGLXJMEYP 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
20 4578 PM 67 10 30 2439794 49.8 N 78.0 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.3 6 16 30.1 6 3 57.8 4578 BM 67/10/30
2439794 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.5
P3.7 357.3 06-16-30.1 06-03-57
.8 OZRKLSJTxR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
20 4578 Fl 67 10 30 2439794 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.3 b 16 30.1 6 3 57.8 457* Fl 67/10/30
2439794 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.5
83.7 357.3 Ob-16-30.1 06-03-57
.8 OZRKLSJTXR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
20 4578 F2 67 10 30 2439794 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.3 6 16 30.1 6 3 57. 8 4578 F2 67/10/30
24397^4 U9.8 N 078.0 E 5.5




-ATA TO LAKE Baikal 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
20 4578 F3 o7 10 30 2439794 49.8 N 78.0 E 2« 329 0.
83.7 357.3 6 16 30.1 6 3 57.8 4578 F3 67/10/30
24 39 79 /j 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.5
*3.7 357.3 Ob-16-30.1 06-03-57
.8 OZRKLSJTXR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
20 4578 F4 67 10 3^ 243Q79q 09. 8 N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 ^57.3 6 lb 30.1 6 3 57.8 4578 F4 67/10/30
2439794 49.8 N 076.0 E 5.5
P3.7 357.3 Ob-16-30.1 06-03-57
.8 OZRKLSJTa° 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
21 213F RM b7 U 2? 2439817 ^0.0 N 77.7 E 2 Q 329 0.
83.5 357.5 4 lb 28.9 4 3 57. b 2135 BM 67/11/22
2439817 50.0 N 077.7 E 4.8
83.5 357.5 04-16-28.9 04-03-57
.6 BLH7IRDSVX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
21 2135 Fl o7 11 2? 2439817 SO.O N 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.5 4 lb 28.9 a 3 57. b 2135 Fl 67/11/22
2439817 5 0.0 N 077.7 E 4.8
83.5 357.5 04-16-26.9 04-03-57
.to BLH7IRDSVX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
21 2135 F2 to7 11 2? 2439817 50.0 N 77.7 E 2P 32 Q 0.
83.5 357.5 4 lb 28.9 4 3 57. b 213S F2 67/11/22
2439817 50.0 N 077. 7 E 4.8
83.5 357. S 04-18-28.9 04-03-57
.6 BLH7IBDSVX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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21 2135 F3 67 11 2? 2439*17 ^0.0 N 77.7 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 357. 5 4 16 28.9 a 3 57.6 2135 F3 67/11/22
2439*17 50.0 M 077.7 E a.
8
*3.5 357.^ 04-16-28.9 04-03-57
.6 BLHZIBUSW 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
21 2135 F4 67 11 22 ?a39*i7 50.0 N 77.7 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 357.5 a 16 28.9 a 3 57.6 2135 Fa 67/11/22
2439617 50.0 N 7 7.7 E a. 8
"3.5 357.5 0a-16-28.9 04-03-57
.6 8LHZIBDSVX 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
2? 2837 BM 67 12 * 2439833 49.8 N 78.2 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.1 6 16 ?9.3 6 3 57.0 2*37 BM 67/12/08
2439*33 49.8 N 078.2 E 5.4
83.7 357.1 06-16-29.3 06-03-57
.0 E7XGVYPWLM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
22 2*37 Fl o7 12 * P439P33 49.8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.1 6 16 29.3 6 3 57.0 2*37 Fl 67/12/08
24 39*33 49.8 N 078.2 E 5.4
83.7 357.1 0b-16-29.3 06-03-57
.0 EZXGVYPWL^ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
22 2837 F2 67 12 * ?a39*33 49.8 M 78.2 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.1 6 16 29.3 6 3 57.0 2*37 F2 67/12/08
2 4 39*33 49.8 N 7 8.2 F 5.4
83. 7 357.1 06-16-29.3 06-03-57
.0 EZXGVYPWLM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SS»
22 2837 F3 67 12 8 ?439»33 49.8 N 78.2 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.1 6 16 29.3 6 3 57.0 2 D 37 F3 67/12/08
2439833 'J9.8 N 078.2 E 5.4
*3.7 357.1 Ob-16-29. 3 06-03-57
.0 EZXGVYPWLM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE 6M*AL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
22 2837 Fa 67 12 « ?a39*33 49.8 N 78.-2 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.1 6 16 29.3 6 3 57.0 2*37 F4 67/12/08
P439833 49.8 N 078.2 E 5.4
*3.7 357.1 06-36-29.3 06-03-57
.0 EZXGVYPWLM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SS&
^3 503* BM 6* 1 7 2439*63 49.8 N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.3 3 59 29.9 3 46 57.6 503* BM 68/01/07
2439*63 '49.8 N 078.0 E 5.3
"3.7 357.3 03-5^-29.9 03-46-57
.6 WLSCYWCVGJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
23 503* Fl 6* 1 7 ?439*63 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.3 3 5° 29.9 3 46 57.6 503* Fl 68/01/07
2439863 49.8 N 07*. E 5.3




-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
357.3 03-59-29.9 03-46-57
28 ALMA
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
23 503P F2 b* 1 7 243QPb3 49.8 N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.3 3 59 29.9 3 4b 57.6 503* F2 68/01/07
2a 39853 49.8 N U78.0 E 5.3
P3.7 357.3 03-59-29.9 03-a6-57
.6 '.vLSCYWCXGJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
23 5038 F3 oP 1 7 2a39P ^ a9.8 N 78.0 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.3 3 5^ 2^.9 3 a6 57.6 503P F3 68/01/07
2439Pb3 a9.8 N 078.0 E 5.3
83.7 357. 3 03-59-29.9 03-46-57
,b WLSCY^CYGJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
23 503* Fa 6* 1 7 2439*b3 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.3 3 5° ?9.9 ^ 4b 57.6 503* Fa 68/01/07
24398b"* 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.3
*3.7 357.3 05-5^-29.9 03-ab-57
,b WLSCYWCXGJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
24 5 Q 07 BM 68 4 2'1 2439971 49.8 N 78.1 E 2^ 32° SI. 51
83.7 357.2 10 3S 42.7 in 23 m.a 5^07 BM 68/04/24
2439^71 49.8 N 078. IE 4.1
Fl *3.7 357.2 10-35-42.7 10-23-10
.4 BVXEYBUYLT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
24 5^07 Fl 6* 4 24 ?a^9Q71 49.8 N 78.1 E 2* 32° 51. 51
83.7 357.2 10 3F 42.7 in 23 in. a 5907 Fl 68/04/24
P4390 7 1 '49.8 N 078.1 E 4.1
51 P3.7 357.2 10-3^-42.7 10-23-10
.4 BVXEYBUYLT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
24 5907 F2 b8 4 24 2439Q71 49.8 N 78.1 E 2« 32° 51. 51
83.7 357.2 10 3F 42.7 10 23 10. a 5°07 F2 68/04/24
2a39Q71 a9.8 N 078. IF 4.1
51 P3.7 357.2 10-35-a2.7 10-23-10
.4 BVXEYBUYLT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
24 5907 F3 b8 a 24 2439971 a9.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 SI. 51
83.7 357.2 10 35 ^2.7 in ?} iq.'I 50Q7 F3 68/04/24
2a39Q71 49.8 N 078.1 E 4.1
Fl 83.7 357.2 10-35-42.7 10-23-10
.a BVXFYBUYLT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
24 5Q07 F4 b* 4 24 2439971 49.8 N 78.1 E 2P "^29 51. 51
83.7 357.2 10 35 42.7 10 23 10.4 5907 Fa 68/04/24
24 39Q7 1 49.8 N 7 8.1 E 4.1
51 P3.7 357.2 10-35-42.7 10-23-10
.4 BVXEYBUYLT 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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25 6150 BM 68 5
9 4 . 4 6 . P 3
243999P 38. H N
33
.2 YPDTQLOUDW
U KUSH AND PAMIR
21 P439998 38.8 N 65.1 E 48 710 33. 33
11 39. a 2 SP 16.? 6150 PM 68/05/21
065.1 E a.
3
Q4. a 6.P 03-11-39. a 02-58-16
48 HIND
71 a SOUTHEASTERN UZBEK SSP





U XUSH AND PAMIR
21 2436098 3P.8 N 65.1 E 48 714 33. 33
11 39.4 2 SS 16.2 6150 Fl 68/05/21
0*5. IE 4.3
94.4 6.P 03-11-39.4 02-58-16
48 HIND
714 SOUTHEASTERN UZBEK SSP





U KUSH AND PAMIR
21 2439998 38.8 N 65.1 E 48 714 33. 33
11 39.4 ? 58 16.2 6150 F2 68/05/21
065.1 E 4.3
Q 4.4 6.3 03-11-39.4 02-58-16
48 HIND
714 SOUTHEASTERN UZBEK SSP
25 6150 F3 6P 5




U KUSH AND PAMTP
21 2439Q9« 38.8 N 65.1 E 48 714 33. 33
11 39.4 2 58 16.2 6150 F3 66/05/21
065.1 E 4.3
04.4 6.8 03-11-39.4 02-58-16
48 HIND
714 SOUTHEASTERN UZBEK SSR





U KUSH AND PAMIR
21 2430O98 38.8 N 65.1 E 48 714 33. 33
11 39.4 2 58 16.? 6150 F4 68/05/21
065.1 E 4.3
Q4.4 6.8 03-11-39.4 02-58-16
48 HIND
714 SOUTHEASTERN UZBEK SSR
26 8162 BM 68 6 11 2440019 49.8 N 78.1 E 2^ 320 o.
P3.7 357.2 3 18 30.0 3 5 57.7 P162 6^ 68/0b/11
£440019 49.8 N 7 8.1 F 5.3
83.7 357.2 03-18-30.0 03-05-57.
7 VVRXRBPOLZ 2P ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
26 8162 Fl bP 6 11 2440019 49.8 N 76.1 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 1* 30.0 3 5 57.7 8162 Fl 68/06/11
2440019 49.8 N 078. IE 5.3
83.7 357.2 03-18-30.0 03-05-57
.7 VVRXRBPOLZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
26 8162 F2 68 6 11 244001Q 49.8 N 78.1 E d^ 320 0.
83.7 357.2 3 IP 30.0 3 5 57.7 81b2 F2 68/06/11
2440019 49.8 IM 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.2 03-18-30.0 03-05-57
.7 VVRXRBPOLZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
26 81b2 F3 68 b 11 244001Q 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 18 70.0 3 5 57.7 8162 F3 68/06/11
24 4 o 19 4 9.8 n 078.1 E 5.3
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P3.7 357. ? 03-18-30.0 03-05-57
.7 VVRXRBPOLZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
26 816? Fa 6* 6 11 2440019 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.? 3 IP 30.0 3 5 57.7 81b? Fa 68/06/11
2440019 49.8 M 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.? 03-18-30.0 03-05-57
.7 VVRXRBPOLZ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
?7 8191 BM 6P to 19 2440027 ^0.0 N 7 9.1 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 356.6 5 1* ?8.3 5 5 57.3 8191 RM 68/06/19
2440027 50.0 N 079. I E 5.5
P5.5 356.6 05-18-28.3 05-05-57
.3 CJXLVOEJIP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
27 8191 Fl o Q b lb 2440027 SO.O N 79.1 E 2fl 329 0.
83.5 356.6 5 1^ 28.3 5 5 57.3 8191 Fl 68/06/19
2 4 4 2 7 5 0.0 N 079.1 E 5.5
P3.5 356.6 05-1P-28.3 05-05-57
.3 CJXLVOEJIP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAI 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
27 P191 F2 08 b lb 2440027 ^0.0 N 79.1 E 28 329 0.
83.5 35b. 6 5 18 28.3 5 5 57.3 8191 F2 b8/06/19
2440027 5 0.0 N 079.1 E 5.5
P3.5 356.6 05-1P-28.3 05-05-57
.3 CJXLVOEJIP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
27 8191 F3 b« b 1° 2440027 50.0 N 79.1 E 2P 32b 0.
83.5 356.6 5 1* 28.3 5 5 57.3 8191 F3 68/06/19
244 027 5 0.0 N 079.1 E 5.5
P3.5 356.6 05-18-28.3 05-05-57
.3 CJXLVOEJIP ?8 ALMA
-ATA ro LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
27 8191 F4 b» b IP 24400?7 50.0 N 79.1 E 28 32P 0.
83.5 35b. 6 5 1« 28.3 5 5 57.3 8191 F4 b8/06/19
244 027 5 0.0 N 079.1 E 5.5
83. 5 ^56.6 05-1P-28.3 05-05-57
.5 CJXLVOEJIR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
2« 61b6 BM 6P 7 1 244003Q "7.9 N 47.8 E 30 357 33. 33
83.0 17.2 4 14 25.3 4 1 57.? olbb BM 68/07/01
244 00 39 47.9 N 0"7.8 E 5.5
33 P3.0 17.? 04-14-25.3 04-01-57
.2 KFrLTHXCBC 30 MIDO
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
28 olob Fl b8 7 1 2440039 47.9 N 47.8 E 30 357 33. 33
83.0 17.2 4 14 25.3 4 1 57.? bibb Fl 68/07/01
2440 3P 4 7.9 N 0^7.8 E 5.5
33 P3.0 17.? 04-14-25.3 04-01-57
.2 KFYLTHXCBC 30 MIDO
LE EAST - CRTMFA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
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28 bl66 F2 68 7 1 2440039 47.9 N 47.8 E 30 357 33. 33
83.0 17.? a 14 ?5.3 4 1 57.? blo6 F2 68/07/01
2440 39 -'4 7.9 N 4 7.8 E 5.5
33 83.0 17.? 04-14-25. 3 04-01-57
.2 KFYLTHXCBC 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN PUSSTA
28 6166 F3 68 7 1 244003^ 47.9 M 47.8 E 30 357 33. 33
83.0 17.2 4 14 25.3 4 1 57.? blb6 F3 68/07/01
24400 39 4 7.9 N 4 7.8 E 5.5
33 P3.0 17.? 04-14-25.3 04-01-57
.2 KFYLTHXCBT 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
?F 6166 F4 68 7 1 2440039 47.9 N 47.8 E 30 357 33. 33
83.0 17.? 4 14 ?5.3 4 1 57.? 6lo6 F4 68/07/01
2440039 47.9 N 047.8 E 5.5
33 *3.0 17.2 04-14-25.3 04-01-57
.2 KFYLTHXCBC 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - B&LKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
29 3a7 BM 6« 7 1? ?440050 49. 8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.2 12 20 29.9 1? 7 57.6 6347 BM 68/07/12
244 0050 a9.8N 7 6.1 E 5.4
P3.7 357.2 12-20-29.9 12-07-57
.6 EXMPJRPLCP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
2 Q 6347 Fl bP 7 1? ?4ii0050 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 12 20 29.9 1? 7 57.6 6347 Fl 68/07/12
2440 050 49.8 N 78.1 E 5.4
83.7 357.? 12-20-29.9 12-07-57
.6 EXMPJPPLCP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
29 o347 F2 08 7 1? 24U005P 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 12 20 29.9 1? 7 57.6 6347 F2 68/07/12
?a40050 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.4
83.7 357.? 12-20-29.9 12-07-57
.6 EXMPJRPLC° 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
29 6347 F3 &8 7 1? 2440050 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.? 12 20 ?9.9 1? 7 57.6 6347 F3 68/07/12
? 4 4 5 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.4
«3.7 357.? 12-20-29.9 12-07-57
.6 EXMPJRPLCP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
29 6347 F4 68 7 1? ?440050 49. 8 M 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 12 20 29.9 12 7 57.6 6347 F4 68/07/12
244 0050 4 9 . 8 N 078.1 E 5.4
83.7 357.? 12-20-29.9 12-07-57
.6 EXMPJPPLCP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
30 6543 BM 68 8 20 2440089 50.0 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.3 3 4^ 0.0 3 32 28. A 543 BM 68/08/20
244 0089 5 . N 7 8 . E 0.0
83.5 357.3 03-45-00.0 03-32-28
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.8 TIPPJGLXWF
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
28 ALMA
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
30 6543 Fl 68 8 20 2440089 SO.O N 78.0 E 2« 329 0.
83.5 357.3 3 45 0.0 3 32 28.8 6543 Fl 68/08/20
244008Q 50.0 N 078.0 E 0.0
83.5 357.3 03-45-00.0 03-32-28
.8 riPPJGLXWF 28 ALMA
-ATA FO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
30 6543 F2 6* 8 20 2440089 SO.O N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
63.5 357.3 3 4S 0.0 3 "<2 2*.« 6543 P2 68/08/20
2440089 SO.O N 078.0 E 0.0
*3.5 357.3 03-45-00.0 03-32-2*
.8 TIPPJGLXWF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
30 6543 F3 6° 8 20 2440089 50.0 N 78.0 E 2P 329 0.
83.5 357.3 3 4S 0.0 3 32 2*.P 6543 F3 68/08/20
2440089 SO.O N 078.0 E 0.0
83.5 357.3 03-4S-00.0 03-32-28
.8 TIPPJGLXWF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSR
30 o543 F4 68 8 20 244Q089 SO.O M 78.0 E 2P 329 0.
83.5 357.3 3 45 0.0 3 32 2*.* 6543 F4 68/08/20
24400 6° 50.0 N 078.0 E 0.0
«3.5 357.3 03-45-00.0 03-32-2*
.8 TIPPJGLXWF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
31 71o5 PM 6« 9 2° 2440129 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.7 357.2 3 55 26.9 T 42 54.6 7165 BM 68/0°/29
244 129 4 9.8 N 7 8.1 E 6.1
33 83.7 357.2 03-55-26.9 03-42-54
.6 JGPDROTCXL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
31 71b5 Fl oP 9 ?o 2U4012O 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 33. 33
83.7 357.2 3 55 2o.9 3 42 54.6 71o5 Fl 68/09/29
2440129 49.6 N 078. IE 6.1
33 83.7 357.2 03-55-26.9 03-42-54
.6 JGPDROTCXL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
31 71b5 F2 b8 9 2° 244012° 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 33. 33
83.7 357.2 3 55 26.9 3 42 54.6 71bS F2 66/09/29
244012° 49.8 N 078. IE b. 1
33 *3.7 357.2 03-55-2b.9 03-42-54
.b JGPDROTCXL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
31 71o5 F3 b* 9 2° 244012° 49.8 N 78.1 E 2« 329 33. 33
83.7 357.2 3 55 ?b.9 ^ 42 54.6 71o5 F3 68/09/29
2 4 40129 4 9.8 N 078.1 E 6.1
33 *3.7 357.2 03-55-26.9 03-42-54
.6 JGPDROTCXL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
31 7165 F4 6° 9 2° 2440129 49.8 N 78.1 E 2« 329 33. 33
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83.7 357.2 3 55 26.9 3 42 5a. 6 716S F4 68/09/29
2400129 4 9 . 8 N 078.1 E 6.1
33 83.7 357.2 03-5^-26.9 03-42-54
.6 JGPDROTCxL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
32 7292 BM 68 11 7 2OO0168 73.4 N 54.9 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 10 12 12.1 10 2 5.1 7292 BM 68/11/07
2 4 4 1 o 8 7 3.4 N 0^4.9 E 6.0
59.4 6.2 10-12-12.1 10-02-05
.1 B M XFGlTRTn 40 ARCT
IC ZONF 648 NOVAYA 7E M LYA
32 7292 Fl o« 11 7 2440168 73.4 N 54.9 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 10 12 12.1 10 2 5.1 7292 Fl 68/11/07
24401b8 73.4 N 054.9 E 6.0
59.4 6.2 10-12-12.1 10-02-05
.1 8MXEGLTPTO 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 608 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
32 7?9 2 F2 08 11 7 240 16ft 73.4 N 54.9 E 40 648 0.
59. a 6.2 10 1? 12.1 10 2 S.1 7292 F2 68/11/07
244 0168 73.4 N 5 o . 9 E 6.0
59.4 6.? 10-12-12.1 10-02-05
.1 BMXEGLT9TO 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 648 NOVA/A ZE^LYA
32 7292 F3 68 11 7 2oooi68 73. a N 54.9 E aO 648 0.
59.4 6.2 10 12 12.1 10 2 ^.1 7292 F3 68/11/07
2440168 73.4 N 054.9 E 6.0
59. a 6.2 10-12-12.1 10-02-05
.1 B^xFGLTPro 40 ARCT
IC ZONE 648 NOVAYA 7EMLYA
32 7292 F4 6« 1
1
7 2040168 73.4 N 54.9 E 00 648 0.
59.4 6.2 10 12 12.1 10 2 5.1 7292 F 4 66/11/07
2440168 7 3.4 N 054.9 E 6.0
^9.4 6.2 10-12-12.1 10-02-05
.1 B^XFGLTPTO 40 APCT
TC ZONE 608 NOVAYA ZE W LYA
33 7358 BM 6ft 1 1 9 244Q170 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 32 q 0.
83.7 357. -< 3 6 29.9 2 ^3 57.6 7358 QM 68/11/09
078.0 E 4.9
83.7 357.3 03-06-29.9 02-53-57
28 ALMA
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SS&
2 4 4 17 4 9.8 N
.6 ILTHZJOVIG
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
33 7358 Fl 08 11 9 2440170 09.8 N 78.0 E 2ft 329 0.
83.7 357.3 3 6 29.9 2 ^3 57. b 7358 Fl 68/11/09
200 170 09.6 N 078,0 E 0.9
ft3.7 357.3 03-06-29.9 02-53-57
.6 ILTHZJOXIG 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3^ 7358 F2 68 11 9 2440170 09.8 N 78.0 E 2^ 32^ 0.
83.7 357.3 3 6 29.9 2 53 57.6 7358 F2 68/11/09
2440170 9.8 N 7 8.0 E 0.9
ft3.7 357.3 03-06-P9.9 02-53-57
.6 ILTHZJOXIG 28 ALMA
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-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
33 7358 F3 b* 11 ° 2440170 49.8 N 78.0 E 2^ 329 0.
83.7 357.3 3 6 29.9 2 53 57.6 7358 F3 68/11/09
2440170 4 9.8 N 078.0 E 4.9
83.7 357.3 03-06-29.9 02-53-57
.6 ILTHZJOXIG 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
33 735« F4 68 11 9 2440170 49.8 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.3 3 6 29.9 2 53 57.6 7358 F4 68/11/09
2440170 4 9.8 N 078.0 E 4.9
*3.7 357.3 03-06-29.9 02-53-57
.6 ILTHZJOXIG 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
34 7489 RM b 8 12 18 244020° 49.7 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.8 357.2 5 1 'i 29.7 5 1 56.7 7489 BM 68/12/18
2 4 4 2 0° 4 9.7 N 7 8.1 E 5.2
"3.8 357.2 05-14-29.7 05-01-56
.7 HMLTXIERIO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32Q EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
34 748Q Fl b* 12 1« 2440200 49.7 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.8 357.2 5 1 '4 29.7 5 l 56.7 7489 Fl 68/12/18
244020° 49.7 N 078.1 E 5.2
83.8 ^57.2 05-14-29. 7 05-01-56
.7 HMLTxTERIO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE B^KAL 3?° EASTFPN KAZAKH SSP
34 7489 F2 o* 12 1« 244020° 40.7 N 78.1 E 2« 329 0.
83.8 357.2 5 14 29.7 5 1 56.7 748° F2 68/12/18
244 209 UQ.7N 078.1 E 5.2
83.8 357.2 05-14-29.7 05-01-56
.7 HMLTXTERIO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
34 74HR F3 o« 12 1" 244020° UQ.7 N 78.1 E IP 32° 0.
83. « 357.2 5 14 29.7 F i 56.7 748° F3 68/12/18
24O0209 49.7 N 078.1 E 5.2
P3.8 357.2 05-1U-29.7 05-01-56
.7 HMLTXIERIO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
34 7489 F4 b8 12 1R 244020° u°.7 N 78.1 E 2* 32° 0.
63.8 357.2 5 14 29.7 5 1 56.7 7489 F4 68/12/18
244020° 49.7 N 078.1 E 5.2
«3.8 357.2 05-14-29.7 05-01-56
.7 HMLTXIERIO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
35 7558 RM 69 3 7 2^4028* 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 8 3° 29.7 n 26 57.4 755* BM 69/03/07
2440288 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.5
PS. 7 357.? 08-3°-29.7 08-2b-57
.4 YKUSSMLXCM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE R A I K A L 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
35 7558 Fl b° I 7 P44028« 4Q.8 N 78.1 E 2P 32° 0.
63.7 357.2 8 3° 29.7 » 26 57.4 7^5* Fl 69/03/07
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2440288 49.8 N 07H. 1 E 5.5
83.7 357.? 08-39-29.7 08-26-57
.a YKUSSMLXCM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
35 7558 F? b9 3 7 2440288 a9.8 N 78.1 E 2« 329 0.
83.7 357. 2 8 39 29.7 8 26 57. a 7558 F2 69/03/07
2440288 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.5
P3.7 357.? 08-3Q-?9.7 08-26-57
.4 YKUSSMLVC W 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
35 7558 F3 69 3 7 244028* U9.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.? 8 39 29.7 8 2b 57. a 7558 F3 69/03/07
2440288 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.5
83.7 357.2 08-39-29.7 08-26-57
.a YKUSSMLXCM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
35 7558 Fa oP 3 7 2440288 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32 Q 0.
83.7 357.? 8 39 29.7 8 ?6 57.4 755* F4 69/03/07
?440?88 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.5
P3.7 357.? 08-39-29.7 0P-?6-57
.4 YKUSSMLXC^ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
36 1390 BM 69 5 16 2U40358 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 15 29.3 4 2 57.0 1390 BM 69/05/16
2440358 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 04-15-29.3 04-02-57
.0 LJ^TTTRXDD 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
36 1390 Fl 69 5 16 2440358 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.? 4 15 ?9.3 4 ? 57.0 1390 Fl 69/05/1O
2440358 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.? 04-15-29.3 04-02-57
.0 LJ^jTTTRXDD 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
36 1390 F2 69 5 16 2440358 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 4 15 29.3 4 2 57.0 1390 F2 69/0^/16
?440358 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83. 7 357.2 04-15-29.3 04-02-57
.0 LJ/JTTTRYDO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
36 1390 F3 b9 5 16 ?44035P 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 15 29.3 4 2 57.0 1390 F3 69/05/16
2440358 49.8 N 078. IE 5.3
83.7 357.? 04-15-29.3 04-02-57
.0 LJwTTTRVDD 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
36 1390 F4 69 5 16 2440358 49.8 N 78.1 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.? 4 15 29.3 'J 2 57.0 1390 F4 69/05/16
2440358 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 04-15-29.3 04-02-57
.0 LJ/'JTTTRXDO ?8 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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37 7661 BM b6 5 31 2440373 50.0 N 77.7 E 28 326 0.
83.5 357.5 5 14 27.8 5 1 56.5 7661 RM 69/05/31
2440373 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.4
83.5 357.^ 05-14-27.8 05-01-56
.5 FLCGTXFEBH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
37 7661 Fl o 5 31 2440373 50.0 N 77.7 t 28 32° 0.
83.5 357.5 5 14 27.8 5 1 56.5 7661 Fl 69/05/31
2440373 50.0 N 077. 7 E 5.4
P3.5 357.^ 05-14-27.8 05-01-56
.5 FLCGTXFEBH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
37 7661 F2 69 5 31 2440373 50.0 N 77.7 E 2* 32R 0.
83.5 357. S 5 14 27.8 5 1 56.5 76b1 F2 69/05/31
2440373 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.
a
P3.5 357.5 05-14-27.8 05-01-56
.5 FLCGTXFEBH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
37 7661 F2 b° 5 31 2440373 50.0 N 77.7 E 2P 32R 0.
83.5 357. ^ 5 1<J 27.8 5 1 56.5 7661 F2 69/05/31
244037^ 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.4
P3.5 357.5 05-14-27.8 05-01-56
.5 FLCGTXFFbH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
37 76bl F3 6^ 5 31 2440373 50.0 N 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.5 5 14 27.8 5 1 56.5 7661 F3 69/05/31
2440373 ^O.u N 077.7 E 5.4
*3.5 357.5 05-14-27.8 05-01-56
.5 FLCGTXFFdH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAl 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
38 1502 BM b6 7 4 2440407 09.7 N 78.2 E 28 32R 0.
83.8 357.1 2 5° 29.7 2 46 56.7 1502 BM 69/07/04
244 04 7 4 9.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
P3.8 357.1 02-5 Q -29.7 02-46-56
.7 EHORXMLYf-P 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE bAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
38 1502 Fl 66 7 4 2440407 49.7 N 78.2 E 28 32°> 0.
83.8 357.1 2 56 29.7 2 46 56.7 1502 Fl 69/07/04
24 4 4 7 4 9.7 N 076.2 E 5.3
P3.8 357.1 02-5Q-29.7 02-46-56
.7 EHORX^LY/vR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAl 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3« 1502 F2 6<3 7 4 2440407 49.7 N 78.2 E 28 32 Q 0.
83.8 357.1 2 56 26.7 2 46 56.7 1502 F2 69/07/04
244 407 49.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
P3.8 357.1 02-56-29.7 02-46-56
.7 EHORXVLY^P 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKF BAIKAL 329 EAST£PN KAZAKH SSR
38 1502 F3 6° 7 '4 2440407 49.7 N 78.2 E 2P 329 0.
63.8 357.1 2 5^ 26.7 2 46 56.7 1502 F3 69/07/04
2440407 49.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
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P3.8 357.1 02-59-29.7 02-46-56
.7 EHOPX^LYwP 28 ALM&
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3« 1502 Fa 6° 7 a 2440407 49.7 N 78.2 E 28 32^ 0.
63.8 357.1 2 59 29.7 ? 46 56.7 1502 Fa 69/07/04
2 4 4 a 7 a9 . 7 N 078.2 E 5.3
P3.8 3b7 . 1 02-59-29.7 02-46-56
.7 EHORXMLYWR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3^ 152a BM e>9 7 21 2aaoa2a a9.8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 33. 33
83.7 357.2 10 57 2.1 10 aa 2^.« 1F24 BM 69/07/21
2aaoa2a a9.8 n 078. 1 E a. 3
^3 83.7 357.2 10-57-02.1 10-aa-29
.8 KCIDFVLFXJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 -EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
39 152a Fl 0° 7 21 2aaoa2a 49.8 N 78.1 E 2P 329 33. 33
83.7 357.2 10 57 2.1 10 aa 2^.^ 152a Fl 69/07/21
2aaoa2a a 9 . e n 7 8.1 E a.
3
33 P3.7 357.? 10-57-02.1 10-aa-29
.8 KCIDFVL^xJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
3°) 152a F2 6° 7 21 2440424 a9.8 N 78.1 E 2« 32^ 33. 33
83.7 357.2 10 57 2.1 in aa 29.8 152a F2 69/07/21
2aaoa2a a9.8N 078.1E a.
33 P3.7 357.2 10-57-02.1 10-44-29
.8 KCIDFVLFXJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
30 i^2a F2 6° 7 21 2aaoa2a a9.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 33. 33
83.7 357.2 10 57 2.1 10 aa 29. fl lS2a F2 69/07/21
2 a 4 4 2 4 a9.8N 78.lt a.
33 P3.7 357.? 10-57-02.1 jo-aa-29
.8 KCIDFVLFXJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
39 152a F3 60 7 21 2440424 a9.8 N 78.1 E 2* 32^ 33. 3"^
83.7 357.2 10 57 2.1 10 aa 2Q.P 152a F3 69/07/21
2aaoa2a a 9 . 6 n 078.1 e a.
33 P3.7 357.2 10-57-02.1 10-44-2°
.8 KCIDFVLFXJ 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
40 1668 B^ 69 9 11 2440476 a9.8 N 78.0 E 2P- 329 0.
83.7 357.3 a la 29.8 a 1 57.5 1668 RM 69/09/11
2aaoa76 4 9.8 N 078.0 E 5.0
P3.7 357.3 04-14-29. 8 04-01-57
.5 JDGTOSXLGV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
40 I608 Fl 6° 9 11 2440476 49.8 N 78.0 E 2^ 32° 0.
83.7 357.3 4 14 29.6 4 1 57. 5 166* Fl 69/09/11
2440476 49.8 N 078.0 E 5.0
83.7 357.3 04-14-29.8 04-01-57
.5 JDGTOSXLGV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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an 16b* F2 69 9 11 2440476 40.8 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.3 a 14 29.8 4 1 57.5 16b* F2 69/09/n
2 4 40476 4 9.8 N 7 8.0 E 5.0
83.7 357.3 04-14-29.8 04-01-57
.5 JDGTOSXLGV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
40 16o8 F3 60 9 11 2440476 4«.8 N 78.0 E 2f^ 320 0.
83.7 357.3 4 14 20.8 4 1 57.5 16t>8 F3 69/09/11
2440476 4 9.8 N 078.0 E 5.0
P3.7 357.3 04-14-29.8 04-01-57
.5 JDGTOSXLGV 28 ALMA
-ATA JO LAKE BAIKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
40 1668 F4 6Q 9 11 2440476 43. 8 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.3 4 14 29.8 4 1 57.5 166* F4 69/09/11
2 4 4 4 7 6 4 9.8 N 078.0 E 5.0
P3.7 357.3 04-14-29.8 04-01-57
.5 JDGTOSXLGV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
41 1695 BM 6° 9 26 2440491 45.8 N 4 2.5 E 30 357 0.
83.8 21.4 7 12 27.9 6 S9 5^.2 1695 BM 69/09/26
2440491 4 5.8 N 042.5 E 5.6
Pi. 8 21. 'J 07-12-27.9 06-S9-5S
.2 XLBWHDRSSO 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 3S7 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
41 16Q5 Fl bQ o 26 2440491 45.8 N 42.5 E 30 357 0.
83.8 21.4 7 12 27.9 6 S9 SS.2 1695 Fl 69/0°/26
2440491 45.8 N 042.5 E 5.6
*3.S 21.4 07-12-27.9 06-59-55
.2 XLBWHDRSSO 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 3^7 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
41 16^5 F2 oO Q p_h 24404O1 45.8 N 42.5 E 30 357 0.
83. R 21.4 7 12 27.9 6 59 55.2 1695 F2 69/09/2b
2440 4 91 4 5.8 N 042.5 E 5.6
P3.H 21.4 07-12-27.9 06-59-55
.2 XLBWHDRSSO 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
41 1605 F3 60 9 26 2440491 «5.8 N 42.5 E 30 357 0.
83.8 21.4 7 12 ?7.9 6 50 5S.2 160S F3 69/09/26
2440491 4 5.8 N 4 2.5 E 5.6
P3.8 21.4 07-12-27.9 06-59-55
.2 XLBWHDRSSO 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRTMFA - BALKANS 3S7 SOUTHWESTFRN RUSSIA
41 160S F4 bO 26 24404O1 45.8 N 42.5 E 30 357 0.
83. A 21.4 7 12 27.0 6 SO SS.2 169S F4 69/09/26
P440491 4 5.8 N 042.5 E 5.6
«3.8 21.4 07-12-27.9 06-S9-5S
.2 XLBWHDRSSO 30 MIDD
Lt EAST - CRTMFA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
42 1741 BM b9 10 1 244049^ 49. R N 78.1 E '^^ 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 IS 29.8 4 2 57.^ 1741 BM 69/10/01
24404O6 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.2 04-15-29.8 04-02-57
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.S CBXCVWTTVL
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
28 ALMA
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
42 1 7a 1 Fl 6° 10 1 2440496 49.8 N 7b. 1 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.? a 15 29.8 a 2 57.5 1 7a 1 Fl 69/10/01
2440496 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.2 04-15-29.8 04-02-57
.5 CBXCVMTTVL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
42 1741 F2 69 10 1 2440496 49.8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 IS 29.8 4 2 57. 5 1741 F2 69/10/01
2440496 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.2 04-15-29.8 04-02-57
.5 CBXCV^TTVL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
42 1741 F3 69 10 1 2440496 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 4 15 29.8 4 2 57.5 1741 F3 69/10/01
2440496 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 04-15-29.8 04-02-57
.5 CBXCVMTTVL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
42 1741 F4 t>0 10 1 2440 4 96 4°. 8 N 78.1 E 2^ 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 15 29.8 4 2 57.5 1741 F4 69/10/01
2440496 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
«3. 7 357.2 oa-lS-29.8 04-02-57
.5 CBXCVMTTVL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
43 1750 BM 69 10 14 244 0509 73.4 N 54.8 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 7 10 12.9 7 5.9 1750 BM 69/10/14
2440509 73.4 N 054.8 E 6.1
59.4 6.2 07-10-12.9 07-00-05
.9 OELRVXwPBH 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
43 1750 Fl oP 10 14 244050" 73.4 N 54.8 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 7 10 12.9 7 S.9 1750 Fl 69/10/14
24 4 0509 73.4 N 0^4.8 E 6.1
^9.4 6.2 07-10-12. " 07-00-05
.9 0ELRVXrtP8H 40 APCT
TC ZONE b48 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
43 1750 F2 69 10 14 2440^09 73.4 M 54.8 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 7 10 12.9 7 5.9 1750 ^2 69/10/14
2440509 73.4 N 0F4.8 E 6.1
59.4 6.2 07-10-12.9 07-00-05
.9 OELRVXWPBH 40 ARCT
IC ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
43 1750 F3 6° 10 14 244050° 73.4 N S4.8 E 40 648 0.
59.4 6.2 7 10 12.9 7 S.Q 1750 F3 69/10/14
2440509 7 3.4 IM 0B4.8E 6.1
59.4 6.2 07-10-12.9 07-00-05
.9 OELRVXWPBH 40 ARCT
IC ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
43 1750 F4 69 10 14 2 44 OS 0° 73.4 N 54.8 E 40 648
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5°. 4 6.2 7 in 12.9 7 5.9 1750 Fa 69/10/14
2440509 73.4 N 05a. 8 E 6.1
5^. a 6.2 07-10-12.9 07-00-05
.9 OFLRVXWPBH 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 648 NOVAYA 7E^LYA
44 1774 RM 69 11 30 2440556 '19.9 N 79.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 356.6 3 4S ?8.7 3 32 57.1 1774 BM 69/11/30
2aa0556 a9.9 M 079.0 E 6.0
P3.6 356.6 03-a5-2H.7 03-32-57
.1 WXKPHKEFEL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAK^ BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
aa 1774 Fl o9 11 30 2440^56 49.9 N 7«.0 E 28 329 o.
83.6 356.6 3 45 28.7 3 32 57.1 177a Fl 69/11/30
2aa0556 49.9 N 079.0 E 6.0
83.6 356.6 03-45-28.7 03-32-57
.1 wXKPH^EFEL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
44 1774 F2 6° 11 30 2440556 49.9 N 79.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 356.6 3 45 28.7 3 32 57.1 177a F2 69/11/30
2aa0556 UQ. 9 N 079.0 E 6.0
P3.6 356.6 03-4S-28.7 03-32-57
.1 .'JXKPHKEFEL 28 ALMA
-ATA 10 LAK£ BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
44 1774 F3 bo 11 30 2440556 49. 9 N 79.0 E 2« 329 0.
83.6 356.6 3 45 28.7 3 32 57.1 1774 F3 69/11/30
2440556 49.9 N 079.0 E 6.0
»3.b 356.6 03-45-28.7 03-32-57
. 1 ^XKPHKEFEL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
44 1774 F4 o° 11 30 2440556 4Q.9 n 79.0 E 2P 32° 0.
83.6 356.6 3 45 28.7 3 32 57.1 1774 Fa 69/11/30
244055b 4 9.9 N 079.0 E 6.0
«3.6 356.6 03-4S-28.7 03-32-57
.1 rtXKPHKEFEL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
45 201Q BM 6° 12 6 24405b2 43.8 N 54.8 E 29 336 0.
88.3 13.6 7 15 c 2.0 7 2 57.7 201Q BM 69/12/06
2440562 45.8 N 0^4.8 E 5.8
88.3 13.6 07-15-52.0 07-02-57
.7 RIELEVDTXR 29 WEST
EKN ASIA 33b WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
45 201° Fl 6Q 12 6 2440Fb? 43.8 N 54.8 E 29 336 0.
88.3 13.6 7 15 c 2.0 7 2 57.7 2019 Fl 69/12/0b
24405b2 43.8 N 054.8 E 5.8
P8.3 13.6 07-15-52.0 07-02-57
.7 RIELEVDTXR 29 wFST
ERH ASTA 33b WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
45 2019 F2 b° 12 6 ?4405b2 43.8 N 54.8 E 29 336 0.
88.3 13.6 7 15 ^2.0 7 2 57.7 201° F2 69/12/06
2440562 43.8 N 054.8 E 5.8
88.3 13.6 07-15-52.0 07-02-57
.7 RIELEVDTXR 29 WEST
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FRN ASIA 33b wFSTERN KAZAKH SSR
a5 2019 F3 b9 12 6 2440562 a3.8 N 5a. 8 E 29 33b 0.
88.3 13. b 7 15 S2.0 7 2 57.7 201° Fi b9/12/0b
2aa05b2 a3.8 N 05a. 8 E 5.8
P8.3 13. b 07-15-52.0 07-02-57
.7 RIELEVOTXR 29 WEST
ERM ASIA 33b vMESTFRN KAZAKH SSP
a5 2019 Fa oQ 12 b 24405t>2 a3.8 N 5a. 8 E 29 33b 0.
88.3 13.6 7 15 52.0 7 2 57.7 2019 Fa 69/12/06
?aa05b2 a3.8 N OSa.8 E 5.8
P8.3 13. b 07-15-52.0 07-02-57
.7 RTELEVDTxR 29 nEST
FRN ASIA 33b hFSTEPN KAZAKH SSP
ab 2?b7 BM b9 12 2* 24aOS8a 50.0 N 77.7 E 2« 329 0.
83.5 357.5 3 59 29.2 3 ab 57. a 2?b7 BM b9/12/28
2aa058a SO.O N 077.7 E 5.7
«3.5 357. S 03-59-29. 2 03-ab-57
.9 JCTZLTZPXG 28 ALMA
-ATA 10 LAKE 8M*AL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
ab 22b7 FI o9 12 d^ 2440584 50.0 N 77.7 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 357.^ 3 5°" ?9.2 3 ah 57.9 2?o7 Fl b9/l2/28
2aa058a 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.7
«3.5 357.5 03-5Q-29. 2 03-ab-57
.9 JCT7LTZDXG 28 ALMA
-ATA 10 LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
ab 22b7 F2 oQ 12 28 2440584 ^0.0 N 77.7 t 28 329 0.
83.5 357.^ 3 5° 29.? 3 a b 57.9 22b7 F2 b9/12/28
2aa058a SQ.O N 077.7 E 5.7
P3.5 357.5 03-59-29.2 03-4b-57
.9 JCTZLTZDXG 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
ab 22b7 F3 o9 12 28 2440584 FO.O N 77.7 E 28 32° 0.
83.5 357. S 3 5^ 29.2 3 ab 57. o 22b7 F3 b9/12/28
2aa058a 5 0.0 N 7 7.7 E 5.7
Pi. 5 357. c 03-5Q-29.2 03-4b-57
.9 JCTZLTZDXG 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
ab 22o7 Fa b9 12' 2 Q 2440584 50.0 N 77.7 E 2^ 329 0.
83.5 357. S 3 59 29.2 3 ab 57.9 22b7 Fa b9/12/28
2440584 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.7
P3.5 357.5 03-59-29.2 03-ab-57
.9 JCTZLTZOXG 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
47 2272 BM b° 12 29 24^0585 a9.8 N 78.1 E 2« 329 0.
83.7 357.2 a ia 30.9 a 1 58. b 2272 BM b9/12/29
2aa0585 U9.8 N 07n. 1 E 4 . t>
P3.7 357.2 Oa-ia-30.9 04-01-58
.b rtMLWOYXRHE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
47 2272 Fl b9 12 29 2440585 "9.8 N 78.1 E 2* 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 a 14 30.9 a l 5*.b 2272 Fl b9/12/29
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2440585 49.8 n 078.1 E 4.6
83.7 357.? 04-14-30.9 04-01-58
.6 WMLWOYXRHE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
47 2272 F2 69 12 2° 244058=5 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 14 30.9 4 1 5P.fa 2272 F2 69/12/29
2440585 49.8 N 078.1 E 4.6
83. 7 357.2 04-14-30.9 04-01-58
.6 wMLWOYXRHE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
47 2272 F3 69 12 2^ 2440S85 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 1 'J 70.9 4 1 5*. 6 2272 F3 69/12/29
244058S 49.8 N 078.1 E 4.6
83.7 357.2 04-14-30.9 04-01-58
.fa ,\MLWOYXPHE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
47 2272 F4 60 12 2 C> 2440585 49.8 N 78.1 E 2^ 320 0.
83.7 357.2 4 14 ^0. 9 4 1 58.6 2272 F4 69/12/29
2440585 49.8 N 078.1 E 4.6
83.7 357.2 04-14-30.9 04-01-58
.6 w^LWOYXRHF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
48 24e>2 RM 70 7 24 2440792 49.8 N 78.1 E 2P 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 9 20. fa 3 56 57.3 2462 PM 70/07/24
2 4 4 7 o 2 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.2 04-0^-29. fa 03-56-57
.3 VTJRLFXCFP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
48 24o2 Fl 70 7 24 2U407O2 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 4 9 20. fa 3 5fa 57.3 24fa2 Fl 70/07/24
2440792 49.8 N 07 8.1 E 5.3
P3.7 ^57.2 04-09-29. fa 03-5fa-57
.3 VIJPLFXCFB 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
4* 24b2 F2 70 7 24 2440792 40.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 4 9 29.6 3 ^fa 57.3 24o2 F2 70/07/24
2440792 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
^3.7 357.2 04-09-29. o 03-S6-57
.3 \ZIJBLFXCFB 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
48 2462 F3 70 7 2'J 2440792 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
83.7 357.2 4 a 29. fa 3 S6 57.3 2462 F3 70/07/24
2440792 49.8 N 078.1 F 5.3
«3.7 357.2 04-0°-29.o 03-5fa-57
.3 VIJBLFXCFR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
48 2462 F4 70 7 24 2440792 49.8 N 78.1 E 2* 320 0.
83.7 357.2 4 ?9.6 3 56 57.3 2462 F4 70/07/24
2440792 4 9.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
P3.7 357.2 04-09-29. fa 03-^6-57
.3 VIJBLFXCFO 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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49 8817 BM 71 6 6 244110<> <^0.0 M 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83. 5 357.5 4 IS 28.8 4 2 57. S 8*17 BM 71/06/06
2441 109 50.0 N 077.7 F 5.5
83.5 357.^ 04-15-28.8 04-02-57
.5 RMJXLSHGUF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAJKAl 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
49 8817 Fl 71 6 6 244H0<> SO.O M 77.7 E 2^ 329 0.
83.5 357. S a 15 28. 8 4 2 57.5 8*17 Fl 71/06/0b
2441 109 SO.O N 077.7 E 5.5
U P3.5 357. 5 04-15-28.8 04-02-57
.5 RMJXLSHGUF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
49 8*17 F2 71 6 6 2441109 50.0 N 77.7 E 2B 329 0.
83.5 357. S a 15 28.8 a 2 57.5 8817 F2 71/06/06
2441109 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.5
83.5 357. 5 04-15-28.8 04-02-57
.5 RMJXLSHGUF 28 Al MA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
49 8817 F3 71 to 6 244110° 50.0 M 77.7 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.5 4 15 28.8 4 2 57.5 8817 F3 71/06/Ob
24411QQ 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.5
83.5 357.5 04-15-28.8 04-02-57
.5 RMJXLSHGUF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
4Q 8 8 17 F 4 71 6 6 24 4 110° ^0.0 N 77.7 E 28 32° 0.
83.5 357.5 4 15 28.8 4 2 57.5 8817 F4 , 71/06/06
2441109 50.0 N 077.7 F 5.5
»3.5 357. 5 04-15-28.8 04-02-57
.5 RMJXLSHGUF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
50 8835 BM 71 to 30 2441133 49.9 N 7°.0 E 2P^ 329 0.
83.6 356.6 4 9 ?8.7 3 ^b 57.1 8835 BM 71/06/30
2441133 4 9.9 IM 079.0 E 5.4
83.6 356.6 04-09-P8.7 03-^6-57
.1 XGLHEOOZZV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
50 8835 Fl 71 6 30 2441133 49.9 N 79.0 E 28 32° 0.
83.6 356.6 4 9 28.7 3 56 57.1 8835 Fl 71/06/30
2441133 4 9.9 N 079.0 E 5.4
83.6 ^56.6 04-09-28.7 03-^6-57
.1 XGLHEOOZZV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
50 8835 F2 71 6 30 2441133 49.9 N 79.0 F 28 329 o.
63.6 356.6 4 Q 28.7 3 Sb 57.1 8835 F2 71/06/30
244 1133 49.9 N 079.0 E 5.4
83.6 356.6 04-09-28.7 03-56-57
.1 XGLHEOOZZV 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
50 8835 F3 71 6 30 2441133 49.9 N 79.0 F 2^ 329 0.
83.6 356. to 4 o 28.7 3 56 57.1 8835 F3 71/06/30
2441133 49. to M 079.0 F 5.4
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P3.o
.1 XGLHE007ZV
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL
356.6 oa-0Q-?8.7 03-56-57
26 ALMA
3P9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
50 8858 F4 71 o 30 2441133 49.9 N 79.0 E 2P 3P° 0.
83.6 356.6 4 o pa. 7 3 8o 57.1 8838 F4 71/06/30
244U33 4 Q . 9 N 079.0 E 5.
a
83. o 356.6 04-09-28.7 03-56-57
.1 XGLHE007ZV P8 ALMA
-ATA 10 LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
51 8 8 3 7 BM 7 1 7
6o. 4.3171




51 8837 Fl 71 7
06. 4.3 17










51 8837 F3 71 7
o 6 . 'i . 3 1 7




51 8*37 F4 71 7
66.0 4.317




5? °P1* BM 7 1 7
o*.8 B.6 1
7
P44 Ua3 04.1 N
.5 UVFFVXWBLC
ERN ASIA
5? 9P18 Fl 71 7
o^ .5 8.6 17
?44U43 b4. 1 N
.5 UVFFVXWBLC
ERN ASIA
? P44113^ 67.3 N 63.5 E P° 338 33. 33
46.^ lo 5° 8 .5 8 6 37 BM 71/07/OP
no^,^ F 4.
a
oo.O 4.3 17-10-46. 5 10-59-56.
P° WESTE
335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
2 2441135 67.3 N 63.5 E 29 335 33. 33
10 4o.5 10 89 5o.8 6837 Fl 71/07/OP
6 3.5 E 4.4
66.0 4.3 17-10-46.5 16-89-56
P9 wEST
335 URAL FOUNTAINS REGION
2 2441135 67.3 N 63.5 E P° "<38 33. 33
10 4o.5 16 59 S 6 . 8 8 8 37 PP 71/07/OP
063.5 F 4.4
Oo.O 1.3 17-10-46.5 16-59-56
29 ,%'EST
335 U9A| voijNTATNS REGION
2 244 It 35 67.3 N 63.5 EP° 3 38 33. 33
10 'Jo. 5 lo 8 9 56.5 8P37 f 3 71/07/OP
'.1-3.5 E 4.4
6o.O 4.3 !7-10-4o. 5 16-59-56
?9 aEST
5*5 U^AL FOUNTAINS REGION
? P44115^ 67.3 N 63.5 t P Q 338 33. 33
l
n 4o.5 16 59 56.8 8837 F4 71/07/OP
063.5 E 4.4
oo. 4.3 17-10-4o. 5 16-89-56
P9 wEST
335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
in 24411(11 64.1 N ^5.3 E P° 335 0.
11 5.o 16 ^Q 50. s 92 1 A 8M 71/07/10
055.3 E 5.3
06.5 a . 6 17-11-05.0 16-80-5°
P9 wEST
335 uCAL MOUNTAINS REGION
10 2441143 64.1 N ^5.3 E P° 3 3^ 0.
11 5.0 16 80 s^.q o ? 1 p Fl 71/07/10
155.3 E 5.3
68.5 P. 6 17-11-05. o 16-5°-5 Q
P9 WFST
335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
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52 9218 F2 71 7




10 ?441143 64.1 N 55.3 E 29 335 0.
11 S.6 16 59 59.5 9218 F2 71/07/10
055. 3 £ 5.3
68.5 8.6 17-11-05.6 16-59-5Q
29 WEST
335 URAL MQUNTATNS REGION





10 ?aail43 64.1 N 55.3 E 29 335 0.
11 5.6 16 5^ 59. S 921* F3 71/07/10
055.3 E 5.3
68.5 8.6 17-11-05.6 16-59-59
29 WEST
335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
52 9218 F4 71 7
68.5 8.6 17
24 4 114 3 64.1 N
.5 UVFFVXW8LC
FRN ASIA
10 244 1143 64.1 N 55.3 E 29 335 0.
11 5.6 16 ^9 59.5 9218 F4 71/07/10
055.3 E 5.3
68.5 8.6 17-11-05.6 16-59-59
29 WEST
335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
53 8713 BM 71 9
72.3 17.6 11




1Q 2441214 57.8 N 01.1 E 49 724 33. 33
11 31.6 11 2.0 8713 BM 71/09/19
041 . 1 E 4.5
72.3 17.6 11-11-31.6 11-00-02
49 NORT
724 WESTERN RUSSIA
53 8713 Ft 71 9
72.3 17.6 11




19 244 1214 57.8 N 4 1.1 E 49 724 33. 33
1131.611 2.0 8713 Fl 71/09/19
041 . I E 4.5
72.3 17.6 11-11-31.6 11-00-02
49 NORT
724 WESTERN RUSSIA
53 8713 F2 71 9
72.3 17.6 11




19 2441214 57.8 N 41.1 E 49 724 33. 33
1131.6 11 2.0 8713 F2 71/09/19
041
. l E 4.5
72.3 17.6 11-11-31.6 11-00-02
49 NORT
724 WESTERN RUSSIA






1 q Pa 41214 57.8 N 4 1.1 E 49 724 33. 33
11 31.6 11 2.0 8713 F3 71/09/19
04l.lt 4.5
72.3 17.6 11-11-31.6 11-00-02
49 NORT
724 WFSTERN RUSSIA
53 8713 F4 71 9
72.3 17.6 11




19 ? a 4 12 14 57.8 N 41.1 E 49 724 33. 33
11 31. b 11 2.0 8713 F4 71/09/19
041 . 1 E 4.5
72.3 17.6 11-11-31.6 11-00-02
49 NORT
724 WFSTEPN RUSSIA
5 4 9 136 BM 7 1 10
69.9 13. 2 10
2441229 61.6 N
4 2441220 61.6 N 47.1 E 49 724 13. 13
11 15.0 10 .9 9136 BM 71/10/04
4 7.1 E 5.1








54 9136 Fl 71 10 a 244122° 61.6 N 47.1 E 4° 724 13. 13
6°.° 13.2 10 11 15.0 10 .9 9136 Fl 71/10/04
2441229 61.6 N 047. 1 E 5.1
13 69.9 13.2 10-11-15.0 10-00-00
.9 MHSXWUIWDL 49 NORT
HERN ASIA 724 MFSTERN RUSSIA
54 9136 F2 71 10 4 244122° 61.6 N 47.1 E 49 724 13. 13
6^.9 13.2 10 11 15.0 10 .9 9136 F2 71/10/04
244122° 61.6 N 047.1 E 5.1
13 69.9 13.2 10-11-15.0 10-00-00
.9 VHSXWUIWDL 49 NORT
HERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
54 9 136 F3 71 10 n 2 44 122° 6 1.6 N 4 7.1 E 49 724 13. 13
6°.° 13.2 10 11 15.0 10 .9 9136 F5 71/10/04
244122° 61.6 N 047. IE 5.1
13 6°. 9 13.2 10-11-15.0 in-00-00
.9 MHSXWUIWOL 49 NORT
HERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
54 9136 F4 71 10 4 244122° 61.6 M 47.1 E 4° 724 13. 13
b9.Q 13.2 10 11 15.0 10 .° 9 136 F4 71/10/04
24a 122° 61 .6 N 04 7. 1 E 5.1
13 69.9 13.2 10-11-15.0 10-00-00
.9 MHSXWUIWOL 49 NORT
HERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
55 9253 RM 71 10 ° 2441234 SQ.O N 77.0 E 28 32° 0.
83.6 357.° 6 15 28.8 6 2 57.4 9253 RM 71/10/09
24 4 1254 SO. ON 077.0 E 5.4
PS.o 357. ° Ob-lS-28.8 06-02-57
.4 IX/KSOUTrL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
55 9253 Fl 71 10 ° 2441234 SO.O N 77.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.° o 15 28.8 6 2 57. 4 9253 Fl 71/10/09
2441234 5 0.0 N 077.0 E 5.4
83.6 357.° 06-15-28.8 06-02-57
.4 IXZKSOUTYL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
55 9253 F2 71 10 ° 2441234 SO.O N 77.0 E 2* 32° 0.
83.6 357. ° h 15 28.8 6 2 57.4 9253 F2 71/10/09
2 a 4125 4 5 0.0 N 077.0 E 5.4
*3.6 357. Q Ob-15-26.8 06-02-57
.4 IXZKSOUTYL 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
55 9253 F3 71 10 ° 2441234 50.0 N 77.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.° h 15 28.8 6 2 57.4 9253 F3 71/10/09
2441254 5 0.0 N 077.0 t 5.4
*3.6 357. ° 06-15-28.8 06-02-57
.4 IXZKSOUTYL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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55 9253 Fa 71 10 9 2441234 Su.O N 77.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.9 6 IS 28.8 6 2 57.4 9253 Fa 71/10/09
2aai23a so.O N 077.0 E 5.
a
"3. to 357.9 Oto-lS-28.8 06-02-57
.a IXZKSOUTYL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
56 9222 BM 71 10 21 244124b SO.O N 77.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.9 6 IS 29.0 6 2 57.6 9222 BM 71/10/21
2aai2a6 so.o n 077.0 e 5.b
85. to 357. o 0to-lS-29.0 06-02-57
.to ZXGU08LGDK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
5to 9222 Fl 71 10 21 P4U12U6 SO.O N 77.0 E 2^ 320 0.
83.6 357.9 to IS 29.0 6 2 57.6 9222 Fl 71/10/21
2aai2a6 50. ON 077.0 E 5.6
"3. to 357.9 Oto-lS-29.0 06-02-57
.6 ZXGUDPLGDK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
56 9222 F2 71 10 21 2a41246 so.O N 77.0 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.9 b is ?9.0 6 2 57.6 9222 F2 71/10/21
24 4 124 6 50.0 N 077.0 E 5 . to
fl 3.to 357.Q Oto-15-29.0 06-02-57
.6 ZXGUDBLGOK 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
56 9222 F3 71 10 21 244124to SO.O N 77.0 E 2* 329 0.
P3.to 3S7.9 6 15 29.0 to 2 57. to 9222 F3 71/10/21
24ai24to 50.0 N 077.0 F S . 6
83.6 3S7.9 06-15-29.0 06-02-57.
6 ZXGUOBLGDK 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
56 9222 Fa 71 10 21 2441246 SO.O N 77.0 E 28 329 0.
A3. to 3S7.9 6 15 2Q. to 2 S7.to 9222 F4 71/10/21
2 a a 1 2 a to 5 . N 077.0 E 5.6
83.6 357. 9 06-15-20. Oto-02-57.
6 ZXGUDBLGOK 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 329 EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
57- 9223 BM 71 10 22 2441247 si. 5 n 54.5 E 49 724 b. 6
80.7 12.0 5 12 16.0 4 5° sq.4 Q223 BM 71/10/22
2441247 51.5 N 054. S F S.3
6 80.7 12.0 05-12-16.0 04-59-59.
4 FLXYEHYFYY 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
57 9223 Fl 71 10 22 2441247 SI. 5 N 54.5 E 49 724 b. 6
80.7 12.0 5 12 16.0 4 50 SO. 4 Q223 Fl 71/10/22
244124 7 5 1.5 N 054.^ F 5.3
6 80.7 12.0 05-12-16.0 04-59-59.
4 FL*YEHYFY/ 40 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSTA
57 9223 F2 71 10 22 2441247 St. 5 N 54.5 E 49 724 to. 6
P0.7 12.0 S 12 16.0 a 50 59. a 9223 F2 71/10/22
24412 4 7 51. 5 N 0B4.SF S.^
6 80.7 12.0 OS-12-16.0 Oa-59-SO.





57 9223 F3 71 10 ?.? 2441247 SI. 5 N 54.5 E 49 724 b. 6
80.7 12.0 5 12 16.0 a 59 S9.a 9223 F3 71/10/22
2441247 51 .5 N 05a. 5 F 5.3
6 80.7 12.0 05-12-16.0 04-59-59.
4 FLXYEHYFYY 49 NORTH
FRM ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
57 9223 F4 71 10 2? 2441247 51.5 N 54.5 E 49 724 6. 6
80.7 12.0 5 12 16.0 4 59 59.4 9223 F4 71/10/2?
2441247 51 .5 N 054.5 E 5.3
6 80.7 12.0 05-12-16.0 04-59-S9.
4 FLXYEHYFYY 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 72^ WESTERN RUSSIA
58 9226 BM 71 11 ?.° 2441285 49.7 N 78.1 E 28 329 o.
83.8 357.2 6 15 29. a 6 2 56.9 Q226 BM 71/11/29
2441285 4Q.7 N 078.1 F 5 .
5
83.8 3^7.2 06-15-29.9 06-02-56.
Q LXGIPTGTFS 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
58 9226 Fl 71 11 29 2441285 49.7 M 78.1 E 2? 329 0.
83.8 357.2 6 15 29.9 2 56.9 oidb Fl 71/11/29
2441285 49.7 N 07«. IF 5.F
83.8 3^7.2 06-15-29.9 06-02-56.
9 LXGIPTGTFS 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAkE PATKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
58 9226 E2 71 11 29 2441285 49.7 N 78.1 E 2^ 329 0.
83.8 357.2 6 15 2°.° o 2 ^6.9 Q226 F2 71/11/29
24a 1285 49.7 N 078. IE 5.B
83.8 357.2 06-15-29.9 0b-02-56.
9 LXGIPTGTFS 2P> ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 32° FAS TERN KAZAKH SSR
58 9226 F3 71 11 29 2441?85 49.7 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.8 357.2 6 15 29.9 fa ? 56.° 922b F3 71/11/29
2441285 40.7 N 7 « . 1 F 5 . R
8"*. 8 357.2 06-15-2°.
9
Ofa-02-56.
9 LXGIPTGTFS 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTERM KAZAKH SSR
58 9226 F4 71 11 29 2441285 49.7 N 76.1 E 28 329 0.
83.8 357.2 6 15 29.9 b ? R6.9 9226 F4 71/11/29
24al285 49.7 N 078.1 F R . R
83.8 3B7.2 06-15-29.9 06-02-5o.
9 LXGIPTGTFS 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
59 9336 B^ 71 12 2? 2441308 47.8 N 48.2 F 2° 336 0.
83.2 17.0 7 12 25.8 b 59 56.7 °336 BM 71/12/22
2 4 a 1 3 8 4 7 . 8 M 4 8 . ? f 6.0
83.2 17.0 07-12-25.8 06-59-56.
7 PXJDTUVTLZ 29 WESTF
PN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
59 9336 Fl 71 12 2? 2441308 a 7 . 8 N 46.2 E 29 336 0.
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83.2 17.0 7 12 25.8 b So S6.7 Q33o Fl 71/12/22
^^a 1 308 47. fl N 04ft. 2 F 6.0
83.? 17.0 07-12-25.8 0b-5Q-S6.
7 PXJDTUVTLZ 20 WESTE
RN ASIA 336 WESTFRN KAZAKH SSR
5^ 9336 F2 71 12 22 ?44130« 47.8 N 48.2 t 29 336 0.
83.2 17.0 7 12 2^.8 6 50 5b. 7 Q33b F? 71/12/2?
? 4 4 1 3 8 4 7 . 8 N 4 8 . ? F 6.0
83.2 17.0 07-12-25.8 0b-5Q-Ro.
7 PXJDTUVTLZ 2o WESTF
RN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
5° 9336 F3 71 12 2? 2441308 47.8 N 48.2 E 20 336 0.
83.2 17.0 7 12 2^.8 b 50 5b. 7 033b F3 71/12/2?
2441308 47.8 N 4*.? E 6.0
83.? 17.0 07-12-25.8 0b-59-5b.
7 PXJDTUVTLZ 20 WESTF
RN ASIA 33b WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
50 9336 F4 71 12 2? 2441308 47.8 N 48.2 E 29 336 0.
83.2 17.0 7 12 2^.« b 50 56.7 0336 F4 71/12/22
2441308 4 7.8 N 048.? F b.O
83.2 17.0 07-12-25.8 0b-59-5b.
7 PXJDTUVTLZ 29 WtSTE
RN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
6 9330 RM 71 12 30 2441316 47.9 N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
85.6 357.1 6 33 30.6 o 20 48.5 0339 B^ 71/12/30
2441310 47.0 n 7«. IF 5.8
S^.h 357.1 06-33-30.6 Ob-20-48.
5 EXLKKFEZTR 28 ALMA-
ATA TU LAKE RATKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
bO 9330 Fl 71 12 30 244131b 47.9 N 78.1 E 28 32Q 0.
85. b 357.1 6 33 30.6 b 20 48.5 0339 F 1 71/12/30
2441 316 47.9 N 078. 1 E S.fl
HS.b 357.1 0b-33-30.b Ob-20-48.
5 EXLKKFEZTR 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATkAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
bO 9339 F2 71 12 30 2441316 47.9 N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
85.6 357.1 6 33 30.6 b 20 48.5 0339 F? 71/12/30
244131b 4 7 . 9 N 078.1 F 5.8
85. b 357.1 06-33-30.6 06-20-48.
5 EXLKKFEZTR 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RAIKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
60 9339 F3 71 12 30 2441316 47.9 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
85. b 357.1 b 33 30.6 b 20 48. 5 9339 F3 71/12/30
24ai31o 4 7.o N 07*. IF 5. ft
85.6 357.1 06-33-30.6 Ob-20-48.
5 EXLKKFEZTR 28 AL M A-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 320 FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
bO 9339 F4 71 12 30 2441316 47.9 N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
85. b 357.1 6 ^3 30.6 o 20 48.5 9339 F4 71/12/30
24 4131o 47.0 N 078.1 F ^ . P
8^.6 3^7.1 06-33-30.6 06-20-48.
5 EXLKKFEZTR 28 ALMA-
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ATA TO LAKF BAIKAL 329 FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
61 9788 AM 72 2 10 244135* 50.0 N 7^.0 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356. o 5 15 2*. 8 5 2 57.8 97*8 BM 72/02/10
2441358 50.0 M 07^.0 F 5.5
83.5 356.6 05-15-28.8 05-02-57.
8 GEECLXWCIS 2* ALMA-
ATA TO LAKF BAIKAL 32° FASTERN KA7AKH SSR
61 9788 Fl 72 2 10 2441^58 50.0 N 79.0 E 28 32^ 0.
83.5 35ft. 6 5 15 tP .P 5 2 57.8 9788 Fl 72/02/10
2441358 50.0 M 079.0 F 5.S
83.5 3^6.6 OS-15-28.8 05-02-57.
8 GEECLXWCIS 28 AL^A-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
61 9788 F2 72 2 10 244135* 50.0 N 79.0 E 28 32^ 0.
83.5 356.6 5 15 2P.8 5 ? 57.8 9788 F2 72/02/10
2441 358 50. N 07^.0 F 5.5
83. 5 356.6 05-15-28.8 05-02-57.
P GEECLXWCTS 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 32° EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
61 978P F3 72 2 in 2441^58 50.0 N 79.0 E 2P 329 0.
P3.5 356.6 5 15 2P.P 5 2 57.8 Q788 F3 72/02/10
2441358 50.0 N 07^.0 F 5.5
83. 5 35b. o 05-15-2P.P 05-02-57.
GEECLXWCIS 2B ALMA-
AIA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
t>l Q788 F4 72 2 10 2441358 50.0 N 79.0 E 2P 329 0.
P3.5 3B6.6 5 15 2P.* 5 ? 57.8 ^788 F4 72/02/10
2441358 5 0.0 M 07Q.0 F 5 . F
83.5 3B .o 0F-15-28.* 05-02-57.
« GEECLXWCIS 2P ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 32°* EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
6? 9791 BM 7? 3 10 2441387 50.0*N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 357.3 5 9 30.? a 56 59.0 07^1 «M 72/03/10
2441 5P7 50.0 N 07P .OF 5.5
83.5 357.3 0F-OQ-30.2 04-56-59.
DXLVJJYZMZ 2P ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
62 9791 Fl 72 3 10 2441387 fo.O N 78.0 E 2P 329 0.
83. 5 357.3 5 9 30.2 4 56 59.0 Q791 Fl 72/03/10
2441 387 50.0 N 078.0 F 5.5
^3.5 357.3 OS-oq-30.2 04-56-59.
O OXLVJJYZMZ 28ALMA-
flTA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
62 9791 F2 7? 3 10 24^1387 50.0 N 78.0 E 2P 329 0.
«3.5 357.5 5 Q 30.2 4 56 FQ.o 9701 F? 72/03/10
24ai 387 50.0 M 078.0 F 5.5
8^.5 357.3 05-09-30.2 04-56-59.
OXLVJJYZ M Z 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
o? 9791 E 3 72 3 10 2441387 B . N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.3 5 9 30.2 4 56 59.0 97°1 F3 72/03/10
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24413*7 SO.nrj 07P.0F 5.5
83.5 3^7.3 05-09-30.? 04-56-59.
DXIVJJYZ M Z 28 AL^A-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
b? 9791 F4 7? 3 10 2441387 SO.O N 78.0 E 2* 329 0.
A3. 5 3S7.3 5 9 30.? a 56 59.0 9791 Fa 7?/03/10
2441 3*7 50.0 N 07«.0 F S.S
83.5 357.3 05-09-30.? 04-56-S9.
DXLVJJYZMZ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32°) FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
63 9792 BM 72 3 28 2441405 09.7 N 78.1 E 2P 329 0.
83.8 357.2 a 34 30.? 4 21 S7.2 9792 BM 72/03/2*
24414 05 49.7 m 078.1 E 5.2
o 83.8 3S7.2 04-34-30.? 04-21-57.
2 VELMSGXWPF 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
63 ^792 Fl 7? 3 2* 2441405 49.7 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
fl3.fl 357.2 4 34 30.? 4 21 57.2 979? Fl 72/03/28
2441405 49. 7 N 078.1 F 5.?
83.8 3^7.2 04-34-30.2 04-21-^7.
2 VhLMSGXwPF 2P ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE PAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
63 9792 F2 72 3 2« ?4414(j5 49.7 N 78.1 E 2A 329 0.
83.8 3S7.2 4 34 30.? 4 21 S7.2 9792 F? 72/03/2R
2441405 49.7 M 07«.1F 5.?
83.8 357.2 04-34-30.2 04-21-57.
2 VELMSGXwPF 2« AL^A-
ATA TO LAKF RATKAL 32° FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
63 97^2 F3 72 3 2« 2441405 49.7 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
A3. 8 357.2 4 34 30.2 4 21 57.2 97°2 F3 72/03/2?
2441405 4 9.7 IM 078.1 F 5.2
83. * 357.2 04-34-30.? 04-21-57.
2 VELMSGX/jPF 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN k A 7 A K H SSR
63 9792 F4 12 3 2* 2441405 49.7 N 78.1 E 2* 329 Q.
83.8 3^7.2 4 34 30.2 4 21 57.2 9792 F4 72/03/28
2441405 49.7 N 078 .IF 5.2
83. A 357.2 04-34-30.2 04-21-57.
2 VELMSGXWPF 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 329 EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
o4 9757 RM 72 4 11 244141Q 37,3 ^ 62.0 E 29 340 33. 33
95. b 9.4 6 13 2«.0 5 59 S9.5 °757 B M 72/04/11
2441419 37.3 N 06?. OF 4.9
33 95.6 9. a 06-13-2A.0 05-59-59.
5 GOXVKLDJZG 2^ WESTE
RN ASIA 340 TORKMEN SSR
64 9757 Fl 7? 4 11 2441U1Q ^7.3 U 62.0 E 29 340 33. 33
95.6 9. a 6 13 2P.0 5 59 59.5 97R7 Fl 72/04/11
24 4 14 19 37.3 N 062.0 F 4.o
33 95.6 9.4 06-13-2A.0 05-59-59.
5 GOXVKLDJZG 29 WESTF
RN ASIA 340 TOPK^EN SSR
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64 9757 F2 72 4 11 244141Q 37.3 N 62.0 E 2° 340 33. 33
95.6 9.4 6 13 28.0 5 59 S9.5 9757 F? 72/04/11
24 4 14 19 3 7.3 M 062.0 E 4.9
33 9^.6 9.4 06-13-23.0 05-59-59.
5 G0XVKL0JZG 2Q WESTE
RN ASIA 340 TURKMEN SSR
64 9757 F3 72 4 11 2441410 37.3 N 62.0 E 29 340 33. 33
95.6 9.4 6 13 28.0 5 59 59.5 9757 F3 72/04/11
2441 419 37.3 N 062.0 F 4.9
33 9^.6 9.4 06-13-2*. 05-59-59.
5 GOXVKLDJ7G 29 WESTE
RIM ASIA 340 TURKMEN SSR
64 9757 F4 72 4 11 244141Q 37.3 N 62.0 E 29 340 33. 33
95.6 9.4 6 13 2P.0 5 5°" 59.5 9757 F4 72/04/11
244 1419 3 7.3 M 0o2.0E 4.9
33 95.6 9.4 06-13-2*. 05-59-59.
5 GOXVKLDJ7G 29 WESTE
RN ASIA 340 TURKMEN SSR
65 9950 RM 72 b 7 2441476 49.8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.1 1 40 2 Q .° 1 27 57.6 9950 6M 72/06/07
24-4 1476 49. pm 7 8.2 F 5.5
83.7 357.1 01-40-20. 9 01-27-57.
6 VTBGLHWfcPX 2* ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN K A 7 A K H SSR
o5 9950 Fl 72 6 7 2441476 49.8 N 78.2 E 2fl 329 0.
83.7 357.1 1 40 29.9 1 27 B7.6 09BO (-1 72/06/07
24414 7b 4 9. 8 N 07A.2E 5.5
83.7 357.1 01-40-29. 9 01-27-57.
6 VTPGLHWWPX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
65 9950 F2 72 6 7 2441476 49.8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.1 1 40 29. 9 1 27 57.6 0950 F2 72/0&/07
244147b 49. am 7 8 . ? E 5.5
83. 7 357.1 01-40-20. o 01-27-57.
6 VTRGLHWwPX 2* ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3 20 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
65 9050 F3 72 b 7 2441476 4Q.8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.1 1 40 2 Q .9 l 27 57.6 9950 F3 72/06/07
2441476 49.8 N 7*. 2 E 5.5
8^.7 357.1 01-40-29. 9 01-27-57.
6 VTRGLHtoWPX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FA STERN KAZAKH SSR
65 9950 F4 72 6 7 2441476 4Q.8 N 78.2 E 2* 32° 0.
*3.7 357.1 1 40 20.9 1 27 ^7.6 9950 F4 72/06/07
2 4 4147b 40. P M 078.2 F 5.5
P3.7 357.1 01-40-29.9 01-27-57.
6 VTBGLHWItjPX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
66 10178 BM 72 7 9 2 4 4 1^08 52.0 N 31.0 E 49 724 33. 33
75.0 25.7 7 12 4.2 7 19.2 10178 RM 72/07/09
2441508 52.0 n 031 .0 E 4.6
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2 IFBVKLCXZP
ERN ASIA
33 7S.0 25.7 07-12-04.2 07-00-19.
a9 NORTH
724 WESTERN RUSSIA
66 10178 El 12 7 9 2441S08 52.0 N 31.0 E 49 72a 33. 33
75.0 25.7 7 12 4.2 7 19.2 10178 El 72/07/09
2441508 52.0 M 03i,n F /j
. 6
33 75.0 25.7 07-12-04.2 07-00-19.
2 TFPVKLCXZP 4Q NORTH
EKN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
66 10178 F2 72 7 9 244150* 52.0 N 31.0 E 49 724 33. 33
75.0 25.7 7 12 4.2 7 19.2 10178 F2 72/07/09
2441508 52.0 N 031 .0 E 4.6
33 75.0 25.7 07-12-04.2 07-00-19.
2 IFRVKLCX7P 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
66 10178 F3 72 7 9 2441508 52.0 N 31.0 E 49 724 33. 33
75.0 25.7 7 12 4.2 7 19.2mi78F3 72/07/0 9
2441508 52.0 M 3 t . E 4.6
3^ 75.0 25.7 07-12-04.2 07-00-19.
2 IFBVKLCX7P 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
66 10178 F4 7? 7 o 244150« ^2.0 N 31.0 E 49 724 33. 33
75.0 25.7 7 12 4.2 7 19.2 10178 F4 72/07/09
2441508 52.0 N 031.0 F 4.6
33 75.0 25.7 07-12-04.2- 07-00-19.
2 IFBVKICXZP 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
67 10192 BM 72 8 16 2441546 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 29 30.0 5 16 ^7.7 10192 HM 72/08/16
244154b 4°. 8 M 078.1 E 5.2
83.7 357.2 03-29-30.0 03-16-57.
7 GWPVKLXOCM 2P AL M A-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
67 10192 Fl 72 8 16 24U1R46 49.8 N 78.1 E 2« 32^ 0.
«3.7 357.2 3 29 30.0 3 16 ^7.7 10192 F1 72/08/16
2441546 ao.fl N 07ft. i f s.2
83.7 357.2 03-29-30.0 03-16-57.
7 GWPVKLXOCM 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RAIKAL 32 Q EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
67 10192 F2 72 8 16 2441546 49.8 N 78.1 E 2« 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 29 30.0 3 16 57.7 10192 F2 72/08/1*
244154b 4 9.8 N 078.1 F 5.?
83.7 3^7.2 03-29-30.0 03-16-57.
7 GWPVKLXOCM 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
67 10192 F3 72 8 16 2441546 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 Q.
83.7 357.2 3 29 30.0 3 16 57.7 10192 F3 72/08/16
244154 6 ab.8M 7 8.1 E 5.2
8^.7 3S7.2 03-29-30.0 03-16-57.
7 GWPVKLXOCM. 28 AL M A-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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b7 1019? Fa 72 8 16 P441546 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 3 29 30.0 3 16 57.7 10192 F4 72/08/16
244154b 49.* N 078.1 F 5.2
83.7 357.2 03-29-30.0 03-16-57.
7 GrtPVKLXOCM 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL ^2° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
68 10195 BM 72 8 20 2441550 49.5 N 48.2 E 29 336 0.
81.6 16.5 3 12 19.5 2 5^ 58.6 10195 BM 72/08/20
2441550 49.5 N 048.2 F 5.7
81.6 16.5 03-12-19.5 02-59-58.
6 FCTSXZZGDL 2<* WESTE
PN ASIA 336 WESTERN KA7AKH SSR
68 10195 Fl 72 8 20 2441550 49.5 N 48.2 t 29 336 0.
81.6 16.5 3 12 19.5 2 5° 58.6 10195 Fl 72/08/20
2441550 49.5 N 04P.2 F 5.7
81.6 16.5 05-12-19. 5 02-59-58.
6 FCTSXZZGDL 29 WESTE
PN ASIA 336 WESTERN KA7AKH SSR
68 10195 F2 72 8 20 2441550 49.5 N 48.2 E 29 336 0.
81.6 16.5 3 12 19.5 2 5° 58.6 10195 F2 72/08/20




6 FCTSXZZGDL 29 WESTE
PN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
08 10195 F 5 12 8 20 2441550 49.5 N 48.2 E 29 336 0.
«1.6 16.5 3 12 19.5 2 59 58. 6 10195 F3 72/08/20
2 4 41550 49.5 N 048.2 F 5.7
81.6 16.5 03-12-19.5 02-59-58.
6 FCTSXZZGDL 2 Q WESTE
PN ASIA 736 WESTFRM KAZAKH SSR
08 10195 F4 12 8 20 2441550 49.5 N 48.2 E 29 336 0.
81.6 to. 5 3 12 19.5 2 59 58.6 1 1 05 F4 72/08/20
2441550 49.5 m 048.2 E 5.7
61.6 16.5 03-12-19.5 02-5Q-58.
6 FCTSXZZGDL 29 WESTE
PN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
0° 10197 BM 72 8 2^ 2441558 73.3 N 55.1 E 40 648 u.
59.5 o.l 6 10 4.3 5 5Q ^6.5 10197 BM 72/08/28
2441558 75.3 N 055.1 E 6.3
59.5 6.1 06-10-04.3 05-59-56.
5 PBFRIJLFJX 40 ARCTI
C 70NE 648 MOVAYA ZFMLYA
6°" 10197 Fl 12 6 2« 2441558 73.3 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
59.5 6.1 6 10 4.3 5 59 56.5 10197 Fl 72/08/28
2441558 75.3 N 055.1 F 6.3
5Q.5 6.1 06-10-04.3 05-59-56.
5 P6FRIJLFJX 40 ARCTT
C 70NE 648 N0VAYA ZFMLYA
69 10197 F2 72 8 28 2441558 73.3 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
59.5 6.1 6 10 4.3 5 59 56.5 10197 F2 72/08/28
2441558 73. 3 N 055.1 E 6.3
5°. 5 6.1 06-10-04.3 05-59-56.




64 « NOVAYA ZEMLYA
b° 10197 F3 7? 8 2 C< 2441SB* 73.3 N S5.1 E 40 b48 0.
5 9.5 b.l 6 10 4.3 5 5° 5b. 5 10197 F3 72/08/28
2441558 73.3 M 05^.1 F 8.3
59. S 6.1 06-10-04.3 05-59-Sb.
5 PBFRIJLFJX 40 ARCTT
C ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZFMI. YA
6« 10197 F4 72 8 26 244155ft 73.3 N 55.1 F. 40 648 0.
59.5 6.1 6 10 4.3 5 5° S6.5 10197 F4 72/08/28
24415^8 73.3 N 055.1 E 6.3
5°.S 6.1 06-10-04.3 05-59-Sb.
5 PBFRIJLFJX 40 APCTI
C ZONE 64* NOVAYA ZEMLYA
70 10199 BM 1? 9 2 2441563 50.0 N 77.7 E 2P 329 0.
83.5 357.5 Q 9 29.5 8 56 S8.2 10199 BM 72/09/02




2 SIVZXBOJLb 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
70 10199 Fl 72 9 2 24415b"^ ^0.0 N 77.7 E ?P 329 0.
83.5 357.5 9 9 29. S 8 56 58.2 10199 Fl 72/09/02
2441563 50.0 N 077.7 F S.I
83. 5 357.5 09-09-2^.5 08-56-58.
2 SIVZXBOJLB 2 8 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
70 10199 F2 72 9 ? ?44156^ SO.O N 77.7 E df^ 329 0.
83.5 357.5 9 9 29. S 8 56 S8.2 10199 F2 72/09/02




2 SIVZXBOJLB i^ ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
70 10199 F3 72 9 2 24415b"* SO.O N 77.7 E 2^ 329 0.
83.5 357.5 9 9 ?Q.5 8 56 F8.2 10199 F3 72/09/02
244156 3 50.0 M 077.7 F 5.1
83.5 357.5 09-09-^0.5 08-56-58.
2 SIVZXBOJLB 2« ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
70 10199 F4 72 9 2 3441563 50.0 N 77.7 E 28 329 0.
B3.5 357.5 9 9 29. 5 8 56 58.2 10199 F4 72/09/02
2441563 50.0 N 077.7 E 5.1
8^.5 357.5 09-09-29.5 08-56-58.
? SIVZXBOJLB 2P^ ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
71 10201 BM 72 9 4 2441565 67.7 N 33.4 E 49 724 7. 7
61.9 lb. 2 7 10 26. b 7 3.4 10201 BM 72/09/04
2441565 6 7.7 N 033.4 F 4.6
7 bl.9 lb. 2 07-10-26.6 07-00-03.
4 LFBUCEXEFH 49 NORTH
FRM ASTA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
7 1 10 2 1 F 1 7 2 n 2441S65 67.7 U 33.4 E 49 72 4 7.
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61.9 16.2 7 10 26.6 7 3 . 4 10201 F1
2441565 b7.7 N 033.4 E 4.6
7 61 .9 16.2 07-10-26.6
4 LFBUCEXEFH




71 10201 F2 7? 9 4 2441565 67.7 N 33.4 E 49
61.9 16.2 7 10 26.6 7 3.4 10201 F
2
2441565 67.7 N 033.4 E 4.6
7 61.9 lb. 2 07-1 0-26.6
4 LFRUCFXEFH





71 10201 F3 7? 9 4 244 1565 67.7 N 33.4 E 49
61.9 16.2 7 10 26.6 7 3.4 10201 F3
2441565 67.7 M 03^.0 E 4.6
7 61 .9 16.2 07-1 0-26.6
4 LFBUCEXEFH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA




71 10201 F4 72 9 4 2441565 67.7 N 33.4 E 49
61.9 16.2 7 10 26.6 7 3.4 1020 1 F
4
2441565 67.7 M 033.4 E 4.6
7 61.9 16.2 07-1 0-26.6
4 LFBUCEXEFH





7? 10613 BM 7? 9 21 2441582 52.1 N 52.0 E 4Q
79.7 13.4 9 12 ».5 8 5Q 57.1 10613 B^
2^415*2 52. 1 N 05?. E 5. i
2* 7°. 7 13.4 09-12-08.5
1 ZEMQLwVOUK





7? 10 613 Fl 7? 9 21 2 4 4 15 8 2 ^2.1 N 52.0 E 49
79.7 13.4 9 12 *. 5 8 59 57.1 10613 Fl
24415*2 52. 1 N 052.0 E 5. i
2* 7Q.7 13.4 09-12-08.5
1 ZEMQLWVOUK





7? 10613 F2 72 9 21 2 4 415*2 52.1 N 52.0 E 4 Q
79.7 13.4 Q 12 *.^ 8 5° 57.1 10613 F2
24U15R2 52.1 N 052.0 E 5.1
28 7Q. 7 13.4 09-12-08.5
1 ZEMQLWVOUK





72 10613 F3 72 9 21 24U1582 52.1 N 52.0 E 49
79.7 13.4 9 12 8.5 * 59 57.1 10613 F3
24415*2 52.1 N 052.0 F 5.1
2* 79.7 13.4 09-12-0*.
5
1 ZEMQLWVOUK





72 10 613 F4 72 9 21 244158? 52.1 N 52.0 E 49
79.7 13.4 9 12 P. 5 8 5° 57.1 10613 F4
24415*2 52.1 N 052.0 F 5.1
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ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
73 10618 BM 7? 10 3 2aai59a UQ.6 N aS.O E 30 357 0.
80.8 18. a 9 12 28.7 9 11.7 10618 BM 7?/ 1 0/03
2441594 49.6 N 045.0 F 5.R
80. A 18.4 09-12-28.7 09-00-11.
7 JwWLDFGFFX 30 MIDDL
E FAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHwESTEPN RUSSIA
73 10618 Fl 7? 10 3 2441594 49. b N a5.0 E 30 357 0.
80.8 18.4 Q 12 2*. 7 9 11.7 10618 Fl 72/10/03
2441594 4^.6 N 045.0 F 5.8
80.8 18.4 09-12-28.7 09-00-11.
7 JWWLDFGFFX 30 MIDDL
F EAST - CRIMEA - RALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
73 10618 F2 7? 10 3 2441594 49.6 N 45.0 E 30 357 0.
80.8 18.4 o 12 <?a.7 9 11.7 10618 F2 7?/ 1 0/03
2441594 49.6 N 045.0 E 5. p
80.8 18.4 09-12-28.7 09-00-11.
7 JWWLDFGFFX 30 MIDDL
F EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
73 1 b i 8 F3 72 10 3 2 4 4159 4 49.6 N 45.0 E 30 357 0.
80.8 18.4 9 12 28.7 9 11.7 10618 F3 72/10/03
2441594 49.6 N 045.0 F 5.8
80. 8 18.4 09-12-28.7 09-00-11.
7 JWWLDFGFFX 30 MIDDL
F EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
73 10618 F4 72 10 3 2441594 49.6 M 45.0 E 30 357 0.
80.8 18.4 9 12 28.7 9 11.7 10618 F 4 72/10/03
2441594 49.6 M 4 5 . E 5.8
80.8 18.4 09-12-2«.7 09-00-11.
7 JwWLDFGFFX 30 MIDDL
E FAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 357 SOUTHWESTERN RUSSIA
7a 10624 BM 72 11 2 244162a 49.9 N 78.8 E i^ 329 o.
83.6 35o.7 1 39 29.5 1 26 57.9 1062a 6^ 72/11/02
2441624 49.9 N 07P.8 E 6.2
83.6 35b. 7 01-39-29.5 01-26-57.
9 LCDUWIFYFX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKF BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
7U 10624 Fl 72 11 2 2441624 49.9 N 78.8 E iP> 329 0.
83.6 35b. 7 1 39 29.5 1 26 57.9 10624 F1 72/11/02
244162a 49. q n 078.8 E 6.2
83.6 5^b.7 01-39-29.5 01-26-57.
° LCDUWIFYFX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKF BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7a 1062a F2 72 11 2 24/J1624 49.9 N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.6 35o.7 1 39 29.^ 1 26 57.9 1062a F2 72/11/02
2 4 41624 4 9. o m 7 « . « E 6.2
83.6 356.7 01-39-29.5 01-26-57.
9 LCDUWIFYFX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL ^29 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7a 10624 F3 72 11 2 244162a 49.9 N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.6 356.7 1 39 29.5 1 26 57.9 10b24 F3 72/11/02
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2441624 49. o M 078.8 E 6.?
83.6 356.7 01-39-29.5 01-26-57.
9 LCDUWIFYFX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
74 10624 F4 72 11 2 24*11624 49.9 N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.6 356.7 1 39 29.5 1 26 57.9 I0b24 F4 72/11/02
2441624 40.9 m 07*.8 E 6.2
83.6 356.7 01-39-2^.5 01-26-57.
9 LCDUWIFYFX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
75 10628 RM 72 11 24 2441646 52.8 N 51.1 E 49 724 33. 33
78.9 13.8 9 12 10.4 9 3.8 10628 BM 72/11/24
24416 4 6 5 2.8 N 051.1 F 'J.
7
33 78. Q 13.8 09-12-10.4 09-00-03.
8 KGCLSURXCE 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTFRN RUSSIA
75 10628 Fl 72 11 24 2441646 52.8 N 51.1 E 4Q 724 33. 33
78.9 13.8 9 12 10.4 Q 3.8 10628 Fl 72/11/24
24 4 164b 52. 8 N 051. 1 E 4.7
33 78. o 13.8 09-12-10.4 09-00-03.
8 KGCLSURXCE 49 NORTH
FRN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSTA
75 10628 F2 72 11 24 244164* 52.8 N 51.1 E 4Q 724 33. 33
78.9 13.8 9 12 io. a Q 3.8 10b28 F? 72/11/24
2aaio4b 52. 8 N 051.1 E 4.7
33 78.9 13.8 09-12-10. a 09-00-03.
« KGCLSURXCE 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
75 1062P F3 72 11 24 2441646 ^2.8 N 51.1 E 4Q 724 33. 33
78.9 13.8 9 12 10.4 Q 3.8 10628 F3 72/11/24
2441646 52. 8 N 051 . 1 F 4.7
33 78. Q 13.8 09-12-10.4 09-00-03.
8 KGCLSURXCE 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSTA
7 ^ 10 62P F4 72 11 24 2441646 52.8 N 51.1 E 4 Q 724 33. 33
78.9 13.8 9 12 10.4 9 3.8 10628 F4 72/11/24
2441 646 52.8 N 051 .1 E 4.7
33 7«.9 13.8 09-12-10.4 09-00-03.
8 KGCLSURXCE 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTFRN RUSSIA
7h 10630 RM 72 11 24 2441646 51.8 N 64.1 E 29 336 0.
81.4 6.0 10 12 18.4 9 S9 5*. 2 10630 RM 72/11/24
244 1646 51.8 N 0*4. IE 5.2
«1.4 6.0 10-12-18.4 09-S9-58.
2
BXJMLVHRHS 29 WESTER
N ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
76 10630 Fl 72 11 24 2441646 51.8 N 64.1 E 2° 336 0.
81.4 6.0 10 12 18.4 Q <5Q S8 ^ 2 10630 Fl 72/11/24
2 4 41o4b 5 1.8 M 0o4.1F 5.2
o 81.4 b.O 10-12-18.4 09-50-58.
? BXJMLVHRHS 29 WES1E
Page as Fri Jul 1 15:ia:20 1977
PN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
76 10630 F2 12 11 2a 2aai6a6 51.8 N 6a. 1 E 29 336 0.
81.4 6.0 in 12 18. a 9 ^q 58.2 10630 F2 72/11/24
2441646 51 .« M O 4. IF 5.2
HI. a b.O 10-12-18.4 09-59-58.
2 RXJMLVHRHS 29 WESTF
RN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSP
76 10630 F3 72 11 2a 24at6a6 51.8 N 6a. 1 E 29 336 0.
PI. a b.O 10 \i 18. a 9 59 S8.2 10630 F3 72/11/24
2441646 51.8 m 064.1 F 5.2
81.4 6.0 10-12-18.4 09-59-58.
2 RXJMLVHRHS 29 WESTF
RN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
76 10630 M 72 11 2a ?aaiba6 51.8 N 64.1 E 29 336 0.
81.4 6.0 10 12 1^. a 9 59 ^R.2 10b30 Fa 72/11/24
2441646 51 .8 IM 064. IE 5.2
81.4 b.O 10-12-18.4 09-59-58.
2 RXJMLVHRHS 29 WESTF
RN ASIA 336 WESTERN KAZAKH SSR
7 7 10731 BM 72 12 10 244 1 6b ? SO.O N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.3 4 39 30.1 4 26 58.9 10731 RM 72/12/10
2441bb2 50.0 N 078.0 F 5.7
83.5 3^7.3 04-39-30.1 04-26-58.
9 GIOVPYLHFX 2^ AL W A-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
77 10731 Fl 72 12 10 2441662 50.0 N 7«.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 357.3 4 ^9 30.1 4 26 58.9 10731 Fl 72/12/10
2441662 50.0 N 07P.0 F 5.7
83.5 357.3 04-39-30.1 04-26-58.
° GIDVPYLHEX 28 AL^A-
AIA TO L^KE BAIKAL 3 2° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
77 10731 F2 72 12 10 2441662 50.0 N 78.0 E 28 329 0.
83.5 357.3 4 39 30.1 a 26 58.9 10731 F2 72/12/10
24 4lb62 5 0.0 N 07».0F 5.7
83. 5 357.3 04-39-30.1 04-26-58.
9 GIDVPYLHEX 2P AL M A-
A1A TO LAKE RMKAL 329 FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
77 10731 F3 72 12 10 2441662 50.0 N 78.0 E 2^ 329 0.
83.5 3^7.3 4 39 30.1 a 26 58.9 10731 F3 72/12/10
2aaio62 50.0 N 07P.0 E 5.7
83.5 357.3 Oa-39-30.1 0a-26-58.
9 GIHVPYLHFX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKF RATKAL "^2° FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
77 10731 Fa 72 12 10 2aai662 50.0 M 78.0 E 28 329 0.
P3.5 357.3 a 39 30.1 a 26 58.9 10731 Fa 72/12/10
2441bb2 50.0 M 07?. F 5.7
83.5 357.3 04-39-30.1 04-26-58.
9 GIDVPYLHEX 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 329 FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
7B 10913 R^ 73 a 19 ?aai792 a9.8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.1 a 33 0.0 a 20 27.7 10913 RM 73/0a/19
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2441 7^2 40.8 N 078 .? F 5.4
83.7 357.1 04-33-00.0 04-20-27.
7 UMULEMUXZK 2* ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 320 PASTERN KA7AKH SSR
78 10913 Fl 73 4 10 2441792 49. 8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
Pi. 7 357.1 4 33 0.0 a 20 27.7 10913 Fl 73/04/19
2441792 4Q. «N 7 8.2 F 5.4
83.7 357.1 04-33-00.0 04-20-27.
7 UMULEMUXZK 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 320 FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
78 10913 F2 73 4 19 2441792 49.8 N 78.2 E 2P 320 0.
83.7 357.1 4 33 0.0 4 20 ?7.7 10913 F2 73/04/19
2441792 49.8 M 078.2 F 5.4
83.7 357.1 04-33-00.0 04-20-27.
7 UMULEMUXZK 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
78 10^13 F3 73 4 \o 244179? 49.8 N 78.2 E 28 329 0.
«3.7 357.1 4 33 0.0 4 20 27.7 10913 F3 73/04/1Q
24417^2 4 0.8 N 07P.PF 5.4
83.7 357.1 04-33-00.0 04-20-27.
7 UMULEMUXZK 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKF RATKAL 32 Q EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
78 10913 F4 7"* 4 10 2441792 49.8 N 78.2 E 28 32 q 0.
83.7 357.1 4 33 0.0 4 20 27.7 10913 F4 73/04/10
2441702 4 0.8 N 078.2 E 5.4
83.7 357.1 04-33-00.0 04-20-27.
7 UMULFMUXZk 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 320 FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
70 11048 BM 73 7 10 2441874 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
83.7 357.2 1 ?6 57.0 1 14 24.7 11048 BM 73/07/10
2441874 4Q.8 N 070.1 F 5.4
83.7 3R7.2 01-26-57.0 01-14-24.
7 TPSYXLZIEV 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL $20 FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
7° 11048 Fl 73 7 10 244l»74 40.8 N 78.1 E 2f^ 320 o.
83.7 35 7.2 1 26 57.0 l 14 2 4.7 110 'J 8 Fl 73/07/10
2 4 4187 4 4 0.8 N 078.1 F 5.4
83.7 3S7.2 01-2&-57.0 01-14-24.
7 TPSYXLZIFV 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7° 11048 F2 73 7 10 ? 4 4187a 40.8 N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
83.7 357.2 1 ?S 57.0 1 14 24.7 11048 F2 73/07/10
2 4 41874 40.8 N 07^.1 E 5.4
83.7 3^7.2 01-26-57.0 01-14-24.
7 TPSYXLZIEV 2P ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 320 FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
7° 11048 F3 73 7 10 2441874 40. R N 78.1 E 28 320 0.
°3.7 357.2 1 26 57.0 1 14 24.7 11048 F3 73/07/10
2441874 40.8 N 078.1 F S.4
8?. 7 3^7.2 01-2b-57.0 01-14-24.
7 TPSYXLZIFV 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
Paqe 47 F r i Jul 1 15:14:20 1977
7° 1104P Fa 73 7 10 ?441«74 49.8 N 76.1 E d* 320 0.
83.7 357.2 1 ?b 57.0 1 14 24.7 11048 F4 73/07/10
2 4 4 18 7 4 a 9 . 8 N 7 * . 1 F 5.4
83.7 357.2 01-26-57.0 01-14-24.
7 TPSYXLZIFV 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 32 Q FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
80 11069 RM 73 7 23 2 4 4 1*87 50.0 N 78.9 h 2* 329 U.
83.5 35o.7 1 22 57.0 1 10 26.0 11069 8M 73/07/23
2441887 50.0 N 07*. F 6.3
83.5 356.7 01-22-57. o 01-10-26.
ULIHMISOXP 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 32 c> FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
80 11069 Fl 73 7 23 2441887 50.0 N 78.9 E 28 329 0.
*3.5 356.7 1 22 57.0 1 10 26.0 11069 Fl 73/07/23
24 41887 5 0.0 N 078. Q F 6.3
8^.5 356.7 01-22-57.0 01-10-26.
ULIHMISOVR 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
80 11069 F2 73 7 23 2441**7 ^0.0 N 78.9 E 28 320 0.
*3.5 356.7 1 22 57.0 l 10 26.0 11069 F2 73/07/23
2441887 50.0 N 07*. OF 6.3
B^.^ 356.7 01-22-57.0 01-10-26.
ULIH^ISOXR 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
80 1106° F3 73 7 23 2441*87 50.0 N 78.9 E 28 320 0.
83.5 356.7 1 22 57.0 1 in 26.0 11069 F3 73/07/23
2441887 50.0 N 07 8. of 6.3
o 83.5 356.7 01-22-57.0 01-10-26.
ULIHMISOXR 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 32 q EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
80 llObO F4 73 7 23 2441887 50.0 N 78.9 E 2* 3 20 0.
83.5 356.7 1 22 57.0 1 10 26.0 11069 F4 73/07/23
2441887 5 0.0 N 07*. ° F 6.3
83.5 356.7 01-22-57.0 01-10-26.
ULIHMISOXR 28 AL W A-
ATA TO LAKF RAIKAL 32° FASTFRN KAZAKH SSR
81 11432 B M 7 "< 8 15 ? 4 4 l l n 42.7 N 67.4 E 4* 713 0.
OQ.7 4.7 1 59 57.0 1 46 51.1 11432 BM 73/08/15
2441910 4 2 . 7 N 0b7.4E 5.3
90.7 4.7 01-59-57.0 01-46-51.
1 XLGDIOBMIZ 48 HINDU
KH3H AND PAMIP 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
81 114 32 Fl 73 8 15 2 44 10 10 42.7 N 67.4 E 48 713 0.
Q(j.7 4.7 1 50 57.0 1 46 51.1 11432 Fl 73/08/15
2441910 42.7 N 6 7 . 4 F 5.3
90.7 4.7 01-59-57.0 01-46-51.
1 XLGDIDBMTZ 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIP 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
81 114 32 F2 73 8 1^ 244ioin 42.7 N 67.4 E 4* 713 0.
Q0.7 4.7 1 SQ 57.0 1 46 51.1 11432 F2 73/08/15
2441910 42.7 N 0b7.4F ^ . 3




a. 7 01-59-57.0 01-46-51.
48 HINDU
713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
81 It 432 F3 73 8 1 ^ 244 16 10 4?. 7 N 67.4 E 48 713 0.
90.7 4.7 1 59 57.0 1 46 51.1 11432 F3 73/08/15
2441910 4 2.7 N 067.4 E 5.3
90.7 4.7 01-59-57.0 01-46-51.
1 XLGDIDBMIZ 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PAN'I D 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
81 1143? F4 73 8 15 2U41Q10 42.7 N 67.4 E 48 713 0.
R0.7 4.7 1 59 57.0 1 46 51.1 11432 F4 73/08/15
2441910 4 2.7 N 067.4 E 5.3
90.7 4.7 01-59-57.0 01-46-51.
1 XLGDTDBMIZ 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PAVip 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
82 11473 PM 73 8 2« 2441Q23 50.6 N 68.4 E 48 713 0.
82.9 3.4 ? 59 5P.0 2 47 30.6 11473 6^ 73/08/28
2441923 50.6 M 0o8.4 E 5.3
82.^ s. 4 02-59-58.0 02-47-30.
6 EWUYDJXMLW 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIP 713 CENTRAL KA7AKH SSR
82 11473 Fl 73 8 2° 2441923 50.6 N 68.4 E 48 713 0.
82.9 3.4 ? ^9 5«.0 2 47 30.6 11473 Fl 73/08/28
2441923 50.6 N Ob*. a F 5.3
82. 9 3.4 02-59-5*. 02-47-30.
6 EWUYDJXMLW 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PAWIP 713 CENTRAL KA7AKH SSR
62 11473 F2 73 8 2« ?a/JiQ23 50.6 N 68.4 E 48 713 0.
82.9 3.4 2 5R 5«.0 2 47 30.6 11473 F2 73/08/2«
24 4 1923 50.6 N to P . 4 F 5.3
82. Q 3.4 02-5R-5P.0 02-47-30.
6 EWUYDJXMLW 4 8 HINDU
KUSH AND PAWIP 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
62 11473 F3 73 8 2 « 2441Q23 SO. 6 N 68.4 E 4 P 713 0.
P2.9 3.4 ? 59 5P.0 2 47 30. to 11473 F3 73/08/28
2441923 5 0.6 m 0o«.4E 5.3
82." 3.4 02-59-58.0 02-47-30.
6 EWUYDJXMLW 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIR 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
8? 11473 F4 73 8 2* 2 4 4 1 Q 2 3 50.6 N 68.4 E 48 713 0.
82.9 3.4 2 sq 5«.0 2 47 30.6 11473 F4 73/08/2P
2441923 50.6 N 068. Q E 5.3
82. Q 3.4 02-59-58.0 02-47-30.
6 EWUYDJXMLW 48 HINDU
KUSH AND PA^IR 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
63 11535 BM 73 9 12 24ai Q 3P 73.3 N 55.2 E 40 648 0.
59.6 6.1 6 59 57.0 6 46 49.1 11535 bM 73/09/12
24M938 73.3 N 055.2 E 6.8
5Q.6 6.1 06-59-57.0 06-49-49.
1 MSXMYHGLJI 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64P MQVAYA ZEMLYA
Paqe 49 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1977
81 11535 Fl 73 9 1? ?mt\QlR 73.3 N 55.? E aO 64* 0.
59. o 6.1 6 59 57.0 6 49 49.1 11535 F1 73/09/1?
2441938 73.3 N 055.? E 6.8
59.6 6.1 06-59-57.0 06-49-49.
1 MSXMYHGLJI 40 ARCTT
C ZONE 64* NOVAYA ZEM! YA
83 11535 F2 73 9 1? P441Q3P 73.3 N 55.? E 40 64* 0.
59. b 6.1 6 59 S7.0 6 49 49.1 11535 F? 73/09/1?
2441938 73."* M 055.? E 6.8
59.6 6.1 06-59-57.0 0b-4Q-49.
1 MSXMYHGLJI 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 640 MOVAYA ZFMLYA
83 11535 F3 73 9 1? ?4419i* 73.3 N 55.? E 40 648 0.
59.6 6.1 6 5^ 57.0 6 49 49.1 11535 F3 73/09/1?
244193* 73.3 N 055.? E 6.8
59.6 6.1 06-59-57.0 06-49-49.
1 MSXMYHGLJI 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64* NOVAYA ZEMLYA
83 115 35 F4 73 9 1? 244 1 938 73.3 N 55.? E 40 648 0.
59. 6 6.1 6 59 57.0 o 4° 49.1 11535 F4 73/09/1?
?441938 73.3 N 055. ? F 6.8
O 59.6 6.1 06-59-57.0 06-49-49.
1 MSXMYHGLJI 40 ARCTT
C ZONE 64* MOVAYA ZFMLYA
84 1154? °M 73 9 19 2441945 45.6 N 67.9 E 48 713 0.
87.9 4.1 ? 5Q 57.0 ? 47 4.7 1154? BM 73/09/19
2441945 4 5.6 N 0o7.Q F 5.?
87.9 4.1 0?-59-57.0 02-47-04.
7 TLMGXSDZWH 4* HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIR 713 CENTRAL KA7AKH SSR
84 1154? Fl 73 9 19 ? 4 4 1 9 4 5 45.6 N 67.9 E 4* 713 0.
*7.9 4.1 ? 59 57.0 2 47 4.7 11542 Fl 73/09/19
2441945 45.6 N 067.° F 5.?
87.° 4.1 02-59-57.0 0?-47-04.
7 TLMGXSDZWH 4* HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIR 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
8 4 1154? F2 73 9 19 2441045 45.6 N 67.9 E 4* 713 0.
P7.9 4.1 ? 59 57.0 ? 47 4.7 1154? F? 73/09/19
2441945 45.6 N 067.9 E 5.?
87.9 4.1 0?-59-57.0 02-47-04.
7 TLMGXSDZWH 4* HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIR 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
84 1154? F 2 7* 9 19 24419 45 45.6 N 67.9 E 4* 713 0.
*7.9 4.1 ? 59 57.0 2 47 4.7 1154? F? 73/09/19
2 4 41945 4 5.6 M o 7 . o F 5.?
87. Q 4.1 02-59-57.0 0?-47-04.
7 TLMGXSDZWH 4* HINDU
KUSH AND PA^IP 713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
84 1154? F 3 73 9 19 ? 4 a 1 Q 4 5 a 5. 6 N 67.9 E 4* 713 0.
*7.9 4,1 ? 59 57.0 2 47 4.7 1154? F3 73/09/19
2441945 45.6 N n b 7.9P 5.2
87.9 4.1 0?-59-57.0 02-47-04.
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7 TLMGXSPZWH
KI'SH AND P A M I P
aa HINDU
713 CENTRAL KAZAKH SSR
85 11585 BM 73 9 21 24419S3 70.8 N 53.9 E 40 64ft 0.
61.9 7.3 6 59 5ft. b 49 34.8 11585 BM 73/09/27
2441953 70.8 N 053.9 E 6.0
61.9 7.3 06-59-5ft.O 06-49-34.
8 XBVUBJLVII6 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64ft NOVAYA ZEMLYA
85 11585 Fl 73 9 21 2441^53 70.8 N 53.9 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.3 6 59 58.0 6 49 ^4.8 115P5 Fl 73/09/27
2441953 70. ft n 053.9 E 6.0
61.9 7.3 06-59-58.0 06-49-34.
ft XBVUBJLVUB 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64ft NOVAYA ZEMLYA
85 11585 F2 73 9 27 2U41953 70.8 N 53.9 E 40 64ft 0.
61.9 7.3 6 59 5».0 6 4Q 34.8 11585 F2 73/09/27
2441953 70.8 N 05"^. 9 E 6.0
61.9 7.3 06-59-5ft.0 06-49-34.
ft XBVUBJLVUB 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64* NOVAYA ZEMLYA
85 11585 F3 73 9 27 24419SX 70.8 N 53.9 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.3 6 59 5P.0 6 49 34.8 115ft5 F3 73/09/27
244 195 3 70. ft N 053.9 F 6.0
61.9 7.3 06-59-5P.0 Ob-49-34.
« XBVUBJLVUB 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64P MOVAYA ZEMLYA
85 11585 F4 73 9 27 ?^t\\o^x 70.8 N 53.9 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.3 6 59 5ft. fa 40 "u.8 11585 F4 73/09/27
2441953 70. « N 053." F 6.0
61.9 7.3 06-59-5«.O 06-49-34.
8 X8VU°JLVU6 40 ARCTI
C 70NE 64ft NOVAYA ZEMLYA
86 1158° RM 73 9 30 ?4419S6 51.6 N 54. fa E 4° 724 0.
ftO.o 11.9 4 59 0.0 4 46 43.9 11589 B w 73/09/30
24 41956 5 1.6 N 054.6 F 5.2
80.6 11.9 04-^9-00.0 04-46-43.
9 JMXUZHGPLI 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
ft6 11589 Fl 73 9 30 2441956 51.6 N 54.6 E 49 724 0.
ft0.6 11.9 4 59 0.0 4 46 43.9 11589 Ft 73/09/30
2441956 51 .6 M 05^.6 F 5.2
HO. 6 11.9 04-59-00.0 04-46-43.
9 JMXOZHGPI 1 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN RUSSIA
86 11589 F2 73 9 30 24419S6 51.6 N ^a.6 E 4" 724 0.
ftO.o 11.9 4 59 0.0 4 46 43.9 1158Q F2 73/09/30
24419S6 51.6 N 054 .6 F 5.2
HO. 6 11.9 04-59-00.0 04-46-43.
9 JMXUZHGPLI 49 NORTH
ERN ASIA 724 WESTERN &OSSTA
86 11569 F3 73 9 30 2441QS6 R1.6 N 54.6 E 49 724 0.
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P
. o 11.9 4 5 9 0.0 a ah '13.9 11^9 F3 73/09/30
24 4 195b 51 .6 N 05/J.6E 5.2
80.6 11.9 04-59-00.0 04-46-43.
9 JMXUZHGPLI 49 NORTH
FRN ASIA 724 WESTFRM RUSSIA
86 11589 F4 73 9 30 2441956 51.6 N 54.6 t 49 724 0.
P0.6 11.9 4 ^9 0.0 4 46 43. b 115«9 F4 73/09/30
244195b 51.6 M 054.6 F 5.2
80.6 11.9 04-59-00.0 04-46-43.
o JMXUZHGPLI 4b NORTH
FRN ASIA 724 WESTFRN RUSSIA
87 11662 BM 73 10 26 2441QA? S3. 7 N 55.4 F 29 335 0.
78.7 11.0 5 S9 57.0 5 47 51.6 11662 BM 73/10/26
24419P2 53.7 N 05^.4 F 4.8
7P.7 11.0 0S-59-57.0 05-47-51.
6 LZJXPFGUMF 29 WESTF
PN ASIA T35 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
87 11662 01 73 10 26 2441982 ^3.7 N 55.4 E 29 335 0.
78.7 11.0 5 59 57.0 5 47 51.6 11662 Dl 73/10/26
2441982 53.7 N 055.4 E 4.8
7P.7 11.0 05-59-57.0 05-47-51.
6 LZJXPFGUMF 29 WESTE
PN ASIA 33S URAL MOUNTAINS RFGION
87 116b2 D2 73 10 26 2441b82 53.7 N 55.4 E 2^ 335 0.
78.7 11.0 5 59 57.0 5 47 51.6 11662 D2 73/10/26
24419P2 53.7 M 05^.4 F 4.8
7P.7 11.0 05-59-57.0 05-47-51.
6 LZJXPFGUMF 29 WESTE
PN ASIA 335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
87 11662 03 73 10 26 2441982 53.7 N 55.4 E 29 335 0.
78.7 11.0 5 S9 57.0 5 47 Si. 6 11662 03 73/10/26
24419«2 53.7 N 05S. 4 E 4.fl
7P.7 11.0 05-59-57.0 05-47-51.
6 LZJXPFGUMF 29 WESTF
RN ASIA 335 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION
87 11662 D4 73 10 26 24419^2 S3. 7 N S5.4 E 29 335 0.
78.7 11. S S9 57.0 5 47 SI. 6 1 ! b62 04 73/10/26
2441982 53.7 N 055.4 F 4.«
78.7 11.0 05-59-57. 05-47-51.
6 LZJXPFGUMF 29 WESTF
RN ASIA 335 URAL MOUNTAINS RFGION
8P 11707 RM 7T 10 27 ?441°83 70.8 N S4.2 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.2 6 59 57.0 6 4° 33.6 11707 BM 73/10/27
2441983 70.8 N 054.2 F 6.9
bl.9 7.2 06-59-57.0 06-49-33.
6 WMMSCULDVZ 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64* NOVAYA ZFMLYA
8P 11707 Dl 73 10 27 24 4 1983 70.8 N 54.2 E 40 64fl 0.
61.9 7.2 6 Sb 57.0 6 4b 33.6 11707 Dl 73/10/27
2 4 41983 70. PN 054.? F 6.9
61. o 7.2 06-59-57.0 06-4b-33.
6 WMMSCULOXZ 40 ARCTT
xaa Page 52 Fri Jul 1 1^:14:20 1 ^77
C 70NE 64ft NOVAYA ZEML
%
YA
8« 11707 D2 73 10 27 2441983 70.8 N 5a. 3 E 40 648 0.
61.9 1.2 6 59 57. 6 49 33. b 11707 D? 73/10/27
24419ft3 70. 8 N 054.? F 6.°
61.9 1.2 06-59-57.0 06-49-33.
6 1/vMMSCULOXZ 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
ftP 11707 D3 73 10 21 2441QH3 70.8 N 54.2 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.2 6 59 57.0 6 40 33.6 11707 D3 73/10/27
2441983 7 0. ft N 054.2 F 6.9
ol.Q 7.2 06-59-57.0 06-40-33.
6 WMMSCULDXZ 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64« NOVAYA ZEMLYA
8ft 11707 04 73 10 27 ?4410H3 70.8 N 54.2 E 40 64ft 0.
61.9 7.2 6 59 57.0 6 4Q 33.6 11707 04 73/10/27
2441983 70.8 N 05 4.? F 6.0
61. o 7.2 06-59-57.0 06-49-33.
h WMMSCULDXZ 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 64ft NOVAYA ZEMLYA
89 11785 BM 7^ 12 14 2442031 50.0 N 79.0 E 2fl 329 0.
P3.S 35b. b 7 4 47.0 7 34 16.0 11785 8^ 73/12/14
24 a 2031 50.0 N 070.0 E 6.0
83.5 356. 6 07-4b-47.0 07-34-16.
WUDYLBXEST 2P AL^A-
ATA TO LAKF RAIKAL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
8° 11785 01 73 12 14 P442031 50.0 N 79.0 E 28 329 0.
P3.5 356.6 7 4b 47.0 7 3 4 16.0 11785 01 73/12/14
24420 31 50.0 N 07O.0 F 6.0
83.5 356.6 07-46-47.0 07-34-16.
WUDYLBXEST 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RAI*AL 320 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
80 11785 02 73 12 14 ?4U2031 SO.O N 79.0 E 2ft 320 0.
P3.5 35b. 6 7 46 47.0 7 34 16.0 11785 D? 73/12/14
24U2031 50.0 N 070.0 E 6.0
83.5 356. b 07-4 o -47.0 07-34-lb.
WUDYLBXEST 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
80 11785 03 73 12 14 ?a42031 SO.O N 79.0 E 2ft 320 Q.
ft3.5 35b. 6 7 4b 47.0 7 34 lb.O 117P5 03 73/12/14
24a? 31 SO. ON 070.0 F 6.0
83.5 356.6 07-46-47.0 07-34-16.
INUOYLBXEST 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKF °ATKA|_ 72° EASTERN KA7AKH SSR
80 11785 D4 73 12 14 2442031 ^0.0 N 79.0 E 2« 320 0.
83.5 35n.o 7 4b 47.0 7 34 16.0 11785 D4 73/12/14
2 4 4 2 31 5 0.0 N 07O.0E * .
83.5 3So.6 07-46-47.0 07-34-lb.
WUDYLBXEST 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RATKAL ^2° FASTERN KAZAKH SSR
90 1045 BM b5 10 1 2439035 51.2 N 178.9 E 1 6 36. 36
47.4 304.5 13 ?3 1.7 13 14 ?3.7 1045 B^ 65/10/01
Paqe 53 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1977
243°035 51 .2 N 1 78. a E H m *
38 U7.Q 304.5 13-23-01.7 13-14-23.
7 UOEQFZRJKL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 6 PAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAND
S
90 1045 Fl 6^ 10 1 2439035 51.? N 178.9 El 6 3b. 36
47.4 304.5 13 23 1.7 13 14 23.7 1045 Fl 65/10/01
2439035 51.2 N 17«.9 F a . 8
36 47.4 304.5 13-23-01.7 13-14-23.
7 UOEUFZRJKL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN A»C 6 PAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAND
S
90 1045 F2 65 10 1 243903S 51.2 M 178.9 E 1 6 36. 36
47.4 304.5 13 23 1.7 13 14 ?3.7 1045 F2 65/10/01
243^035 51 .2 m 1 7«.P F 4.8
36 47.4 304.5 13-23-01.7 13-14-23.
7 UUFQFZRJKL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 6 PAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAND
S
90 1045 F3 oS 10 1 2439035 51.2 N 178.9 E 1 6 3b. 36
47.4 304.5 13 23 1.7 13 14 23.7 1045 F3 65/10/01
2439035 51 .2 M 1 78. Q F 4.8
36 47.4 304.5 13-23-01.7 13-14-23.
7 UOEOFZPJKL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 6 PAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAND
S
90 1045 F4 b5 10 1 2439035 51.2 N 178.9 El b 3b. 36
47.4 304.5 13 23 1.7 13 14 23.7 1045 F4 65/10/01
2439035 51.2 M 1 7«.9 F 4.8
36
,
47. a 304.5 13-23-01.7 13-14-23.
7 UOFuFZPJKL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 6 RAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAND
S
91 1052 8M 65 11 11 243P076 51.3 N 174.0 E 1 5 45. 45
50.1 30o.5 2 30 .2 2 21 1.5 1052 6M 65/11/11




5 TLIPEFQIDS 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANHS, ALFUTIAN ISLAN
DS
PI 1052 Fl 65 11 11 2439076 51.3 N 17a. E 1 5 45. 45
50.1 30b. 5 2 30 .2 2 21 1.5 10^2 Fl toS/11/11
243907b 51 .3 N 1 7^.0 E 5.2
45 50.1 30b. 02-30-00.2 02-21-01.
5 TLTPEFQIDS 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
91 1052 F2 bF 11 11 243907b 51.3 N 174.0 E 1 5 45. 45
50.1 30b. 5 2 30 .?. 2 2\ 1.5 1052 F2 b5/11/ll
243907b 51.3 N 1 74.0 E 5.2
45 50.1 30b. 02-30-00.2 02-21-01.
5 TLIPEFQIDS 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
91 1052 F3 o5 11 11 2439076 51.3 N 174.0 E 1 5 45. 45
50.1 306.5 2 30 .2 2 21 1.5 1052 F3 65/11/11
243907b 51.3 N 1 74.0 F 5.2
45 50.1 30b. 02-30-00.2 02-21-01.
5 TLTPEFQIDS 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
xaa Paa<* 5a Fri Jul 1 1S:14:30 1977
OS
91 1052 Fa 65 11 11 ?a39076 51.3 N 17a. E 1 5 a5. a5
50.1 306.5 2 30 .2 2 21 1.5 1052 Fa 65/11/11
2a39076 51 .3 N 1 7'J.O F ^ . 2
a5 50.1 i0b.5 02-30-00.2 02-21-01.
5 TLIPEFQ10S 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
OS
92 1056 BM 65 1 1 13 2439078 a3.8 N 87.7 E 28 332 55. 55
89. o 350.0 a a6 a3.3 a 33 a5.5 1056 BM 65/11/13
2a 39 078 4 3.« N 087.7 F 6.
a
55 89.o 350.0 oa-a6-a3.3 oa-33-a5.
5 CFHDOVJLOQ 28 AL^A-
ATA TQ LAKE RAIKAL 352 MORTHtPN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
92 1056 Fl 65 11 1^ ?439078 a3.8 N 87.7 E 2« 332 55. 55
89.0 350.0 a a D a3.3 a 33 as.
5
1056 Fl 65/11/13
2439078 a3.8 N 087.7 E 6.
55 pq.n 350.0 0a-ab-a3.3 0a-33-a5.
5 CFHDOVJLOO 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
MA
9? 1056 F2 o5 11 13 2439078 a3.8 N 87.7 E 2P 332 55. 55
89.0 350.0 n Uo 43.3 a 3^ a5. 1056 F2 65/11/13
2a39078 a3.« N 087.7 E 6.
55 89.0 350.0 oa-a6-a3.3 oa-33-a5.
5 CFHDOVJLOQ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 MORTHEPN SINKIANG PROV./ CHI
MA
Q2 1056 F3 6^ 11 13 Pa39H7« a3.8 N 87.7 E 28 332 55. 55
89.0 350.0 a a6 43.3 4 33 US. 1056 F3 65/11/13
2U39078 43. * N 087. 7 F 6.
5^ 89.0 350.0 oa-a6-a3.3 oa-33-a5.
5 CFHDOVJLOQ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
92 10S6 F4 65 11 13 2439078 43.8 N 87.7 E 2* 332 55. 55
89.0 350.0 a ab 43.3 a 33 as. 1056 F4 65/11/13
2439078 43. « N 087.7 E 6.4
5^ 89.0 350.0 00-ab-a3.3 Oa-33-aS.
5 CFHDOVJLOQ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATrvAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
93 1901 BM b6 1 2« ?a3915a 39.3 N 73.1 E 48 719 43. 43
94.3 .5 9 5 21.3 8 51 ^8.8 1901 BM 66/01/28
2a39l5a 39.3 N 073.1 F. 5.3
a3 9a. 3 .5 09-05-21.3 08-51-58.
8 QBOLTKJK'/JF a8 HINDU
KUSH AND PAMIR 71^ TADZHIK-SINK I ANG BORDER PEG1
ON
93 1901 Fl b6 1 2« 2439154 39.3 N 73.1 E a8 719 43. 43
Q a.3 .5 " S 21.3 8 51 58.8 1901 Fl b6/01/28
2a391Sa 39.3 N 073.1 E 5.3
a3 94.3 .5 09-05-21.3 08-51-58.
8 QBOLT»\JKWF a8 HINDU
KUSH and PAmip 7io TADZHIK-SINKIANG BORDER REGI
ON
93 1901 F2 66 1 2« 243915a 39.3 N 73.1 E a8 719 43. a3
9a. 3 .5 9 5 21.3 8 51 SB.
8
1901 F2 66/01/28
2a39l5a 39. t m 073.1 F S.3
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.5 09-05-21.3 08-51-58.
48 HINDU






93 1Q01 F3 06 1 2« 2439154 39.3 N 73.1 t 4ft 719 aj. a3
94.3 .5 9b 21.3 8 51 58.8 1901 F3 66/01/28
2/439154 3^.3 M H73.1 F 5.3
43 94.3 .5 09-05-21.3 08-51-58.
ft QBOLTKJKWF qft HINDU
KUSH ANO PAMIR 71° T ADZHJLK
-S I MK I ANG BORDER PEGI
ON
93 1901 F4 96 1 2« 243915'4 39.3 N 73.1 E 48 719 43. 43
94.3 .5^5 21.3 8 51 S8.8 1901 F4 66/01/2P
2439154 39.3 M 073.1 F 5.3
43 94.3 .5 09-05-21.3 08-51-56.
8 QBOLTKJKWF q8 HINDU




94 2194 BM b6 2 7 ?439l6'i 29.8 N 69.7 E 47 710 33. 33
103.7 3.6 4 40 13.9 a 26 9.1 2194 BM 66/02/07
2439164 29.R N 0o9.7 E 6.0
33 103.7 3.6 4-4 0-13.9 Oq -26-09.
1 TLMSPUQVMY 47 RAI.UC
HI ST AN 710 WEST PAKISTAN
94 2194 Fl 06 2 7 2439164 29.8 N 69.7 E 47 710 33. 33
103.7 3.6 4 40 13.9 a 26 9.1 21°4 Fl 66/02/07
2439164 29. ft N 069.7 F 6.0
33 103.7 3.6 04-40-13.9 04-26-09.
1 TLMSPUQVMY U7 BALUC
HIST AN 710 WEST PAKISTAN
94 2194 F2 b6 2 7 2439164 29.8 N 69.7 E 47 710 33. 33
103.7 3.o « 4 13.9 a 26 9.1 219a F
2
66/02/07
2439164 29. ft N 06°. 1 F 6.0
33 103.7 3.6 0_4-40-13.° 04-26-09.
1 TLMSPUQV M Y 47 PALUC
HIS T AN 710 WEST PAKISTAN
94 2194 F3 ftb 2 7 2439164 29.8 N 69.7 E 47 710 33. 33
103.7 3.6 4 40 13.9 a 26 9.1 2194 F3 66/02/07
2439164 29. ft N 0b°.7 F 6.0
33 103.7 3.6 04-40-13.9 04-26-09.
1 TLMSPUQVMY 47 BALUC
H I S T A N 710 WEST PAKISTAN
94 2194 F4 06 2 7 24391b4 29.6 N 69.7 E 47 710 33. 33
103.7 3.6 4 40 13.9 a 26 9.1 219a F4 66/02/07
2439164 29. ft N Q.7 F 6.0
33 103.7 3.9 04-40-13.9 04-26-09.
1 TLMSPUQVMY 47 BALUC
HISTAN 710 WEST PAKISTAN
95 2P05 BM 66 5 20 24392b6 13.9 N 14b. 1 E 17 210 66. 66
91.7 292.3 ° 27 50.9 9 14 40.2 2805 BM ©6/05/20
2439266 13.9 M 146.1 F 6.0
06 91.7 292.3 09-27-50.9 09-14-40.
2 FRFEGQGLIU 17 CAROL
INF ISLANDS TO GUAM ? 1 SOUTH OF MARIANA ISLANDS
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95 2805 Fl 66 5 20 2439266 13.9 N 146.1 E 17 210 66. 66
91.7 292.3 9 27 50.9 9 \a 40.2 2805 Fl 66/05/20
2430266 13.9 M 146.1 E 6.0
66 91.7 292.3 00-27-50. 9 09-14-40.
2 FRFEGQGLIU 17 CAROL
INE ISLANDS TO GUAM 210 SOUTH OF MARIANA ISLANDS
95 2*05 F2 66 5 20 2439266 13.9 N 146.1 E 17 210 66. 66
Q1.7 292.3 9 27 50. o Q 14 40.2 2805 F2 66/05/20
2439266 13.9 M 146.1 E 6.0
66 91.7 2^2.3 09-27-50. o 09-14-40.
2 FRFEGQGLIU 17 CAROL
INE ISLANDS TO GUAM 210 SOUTH OF MARIANA ISLANDS
95 2805 F3 06 5 20 2439266 13.9 N 14b. 1 E 17 210 66. 66
91.7 292.3 9 27 50. o 9 14 40.2 2805 F3 66/05/20
2439266 13.Q M 146.1 E 6.0
66 91.7 202.3 00-27-50. 09-14-40.
2 FRFEGQGLTU 17 CAROL
TNF ISLANDS TO GUAM ?m SOUTH OF MARIANA ISLANDS
95 2«05 F4 66 5 20 2439266 13.9 N 1U6.1 E 17 210 66. 66
oi.7 202.3 27 50.o 9 ia 40.2 2805 F 4 66/05/20
2430260 13.9 N 146.1 F 6.0
66 91.7 292.3 00-27-50. 09-14-40.
2 FRFEGUGLIU 17 CAROL
IMF ISLANDS TO GUAM 210 SOUTH DF MARIANA ISLANDS
96 2*06 BM b6 5 20 2439266 55.0 N 165.7 E 1 4 46. 46
52.7 313.7 11 53 40.6 11 44 22.4 2806 BM 66/05/20
2430266 5^.0 M 165.7 E 5.2
46 SP.7 313.7 11-53-40.6 11-44-22.
4 TYQYELFOFF 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 4 KQUANDOPSKY ISLANDS REGION
96 2«U6 Fl 66 5 20 ?4392b6 ^b.O N 165.7 El 4 46. 46
52.7 313.7 11 53 40.6 11 44 22.4 2806 Fl 66/05/20
2430266 55.0 N 1b^.7 F 5 .
2
46 5?. 7 313.7 11-53-40.6 11-44-22.
a TYOfFLFOFF 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 4 KOMANDORSKY ISLANDS PEGION
96 2806 F2 66 5 20 2439266 ^5.0 N 165.7 E 1 4 46. 46
52.7 313.7 11 ^3 40.6 11 44 22.4 2806 F2 66/05/20
243926o 55.0 M 165.7 F 5.2
46 52.7 313.7 11-53-40.6 11-44-22.
4 TrQYFLFOFF 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 4 KOMANDORSKY ISLANDS REGION
96 2806 F3 66 5 20 24302b6 55.0 N 165.7 E 1 4 4b. 46
52.7 313.7 11 F3 a0.6 11 aa 22.4 2806 F3 66/05/20
243 G 26b 55.0 N 165.7 E 5.2
46 5?. 7 313.7 11-53-40.6 11-44-22.
4 TrQYELFOFF 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 4 KOMANDORSKY ISLANDS REGION
96 2806 Fa 06 5 20 2a392b6 55.0 N 165.7 E 1 a U6. 46
52.7 313.7 11 53 40.6 11 aa 22.4 280 o Fa b6/05/20
2439266 55.0 N 165.7 F S.P
a6 52.7 313.7 11-53-40.6 11-44-22.
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4 TYQYELFOFF
A - ALEUTIAN ARC
1 ALASK
4 KOMANDPRSKY ISLANDS REGION
97 2831 BM 66 5 25 243 c>?7 1 -6.4 S 131.1 E 24 280 39. 39
116.8 290.6 A 47 39.2 8 32 37.0 2831 BM 66/05/25
2459271 6.4 S 131 . 1 F 5.8
39 116.8 290.6 08-47-39.2 08-32-37.
IPIKMQRPHL 24 SUNDA
ARC 280 BANDA SEA
97 2831 Fl b6 5 25 2439271 -6.4 S 131.1 E 24 280 39. 39
116.8 2^0. 6 8 47 39.2 8 32 37.0 2831 Fl 66/05/25
2439271 6.4 S 1 31 . 1 F 5.8
39 116.8 290.6 08-47-39.2 08-32-37.
IPIKMQRPHL 24 SUNDA
ARC 280 BANDA SEA
97 2831 F2 bb 5 25 2439271 -6.4 S 131.1 E 24 280 39. 3°
116.8 290.6 8 47 39.2 8 3? 37.0 2831 F2 96/05/25
2439271 6.4 S 131.1 E 5.8
39 116.8 290.6 08-47-39.2 08-32-37.
IPIKMQRPHL 24 SUNDA
ARC 280 BANDA SEA
97 2831 F3 bb 5 2^ 2439271 -9.4 S 131.1 E 24 280 39. 39
116.8 290.6 8 47 39.2 8 32 37.0 2831 F3 66/05/25
24 3927 1 6.4 S 1 31 . 1 E 5.8
3 a 116.8 290.6 08-47-39.2 08-32-37.
IPIKMQRPHL 24 SUNDA
ARC 280 BAM DA SEA
97 2831 F4 66 5 25 2439P71 -6.4 S 131.1 E 24 280 39. 39
116.8 290.6 ° 47 39.2 8 32 37.0 2831 F4 66/05/25
2439271 6.4 S 1 31 . 1 E 5.8
3° 116.8 2 Q 0.6 08-47-39.2 08-32-37.
IPIKMQRPHL 24 SUNDA
APC 280 BANDA SEA
98 2*63 p M 66 6 'J 2439281 34.0 N 77.0 E 26 302207. 207
99.5 357.3 5 25 4.« 5 11 18. b 2883 BM 66/06/04
2439281 34.0 N 077.0 E 5.7
207 99. s 3^7.3 05-25-04.8 05-11-18.
6 QPMLVHCGSI 26 INDIA
- TIBET - SZECHWAN - YUNAN 302 EASTERN KASHMIR
9« 2883 Fl 66 6 a 2439281 34.0 N 77.0 E 26 302207. 207
99.5 357.3 5 25 4.8 5 11 18.6 2883 Fl 66/0b/0u
243°281 3U.0 N 077.0 F 5.7
207 o9.s 357.3 05-25-04.8 05-11-18.
6 QPMLVHCGSI 26 INDIA
- TIBET - SZECHWAM - YUNAN 302 EASTERN KASHMIR
9° 2883 F2 b6 6 4 P439P81 34.0 N 77.0 E 26 302207. 207
99.5 357.3 5 25 4.8 5 11 18.6 2883 F2 66/06/04
2439281 34.0 M 077.n e 5.7
207 9Q.5 357.3 05-25-04.8 05-11-18.
6 QPMLVHCGSI 26 TNDIA
- TIBET - SZECHWAM - YUNAN 302 FASTFRN KASHMIR
98 <?883 F3 06 a 2439281 34.0 N 77.0 E 26 302207. 207
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99.5 357.3 5 25 4.8 5 11 18.6 2883 F3 b6/0b/04
2439281 34.0 N 077.0 E 5.7
207 9Q.5 357.3 05-25-04. 8 05-11-18.
6 QPMLVHCGSI 26 INDIA
- riBFT - SZECHWAN - YUNAM 302 EASTERN KASHMIR
9* 2883 F4 66 6 4 2439281 34.0 N 77.0 E 26 302207. 207
99.5 357.3 5 25 4.R 5 11 18.6 2883 F4 66/06/04
2439281 34.0 N 077.0 E ^.7
207 99.5 357.3 05-25-04.8 05-11-18.
6 QPMLVHCGSI 26 INDIA
- TIBET - SZECHWAN - YUNAN 302 FASTERN KASHMIR
99 2880 BM 66 6 10 2439287 U7.0 N 155.0 E 19 222 33. 33
62.8 310.6 9 21 56.0 9 11 26.5 2880 BM 66/06/10
24392*7 47.0 N 15^.0 F a.
5
33 b2.* 310.6 09-21-56.0 09-11-26.
5 VQSBLUEZHT 19 JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA 222 KUPILE ISLANDS REGION
99 2880 Fl 66 b in ?a39?57 47.0 N 155.0 E 19 222 33. 33
62.8 310.5 9 21 55.0 9 n 26.5 28*0 Fl 66/0b/10
243^287 47.0 M 15^.0 F 4.5
33 62. 8 310.6 09-21-56.0 09-11-26.
5 VQSBLUEZHT 19 JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA 22? KUPILE ISLANDS REGION
9o 2880 F2 56 6 10 2439287 47.0 N 155.0 E 19 222 33. 33
62.8 310.6 9 ?\ 56.0 9 11 26.5 28*0 F2 b6/06/10
2^39287 47.0 N 155.0 F 4.^
33 o?.P 310.6 09-21-56.0 09-11-26.
5 VQSBLUEZHT 10 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KU&ILE ISLANDS REGION
99 2880 F3 66 fa 10 2439287 47.0 N 155.0 E 19 222 33. 33
62.8 310. o 9 21 56.0 9 11 26.5 28*0 F3 06/O6/IO
243 Q 287 47.0 N 155.0 E 4.5
33 62.8 310. o 09-21-56.0 09-11-26.
5 VQSBLUEZHT 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KUPILE ISLANDS REGION
99 ^R80 F4 06 b 10 2439287 47.0 N 155.0 E 19 222 33. 33
62.8 310.6 9 21 56.0 9 11 2b.
5
28*0 F4 66/06/10
24392*7 47.0 N 155.0 F 4.5
33 62.* 310.6 09-21-56.0 09-11-26.
5 VQSBLUEZHT 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KURILE ISLANDS RFGION
10n 232b BM ob o 30 2u39^07 43. b N 132.2 E 51 bbl454. 454
7b. 3 320.5 9 10 50. a 8 5* 58.1 232b B w bb/06/30
24 39 307 4 3.6 N 132. 2 F 5.4
454 7h.3 320.5 09-10-50.4 08-58-58.
1 EPLPQODVTH 51 S REG
= 19,20 OP 41 AND D GT 300 bbl NEAR E. COAST OF EASTERN RUS
SIA
100 232b Fl b6 b 30 2439307 a 3 . b M 132.2 E 51 6bl454. 454
7b. 3 320.5 9 10 50.4 8 5* 58.1 232b Fl bb/Ob/30
2439307 47. b N 1 32.2 E 5.4
454 7b. 3 320.5 09-10-50.4 08-58-58.
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1 EPLPQOOVTH St S RET,
= 19, ?0 OP 41 AMD D GT 300 661 NEAR E. COAST OK EASTERN ROS
SIA
100 2326 F2 nh b 30 2-439307 /1 3 . 6 N 132.2 E 51 66ia5a. a5a
76.3 320.5 9 io 50. a 8 5* 58.1 232b F2 66/06/30
2a39307 '43.6 N 1 32.2 E 5.
a
a5a 76.3 320.5 09-10-50. a 08-58-58.
1 EPLPQOOVTH 51 S REG
= 19,20 OR ai AMD D GT 300 661 NEAR b. COAST OF EASTERN RUS
SIA
100 2326 F3 6o 6 30 ?q"<9307 a3.6 N 132.2 E 51 66ia5a. aba
76.3 320.5 9 10 50. a 8 5* 5ft.
1
232b F3 66/06/30
243930 7 43.6 N 132.2 E 5. a
a5a 76.3 320.5 0^-10-50. a 08-58-58.
1 EPLPQOnvTH 51 S REG
= 19,20 OR 41 AND D GT 300 661 NEAR E. COAST OF EASTERN RUS
SIA
100 2326 Fa 06 6 30 2a39307 a3.6 N 132.2 E 51 661454. a5a
7b. 3 320.5 9 10 50. a 8 5* 58.1 2326 Fa 66/06/30
2 a 39 307 43.6 N 132.2 E 5.
q5a 76. * 320.5 OQ-10-50. a 08-58-58.
1 EPLPQODVTH 51 S PEG
= 19,20 OR 41 AND D GT 300 661 NEAR E. COAST OF EASTERN ROS
SIA
101 290a BM 66 7 7 243931a 12.6 N iaa.2 E 17 210 no. ao
93.° 292.9 9 59 a8.1 9 46 27.
a
2^04 BM 66/07/07
2 4 39314 12. b N 144.2 E 5.3
40 93. q 292.° 09-59-4a.l 09-a6-27.«
ZWTUYWOQZL 17 CAROL!
NE ISLANDS TO GUAM 210 SOUTH OF" MARIANA ISLANDS
101 2904 Fl b6 7 7 2439314 12.6 N 144.2 E 17 210 40. 40
°3.9 29?. 9 9 S9 4P.1 9 46 27.4 2904 Fl 66/07/07
24 39 314 12.6 N 144. P F 5.3
40 93.9 292.9 09-59-48.1 09-46-27.
4 ZWTUYWOQ7L 17 CAROL
INE ISLANDS TO GUAM 210 SOUTH OF MARIANA ISLANDS
101 29 04 F2 06 7 7 2439314 12.6 N 144.2 E 17 210 aO. 40
°3.9 292.9 9 S9 48.1 9 46 27.4 2904 F2 66/07/07
2 4 39314 12.6 M 144.2 F 5.3
40 93.9 2°2.9 09-59-48.1 09-46-27.
4 ZWTUYWOQZL 17 CAROL
INF ISLANDS TO GUA^ 210 SOUTH QF MARIANA ISLANDS
101 29 4" F 3 66 7 7 24 39314 12. 6 N 1 44 . 2 E 17 210 40. 40
93.9 292.9 9 50 aP.1 9 46 27.4 2904 F3 O6/07/07
24 39 314 12.6 N 144.2 E 5.3
aO 91. Q 2°2.9 09-S9-4K.1 09-46-27.
4 Z.NTUYV.OQ7L 17 CAROL
INE ISLANDS TO GUAM 210 SOUTH OF MARTANA ISLANDS
101 2904 F4 06 7 7 2439314 12.6 N 144.2 E 17 210 40. 40
93.9 292.9 9 S9 48. 1 9 46 27.4 2904 F4 66/07/07
2 4 39314 12.6 N 144.2 F 5.3
40 93.9 2°2.9 09-59-48.1 09-a6-27.
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4 Zl«TUYWOQ7L
INE ISLANDS TO GUAV
17 CAROL
210 SOUTH OF MARIANA ISLANDS
10? 1178 BM 66 8 19 2430357 36. a N 141.7 E 19 228 28. 28
77.3 310.1 1? 58 17.3 12 46 19.7 1178 BM 66/08/19
2/J39 3S7 36. a N 1 4 1 .7 F 5.5
28 77.3 310.1 12-58-17.3 12-46-19.
7 ZROBQJSRLM 19 JAPAN
- KIJRILES - KAMCHATKA 228 NEAR EAST COAST Of- HONSHU/ J
APAN
102 1178 Fl 66 8 10 2439357 36.4 N 141.7 E 1° 228 28. 28
77.3 310.1 12 58 17.3 12 46 19.7 1178 Fl 66/08/10
2439357 36.4 N 1 41 .7 E 5.5
2^ 77.3 310.1 12-58-17.3 12-46-19.
7 ZROBQJSRLM 19 JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA ?28 NEAR EAST COAST OF HONSHU, J
APAN
102 1178 F2 66 8 10 2430^57 36.4 N 141.7 E 1° 228 28. 28
77.3 310.1 12 58 17.3 12 46 19.7 1178 F2 66/08/19
2439357 36.4 N 141 .7 F 5.5
2P 77.3 310.1 12-58-17.3 12-46-19.
7 ZROBQJSRLM 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 228 NEAR tAST COAST OF HONSHU, J
APAN
10? 1178 F3 66 8 10 2439^57 36.4 N 141.7 E 19 228 28. 28
77.3 310.1 12 58 17.3 12 46 10.7 1178 F3 66/08/1Q
243 Q 357 36.4 N 141 .7 E 5.5
2« 77.3 310.1 12-58-17.3 12-46-19.
7 ZROBQJSRLM 1 Q JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA 22P NEAR EAST COAST OF HONSHU, J
AP Ai\J
102 1178 F4 66 8 10 2430357 36.4 N 141.7 E 10'228 28. 28
77.3 310.1 12 58 17.3 12 46 19.7 1178 F4 66/08/10
243 Q 357 36.4 N 141 .7 E 5.5
28 77.3 310.1 12-58-17.3 12-46-19.
7 ZROBQJSRLM 10 JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA ??P NEAR EAST COAST OF HONSHU, J
APAN
103 2014 BM 66 10 243937° 46.6 N 144.1 E 51 663335. 335
68.5 315.9 2 38 16.2 2 27 10.1 2014 B^ 66/09/10
^30370 q6.6 N 144.1 F 5.2
335 o«.5 315.9 02-38-16.2 02-27-10.
1 VESJLQRECZ 51 S PEG
= 10,?0 OP 41 AMD D GT 300 66^ SFA OF OKHOTSK
103 2014 Fl 66 10 243937^ 4 6.6 N 144.1 E 51 6633 35. 3 35
68.5 315.9 2 38 16. ? 2 27 10.1 2014 Fl 66/09/10
243^579 46.6 N 144.1 F 5.2
335 68.5 315.0 02-38-16.2 02-27-10.
1 VESJLQRECZ 51 S PEG
= 10,20 OP 41 AMD D GT 300 663 SEA OF OKHOTSK
103 2014 F2 66 9 10 243937a 46.6 N 144.1 E 51 663335. 335
68.5 315.9 2 38 16.2 2 27 10.1 2014 F2 66/09/10
2 4 39579 46.6 M 144.1 E 5.2
335 6*. 5 315.9 02-38-16.2 02-27-10.
1 VESJLQRECZ 51 S REG
= 10,20 OP 41 AND D GT 300 663 SEA OF OKHOISK
103 2014 F3 66 9 10 243937Q 46.6 N 14a. 1 E 51 663335. 335
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68.5 315.9 2 38 16.? 2 21 10.1 2014 F3
2430370 46.6 N 144.1 F_ ^.2
335 o8.5 315.9 02-38-16.2
1 VESJLQRECZ




103 2014 F4 66 9 10 2439370 46.6 N 144.1 E 51
68.5 315.9 2 38 16.2 2 27 10.1 2014 F4
2439379 46.6 N 1 44. 1 E 5.2
335 6«.S 315.9 02-38-16.2
1 VESJLQRECZ





104 1545 BM 66 10 15 2439414 45.7 N 26.3 E 52
78.9 31./ 7 11 P. 6 6 50 2.0 1545 BM
243^414 45.7 N 026.3 E 4.P
120 7P.Q 31.7 7-11-08.6
HITLOVBQWJ





104 1545 Fl 66 10 IS 2439414 45.7 N 26.3 E 52
78.9 31.7 7 11 P. 6 6 5^ 2.0 1545 Fl
2439414 45. 7 M 026.3 F 4.8
120 7P.° 31.7 07-11-08.6
HITLOVBQWJ





104 1545 F2 66 10 15 2'4394iu 45.7 N 26.3 E 52
78.9 31.7 7 11 P. 6 6 50 2.0 1545 F?
2439414 45.7 N 026.3 E 4.P
120 7P.9 31.7 07-11-08.6
HITLOVBQWJ





104 1545 F3 66 10 15 2439414 45.7 N 26.3 E 52
78.9 31.7 7 11 P. 6 6 59 2.0 1545 F3
2/139414 4S.7N 026.3 F 4.8
120 7P .9 31.7 07-1 1-08.6
HITLOVBQWJ





104 1545 F4 66 10 15 ?4 39414 45.7 N 26.3 E 52
78.9 31.7 7 11 P. 6 6 50 2.0 1545 F4
243^414 45.7 N 026.3 E 4.8
120 7P.o 31.7 07-11-08.6
HITLOVBQWJ





105 1660 BM 66 10 29 2439428 30.2 N 21.2 E 30
82.4 38.4 2 51 51.7 2 3° 26.7 1660 BM
2439428 3^.2 N 021 .2 F 5.7
20 82.4 38. 4 02-51-51.7
7 CJLFFQVZJI





105 1660 Fl 66 10 2° 243942P 39.2 N 21.2 fc 30
P2.4 38.4 2 51 51.7 2 3° 26.7 1660 Fl
2430428 3 Q .2 N 021 .2 F S.7
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E EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 364 GREECE
10S 16o0 F2 b6 10 2° 243942* 39.2 N 21.2 E 30 364 20. 20
82.4 38.4 2 SI 51.7 2 39 26.7 lb60 F2 66/10/29
2439428 3 Q .2 N 021 .2 F 5.7
20 82.4 38.4 02-51-51.7 02-39-26.
7 CJLFFQVZJI 30 MIDDL
F FAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 364 GREECE
105 1660 F3 66 10 29 243942* 39.2 N 21.2 E 30 364 20. 20
82.4 38.4 2 51 51.7 2 39 26.7 1660 F3 b6/10/2°
2439428 3°. 2 N 021 .2 5 5.7
20 82.4 38.4 02-51-51.7 02-3^-26.
7 CJLFFQVZJI 30 MIDDL
F FAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 3b4 GREECE
105 16o0 F4 b6 10 29 243942* 79.2 N 21.2 E 30 364 20. 20
P2.4 38.4 2 51 51.7 2 39 2b. 7 lb60 F4 66/10/29
2439428 39.2 N 021 .2 F 5.7
20 82.4 38.4 02-51-51.7 02-39-2b.
7 CJLFFQVZJI 30 MIDDL
F FAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 3b4 GREECE
106 1714 BM 66 1 1 R 243943* 52.4 N 173.0 E 1
50.1 308.1 11 44 50.2 11 35 51.2 1714 BM
24 394 38 52.4 N 1 7 3.0 F 4.9






A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
OS
106 1714 Fl bb 11 « 2439438 52.4 N 173.0 E 1 5 41. 41
50.1 308.1 11 44 50.2 11 3B 51.2 1714 Fl 66/11/08
24 39 438 52.4 N 173.0 F 4.9
41 50.1 308.1 11-44-50.2 11-35-51.
2 QHTOWHIYSL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
OS
106 1714 F2 bb 11 8 2439438 52.4 N 173.0 E 1 5 41. 41
50.1 306.1 11 4 4 50.2 11 35 51.2 1714 F2 66/11/08
2439438 52.4 N 1 73. ^ E 4.Q
41 50.1 308.1 11-44-50.2 11-35-51.
2 QHTOWHIYSL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANHS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
PS
106 1714 F3 66 11 8 2439438 52.4 N 173.0 El 5 41. 41
50.1 308.1 11 44 50.2 11 35 51.2 1714 F3 66/11/08
243°438 52.4 N 1 73.0 E 4.9
41 50.1 308.1 11-44-50.2 11-35-51.
2 QHTOWHIYSL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
106 1714 F4 bb 11 8 2439438 52.4 N 173.0 E 1 5 41. 41
50.1 308.1 11 44 50.2 11 3F 51.2 1714 F4 66/11/08
2439438 52.4 N 173.0 F 4.9
41 50.1 308.1 11-44-50.2 11-35-51.
2 QHTOWHirSL 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALFUTIAN ISLAN
DS
107 1612 BM 66 11 9 2439439 26.9 N 125.5 E 21 245 39. 39
93.1 315.5 11 39 36.1 11 26 18.8 1612 BM 66/11/09
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2439439 26.9 n 125.5 E 5.4
30 93.1 315.5 11-39-36.1 11-26-18.
8 JOSVMLMDIC 21 TATaA
N ?a5 NORTHEAST OF TAIWAN
107 161? Fl 66 11 o 2439439 26.9 N 125.5 E 21 245 39. 39
93.1 315.5 11 39 36.1 11 26 18.8 lbl2 Fl 66/11/09
243943^ 26. o n 125.5 F 5.4
39 93.1 315.5 11-39-36.1 11-26-18.
8 JQSVMLMDTC 21 TAIWA
N 245 NORTHEAST OF TAIWAN
107 1612 F2 66 11 o ?439U3^ ?6.9 N 125.5 E 2] 245 39. 39
93.1 315.5 11 39 36.1 11 26 18.8 lbl2 F2 66/11/09
2439439 26.Q m 125.5 F 5.4
39 93.1 315.5 11-39-36.1 11-26-18.
P JQSVM|_MDTC 21 TAIWA
M 245 N0RTHE&ST OF TAIWAN
107 1612 F3 ob 11 9 2439439 ?b.9 N 125.5 E 21 245 39. 39
93.1 315.5 11 39 36.1 11 26 18.8 1612 F3 66/11/09
2439439 26.9 ivi 125.5 E 5.4
39 93.1 315.5 11-39-36.1 11-26-18.
8 JOSVML^DIC 21 TAIWA
N 245 NORTHEAST OF TAIWAN
107 1612 Fa 66 1
1
Q 2439439 2b. 9 N 125.5 E 21 245 39. 39
93.1 315.5 11 39 36.1 11 26 18.8 1612 F4 66/11/09
2439439 26.9 n 125.5 E 5.4
39 93.1 315.5 11-39-36.1 11-26-18.
8 JQSV V L W DIC 21 TAIWA
N 245 NORTHEAST OF TAIWAN
108 1674 BM 66 11 1? 2439442-23.8 S -67.6 W « 124126. 126
78.5 144. a 12 2 19.7 11 50 15.3 1674 qm 66/11/12
^a 394 4 2 23.8 S 067.6 W 5.6
126 7*. 5 144.4 12-02-19.7 11-50-15.
3 UZRCLBJQFZ 8 ANPEA
N SOUTH AMERICA 124 CHfLE-BOLIVIA 80RDER REGTON
108 lfo74 Fl bb 11 1? 2439442-23.8 S -67.6 W 8 124126. 126
78.5 144.4 1? 2 19.7 11 50 15.3 lo74 Fl 66/11/12
2439442 23.8 S 067.6 W 5.6
122 7«.5 144.4 12-02-19.7 11-50-15.
3 UZRCLBJQFZ 8 ANOEA
M SOUTH AMERICA 124 CH T LE -BOL 1 V I A BORDER RFGTON
108 1674 F2 66 11 1? 2439442-23.8 S -67.6 in 8 124126. 126
78.5 144.4 12 2 1 Q .7 11 50 15.3 1674 F2 66/11/12
24 39442 2^.8 S 067.6 W 5.6
126 78.5 144.4 12-02-19.7 11-50-15.
3 UZRCLBJQFZ 8 ANDEA
N SOUTH AMERTCA 124 CH I LF-RQL I V I A BORDER REGION
108 1674 F3 66 11 1? 2439442-23.8 S -67.6 A 8 124126. 126
78.5 144.4 12 2 19.7 11 50 15.3 1674 F3 o6/11/12
<?4iQ442 2^.* S 067.6 M 5.6
126 7P.5 144.4 12-02-19.7 11-50-15.
3 UZRCLBJQFZ 8 ANDEA
N SOUTH AMFRTCA 124 CH
T
LF-ROL I V I A BORDER RFGTON
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108 1674 Fa 66 11 1? 2439442-23.8 S -67.6 w 8 124126. 126
78. 5 144.4 12 2 19.7 11 50 15.3 lfa74 F4 66/11/12
24 394 42 2 3.8 S 0o7.6 W 5.6
126 78. S 144.4 12-02-19.7 11-50-15.
3 UZPCLBJQFZ 8 AMDEA
N SOUTH AMERICA 124 CHT LE-RUL I V I A BORDER REGION
109 1675 BM 66 11 12 2439442 41.8 N 144.1 E 19 224 33. 33
72.0 312.4 13 1 6.0 12 49 38.0 1675 BM 66/11/1?
24 39 4a 2 4 1 .8 N 144. 1 E 5.8
33 72.0 312.4 13-01-06.0 12-49-38.
HMGVQwLOQJ 1° JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
109 1675 Fl 66 11 1? 24394a? 41.8 N 144.1 E 19 224 33. 33
72.0 312.4 13 1 6.0 12 49 38.0 1b75 Fl 66/11/12
2a39aa2 41 .8 n 144. IF 5. a
33 72.0 312. a 13-01-06.0 12-49-38.
HMGVQWLOGJ 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
109 1675 F2 b6 11 1? 5439442 41.8 N 144,1 E 19 224 33. 33
72.0 312.4 13 1 6.0 12 ao 38.0 1675 F2 96/11/12
2a 39 442 fll.fi N 14 4. 1 F 5.3
33 72.0 312.4 13-01-06.0 12-49-38.
HMGVQWLOGJ 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA ?24 H(JKKA1Q0, JAPAN, REGTON
109 1675 F3 66 11 1? ?4394a? 41.8 N 144.1 E 19 224 33. 33
72.0 312.4 13 1 6.0 12 49 38.0 1675 F3 96/11/12
24 39442 a 1 . 8 M 144.1 F 5.8
33 72.0 312.4 13-01-06.0 12-49-38.
HMGVQWLOGJ l q JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA ?24 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
10° 167^ F4 b6 11 12 24394 4 2 41.8 N 14 4.1 E 19 224 33. 33
72.0 312.4 13 1 6.0 12 40 38.0 1675 F4 66/11/1?
2439442 41.8 N 144.1 E 5.8
33 72.0 312.4 13-01-06.0 12-49-38.
HMGVQWLOGJ 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
110 2709 BM 66 11 IP 243944Q 35.0 N 23.5 E 30 370 33. 33
8o.9 39.1 7 25 22.6 7 12 34.9 2709 BM 56/11/19
2439449 35.0 N 023.5 E 5.3
33 86.9 39.1 07-25-22.6 07-12-34.
9 WPLKPGQGDR 30 MIODL
F EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 370 CRFTF
110 2709 Fl 66 11 19 2439449 35.0 N 23.5 E 30 370 33. 33
Po.9 39.1 7 25 22.6 7 12 34.9 2709 Fl 66/11/19
2439449 35.0 N 023.5 F 5.3
33 86.9 39.1 07-25-22.6 07-12-34.
9 WPLKPGQGDR 30 MIDDL
E EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 370 CRFTF
110 2709 F2 6b 11 19 243944Q 35.0 N 23.5 E 30 370 33. 33
86.9 39.1 7 25 22.6 7 12 34.9 2709 F? 66/11/19
2439449 35.0 M 023.5 E 5.3
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53 86. 9 59.1 07-25-22.6
9 WPLKPGQGHR
E FAST - CRIMEA - PALKAtoS "5 7 CRETE
110 2709 F3 66 11 19 2439449 35.0 to 23.5 E 30
B6.9 39.1 7 25 2?. 6 7 12 3-4.9 ?709 F3
2439449 35.0 N 023.5 E 5.3
33 86.9 39.1 07-25-22.6
Q hPLKPGQGHR







110 2709 Fa 66 11 19 P439449 -$c^ N 23.5 E 30
B6.9 39.1 7 25 2?. 6 7 12 34.9 2709 f-
4
2439449 3^.0 m 025.5 E 5.3
33 86.9 39.1 07-25-22.6
9 ftPLKPGQGDR





111 2716 BM 66 II 19 2439449 U0.5 N 142.7 E 19
73.7 312.2 7 42 46.3 7 31 9.? 2716 BM
2439449 40.5 M 14?. 7 F 4.3
33 73.7 312.2 07-42-48.3
2 QILFPSIBOZ
- KURTLES - KAMCHATKA 228 NEAR EAST COAST
APAN
111 2716 Fl 66 11 1° 2439449 4 . 5 N 142.7 E 19
73.7 312.2 7 42 46.3 7 31 9.2 2716 Fl
2^39449 40.5 N 142.7 E 4.3
33 73.7 312.2 07-42-46.3
2 QILFPSIBOZ
- KURTLES - KAMCHATKA ?28 MEAR EAST COAST
A PAN
111 2716 F2 06 11 19 2 4 39449 40.5 N 142.7 E 19
73.7 312.2 7 42 46.3 7 31 9.2 271b F?
24 3° 4 4 9 4 0.5 N 14 2.7 E 4.3
35 73.7 312.2 07-42-46.3
2 QILFPSIBOZ
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA ?28 MEAR EAST COAST
A P A to
111 2716 F3 66 11 19 2439449 40.5 N 142.7 E 19
73.7 312.2 7 42 4b. 3 7 31 9.2 271oF3
2439449 40.5 M 142.7 F 4.3
33 7^.7 312.2 07-42-46.3
2 QILFPSIBOZ
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 228 MEAR EAST COAST
APAN
111 2716 F4 66 11 19 2439449 40.5 N 142.7 E 19
73.7 312.2 7 42 46.5 7 31 9.2 2716 F4
2439449 40.5 N 142.7 E 4.3
33 73.7 312.2 07-42-46.3
? QILFPSIBOZ
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA ?28 NEAR EAST COAST
APAN
112 1613 BM b fe 11 21 2459451 4b. 7 N 152.5 E 19
64.3 311.6 12 30 .8 12 19 21.1 1613 B«
2439451 46.7 M 152. SF 5.6
40 64.3 311.9 12-30-00. P
1 VVPTEPLQIJ
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11? 1613 Fl 06 11 PI 2439451 46.7 N 152.5 E 1<>
6a. 3 311.6 1? 30 .8 1? 19 ?1.1 1613 Fl
£439451 46.7 N 15?. 5 E 5.6
40 64.3 311.6 12-30-00.8
1 VVPTEPLQIJ






11? 1613 F? 66 11 21 ?439451 46.7 N 15?. 5 E 19
64.3 311.6 IP 30 .8 12 19 ?1.1 1613 F?
?439451 46.7 N 15?. 5 F 5.6
40 b4.3 311.6 12-30-00.8
1 VVPTEPLQTJ





11? 1613 F3 66 11 21 ?439451 46.7 N 15?. 5 E 1<>
64.3 311.9 1? 30 .8 1? 19 21.1 1613 F3
2439451 46.7 M 152.5 E 5.6
40 b 4 . 3 311.6 12-30-00.8
1 VVPTEPLQIJ





112 1613 F4 bb 11 21 2439451 46.7 N 152.5 E 19
64.3 311.6 1? 30 .* 12 1Q 21.1 1613 F4
£439451 46.7 N 15?. 5 E 5.6
4 64.3 3 11.6 12-30-00. fl
1 VVPTEPLQIJ





113 272? PM 66 11 2? 243945? 48.2 N 14 6.7 E 51
6b. 1 315.7 6 39 56.4 6 29 5.4 ?7?? BM
?43945? 48.? N 146.7 F 5.6
453 66.1 315.7 06-39-56.4
4 HUVJUCDQCL





113 2722 Fl 66 11 Z2 2439452 4&.2 N 146.7 E 51
60.I 315.7 6 39 56.4 6 29 5.4 ?7?? Fl
2439452 4P.2 M 146.7 F ^.6
453 b6.1 315.7 06-39-56.4
4 HUVJUCDQCL





113 2722 F2 bb 11 2? 243945? 48.2 N 14b. 7 E 51
6b. 1 315.7 6 39 56.4 b 29 5.4 ?7?2 F2
2439452 4«.2 M 146.7 F 5.6
453 66.1 315.7 06-39-56.4
4 HUVJUCDQCL





113 272? F3 66 11 2? 243945? "*.2 N 146.7 E 51
66.1 315.7 6 *9 56.4 6 2° 5.4 ?7?2 F3
2439452 4A.2 N 146.7 E ^ . b
453 66.1 315.7 06-39-56.4
4 HUVJUCDQCL





113 2722 F4 6b 11 2? 243945? 46.? N 14b. 7 E 51
66.1 315.7 6 ^9 56.4 6 2^ 5.4 ?7?2 H
4
2439452 48.? N 146.7 E 5.6
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4 HUVJUCDQCL
= 1°,20 OR 41 AMD GT 300 6b3 SEA OF OKHOTSK
51 S PEG
11^ 2°56 BM b6 11 2° 2439459 55.0 N 154.0 E 41 663 33. 33
56.3 31b. 2 P 1° 13.7 8 ° 1a# q 29 5 to B m 66/11/20
2 4 3 9 u 5 9 5 5.0 N 154.0 F 4.3
33 5P.3 316.2 08-19-13.7 08-09-14.
9 FQOLVPfmJM 4 1 FASTE
RN ASIA 663 SEA OF OKHOTSK
114 2°56 Fl 66 11 2° 2439450 ^5.0 N 154.0 E 41 663 33. 33
58.3 318.2 8 19 13.7 8 ° ]q % q ? 9 5 6 F j 66/11/2°
2439459 5^.0 N 154.0 F 4.3
33 58.3 318.2 08-19-13.7 08-09-14.
° EQOLVPWWJM 41 FASTE
PN ASIA 663 SEA OF OKHOTSK
114 2956 F2 66 11 20 243045° ^5.0 N 154.0 E 41 663 33. 33
56.3 316.2 8 19 13.7 6 Q 14.9 2956 F? 66/11/2°
2439459 55.0 N 154.0 E 4.3
33 58.3 318.2 08-19-13.7 08-0°-14.
9 EQOLVPIMJM 41 FASTF
PN ASIA 663 SEA OF OKHOTSK
114 2956 F3 06 11 2° 243945° ^5.0 N 154.0 E 41 663 33. 33
58.3 318.2 B 1° 13.7 8 ° 14.9 2956 F3 66/11/29
2439459 55.0 N 154.0 F 4.3
33 58.3 318.2 08-19-1-3.7 08-09-14.
9 EGOLVH^WJM 41 FASTF
RN ASIA 663 SEA OF OKHOTSK
114 2°56 F4 06 11 2° 243°45° 55.0 N 154.0 E 41 663 33. 33
56.3 316.2 8 1° 13.7 8 ° 14.9 295b P4 06/11/29
243°45° 55.0 N 154.0 E 4.3
33 5^.3 318.2 08-19-13.7 08-09-14.
9 EQOLVPWWJM 41 EASTF
RN ASIA 663 SEA OF OKHOTSK
115 11295 RM 73 5 5 2441«0R 37.1 N 176.0 E 3° 611 41. 41
SO. 5 290.5 3 52 26.0 3 42 39.7 1 1 2°5 B w 73/05/05
2 4 41808 3 7.1 N 17 (-.OF 5.4
41 56.^ 2°0.5 03-52-26.0 03-42-39.
7 WSHMPVQVLC 3° PACIF
TC BASIN 611 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
115 11295 Fl 73 5 5 2441808 37.1 N 17b. E 3° 611 41. 41
56.5 2°0.5 3 52 26.0 3 42 39.7 11295 Fl 73/05/05
2441808 37.1 N 176.0 F 5.4
41 56. 5 290.5 03-52-26.0 03-42-39.
7 WSHMPVQVLC 39 PACIF
IC BASIN 611 MOPTw PACIFIC OCEAN
115 11295 F2 73 5 5 244180* 37.1 N 176.0 E 3° 611 41. 41
56.5 2O0.5 3 52 26.0 3 42 39.7 11295 F2 73/05/05
2441808 3 7.1 M 176.0 F 5.4
41 56.5 2°0.5 03-52-26.0 03-42-39.
7 WSHMPVQVLC 3° PACIF
IC BASTN 611 NORTH PACIFIC OCFAN
115 11295 F3 73 5 5 2441«08 37.1 N 176.0 E 3° Oil 41. 41
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56.5 290.5 3 52 26.0 3 42 39.7 11295 F3 73/05/05
2441808 37.1 N 176.0 E 5.
a
41 56.5 290.5 03-52-26.0 03-a?-39.
7 WSHMPVQVLC 39 PACIF
IC BASIN 611 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
115 11295 FU 73 5 5 2441R0*3 37.1 N 176.0 E 39 611 ai. ai
56.5 290.5 3 52 26.0 3 42 39.7 11295 F4 73/05/05
2441808 37.1 N 176.0 F 5.4
41 56. 5 290.5 03-^2-26.0 03-42-39.
7 WSHMPVQVLC 39 PACIF
IC BASIN 611 NORTH PACIFIC OCFAN
116 11300 BM 73 5 8 2441811 45.6 N 149.6 t 19 221 95. 95
66.5 312.2 7 48 5^.0 7 38 5.5 11300 BM 73/05/08
2441811 4 5 . 6 N 14Q.6F 5.4
95 66.^ 312.2 07-48-59.0 07-38-05.
5 QnPLRHFHTG 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILE ISLANDS
116 11300 Fl 73 5 8 2441811 45.6 N 149.6 E 1° 221 95. 95
66.5 312.2 7 48 59.0 7 3* 5.5 11300 Fl 73/05/0*
2441811 4 5.6 N 149.6 F 5.4
95 66.5 312.2 07-48-59.0 07-38-05.
5 QwPLPHFHTG • 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILE ISLANDS
116 11300 F2 73 5 8 2441811 ^5.6 N 149.6 E 19 221 95. 95
66.5 312.2 7 46 5Q.0 7 38 5.5 11300 F2 73/05/08
2441811 4 5.6 M 149.6 F 5.4
95 66. 5 312.2 07-48-59.0 07-38-05.
5 QyJPLRHEHTG 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILE ISLANDS
116 11300 F3 7 3 5 R 2441811 45.6 N 149.6 E 19 221 95. 95
66.5 312.2 7 48 5^.0 7 3* 5.5 11300 F3 73/05/08
2441611 45.6 N 149.6 E 5.4
95 66.5 312.2 07-48-59.0 07-38-05.
5 QrtPLRHEHTG 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 MJRILE ISLANDS
116 1130 F4 73 5 8 2441811 45.6 N 149.6 E 1 «> 221 95. 95
66.5 312.2 7 48 5<5.0 7 IP 5.5 11300 F4 73/05/08
244 1811 45.6 N 1 4Q.6 F 5.4
9S 66.5 312.2 07-48-59.0 07-38-05.
5 QWPLRHEHTG 19 JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA ?21 KUPILE ISLANDS
117 11383 BM 73 5 10 2441811 51.4 N-179.5 i/U 1
46.4 304.2 11 39 31.0 11 31 .9 11383 BM
244 1813 51 .4 M 179.5 W 5.3






A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
117 11383 Fl 7? 5 in 24 4 1813 51.4 N-179.5 Vi 1 7 61. 61
46.4 304.2 11 39 31.0 11 31 .9 11383 Fl 73/05/10
2441813 51.4 M I7Q.5 W 5.3
61 46.4 304.2 11-39-31.0 11-31-00.
9 JQZVLSBMSM 1 ALASK
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A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
117 11383 F2 73 5 10 2441*13 SI. a N-179.5 M 1 7 61. 6l
46.4 304.2 11 79 3i.o 11 31 .9 113*3 F? 73/05/10
2 4 4 18 13 5 1 . 4 M 17 9.51" 5.3
61 48.4 304.2 11-39-31.0 11-31-00.
9 JQZVLSBMSM 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
117 11383 F3 7^ 5 10 2441*17 SI. 4 N-179.5 W 1 7 61. bl
46.4 304.2 11 39 31.0 11 31 .9 11383 F3 73/05/10
2441813 51.4 N 17 9.5 i* 5.3
61 46.4 304.2 11-39-31.0 11-31-00.
9 JQZVLSBMSM 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF TSLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
117 11383 F4 73 5 10 2441817 51.4 N-179.5 N 1 7 61. 61
46.4 304.2 11 79 31.0 11 31 .9 113*3 F4 73/05/10
2441813 51.4 N 17Q.5W 5.3
61 46.4 304.2 11-39-31.0 11-31-00.
9 JiJZVLSBMSM 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDRFANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
TS.
llfl 11304 PM 73 5 10 ?441«13 19.0 N-104.8 H 5 55 33. 33
27.7 177.1 17 50 53.0 17 4F 1.4 11304 6^ 73/05/10
2441813 19.0 M 104.8 'A) ^ .
33 27.7 177.1 17-50-53.0 17-45-01.
4 KUTLWQSPOR 5 MEVIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 55 NEAR COAST OF JALISCO, MFXTC
11* 11304 Fl 77 5 10 2441*13 19.0 N-104.8 N 5 55 33. 33
27.7 177.1 17 50 53.0 17 45 1.4 11304 Fl 73/05/10
2 4 41813 19.0 N 104. fl 1* 5.0
33 27.7 177.1 17-50-53.0 17-45-01.
4 KUTLrtQSPOB 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 55 NEAP COAST OF JALISCO, MEXIC
118 11304 F2 73 5 10 ?44i*17 19.0 N-104.8 h 5 55 33. 33
27.7 177.1 17 50 53.0 1/ 45 1.4 11304 F2 77/05/10
244 1813 19.0 N 104.8 W ^ .
37 27.7 177.1 17-50-53.0 17-45-01.
4 KUTL^QSPOH 5 ^EXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 55 NEAR COAST OF JALISCO, MEXIC
118 11304 F5 73 5 10 2441813 19.0 N-104.8 w 5 55 33. 33
27.7 177.1 17 50 53.0 17 45 1.4 11304 F3 73/05/10
2441813 19.0 N 10 4.8 W 5.0
33 27.7 177.1 17-50-53.0 17-45-01.
4 KUTLWQSPOB 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA ARFA 55 NEAR COAST OP JALISCO, MFXIC
118 11304 F4 77 5 10 2441«17 19.0 N-104.8 nl 5 55 33. 37
27.7 177.1 17 50 53.0 17 45 1.4 11304 F4 73/05/10
2 4 4 1813 1 9 . N 1 4 . 8 W 5.0
33 27.7 177.1 17-50-57.0 17-45-01.
4 KUTLWQSPOB 5 W E*IC
- GUATEMALA ARFA 55 MFAR COAST OF JALISCO, MEXIC
119 11712 BM 77 5 14 2 4 4 1 « 1 7 4 4.1 N 146.2 E 19 221 64. 64
68.2 311.8 2 19 1.0 2 7 56.5 11312 6M 73/05/14
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2aai8l 7 44.1 N 148. 2 E 5.5
6^ 68.2 311.8 02-19-01. 02-07-56.
5 DSMBMMQHSL l q JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
119 11312 Fl 73 5 14 2441817 44.1 N 148.2 E 19 221 64. b4
68.2 311.8 2 19 1.0 2 7 56.5 11312 Fl 73/05/14
2441 817 44. 1 N 1 4P .2 E 5.5
64 68.2 311.8 02-19-01.0 02-07-56.
5 DSMBMMQHSL l p JAPAN
- KUHILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
1 1 Q 11312 F2 73 5 14 2441M7 44.1 N 148.2 E 19 221 64. 64
68.2 311.8 2 19 1.0 2 7 56.5 11312 F2 73/05/14
2441817 4 4.1 N 14P.2F S.«^
64 bP.2 311.8 02-19-01.0 02-07-5b.
5 DSMBMMQHSL l q JAPAN
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
119 U312 F3 73 5 14 2441P17 44.1 N 148.2 E 19 221 64. 64
68.2 311.8 2 19 1.0 2 7 56.5 11312 F3 73/05/14
2441817 4 4.1 N 14P.2E 5.5
b4 68.2 311. P 02-19-01.0 02-07-56.
5 DSMBMMQHSL l q JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIJPILE ISLANDS
11° 11312 F4 73 5 14 2441817 44.1 N 148.2 E 1° 221 64. 64
68.2 311.8 2 19 1.0 2 7 56.5 11312 F4 73/05/14
2441817 4 4.1 M 14P.2F 5.5
64 bP.2 311.8 02-19-01.0 02-07-56.
5 DSMBMMQHSL 1 Q JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
120 11316 8 M 73 5 17 2 4'4 1P20 41.0 N ^2.2 E 27 321 33. 33
Q2.3 353.0 Q 38 9.0 9 24 55.6 1131b BM 73/05/17
2441820 41.0 N 082.2 E ^.5
33 92.3 353.6 09-38-09.0 09-24-55.
6 TQTUDDYEML 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
120 11316 Fl 73 5 17 2441P20 41.0 N P2.2 E 27 321 33. 33
Q2.3 353.6 9 36 9.0 9 24 55.6 1131b Fl 73/05/17




6 TQTUDDYEML 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
MA
120 11316 F2 73 5 17 2441P20 41.0 N P2.2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.3 353.6 9 38 q.o 9 24 55.
b
11316 F2 73/05/17
2441820 41.0 N 082.2 F 5.5
33 92.3 353.6 09-38-09.0 09-24-55.
6 TQTUDDYEML 27 SOUTH
FRN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
120 11316 F3 73 5 17 2441P20 41.0 N f^2 .2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.3 3S3.b Q 38 9.0 9 24 55. b 1131b F3 73/05/17
2441 820 41.0 N 082.2 F 5.5
33 92.3 353. b 09-38-09.0 09-24-55.
6 TQTUDDYEML 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PRDV., C^I
Pace 71 F r i Jul I 1 S : l a : ^n 19 7 7
NA
120 11316 Fa 73 5 17 244i*?o ui.o N 82.2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.3 353.6 " 38 9.0 9 24 55. o 11316 F
a
73/05/17
?44 1 8?0 41.0 N 08?.? F 5.5
33 9?. 3 353.6 0°-38-09.0 09-24-55.
6 TQTUODYEML 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KAMSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
MA
121 11324 BM 73 5 24 ?441P?7 51.6 N-173.4 W 1 7 43. 43
42.8 302.3 18 47 11.0 18 39 9.6 11324 Bv 73/05/24
2441827 51.6 N 173.il W 5.4
43 4?.« 302.3 18-47-11.0 18-39-09.
6 DSPwQBPLFE 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
121 11324 Fl 73 5 2 4 2 a a 1 8 2 7 51.6 N-173.4 ft 1 7 43. 43
42.8 302.3 1R 47 11.0 18 3R 9.6 11324 Fl 73/05/24
2441827 51.6 N 173.4/' 5.4
43 4?. 8 302.3 l«-47-11.0 18-39-09.
6 DSPwQBPLFE 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDRFANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
121 11324 F 2 73 5 24 ? 4 4 1 * ? 7 51.6 N-173.4 » 1 7 43. 43
42.8 302.3 18 47 11.0 18 3R 9.6 113?4 F2 73/05/24
24 4 182 7 51.6 N 1 7 3 . « W 5.4
43 4?.p 302.3 18-47-11.0 18-30 -09.
6 DSPWQBPLFE 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDRFANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
121 11324 F3 73 5 24 ?441«27 SI. 6 N-173.4 vi 1 7 43. 43
42.8 302.3 18 47 11.0 18 3° 9.6 11324 F3 73/05/24
2441827 51.6 M 173.4 w 5.4
43 4?.P 302.3 18-47-11.0 18-39-09.
6 DSPwQBPLFE 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 7 ANDRFANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
121 1132 4 F4 73 5 2 4 ? 4 4 18 2 7 51.6 N-173.4 l\ 1 7 43. 43
42.8 302.3 1 « 4 7 11.0 18 39 9.6 1132 4 F4 73/05/24
2441827 5 \ . 6 N 17 3.4 w 5.4
43 4?. A 302.3 18-47-11.0 18-39-09.
6 DSPwQBPLFE 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDRFANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
12? 11330 BM 73 5 29 ?441«3? 73.7 N 9.5 E 40 640 33. 33
52.2 18.7 4 51 57.0 4 4? 42.0 11330 BM 73/05/29
2a41832 73.7 N 9.5 E 4. ft
33 52.? 18.7 04-51-57.0 04-4?-42.
ZKULVQCKOG 40 ARCTI
C ZONE 640 GREENLAND SEA
122 11330 Fl 73 5 29 ?44l«3? 73.7 N 9.5 E 40 640 33. 33
52.2 18.7 4 Si 57.O 4 42 42.0 11330 Fl 73/05/29
2441632 73.7 N a. 5 F 4.P
33 5?.? 18.7 04-51-57.0 04-42-42.
ZKULVQCKQG 40 ARCTI
CZONE 640 GREENLAND SEA
12? 11330 F2 73 5 29 244183? 73.7 N 9.5 E 40 640 33. 33
52.2 18.7 4 51 57.0 4 4? 42.0 11330 F2 73/05/29
2441832 73.7 N QQ.SE 4.8
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122 11330 F3 73 5 29 2441832 73.7 N 9.5 E 40 640 33. 33
52.2 18.7 4 51 57.0 4 42 42.0 11330 F3 73/05/2«
2441832 73.7 N 9.5 F 4.8
33 52.2 18.7 04-51-57.0 04-42-42.
ZKULVGCKOG 40 ARCTT
C ZONE 640 GREENLAND SEA
122 11330 F4 73 5 29 2441832 73.7 N 9.5 E 40 640 33. 33
52.2 18.7 4 51 57.0 4 42 42.0 11330 F4 73/05/29
2441832 73.7 N 9.5 E 4.8
33 52.2 18.7 04-51-57.0 04-42-42.
ZKULVGCKOG 40 ARCTI
G 7GNE 640 GREENLAND SEA
123 11331 BM 73 5 29 2441832 54.0 N-163.8 N 1 10 30. 30
3b. 5 303.3 6 14 22.0 o 7 12.7 11331 BM 73/05/29
24416 32 54.0 N 163.8 W 6.0
30 36.5 303.3 06-14-22.0 06-07-12,
7 VLRFBQRZCR 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 10 UNIMAK ISLAND REGION
123 11331 Fl 73 5 2^ P441832 ^4.0 N-163.8 w 1 10 30. 30
36.5 303.3 6 14 22.0 6 7 12.7 11331 Fl 73/05/29
24 4 18 32 5 4 . N 1 6 3 . 8 W 6.0
30 36.5 303.3 06-14-22.0 06-07-12.
7 VLRFBQRZCR 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 10 UNTMAK ISLAND REGION
123 11331 F2 73 5 29 2441832 54.0 N-163.8 ft 1 10 30. 30
3o.5 303.3 6 14 22.0 6 7 12.7 11331 F2 73/05/29
244 1832 54.0 IM 1o3.8 W 6.0
30 36.5 303.3 06-14-22.0 06-07-12.
7 VLRFBQRZCR 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 10 UNTMAK ISLAND REGION
123 11331 F3 73 5 2° 24M83? 54.0 N-163.8 I* 1 10 30. 30
36.5 303.3 6 14 22.0 6 7 12.7 11331 F3 73/05/29
2441832 54.0 N 16 3.* W 6.0
30 36.5 303.3 06-14-22.0 06-07-12.
7 VLRFBQRZCR 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 10 UNIMAK ISLAND REGION
123 11331 F4 73 5 29 2441832 54.0 N-163.8 W 1 10 30. 30
36.5 303.3 6 14 22.0 6 7 12.7 11331 F4 73/05/2^
2 4 a 1 8 3 2 5 4 . N 163.8 W 6.0
30 36.5 303.3 06-14-22.0 06-07-12.
7 VLPFRQPZCR 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 10 UNIMAK ISLAND REGION
124 11022 BM 7 3 fa 1 2 44 184 1 1 4.2 N -9 1 .9 w 5 7 1 70. 7
34.6 155. u 1« 34 46.0 18 27 53.5 11022 B" 73/06/07
2441841 14.2 M 091.9 W 5.7
70 34.6 155.0 18-34-46.0 18-27-53.
5 DUTTQKZFPL 5 M£XIC
- GUATEMALA ARFA 71 NEAR COAST 0^ GUATEMALA
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12'4 1102? Fl 73 6 7 2441«41 14.2 N -91.9 A 5 71 70. 70
34.5 155.0 18 34 46.0 18 27 S3.
5
11022 Fl 73/Ob/07
2441641 1 a . 2 N 091,9 M 5.7
70 34.6 155.0 18-34-46.0 18-27-53.
5 DUTTQKZFPL 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 71 NEAR COAST OF GUATFMALA
124 11022 F2 73 6 7 2441841 14.2 M -91.9 ft 5 71 70. 70
34.6 155.0 18 34 46. n 18 27 53.5 11022 F? 73/06/07
244 1 64 1 14.2 N 091 .9 W 5.7
70 34.6 155.0 18-34-46.0 18-27-53.
5 DUTTQKZFPL 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 71 NEAR COAST OF GUATEMALA
124 11022 F3 73 6 7 2441841 14.2 N -91.9 W 5 71 70. 70
34.6 155.0 18 34 46.0 18 27 53.5 11022 F3 73/06/07
2 4 4 18 4 1 1 4 . 2 M 9 1 . 9 w 5.7
70 34.6 155.0 18-34-46.0 16-27-53.
5 DUTTQKZFPL 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 71 NEAP COAST OF GUATEMALA
124 11022 F4 73 6 7 2441841 14.2 N -91.9 ft 5 71 70. 70
34.6 155.0 18 34 46.0 18 27 53.5 11022 F 4 73/06/07
2441841 1 4 . 2 N 9 1. o w 5.7
70 3U.6 155.0 18-34-46.0 18-27-53.
5 DUTTOkZFPL 5 MEXIC
- GUATFMALA ARFA 71 NEAP COAST OF GUATEMALA
125 11023 BM 73 o 9 2441843 39.4 N 95.4 E 27 322 33. 33
Q2.1 343.4 8 18 32.0 8 5 19.7 1 1 023 "B^ 73/06/Q9
2441843 3^.4 N 095.4 F 5.0
33 92.1 343.4 08-18-32.0 08-05-19.
7 UTSGLQZEHY 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 322 KANSU PROVINCE, CHINA
125 11023 Fl 73 6 9 244184? 39.4 M ^5.4 E 27 322 33. 33
92.1 343.4 8 18 32.0 8 5 19.7 11023 Fl 73/06/09
2441843 39.4 N 0Q5.4 F 5.0
33 92.1 343.4 8-18-32.0 08-05-19.
7 UTSGLQZEHY 27 SOUTH
ERN SIMKIANG TO KANSU 322 KANSU PROVINCE, CHTNA
125 11023 F2 73 6 9 2441843 39.4 N 95.4 E 27 322 33. 33
92.1 343.4 8 16 32.0 8 5 19.7 11023 F2 73/06/09
2441843 39.4 M 095.4 F 5.0
33 92.1 343.4 08-18-32.0 08-05-19.
7 UTSGLQZEHY 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 322 KANSU PROVINCE, CHINA
125 11023 F3 73 b 9 2441843 39.4 N °s.4 E 27 322 33. 33
92.1 343.4 8 18 32.0 8 5 19.7 11023 F3 73/06/09
2441843 39.4 N 09 c .4 E 5.0
33 92.1 343.4 08-18-32.0 08-05-19.
7 UTSGLQZEHY 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 32? KANSU PROVINCE, CHINA
125 11023 F4 73 6 9 2441843 39.4 N 95.4 E 27 322 33. 33
92.1 343.4 8 lb 32.O 8 5 19.7 11023 F4 73/0b/0°
2441843 39.4 N 095.4 E 5.0
33 92.1 343.4 08-18-32.0 08-05-19.
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7 UTSGLQ7EHY
FRN SIMKIAMG TO KANSU
27 SOUTH
322 KANSU P90VTNCE, CHINA
1
126 11089 8M 71 6 10 2441*44 39.5 N 74.8 E 27 321 33. 33
94.1 359.2 16 8 42.0 15 55 20.5 1108° BM 73/06/10
2^41844 39.5 N 074.8 E 5.2
33 94.1 359.2 16-08-42.0 15-55-20.5
WBKULBTQVF 27 SOUTHF
RN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKTANG PROV., CHIN
A
126 1108° Fl 73 6 10 2441*44 39.5 N 74.8 E 27 321 33. 33
94.1 359.2 16 8 42.0 15 55 20.5 11089 Fl 73/06/10
2441844 39.5 N 074. 8 E 5.2
33 94.1 359.2 16-08-42.0 15-55-20.
5 WBKULBTQVF 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
126 11089 F2 73 6 10 2441844 39.5 N 74.8 E 27 321 33. 33
94.1 359.2 16 8 42.0 15 55 20.5 11089 F2 73/06/10
2441844 39.^ N 074.8 F 5.2
33 94.1 359.2 16-08-42.0 15-55-20.
5 WBKULBTQVF 27 SOUTH
ERN SIMKIAMG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
NA
126 11089 F3 73 b 10 2441844 39.5 N 74.8 E 27 321 33. 33
94.1 359.2 16 8 42.0 15 5S 20.5 11089 E3 73/06/10
244184 4 39.5 N 7 4. « E 5.2
33 94.1 359.2 16-08-42.0 15-55-20.
5 WBKULBTQVF 27 SOUTH
ERM SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
MA
126 11089 F4 73 o 10 2441*44 39.5 N 74.8 E 27 321 33. 33
94.1 359.2 16 8 42.0 15 55 20.5 11089 F4 73/06/10
2441844 39.5 N 74. BE 5.2
33 94.1 359.2 16-08-42.0 15-55-20.
5 WBKULBTQVF 27 SOUTH
FRM SINKTANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHI
MA
127 11028 BM 73 o 16 2441*50 17.7 N 95.6 E 27 325 33. 33
93.7 342.9 7 22 48.0 7 9 28.4 11028 B^ 73/06/16
244185 37.7 N 95.6 E 5.4
33 93.7 342.9 07-22-4*. 07-09-28.
4 LDTDPwUQCE 27 SOUTH
FRM SIMKIAMG TO KANSU 325 TSINGHAI PROVINCE, CHINA
127 1102* Fl 73 6 16 2441*50 37.7 N 95.6 E 27 325 33. 33
93.7 342.9 7 22 4*.0 7 9 28.4 11028 Fl 73/0b/16
2441850 37.7 M 095.6 F 5.4
33 93.7 342.9 07-22-48.0 07-09-28.
4 LDTDPwUQCE 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 325 TSINGHAI PROVINCE, CHINA
127 11028 F2 73 6 16 2441*50 37.7 N 95. 6 E 27 325 33. 33
93.7 342.9 7 22 4P.0 7 9 28.4 11028 F2 73/06/16
2441850 37.7 N 095.6 F 5.4
33 93.7 342.9 07-22-48.0 07-09-28.
4 LDTDPWUQCE 27 SOUTH
ERM SINKIANG TO KANSU 325 TSTNGHAI PROVINCE, CHINA
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127 11028 F3 73 o 16 2441850 "57.7 N 95.0 E 27 325 33. 33
93.7 342.9 7 ??. 4 Q .0 7 Q ph. a 11028 F3 73/0b/16
2441850 37.7 N 09^.6 F 5.4
33 93.7 342.9 07-22-48.0 07-U9-28.
a LDTDPWUQCb 27 SOUTH
FRM SINKIANG TO KANSU 325 TSINGHAI PROVINCF, CHINA
127 11028 F4 73 ft 16 24ai«50 37.7 N 95. b e 27 325 33. 33
93.7 342.9 7 ?_?_ 4P.0 7 9 2 8 . 4 11028 F4 73/0b/16
2441850 37.7 N 095.6 F 5.4
33 93.7 342.9 07-22-48.0 07-09-28.
4 LDTDPlriUQCE 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 325 TSINGHAI PROVINCF, CHINA
128 11032 BM 73 6 17 ?441P51 43.2 N 145.8 t 19 224 48. 48
70.1 312.4 3 55 ?.0 3 43 4b. 1 11032 PM 73/0o/17
2441851 43.2 M 145.8 E 6.5
4« 70.1 312.4 03-55-02.0 03-43-46.
1 LMEDJIZCKQ 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIHQ, JAPAN, WFGTON
128 11032 Fl 7 ^ 6 17 244 1851 "3.2 N 145.8 E 1° 22 4 48. 48
70.1 312.4 3 55 2.0 3 43 46.1 11032 Fl 73/0o/17
2 IX 4.1 8 5 1 4 3.2 N 14^.8 E 6.5
48 70.1 312.4 03-55-02.0 03-43-46.
1 LMEDJIZCKQ I" JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, RFGTON
128 11032 F2 73 6 17 2441P51 43.2 N 145.8 E 19 224 48. 48
70.1 312.4 3 S5 2.0 3 43 46.1 11032 F2 73/06/17
2441851 43.? N 14=;. 8 F 6.5
48 70.1 312.4 03-55-02.0 03-43-46.
1 LMEDJI7CKQ 19 JAPAN
- KURTLES - KAMCHATKA 22" HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
128 11032 F3 73 6 17 2441851 "3.2 N 145.8 E 19 ?2a 48. 48
70.1 312.4 3 55 2.0 3 43 "6.1 110 32 F 3 73/06/17
24 41851 43.2 N 14S.PE 6.5
4fl 70.1 312.4 03-^5-02.0 03-43-46.
1 LMEDJIZCKQ 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
12* 1103? F4 73 6 17 2 4 4 1 « 5 1 43.2 N 1 " 5 . 8 E 19 2? 4 4 8. 48
70.1 312.4 3 55 2.0 3 43 46.1 11032 F4 73/06/17
2441 851 43.2 N 1 45.8 E 6.5
48 70.1 312.4 03-55-02.0 03-43-46.
1 LMEDJIZCKQ 19 JAPAN
- KURTLES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
129 11034 BM 73 6 2" 2441«5« "3.3 N 14b. 4 E 19 221 50. 50
69.7 312.1 2 "3 25.0 2 32 11.6 11034 faM 73/06/24
24 4 1856 4 3 . 3 N 146.4 F 6.3
50 o°.7 312.1 02-43-25.0 02-32-11.
6 LSCBCEKQYH 1 Q JAPAN
- KURTLES - KAMCHAJKA 221 KU^ILE ISLANDS
12° 1103" Fl 73 6 24 2441P58 43.3 N 14o.4 E 19 221 50. 50
69.7 312.1 2 43 25.0 ?_ 32 11.6 11034 Fl 73/0b/24
244 1858 43.3 N 146.4 E 6.3
50 o°.7 312.1 02-43-25.0 02-32-11.
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6 LSCBCEKQYH
- KURILFS - KAMCHATKA
IP JAPAN."
221 KURILE ISLANDS
129 11034 F2 73 b 24 2441P5« 43.3 N 146.4 E 19 221 50. 50
69.7 312.1 2 43 25.0 2 3? 11.6 1103a F2 73/06/24
244 1858 4 3.3 N 146.4 F 6.3
50 bQ.7 312.1 02-43-25.0 02-32-11.
6 LSCBCEKQYH 1° JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 *URILE ISLANDS
12° 11034 F3 73 6 24 2441*5* 43.3 N 146.4 E 1° 221 50. 50
69.7 312.1 2 43 25.0 2 32 11.6 11034 F3 73/06/24
2441858 43.3 N 146.4 F 6.3
50 69.7 312.1 02-43-25.0 02-32-11.
6 LSCBCEKQYH 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
129 U034 F4 73 6 24 2441*58 43.3 N 146.4 F 19 221 50. 50
69.7 312.1 2 43 25.0 2 32 11.6 11034 F4 73/0b/24
2441 858 43.3 N 1 48.4 E 6.3
50 bQ.7 312.1 02-43-25.0 02-32-11.
6 LSCBCEKQYH 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIJPRE ISLANDS
130 11095 PM 73 6 27 2441*61 40.6 N 79.2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.9 355.9 13 11 11.0 12 57 54.7 1 1 0°5 BM 73/0b/27
2 4 4 1 8 b 1 4 0. b M 079.2 E 5.0
33 92.° 3^5.9 13-11-11.0 12-57-54.
7 CVFLOMJUSQ 27 SOUTH
FRM SINKIANG TO. KANSU 321 SOUTHERN STNKIANG PROV./ CHI
MA
13 110 95 Fl 7 3 b 2 7 244i8b1 4u.b N 79.2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.9 355.9 13 11 11.0 12 57 54.7 11095 Fl 73/06/27
2441881 40. bM 079.2 F 5.0
33 92.9 355.9 13-11-11.0 12-57-54.
7 CVFLOMJUSQ 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN STNKIANG PROV./ CHI
MA
130 11095 F2 73 6 27 2441861 40.6 N 79.2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.9 355.9 13 11 11.0 12 57 54.7 11095 F2 73/0b/27
2 4 41881 4 0.6 N 079.P F 5.0
33 92.9 355.9 13-11-11.0 12-57-54.
7 CVFLOMJUSQ 27 SOUTH
FRN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV./ CHI
NA
130 110 95 F3 73 b 27 2441861 4 0.6 N 79.2 E 27 321 33. 33
Q 2.9 355.9 13 11 11.0 \2 57 ^4.7 110"5 F3 73/0b/27
24 41861 4 0.6 N 079.2 F 5.0
33 92. o 355.9 13-11-11.0 12-57-54.
7 CVFLOMJUSQ 27 SOUTH
ERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN STNKIANG PROV., CHI
MA
150 11095 F4 73 6 27 2441*61 40. b N 79.2 E 27 321 33. 33
92.9 3^5.9 13 11 11.0 12 57 54.7 11095 F4 73/0b/27
2 4 4 18 6 1 4 0.6 N 079.2 F 5.0
33 92.9 355.9 13-11-11.0 12-57-54.
7 CVFLOMJUSQ 27 SOUTH
FRN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHEPN SINKIANG PROV./ CHI
MA
131 11105 PM 73 6 29 2441*63 21.1 N 143.1 E 18 215 24. 24
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88.1 299.1 ? 23 20.0 2 10 26.3 11105 BM 73/06/<£9
2 4 4 18 6 3 2 1 . 1 N liij.l E 5.7
2^ 88.1 299.1 02-23-20.0 02-10-26.
3 QFULSYGTFH IP HUAM
TO JAPAN 215 MARIANA ISLANDS REGION
131 111 OS Fl 73 6 23 24 4 1863 21.1 N 143.1 E 1* 215 2a. 2 a
88.1 299.1 2 23 20.0 2 10 26.3 11105 Fl 73/06/29
2441863 21.1 N la 3. IF S . 7
2a 8P.1 299.1 02-23-20.0 02-10-26.
3 QFULSYGTFH 18 GUAM
TO JAPAN 215 MAPIANA ISLANDS REGION
131 11105 F2 73 6 29 2441863 21.1 N 143.1 E 18 215 2a. 2a
88.1 2Q9.1 2 23 20.0 2 10 26.3 11105 F2 73/06/29
244 1863 21 .1 N 143. 1 F 5.7
2a 88.1 299.1 02-23-20.0 02-10-26.
3 QFULSYGTFH 1« GUAM
TO JAPAN 215 MARIANA ISLANDS REGION
131 11105 F3 73 6 2° 2aaiP63 21.1 N 143.1 E 18 215 2a. 2a
88.1 299.1 2 23 20.0 2 10 26.3 11105 F3 73/0b/29
24 4 18 6 3 21.1 N I 4 3 . 1 E 5.7
2a 88.1 299.1 02-23-20.0 02-10-26.
3 QFULSYGTFH IP GUAM
TOJAPAN 215 MARIANA ISIANDS REGION
131 11105 Fa 73 6 29 2aaiPb3 21.1 N 143.1 E 18 215 2a. 2a
88.1 299.1 2 ?3 20.0 2 10 26.3 11105 Fa 73/06/29
2441863 21.1 N 143.1 E 5.7
2^ 88.1 299.1 0P-23-20.0 02-10-26.
3 QFULSYGTFH IP GUAM
TO JAPAN 215 MAPIANA ISLANDS REGION
132 11042 BM 73 7 3 2aaiP67 12.2 N 125.3 E 22 251 33. 33
105.5 307.5 7 3 a3.0 b 49 30.2 11042 B M 73/07/03
2U41867 12.2 N 125.3 F 6.1
3^ 105.5 307.5 07-03-43.0 06-49-30.
2 RZFKVZHQLU 2? PHILI
PPTNES 251 SAMAR, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
13? 1104? Fl 7^ 7 3 2aaiP67 12.2 N 125.3 E 22 251 33. 33
105.5 3 07.5 7 3 43.0 6 a9 30.2 110 4 2 Fl 73/07/03
2a4i867 1?.? N 125.3 F 6.1
33 105.5 307.5 07-03-a3.0 06-49-30.
? RZFKVZHQLU 22 PHILT
PPTNFS 251 SAMAR, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
132 11042 F2 73 7 3 2441867 12.2 N 125.3 E 2? 251 33. 33
10b. 5 307.5 7 3 4^.0 o 49 30.2 11042 F2 73/07/03
2441867 12.2 N 1 25.3 E 6.1
33 105.5 307.5 07-03-43.0 Ob-49-30.
2 RZFKVZHQLU 2? PHILI
PRIMES 251 SAMAR, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
132 11042 F3 7"* 7 3 2441P67 12.2 N 125.3 E 2? 251 33. 33
105.5 307.5 7 3 43.0 b 49 30.2 110 4 2 F3 73/07/03
2441867 12.2 N 125.3 F 6.1
33 105.5 307.5 07-03-43.0 06-49-30.
2 RZFKVZHQLU 22 PHILI
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PPTNES ?51 SAMAR, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
132 11042 Fa 73 7 3 ?44lfl 7 12.2 M 125.3 E 22 251 33. 33
105.5 307.5 7 3 43.0 6 49 30.2 11042 Fa 73/07/03
24al867 12.2 N 125.3 F 6.1
33 105.5 307.5 07-03-43.0 0b-49-30.
2 RZEtsVZHGLU 22 PHILI
PPINES 251 SAMAF, PHILIPPINE TSLANDS
133 1103B BM 73 7 1 244i«b5 57.8 N-137.3 ft 2 20 33. 33
21.8 312.1 13 33 3^.0 13 28 38.0 11038 BM 73/07/01
2441865 57. 8 N 137.3 w 6.1
33 21.8 312.1 13-33-34.0 13-28-38.
FYSftULRGUP 2 EASTE
RN ALASKA TO VANCOUVER ISLA 20 OFF COAST OF SOUTHEASTERN AL
ASK A
133 11038 Fl 73 7 1 24^1*65 57.8 N-137.3 N 2 20 33. 33
21.8 312.1 13 33 34.0 13 28 38.0 11038 Fl 73/07/01
2441865 57. H N 1 37.3 W 6.1
33 21.8 312.1 13-33-34.0 13-28-38.
FYSwULRQUP 2 FASTE
RN ALASKA TO VANCOUVER ISLA 20 OFF COAST OF SOUTHEASTERN AL
ASKA
133 11038 F2 73 7 1 ?44l«o5 57.8 N-137.3 ft 2 20 33. 33
21.8 312.1 13 33 34.0 13 2* 38. U 11038 F2 73/07/01
2441865 57.8 M 137.3 W 6.1
33 21.8 312.1 13-33-34.0 13-28-38.
FYSwULPGUP 2 EASTE
RN ALASKA TO VANCOUVFR ISLA 20 OFF COAST OF SOUTHEASTERN AL
ASKA
133 11038 F3 73 7 1 244lflo5 57.8 N-137.3 W 2 20 33. 33
21.8 312.1 13 33 34.0 13 2* 38.0 11038 F3 73/07/01
24 4 1865 5 7.* N 137.3 W 6.1
33 21.8 312.1 13-33-34.0 13-28-38.
FYSWULRQUP 2 EASTE
RN ALASKA TO VANCOUVER ISLA 20 OFF COAST OF SOUTHEASTERN AL
ASKA
133 11038 F4 73 7 1 2441865 57.8 N-137.3 ft 2 20 33. 33
21.8 312.1 13 33 30.0 13 28 38.0 11038 F4 73/07/01
244 1365 5 7. a m 1 37.3 W 6.1
33 21." 312.1 13-33-34.0 13-28-38.
FYSwULRQUP 2 EASTF
RN ALASKA TO VANCOl'VFR ISLA 20 OFF COAST OF SOUTHEASTERN AL
ASKA
134 11039 RM 73 7 2 2441«b6 49.5 N -28.5 W 32 403 33. 33
49.8 56.4 1 4 55.0 55 58.7 11039 BM 73/07/0?
2 4 4186c 4Q.5 N 2 8 . 5 W 5.0
33 49.8 56.4 01-04-55.0 00-55-58.
7 IEOPLQYPRV 3? ATLAN
TIC OCEAN 403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
134 11039 Fl 73 7 ? ?44l*b6 49.5 N -28.5 ft 32 403 33. 33
49.8 56.4 1 4 55.0 55 58.7 11039 Fl 73/07/02
24418 6b 4Q. 5 M 028.5 ft 5.0
33 40. fl 56.4 01-04-55.0 00-55-58.
7 IEOPLQYPRV 32 ATLAN
TIC OCEAN 403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
134 1103O F2 73 7 ? 2441*66 49.5 N -28.5 ft 3? 403 33. 33
49.8 56.4 1 4 5^.0 o 55 58.7 1 1 3 <=» F2 73/07/02
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'diin\obt> a9.s n Oi^.s w s.n
53 4Q.R Sb.a 01-04-55.0 oo-ss-58.
7 IEOPLQYPPV 52 ATLAN
TIC OCEAN 403 NORTH ATLANTIC RTDGE
134 1103O F3 73 7 ? 244l«b6 49.5 M -28.5 w 3? 403 33. 33
49. b 56.4 1 4 55.0 SS S8.7 11039 F3 73/07/0?
24 4 1*b6 19.5 N 028.5 W 5.0
53 4°.K S6.4 01-04-5S.0 00-55-58.
7 IEOPLQYPPV 32 ATLAN
TIC OCEAN 403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
134 1103Q F4 73 7 2 2441«b6 49.5 N -28.5 ft 32 403 33. 33
49.8 56. 4 1 4 55. n 55 58.7 11039 f- 4 73/07/02
2 4 4 18 6c. 4 9 . 5 N 2 P . 5 W 5.0
33 40.8 Sb.4 01-04-55.0 00-55-58.
7 IEOPLQYPPV 32 ATLAN
TIC OCEAN 403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
135 11040 PM 73 7 2 2441A&6 54.0 N 184.1 E 28 326 33. 33
54.0 313.2 5 5o 12.0 5 46 44.2 11040 B" 73/07/02
244186o 54.0 M 164.1 E 5.4
33 54.0 313.2 0S-5b-12.0 05-46-44.
2 DJBOJBLQCZ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE RAIhAL 326 CENTRAL PiJSSTA
135 11040 Fl 73 7 ? ?M4iPb6 54.0 N 164.1 t 28 32^ 33. 33
54.0 313.2 5 5b 12.0 5 46 44.2 11U40 Fl 73/07/02
244186b 54.0 N 1 o 4 . 1 E S . 4
33 54.0 313.2 05-5b-12.0 05-46-44.
2 DJBOJBLQCZ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
135 11040 F2 73 7 2 ?44l«b6 Sa.O N 164.1 E 28 326 33. 33
5 4.0 313.2 5 56 12. 5 46 44.2 11040 F2 73/07/02
244186b 54.0 N 164.1 F 5.4
33 54.0 313.2 OS-^b-12.0 05-46-44.
2 DJBOJBLQrz 2* ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
135 110 4 F3 7^ 7 2 244 1866 Sa.O N 164.1 E 2« 326 33. 33
54.0 313.2 5 ^ b 12.0 5 46 44.2 110 4 F3 73/07/0?
244 186ft 54.0 N 1o4.1 F 5.4
33 54.0 313.2 05-Sb-12.0 05-46-44.
2 DJBOJBLQCZ. 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
135 11040 F4 73 7 2 244l«66 S4.0 N 164.1 E 2« 326 33. 33
54. 315.2 5 Sb 12.0 5 46 44.2 11040 F4 73/07/02
24418bb 5 4.0 N lb4.1 E 5.4
33 5'J.O 313.2 05-56-12.0 05-46-44.
2 DJBOJBLQCZ 28 ALMA-
ATA TO LAKE BATKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
136 11043 PM 73 7 3 2441*67 44.1 N 15.5 E 51 382 47. 47
75.0 40.4 16 10 12.0 15 5« 27.2 11043 BM 73/07/03
24 4 1867 4 4.1 N 01"^. 3 F 5.3
47 75.0 4 0.4 16-10-12.0 15-58-27.
2 YYRITUQPLC 31 WESTE
RN MEDITERRANEAN AREA 382 ADRIATIC SEA
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136 1 1 043 Fl 73 7 3 2441«67 44.1 N 13.3 E 31
75.0 «0.4 16 10 12.0 15 5* 27.2 11043 Fl
2441867 44. 1 M 013.3 F 5.3
47 75.0 40.4 16-10-12.0
2 YYRTTUQPLC





136 11043 F2 73 7 3 2441*67 44.1 N 13.3 E 31
75.0 40.4 16 10 12.0 15 5 « 27.2 110 4 3 F2
244186 7 44.1 N 13. 3 E 5.3
47 75.0 40.4 16-10-12.0
2 YYRTTUQPLC





136 11043 F3 73 7 3 244 1P67 4 4.1 N 13.3 E 31
75.0 40.4 16 10 12.0 15 5* 27.2 11043 F3
2 4 4 18 6 7 U4.1N 013.3 E 5.3
47 75.0 40.4 16-10-12.0
2 YYRTTUQPLC





136 11043 F4 73 7 3 2 4 41 8b 7 44.1 N 13.3 E 31
75.0 4 0.4 16 10 12.0 15 5 * 27.2 110 43 F4
2441867 44.1 N 01 3.3 F 5.3
47 75.0 40.4 16-10-12.0
2 YYRTTUQPLC





137 11047 BM 73 7 9 2441873 10.7 N °2.6 E 46
120.4 338.5 16 19 46.0 lo 4 30.5 11047 BM
2441873 10.7 M 092.6 E 5.7
46 120.4 338.5 16-19-46.0
5 KMQHSFTFLZ






137 11047 Fl 73 7 9 2441*73 10.7 N Q2.6 E 46
120. J 338.5 16 19 46.0 16 4 30.5 11047 Fl
2441873 10.7 N 092.6 F 5.7
46 120.4 338.5 16-19-46.0
5 KMQHSFTFLZ






137 11047 F2 73 7 9 ?441«73 10.7 N 92.6 E 46
120.4 338.5 16 19 46.0 lo 4 30.5 11047 F2
2441873 10.7 N 092.6 F 5.7
46 120.4 338.5 16-19-46.0
5 KMQHSFTFLZ






137 11047 Fi 73 7 9 2441873 10.7 N ^2.6 E 46
120.4 338.5 16 19 46.0 lo 4 30.5 11047 F3
2441873 10.7 M 092.6 F 5.7
46 120.4 338.5 16-19-46.0
5 KMQHSFTFLZ






137 11047 F4 73 7 °> 24 4 1873 10.7 N 62.6 E 46
120.4 338.5 16 19 46.0 16 4 30.5 11047 F4
2441 873 10.7 N 0Q?.6 E 5.7
703 46. 46
73/07/09
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46 1 20,u
5 KMQHSFTFLZ
AN ISLANDS TO SUMATRA
338.5 16-19-46.0 16-04-30.
46 ANDAM
703 ANDAMAN ISLANDS REGION
138 1 1 OS 1 BM 73 7 10 24/Jl*74 37.5 N 142.5 t 1° 229 45. 45
7b. 310.3 23 ?5 31.0 ?3 13 39.9 11051 »3M 73/07/10
2441674 3 7 . 5 M • 142.5 E 5.2
45 7^.0 310.3 23-25-31.0 23-13-39.
9 ZLSFITTQSY 10 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 229 OFF FAST COAST OF HONSHU, JA
PAN
138 11051 Fl 73 7 10 2441*74 77.5 N 142.5 E 19 229 45. 45
7b. 310.3 23 25 51.0 23 13 39. o 11051 F1 73/07/10
2441874 37.5 N 142.5 F 5.2
45 76.0 310.3 23-25-31.0 23-13-39.
9 ZLSFITCOSY 1Q JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 22^ OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JA
PAN
13« 11051 F2 73 7 10 2441*74 37.5 N 142.5 E 19 229 45. 4S
7b. 310.3 23 25 51.0 23 13 39.9 11051 F2 73/07/10
244187 4 37.5 M 142.5 F 5.2
45 76.0 310.3 23-25-31.0 23-13-39.
9 ZLSFITCOSY 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 22 c> OFF FAST COAST OF HONSHU, JA
PAN
13* 11051 F3 73 7 10 2441*74 37.5 N 142.5 E 19 22° 45. 45
7b. 310.3 23 25 31.0 23 13 39.9 11051 F3 73/07/10
2441874 3 7.5 N 1 4 2 . c E 5.2
45 76.0 310.3 23-25-31.0 23-13-39.
9 ZLSFTTCQSY 19 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 22° OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JA
PAN
13* 11051 F4 73 7 10 2441874 37.5 N 142.5 E 1<> 22^ 45. 45
7b. 310.3 23 25 31.0 23 13 39.9 11051 F4 73/07/10
2441874 3 7.5 N 142.
S
E 5.2
4^ 76.0 310.3 23-25-31.0 23-13-39.
ZLSFITCOSY 10 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 22° OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JA
PAN
139 11080 pm 73 7 11 244 18 75 S 2 . N-176.1 ft 1 7 63. 63
44.2 3 3.8 23 ?5 I 1.0 23 14 58.3 11080 BM 73/07/11
24 4 18 7 5 5 2 . N 176.1 W 5.1
b3 4a. 2 303.8 23-23-11.0 23-14-58.
3 HMLCSKKURQ 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 7 ANDREANOF TSLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
139 11080 Fl 73 7 11 24*11*75 52.0 N-176.1 ft 1 7 63. 63
44.2 303.8 23 23 11.0 26 14 58.3 11080 Fl 73/07/11
2441875 52.0 M 176.1 ft S.I
b3 44.2 303.8 23-23-11.0 23-14-58.
3 HMLCSKKURQ 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
139 11080 F2 73 7 11 2441*75 5 2.0 N-176.1 ft 1 7 63. b3
44.2 303.8 23 23 11.0 23 14 58.3 1 1 8 F2 7 3/07/11
244 1875 52.0 N 176.1 ft 5.1
b3 44.2 303.8 23-23-11.0 23-14-56.
3 HMLCSKKURQ 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
IS.
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139 11080 F3 73 7 11 24ai875 52.0 M-176.1 W 1 7 63. 63
44.2 303.8 23 23 11.0 23 la 58.3 11080 F3 73/07/11
2 a 4 1 8 7 5 5 2 . M 176.1 W 5.1
63 44.2 303.8 23-23-11.0 23-14-58.
3 HMLCSKKURQ 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
TS.
13^ 11080 Fa 73 7 11 2441«7S ^2.0 N-17b.l W 1 7 63. 63
aa.2 303.8 23 23 11.0 23 la 58.3 110B0 Fa 73/07/11
2aai875 52.0 N 176.1 w 5.1
63 44.? 303.8 23-23-11.0 23-ia-58.
3 HMLCSKKURQ 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ADC 7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
TS.
lao 11052 «M 73 7 12 24ai*76 52.2 N 17a. 2 E 1 5 47. a7
49. b 307. a 7 51 7.0 7 a2 12.6 11052 BM 73/07/12




6 OGQGLUIHRB 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
HS
lao 11052 Fl 73 7 12 2aai«76 ^?_.2 N 17a. 2 El 5 a7. a7
a9.6 307. a 7 51 7.0 7 a2 12.6 11052 Fl 73/07/12
2 a 4 1 8 7 6 52 . 2 N 17a. 2 F 5.2
47 ao.6 307. 07-51-07.0 07-42-12.
6 OGQGLUIHRB 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
140 11052 F2 73 7 12 2441876 52.2 N 17a. 2 El 5 47. a7
49.6 307. a 7 51 7.0 7 a2 12.6 11052 F2 73/07/12
2a41876 52.2 N 1 7 'J . 2 F 5.2
a7 aQ.6 307. 07-51-07.0 07-42-12.
6 OGQGLUIHRB 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN APC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
140 11052 F3 73 7 12 2441876 S2.2 N 17a. 2 E 1 5 «7. a7
a9.b 307. a 7 51 7.0 7 a2 12.6 11052 F3 73/07/12
2 4 4 18 7b 52.2 N 174.2 F 5.2
47 ao.6 307. 07-51-07.0 07-42-12.
6 OGQGLUIHRB 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
14 11052 Fa 73 7 1? 2 4 4 18 7b ^i.Z N 17/4.2 E 1 5 47. a7
49. b 307. a 7 51 7.0 7 a2 12.6 11052 F4 73/07/12
2441876 52.2 N 17a. 2 F 5.2
47 aa.6 307. 07-51-07.0 07-42-12.
6 OGQGLUIHRB 1 ALASK
A - ALEUTIAN ARC 5 NEAR ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLAN
DS
141 110 56 BM 73 7 14 ?4 4 1«78 "^5.2 N 8b. 5 E 26 306 33. 33
97. b 349.5 a 51 21.0 a 37 a3.b 1105b B^ 73/07/ia
2a41878 35.2 N 086.5 F 6.0
33 97. b 349.5 04-51-21.0 0a-37-a3.
6 TQLZWbJHRM 26 INDIA
- TIBET - SZECHWAN - YUNAN 306 TI«ET
141 11056 Fl 73 7 14 2441P78 35.2 N 80. 5 E 26 306 33. 33
97. b 340.5 a 51 21.0 4 37 43.
o
11056 Fl 73/07/14
2441878 3S.2 M 086. 5 F 6.0
33 97. 6 349.5 04-51-21.0 04-37-43.
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6 IQLZIN3JHRM
- TIBET - SZECHWAN - YUMAM 306 TIBET
26 INDIA
141 11056 F2 73 7 14 244i«7« 35.2 N «o.5 E 26
07.6 349.5 4 51 21.0 4 37 43. o 11056 F2
2441878 3*. 2 N 086.5 E 6.0
3 3 9 7.6 3 4 9.5 04-51-21.0
6 IQLZWBJHBM





141 11056 F3 73 7 14 ?441P7* ^5.2 N B6.5 E 26
97. 6 34 9.5 'A 5 1 21.0 4 37 43.6ll05oF3
244 18 78 35.2 N 086.5 F 6.0
3"^ 97.6 349.5 04-51-21.0
6 TULZWBJHBM





141 11056 F4 73 7 14 2441P78 35.2 N *6.5 E 26
07.6 349.5 4 51 21. n 4 37 43.6 110*6 F4
2441878 35.2 M 086.5 E 6.0
3^ 97.6 349.5 04-51-21.0
6 IQLZWBJHBM





14? 1105° BM 73 7 15 2441870 43.4 N 146.5 E 1°
69. o 312.2 14 6 49. o 13 55 36.2 110*9 BM
24 41879 4 3.4 N 146.5 F 5.4
43 6°. 6 312.2 14-06-49.0
2 ZQBLIOVDPW
- TURTLES - KAMCHATKA ?21 KUPILE ISLANDS




14? 11059 Fl 73 7 15 244137^ 43.4 N 146.5 E 19
69. o 312.2 14 o 49. o 13 55 36.2 11059 F1
2 4 4 18 79 4 3.4 N 146.5 F 5.4
43 69.6 312.2 14-Oo-49.0
? ZQBLIOVDPW





142 11059 F2 7^ 1 1* ?44l*7Q 43.4 N l4o.5 E 19
69.6 312.2 14 6 49.0 13 55 36.2 110*9 F2
2441879 4 3.4 N 14h.5E 5.4
43 o o . 6 312.2 14-06-49.0
2 ZQBLIOVDPW





142 11059 F3 73 7 1* 2441879 43.4 N 146.5 E 19
69.6 312.2 14 6 4Q.0 13 5* 36.2 11059 F3
2441879 43.4 N 146.5 F 5.4
43 o°.6 312.2 14-06-40.
2 ZQBLIOVDPW





14? 11059 F4 7T / 15 2441«79 43.4 N 146.5 E 10
69. o 312.2 14 o 49. 13 55 36.2 11059 F4
2 4 4 18 7 9 4 3 . 4 N 1 4 6 . 5 F 5.4
43 69.6 312.2 14-06-49.0
? ZQBLIOVDP/J





143 11061 BM 7 "^ 7 16 ? 4 4 1 A 8 17.3 N -10 0.7 w 5 58 44. 4 4
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29.7 169.3 18 12 57. 18 6 'J 6. 9 110 61 BM 73/07/16
2441880 17.3 N 100.7 W 5.6
44 2^.7 169.3 18-12-57.0 18-06-46.
o SBHrtCLlfMGR 5 MtXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 58 NEAR COAST OF GUERRERO, MEXI
CO
143 11061 Fl 73 7 16 2441880 17.3 N-100.7 W 5 58 44. 44
29.7 169.3 18 12 57.0 18 6 46.9 11061 Fl 73/07/16
2441880 17.3 N 100.7 W 5.6
44 29.7 169.3 18-12-57.0 18-06-46.
9 SBHwCLtoMHR 5 MEXIC
- GUATFMALA ARFA 58 NEAR COAST OF GUERRERO, MEXI
CO
143 11061 F2 73 7 16 2441*80 17.3 N-100.7 W 5 58 44. 44
29.7 169.3 18 12 57.0 18 6 45.9 11061 F2 73/07/16
244 188 17.3 N 100.7 W 5.6
44 29.7 169.3 18-12-57.0 18-06-4o.
9 SBHWCLWMQR 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA AREA 58 NEAR COAST OF GUERRERO, MEXI
CO
143 11061 F3 73 7 16 2441*80 17.3 N-100.7 N 5 58 44. 44
29.7 169.3 18 12 57.0 18 6 46.9 11061 F3 73/07/16
2441880 17.3 M 101.7 W ^ . 6
44 2°.7 169.3 18-12-57.0 18-06-46.
9 SBHwCLnlMOK 5 MEXIC
- GUATEMALA ARFA 58 NEAR COAST OF GUERRERO, MEXI
CO
143 llOol F4 73 7 16 244l«80 17.3 N-100.7 w 5 58 44. 44
29.7 169.1 18 12 57.0 18 6 46.9 UOol F4 73/07/1b
2441880 17.3 N 100.7a 5.6
44 29.7 169.3 18-12-57.0 18-06-46.9
SBHWCLWMQR 5 MEXICO
- GUATEMALA AREA 58 NFAR COAST OF GUERRERO, MEXIC
144 11067 RM 73 7 20 ?44ifl8/i 80.0 N .2 E 40 641 33. 33
47.1 13.2 23 27 48.0 23 19 12.2 11067 BM 73/07/20
2441884 80.0 N .2 E 5.2
33 47.1 13.? 23-27-48.0 23-19-12.2
KQERIVLIRF 40 ARCTIC
ZONE t>4 1 NORTH OF SVALBARD
144 1106 7 Fl 73 7 20 2441884 « . N .2 E 40 641 33. 33
47.1 13.2 23 27 4 8.0 23 19 12.2 1 1 b 7 Fl 73/07/20
2441864 80. ON .2 E 5.2
33 47.1 13.2 23-27-48.0 23-19-12.2
KQERIVLIPF 40 ARCTIC
ZONE 641 NORTH OF SVALBARD
144 11067 F2 73 7 20 2 4 4 18 8 4 8 0.0 N .2 E 40 641 33. 33
47.1 13.2 23 27 4 8.0 23 19 12.2 11067 F2 73/07/20
244 1884 80.0 N .2E 5.2
33 47.1 13.2 23-27-48.0 23-19-12.2
KQEPIVLIPE 40 ARCTIC
ZONE 641 NORTH UF SVALBARD
144 11067 F3 73 7 20 24 4 1884 8 0.0 N .2 E 40 641 33. 33
47.1 13.2 23 27 48.0 23 19 12.2 11067 F3 73/07/20
2441884 80.0 N .2 E 5.2
33 47.1 13.2 23-27-48.0 23-19-12.2
KOERIVLIRF 40 ARCTIC
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ZONE 641 NORTH (JF SVALBARD
14 4 11067 Fa 7 3 7 2 ? a a i 8 8 4 p o . N .2 E a o 6 a i 33. 33
a 7 . 1 13.? 23 27 a 8.0 23 19 1?.? 110b7 Fa 73/07/20
2 a a 1 8 8 a 80.0 N .2E 5.2
33 U7.1 13.2 23-27-a8.0 23-19-12.2
KOERIVLIPE ao ARCTIC
ZONE 6ai NORTH OF SV&L8ARD
las 12303 BM 7a l 50 2aa207« aQ.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 a 57 2.0 a aa 29.7 12303 BM 7a/01/30
2aa207P a9.8 N 078.1 E 5.5
83.7 357.2 04-57-02.0 04-44-29.7
ZXHLRUJZYM 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
145 12303 Dl 7a 1 30 2442078 a9.8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.2 a 57 2.0 a aa 2°. 7 1230^ Dl 7a/01/30
24 4 2 7 8 a9.8N 078.1 E 5.5
A3. 7 357.2 oa-57-02.0 oa-aa-2^.7
ZXHLRUJ7YM 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
ia5 12303 02 7a l 30 244207* a9.8 N 78.1 E 28 32^ 0.
83.7 357.2 a 57 2.0 a aa 2 Q .7 12303 02 7a/01/30
2aa2078 a9.8N 078.1 E 5.5
83.7 357.2 04-57-02.0 Oa-aa-2^.7
ZXHLRUJZY^ 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKfiL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
145 12303 03 7a 1 30 2a42078 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 a 57 2.0 4 aa 2^.7 12303 03 7a/01/30
2aa2078 a9.8 N 078.1 E 5.5
83.7 357.2 0a-57-02.0 oa-aa-2^.7
ZXHLRUJ7YM 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
145 123 3 D4 7a 1 30 2 4 4 2 7* ^ Q . 8 N 78.1 E 2* 329 0.
83.7 357.2 a 57 2.0 a 44 2 q .7 12303 04 74/01/30
2aa2078 a9.8N 078.1 E 5.5
83.7 357.2 0a-57-02.0 oa-aa-2 c».7
ZXHLRUJZYM 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
146 12a74 RM 74 4 18 2aa2154 so.O N 78.8 E 2« 32^ 0.
83.5 356.8 5 53 1.0 5 40 30.0 12474 BM 74/04/16
2aa215a 50.0 N 078.8 E a.
8
«3.5 356.8 05-53-01.0 OS-ao-30.0
OXJLOOOVCF 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
146 12474 Dl 74 a 16 2442154 50.0 N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356. 8 5 53 1.0 5 40 30.0 12474 01 74/04/lb
2442154 50.0 N 078.8 E 4.8
«3.5 356.8 05-53-01.0 05-40-30.0
OXJLOOOVCF 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EAS T ERN KAZAKH SSR
146 12474 02 74 a 16 2442154 50.0 N 78.8 E 28 32^ 0.
8"*. 5 356.8 5 53 1.0 5 40 30.0 124/4 02 74/04/16
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2442154 50.0 M 078.8 E a.
8
"3.5 356.8 05-53-01.0 05-40-30.0
OXJLOODVCF 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSP
146 12474 03 74 4 16 2442154 50.0 N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356.8 5 53 1.0 5 40 30.0 12474 D3 74/04/16
2442154 5 0.0 N 078.8 E 4.8
83.5 356.8 05-53-01.0 05-40-30.0
OXJLOODVCF 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKHSSR
146 12474 D4 74 4 16 2442154 ^0.0 N 78.8 E 2P> 32<5 0.
8 3.5 356.8 5 53 1.0 5 40 30.0 12 47 4 04 74/04/1b
2442154 5 0.0 N 078.8 E 4.8
»3.5 356.8 05-53-01.0 05-40-30.0
OXJLOODVCF 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
147 12305 BM 74 5 16 2442184 49.7 N 78.2 E 28 32^ 0.
83.8 357.1 3 2 57.0 2 50 24.0 12305 RM 74/05/16
2442184 49.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
83.8 357.1 03-02-57.0 02-50-24.0
LXKI8YVPMJ 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN Kazakh SSP
147 12305 01 74 5 16 2442184 49.7 N 78.2 E i^ 32° 0.
83.8 357.1 3 2 57.0 2 SO 24.0 12305 01 74/05/16
2442184 49.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
83.8 357.1 03-02-57.0 02-50-24.0
LXKIHYVPWJ 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
147 12305 D? 74 '5 16 2442184 49.7 N 78.2 E 28 32^ 0.
83.8 357.1 3 2 57.0 2 50 24.0 12305 02 74/05/16
2U42184 4Q. 7 N 078.2 E 5.3
«3.8 357.1 03-02-57.0 02-50-24.0
LXKIBYVPMJ 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSP
147 12305 D3 74 5 16 2442184 4Q.7 N 78.2 E 2^ 329 0.
83.8 357.1 3 2 57.0 2 50 24.0 12305 03 74/05/16
2442184 4 9.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
83.8 357.1 03-02-57.0 02-50-24.0
LXKIBYVPMJ . 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32^ EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
147 )23u5 04 74 5 16 2442184 49.7 N 78.2 E 28 32° 0.
83.8 357.1 3 2 57.0 2 ^0 24.0 12305 04 74/05/16
2442184 49.7 N 078.2 E 5.3
83.8 357.1 03-02-^7.0 02-50-24.0
LXKIBYVPMJ 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
148 1239Q PM 74 5 31 24421 QQ RO.O N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83. 5 356.8 3 26 57.0 3 14 26.0 123QQ RM 74/05/31
24421 9Q 5 0.0 N 078.8 E 5.9
83.5 35^.8 03-26-57.0 03-14-26.0
GRXUUMRTJL 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
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148 1239Q 01 74 5 31 2442199 ^o.O N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356. R 3 26 57.0 3 la 26.0 12399 n i 7a/0S/31
2442199 5u. N 078. « E 5.9
83.5 356.8 03-26-57.0 03-14-26.0
GRXUUMRTJL 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
148 12399 02 74 5 31 2442199 5 o . N 76.8 E 28 32° 0.
83.5 356. 8 3 26 57.0 3 14 26.0 12399 02 74/05/31
2442199 50.0 i\l 078.8 E 5.9
83.5 356.8 03-26-57.0 03-14-26.0
GRXUUMRTJL 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
148 12399 D3 74 5 31 2442199 50. N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356.8 3 26 5 7 . 3 14 26.0 12399 03 74/05/31
2442199 50.0 N 078.8 E 5.9
83.5 356.8 03-26-57. 03-14-26.0
GRXUUMRTJL 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?9 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
148 12399 04 74 5 31 244219Q SO.O N 78.8 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356.8 3 26 57.0 3 14 26.0 12399 D 4 74/05/31
2442199 50.0 N 078.6 E 5.9
83.5 356.8 03-26-57.0 03-14-26.0
GRXUUMRTJL 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32 Q EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
149 12309 BM 74 b 2^ 2442224 49.9 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.6 357.2 3 56 S7.0 3 44 25.2 1230° RM 74/06/25
2442224 49.9 N 076.1 E 4.7
83.6 357.2 03-58-57.0 03-44-25.2
XYOLPOSVBY 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
149 12309 01 74 b 2^ 2442224 49.9 N 78.1 E 2^ 329 0.
83.6 357.2 3 56 57.0 3 44 2^.2 1230° 01 74/06/25
P442224 49.9 N 078.1 E 4.7
83. b 357.2 03-56-57. 03-44-25.2
XYOLPOSVBY 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
149 12309 02 7U 6 25 2aa2?24 49.9 M 78.1 E 2^ 329 0.
63.6 357.2 3 56 S7.0 "3 44 2^.2 12309 02 74/06/25
2442224 a9.9 N 078.1 E 4.7
83. b 357.2 03-56-57.0 03-44-25.2
XYOLPOSVBY 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
149 12309 03 74 b 25 2442224 49. 9 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.6 357.2 3 56 S7.0 3 4 4 25.2 12309 03 74/06/25
244222a 49.9 N 078. IE a.
7
83. ft 357.2 03-56-57.0 03-44-25.2
XYOLPOSVBY 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
149 12309 04 74 b 2^ 2442224 a9.9 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83. b 357.2 3 56 S7.0 3 44 25.2 12309 04 74/06/25
24 4 2224 4 9.9 M 078.1 E 4.7
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83.6
XYOLPOSV8Y
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL
357.? 03-56-57.0 03-aa-25.2
28 ALMA-A
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
150 1228a BM 7a 7 10 244223° 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 2 56 57.0 2 44 2a. 7 1228a PM 7a/07/10
2aa2239 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 02-56-57.0 02-aa-24.7
OXWYESELGT 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTEPN KAZAKH SSR
150 1228a 01 7a 7 10 2442239 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 2 56 57.0 2 4a 24.7 12284 Dl 74/07/10
2442239 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 02-56-57.0 02-44-24.7
OXWYESELGT 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LaKE BAIKAL 32° EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
150 12284 D2 74 7 10 244223°* 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 329 0.
83.7 357.2 2 56 57.0 2 aa 2a. 7 1228a 02 7a/07/10
2a42239 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 02-56-57.0 02-44-24.7
OXWYESELGT 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
150 12284 P3 74 7 10 244223° 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 2 56 ^ 7 . 2 aa 24.7 12284 D3 74/07/10
244223° 49.8 N 078.1 E 5.3
83.7 357.2 02-56-57.0 02-44-24.7
OXWYESELGT 28 ALMA-A
TA 10 LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
150 12284 04 74 7 10 2442239 49.8 N 78.1 E 28 32° 0.
83.7 357.2 2 56 57.0 2 44 24.7 12284 04 74/07/10
244223° a9.8 N 078. IE 5.3
*3.7 357.2 02-56-57.0 02-aa-2a.7
OXWYESELGT 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
151 12286 BM .74 7 10 ?aa223° 37.8 N-116.0 H 3 ao 0.
11.4 222.6 16 0.0 15 ^7 )2.2 12286 BM 74/07/10 2
442239 37.8 N 1 16.0 In 5.7
11.4 222.6 16-00-00.0 15-57-12.2
HVXLSTSSUJ 3 CALIFOR
MIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGTO
N
151 12286 Dl 74 7 10 2442239 37.8 N-llb.O w 3 40 0.
11.4 222.6 16 0.0 15 S7 12.2 12286 Dl 74/07/10
24422 39 3 7.8 N 116.0 W 5.7
11. 4 222. 6 16-00-00.0 15-57-12.2
HVXLSTSSUJ 3 CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA PEGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
151 12286 D2 74 7 in 2aa223° 37.8 N-116.0 w 3 ao 0.
11.4 222.6 lo 0.0 1^ ^7 12.2 12286 D2 7a/07/10
?aa22 39 3 7.8 N 116.0 W 5.7
11.4 222.6 lo-00-OO.O 15-57-12.2
HVXLSTSSUJ 3 CALTFO
RNTA - NEVADA PEGION aO CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
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ON
151 12286 03 74 7 10 2442239 37.8 N-116.0 m 3 40 0.
11. H 222.6 lb 0.0 1^ 57 12.2 12286 03 7U/07/10
244 22 39 3 7.8 N 1 1 o . /-j 5.7
11.4 222.6 16-00-00.0 15-57-12.2
HVXL3TSSUJ 3 CALTFO
PNJA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BOkDER REGI
ON
151 12286 D4 74 7 10 2442239 37.8 N-tlo.O w 3 40 0.
11.4 222.6 16 0.0 15 57 12.2 12286 04 74/07/10
2442239 37.8 N llb.O W 5.7
11.4 222.6 16-00-00.0 15-57-12.2
HVXLSTSSUJ 3 CALTFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
152 12292 BM 74 7 22 2442251 70.7 N 53.5 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.5 1 32 21.0 1 21 57.5 ]22^2 RM 74/07/22
2442251 70.7 N 053.5 E 4.4
61.9 7.5 01-32-21.0 01-21-57.5
IJJPrtLSXMV 40 ARCTIC
ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZE M LYA
152 12292 01 74 7 22 2442251 70.7 N 53.5 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.5 1 32 21.0 1 21 57.^ 12292 Dl 74/07/22
2442251 70.7 N 053.5 E 4.4
61.9 7.5 01-32-21.0 01-21-57.5
IJJRWLSXMV UO ARCTIC
ZONE 646 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
152 122^2 02 74 7 22 2442251 70.7 N 53.5 E 40 648 0.
61.9 7.5 1 32 21.0 1 21 57.5 12292 02 74/07/22
2442251 70. 7 N 053.5 E 4.4
61.9 7.5 01-32-21.0 01-21-57.5
IJJRWLSXMV 40 ARCTIC
ZONE 646 NOVAYA ZE M LY A
152 12292 03 74 7 2? 2442251 70.7 N 53.5 E 40 648 0.
61.° 7.5 1 32 21.0 1 21 57.5 12292 03 74/07/22
2442251 70.7 N 053.5 E 4.4
61.9 7.5 01-32-21.0 01-21-57.5
IJJRWLSXMV 40 ARCTIC
ZONE o48 NOVAYA 7EM(_YA
152 122^2 04 74 7 22 244P251 70.7 N 53.5 E 40 648 0.
bl.9 7.5 1 32 21.0 1 21 57. 5 12292 04 74/07/22
2442251 70.7 N 053.5 E 4.4
61.9 7.5 01-32-21.0 01-21-57.5
IJJRWLSXMV 40 ARCTIC
ZONE b48 NOVAYA ZE M LYA
153 12 4 3 n M 7 4 8 14 2442274 ^7.0 N - 1 1 6 . 7 N 3 40 0.
12.4 222.5 14 0.0 13 56 5*. 9 12403 RM 7U/0R/14
2442274 37.0 N lib. 7 W 4.6
12.4 222.^ 14-00-00.0 13-56-58.9
MIMWVLKXPR 3 CALIF
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
153 12 4 03 D 1 74 8 14 2'M*22T± 37.0 N - 1 1 6 . 7 ti 3 40 0.
12.4 222.5 14 0.0 13 5b 5* .« 12403 01 74/0*/l4
? a 4 2 2 7 4 3 7 . N 1 1 6 . 7 H 4.6
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12.4 222.5 14-00-00.0 13-56-58. 6
3 CALIFO
40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
MIMWVLKXPR
PNIA - NEVADA REGION
ON
153 12^03 D2 74 8 14 2442274 37.0 N-116.7 ft 3 40 0.
12.4 222.5 14 0.0 1? 56 58.9 12403 02 74/08/14
2442274 37.0 N lib. 7 ft 4.6
12.4 222.5 14-00-00.0 13-56-58.9
MIMWVLKXPP 3 CALIFO
PNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
153 12403 D3 74 6 14 2442274 37.0 N-116.7 ft 3 40 0.
12.4 222.5 14 0.0 13 5 58. o 12403 03 74/08/14
244 22 74 37.0 N" 116.7 ft 4.6
12.4 222. 5 14-00-00.0 13-56-58.
9
MIMWVLKXPR 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C AL T FORN I A -NE V AD A BORDER PEGI
ON
153 12403 D4 74 8 14 2442274 37.0 N-116.7 ft 3 40 0.
12.4 222.5 14 0.0 13 ^6 58. Q 12403 04 74/08/14
2442274 3 7.0 M 1 lo. 7 ft 4.6
12.4 222. 5 14-00-00.0 13-56-58.9
MIMftvLKXPR 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C A L I FORN I A -NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
154 12405 BM 74 8 2 Q 2442289 73.4 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
50.5 6.1 9 5° 55.0 o 40 U7.8 12405 BM 74/08/29
2442280 73.4 N 055.1 E to.
a
59.5 6.1 00-50-55. 09-49-47.8
EXWORJLBSZ 40 ARCTIC
ZOinjE to48 NOVAYA ZE^LYA
154 124 5 01 74 8 2° 24422HO 73.4 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
56.5 6.1 9 56 55.0 9 4Q 47.8 1240 c 01 74/08/29
2442289 73.4 N 055.1 E 6.4
S9.5 6.1 06-56-55.0 09-49-47.
8
EXftORJLBSZ 40 ARCTIC
ZONE to48 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
154 12405 D2 74 8 2° 2442280 73.4 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
59.5 6.1 9 5 Q 55.0 o 46 47.8 12405 02 74/08/29
2442286 73.4 N 0^5.1 E to.
4
56. 5 6.1 0O-5Q-55. 00-40-47.
EXWORJLBSZ 40 ARCTIC
ZONE b48 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
154 12405 03 74 8 ^ 2442289 73.4 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
5^.5 6.1 9 50 55.0 o 4Q 47.8 12405 D3 74/08/29
2442289 73.4 N 055.1 E 6.4
59.5 6.1 09-5°-55.0 09-49-47.8
EXW0RJLBS7 40 ARCTIC
ZONE 608 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
154 12405 04 74 8 2° 24422*0 73.4 N 55.1 E 40 648 0.
59.5 6.1 6 5Q 55.0 o uo 47. 8 12405 04 74/08/29
2442289 73.4 N 055.1 E 6.4
50.5 6.1 09-50-55. 00-49-47.8
EXrtORJLPSZ 40 ARCTIC
ZONE 648 NOVAYA ZEMLYA
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155 12427 BM 74 9 26 2442317 37.1 N-116.0 in 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 15 5 0.0 15 2 4.7 12427 RM 74/09/26
2442317 57.1 N llo.i) « 5.6
12.0 220.6 15-05-00.0 15-02-04.7
xLBIOHIPyF 3 CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
155 12427 01 74 9 26 2442317 37.1 N-116.0 a 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 15 5 0.0 15 2 4.7 12427 Dl 74/09/26
2442317 37.1 N 116.0 » 5.0
12.0 220.6 15-05-00.0 15-02-04.7
XLBIOHIPYF 3 CALIF0
RNIA - NEVADA REGION • 40 C ALT FORNI A-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
155 12427 D2 74 9 26 24423 17 37. 1 N-l 16. W 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 15 5 0.0 IS 2 4.7 12427 D2 74/09/26
24423 17 3 7.1 N 116.0 W 5.6
12.0 220.6 15-05-00.0 1^-02-04.7
XLBIOHIPYF 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
155 12 4 27 D3 74 9 26 2442317 37.1 N-116.0 W 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 15 5 0.0 IS 2 4.7 12427 03 74/09/26
24423 17 3 7.1 N 1 1 6 . IN 5.6
12.0 22^.6 15-0 5-00.0 15-02-04.7
aLBIOHIPYF 3 CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
155 12427 D4 74 9 26 2442317 57.1 N-116.0 A1 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 15 5 0.0 IS 2 4.7 12427 04 74/09/26
2442317 37. I N 116.0 W 5.6
12.0 220.6 15-05-00. 15-02-04.7
XLBIOHIPYF 3 CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
156 12429 BM 74 10 16 2442337 ^0.0 N 79.0 E 2* 329 0.
83.5 356.6 6 32 57.0 6 20 26.0 1242^ BM 74/10/16
2442337 50.0 N 079.0 E 5.5
83.5 356.6 06-32-57.0 06-20-26.0
CZXMSPTLUG 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
156 12429 Dl 74 10 16 2442337 50.0 N 79.0 E 28 32^ 0.
83.5 356.6 o 32 S7.0 6 20 26.0 1242^ Dl 74/10/16
2442337 5 0.0 N 79. E 5.5 '
^3.5 556. 6 06-32-57. 06-20-26.0
CZXMSPTLUG 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSP
156 1242° 02 74 10 16 2442337 SQ.O ,\j 79.0 E 2* 3 2 ^ 0.
85.5 356.6 o 32 57. J 6 20 26.0 12429 02 74/10/16
2442337 50.0 N 079.0 E 5.5
«3.5 556.6 06-32-57.0 06-20-26.0
CZxMSPTLUG 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
156 12429 D3 74 10 16 24U2337 50.0 N 79.0 E 28 329 o.
83.5 356.6 o 32 ^ 7 . 6 20 26.0 12429 D5 74/10/16
2442337 SO.O N 079.0 E 5.5
83.5 356.6 0o-32-57.0 06-20-26.0
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CZXMSPTLUG
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL
28 ALMA-A
329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
156 12429 D4 7a to 16 ?aa2337 50. N 79.0 E 28 329 0.
83.5 356.6 6 3? R7.0 6 20 26.0 12a29 Ha 7a/l0/lb
2442337 50.0 N 079.0 E 5.5
*3.5 356.6 Ot>-32-R7.0 06-20-26.0
CZXMSPTLUG 28 ALMA-A
TA TO LAKE BAIKAL 329 EASTERN KAZAKH SSR
157 10a7 RM 65 10 2^ 2a390to3 SI. a N 179.2 El 6 0.
47.1 304.6 21 8 35.7 20 RQ 59.7 10a7 RM 65/10/29
2439063 51 .4 M . 179.2 E 6. 1
47.1 304.6 21-08-35.7 20-59-59.7
LXGSZSFGKR 1 ALASKA
- ALEUTIAN ARC 6 RAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
157 10a7 Fl toR 10 29 ?a*906"* 51. a N 179.2 El 6 0.
47.1 304.6 21 8 35.7 20 R9 59.7 1047 Fl 65/10/29
2439063 51.4 N 179.2 E to. 1
47.1 304.6 21-08-35.7 20-59-59.7
LXGSZSFGKR 1 ALASKA
- ALEUTIAN ARC to RAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
157 1047 F2 to^ 10 2<> 2a390 o 3 51. a N 179.2 El 6 0.
47.1 30a.6 21 8 35.7 20 RQ 59.7 10a7 F2 65/10/29
2a390o3 51. a N 179.2 E 6.1
47.1 ^Oa.6 21-08-35.7 20-59-59.7
LXGSZSFGKR 1 ALASKA
- ALEUTIAN ARC to RAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
157 1047 F3 o5 10 2° 2a3 Q 0to3 M . 4 N 179.2 El 6 0.
47.1 304.6 21 8 35.7 20 R9 5°. 7 1047 F3 65/10/29
24390o3 51 .a N 179.2 E to. 1
47.1 304. to 21-08-35.7 20-59-59.7
LXGSZSFGKP I ALASKA
- ALEUTIAN ARC 6 RAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
157 1047 Fa toR 10 29 2439063 51. a N 179.2 El 6 0.
47.1 304.6 21 8 75.7 2^ R9 R9.7 10a7 Fa 65/10/29
24390o3 51.4 N 179.2 E o.l
47.1 304.6 21-0R-35.7 20-R9-59.7
LXGSZSFGKR 1 ALASKA
- ALEUTIAN ARC o RAT ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
158 10b9 RM to5 12 1 2a39096 24.1 N 5.2 E 37 551 0.
86.3 58.4 10 a2 43.7 10 29 58.5 1069 RM 65/12/01
2a39096 2a. l N 5.2 E 5.1
R6.3 58.4 10-42-43.7 10-29-58.5
FOILYFxHFF 37 AFRTCA
5R1 SOUTHFRN ALGERIA
15* 10o9 Fl oR 12 1 2439096 24.1 N 5.2 E 37 551 0.
86.3 58.4 10 42 a3.7 10 29 58. R lOto^ Fl 65/12/01
2439096 24.1 N 5.2 E 5.1
Ro.3 58.4 10-42-43.7 10-29-5*.
5
FOILYFXHFF 7 7 AFRICA
551 SOUTHERN ALGERIA
15« 1069 F2 o^ 12 1 24390Q6 24.1 N 5.2 E 37 551 0.
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66.3 58. a 10 a2 '»3.7 10 29 5«.5 10o" F2 65/12/01
2439096 2a. 1 N 5.2 E 5.1
Po.3 5«.4 10-42-43.7 10-29-58.5
FOILYFXHFF 37 AFRICA
551 SOUTHERN ALGERIA
15P 10b9 F3 6^ 12 1 2439096 ?4.1 M 5.2 E 37 551 0.
86.3 58. a 10 42 43.7 10 29 58.5 106° F3 65/12/01
2439096 24. 1 N 5.2 E 5.1
8b. 3 58.4 10-42-43.7 10-29-58.5
FOILYFXHFF 3 7 AFRTCA
551 SOUTHERN ALGERIA
158 lObQ Fa o5 12 1 24390^6 24.1 N 5.2 E 37 551 0.
86.3 5P.4 10 42 43.7 10 29 58.5 10o9 F4 65/12/01
2439096 24.1 N 5.2 E 5.1
8 .3 58.4 10-42-43.7 10-29-58.5
FOILYFXHFF 37 AFRICA
551 SOUTHERN ALGERIA
159 3853 BM o7 9 27 2439761 37.1 N-116.0 n 3 40 33. 33
12.0 220.6 17 ? 39.9 16 ^9 44.6 3853 BM 67/09/27
243976 1 37.1 N 116. W a.
6
33 12.0 220.6 17-02-39.9 16-59-44.6
LHYZMIXVJR 3CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
ON
159 3853 Fl o7 9 27 2439761 37.1 N-116.0 W 3 40 33. 33
12.0 220.6 17 2 39.9 16 59 44.6 3853 Fl 67/09/27
24397bl 37.1 N 116.0 N 4.6
33 12.0 220.6 17-02-39.9 16-59-44.6
LHYZMIXVJR 3CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C AL
T
FORN I A -ME V ADA BORDER REGI
ON
15° 38 53 F2 b7 9 n 2439761 37.1 N-116.0 M 3 40 33. 33
12.0 220.6 17 2 39.9 16 59 44.6 3853 F2 67/09/27
24 3976 1 3 7.1 N 116.0 M 4.6
33 12.0 220.6 17-02-39.9 16-59-44.6
LHYZVTXVJP 3CALTFO
PNIA - NEvADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
ON
159 3853 F3 67 9 27 2439761 37.1 N-116.0 M 3 40 33. 33
12.0 2 2 0. 6 17 2 39.9 16 59 44.6 3 p 5 3 F3 67/09/2/
24397ol 37.1 N llo.O M 4.6
33 12.0 220.6 17-02-39.9 16-59-44.6
L H Y Z M I a V J R 3CALTFO
PNIA - NEVADA REGION 'JO CALIFORNIA- NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
159 3853 Fa o 7 9 27 2439761 37.1 N -llo.O w 3 40 33. 33
12.0 220.6 17 2 39.9 16 SQ 44.6 3853 F4 67/09/27
2439761 37.1 N 116.0 W 4.6
33 12.0 220.6 17-02-39.9 16-59-44.6
LHYZMIXVJR 3CALIFO
PNIA - MFVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
ON
160 2634 5M 67 12 10 2439«^5 3fe. 7 N-107.2 H 34 496 0.
10.0 184.^ 19 32 30.5 19 ^0 2.3 2634 BM 67/12/10
2439835 3o. 7 N 107.2 VM 5.1
10.0 184.5 19-32-30.5 19-t;o-02.3
ILFX/jDBJBI 34 EASTER
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N NORTH AMERICA 4°6 NEW MEXICO
IfaO 2634 El 67 12 10 2439835 36.7 N-107.2 lf\l 34 496 0.
10.0 184.5 19 32 3U.5 1° ^0 2.3 2634 Fl 67/12/10
2439835 36.7 N 107.2 rt 5.1
10.0 18a. 5 19-32-30.5 19-30-02.3
ILFXwDBJBI 34 EASTER
N NORTH AMERICA 4°6 NEW MEXICO
160 2634 F2 67 12 10 2439835 36.7 N-107.2 M 34 496 0.
10.0 184.5 19 32 30.5 1 Q 30 2.3 2634 F2 67/12/10
24 398 35 36.7 N 10 7.2 N 5.1
10.0 184.5 19-32-30.5 19-30-02.3
ILFXwDBJBI 34 EASTER
N NORTH AMERICA -4 9 6 NEw MEXICO
160 2634 F3 67 12 10 2439835 36.7 N-107.2 M 34 496 0.
10.0 184.5 19 32 30.5 1" 30 2.3 2634 F3 67/12/10
2 4 3 9 ° 3 5 3 6 . 7 N 107.2 M 5.1
10. 184. 5 19-32-30.5 1^-30-02.3
ILFXWDBJBI 34 EASTER
M NORTH AMERICA 4^6 NEW MEXICO
160 2634 Fa 67 12 10 243R«3^ 3o.7 N-107.2 N 34 496 0.
10.0 184.5 19 32 30.5 19 30 2.3 2634 Fq 67/12/10
2439835 36. 7 N 107.2 W 5.1
10.0 184.5 19-32-30.5 19-30-02.3
ILFXwDBJbl 34 EASTER
N NORTH AMERICA q<?6 NE-fl MEXICO
161 5853 BM 08 4 26 2439Q73 37.3 M-116.5 W 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 15 2 ^6.1 14 5Q 5°.° 5853 BM 68/04/26
2439Q73 37.3 N 116.5 /v 6.3
12.1 222.7 15-02-^6.1 14-59-5°.
9
LXEYSVBUUZ 3 CA|_TFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
161 5853 Fl 08 a 26 2439Q73 37.3 N-116.5 w 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 15 2 5o.l 14 59 5°.° 5853 Fl 68/04/26
2439973 37. 3 N llo.5 w 6.3
12.1 222.7 15-02-56.1 14-59-5°.
LXEYSVBUUZ 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 4U CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
161 5853 F2 08 a 26 2439973 37.3 N-116.5 M 3 aO 0.
12.1 222.7 15 2 56.1 14 5R 59.9 5»53 F2 68/04/26
24 399 7 3 3 7.3 N 116.5 W 6.3
12.1 222.7 15-02-56.1 14-59-59.9
LXEYSVBUUZ 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION ao CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
161 5853 F3 68 4 26 24*9073 37.3 N-116.5 w 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 15 2 ^o.l 14 59 5°.° 5853 F3 68/04/26
24 399 7 3 3 7. 3 N 116.5 W 6.3
12.1 222.7 15-02-56.1 14-59-59.9
LXEYSVBUUZ 3 CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C A L I FORN I A -ME V AD A BORDER REGI
ON
161 5853 F4 b8 4 26 2439Q73 37.3 N-116.5 in 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 15 2 5o.l 14 59 5°.° 5853 F4 68/04/2o
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24 399 7 3 3 7.3 N 11b.5 W to. 3
12.1 22?. 7 15-02-56.1 14-59-59.
Q
LXEYSVBUU7 i CALIFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
ON
162 6661 8.M to8 9 & 2440106 37.1 N-llto.O w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 la 2 ^5.2 13 59 5°.° d bb1 RM 68/09/0b
24 4 10 6 3 7.1 N 116.0 w 5.6
12.0 220.6 14-02-55.2 13-59-59.
9
URMlXUrtVLH 3 CALIFH




162 o6ot Fl o« 9 b ?440106 37.1 N-116.0 Ini 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 2 55.2 13 59 5°.° b66 1 Fl 68/0°/06
24 40106 37.1 N 116.0 M 5.b
12.0 220.6 14-02-55.2 13-59-59.
UPMlxlJwVLH 3 CALTFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CAL TFORNI A-NE VADA BORDER REGI
ON
162 66b 1 F2bP 9 6 244 0106 37.1 N-116.0 w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 2 ^5.2 13 ^9 5°.° obbl F2 68/09/Ob
2 4 4 10 6 3 7 . 1 N 1 1 b . w 5 . b
12.0 220.6 14-02-55.2 13-59-5°.°
URf'lXUrtVLK 3 CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
ON
lo2 obbl Fi of 9 6 2440106 37.1 N-116.0 rt 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 2 S5.2 13 59 5°.° 6bbl F3 66/0°/0b
244 106 3 7.1 N 116.0 W 5.6
12.0 220.6 14-02-55.2 13-59-5°. 9
URMlXUftVLH 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C AL I F ORN I A -NE V AD BORDER PEGI
ON
lb? obbl F4 o* 9 6 2440106 37.1 N-116.0 w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 2 ^5.2 13 59 5°. 9 060I F4 68/09/0b
24 4 10b 3 7 . I N 1 I 6 . N 5 .
o
12.0 220.6 14-02-55.2 13-59-59.
o
URMIXUWVLH 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C A L
I
FORN I A -NE V AD BORDER PEGI
ON
lb3 M348 B M 68 12 19 2U40210 37.2 N - 1 1 6 . 5 W 3 40 0.
12.2 222.4 lb 32 57.1 16 ?9 5°. 6 834* BM 68/12/19
2440210 37.2 N 116.5 W 6.3
12.2 ?22.4 lo-32-57.1 16-29-59.6
EYJKFCXUML 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NFVADA REGION 40 C AL
T
FOR M I A -NE V AD BORDER PEGI
ON
16 3 8348 F 1 o * 12 1° 244021H 37.2 N-116.5 ri 3 40 0.
12.2 222.4 ]b 32 57.1 lb 29 5°. 6 8348 Fl 68/12/19
244 0210 3 7.2 N 1 1 6.5 W b .
5
12.2 222.4 16-32-57.1 16-29-5°.
6
EYJKFCXUML 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
16 3 834P F2 6 « 12 1° ? a a i j ? l 37.2 N-116.5 w 3 40 0.
12.2 222.4 Id 32 57. 1 16 2° 5°. 6 8348 F2 68/12/19
2440210 3 7.2 N 1 1 o . 5 M 6.3
12.2 222.4 16-32-57.1 16-29-59.6
EYJKFCXUML 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CAL TFORNI A-NE VADA BORDER PEGI
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ON
163 8348 F3 68 12 IP 2440210 37.2 N-llb.5 W 3 40 0.
12.? 222.4 lb 3? 57.1 lb ?9 59. b 834* F3 68/12/19
2440210 37.2 N 116.5 »V b.3
12.2 222.4 16-32-57.1 16-29-59.6
EYJKFCXUML 3 CALIFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
163 8348 F4 08 12 1° 2440210 37.2 N-116.5 W 3 40 0.
12.2 222.4 lb 32 57.1 16 29 5P.6 8348 F4 68/12/19
2440210 3 7.2 N 116.5 W b.3
12.2 222.4 16-32-57.1 16-29-5P.6
EYJKFCXUML 3 CALIFO
PMA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
164 7477 BM 08 12 27 2440218 41.0 N 91.4 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 34b. 8 7 43 10.9 7 30 2.P 7477 BM 68/12/27
2440218 41 .0 N 0^1 .4 E 4.6
33 PI. 2 346.8 07-43-10.9 07-30-02.
9
CWWTXGHLVF 27 SOUTHE
RN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHIN
A
164 7477 Fl 68 12 27 2440218 41.0 N 91.4 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 ^46.8 7 43 10.9 7 30 2.9 7477 Fl 68/12/27
244 0218 4 1.0 N 9 1 . 4 E 4.6
33 PI. 2 346.8 07-43-10.9 07-30-02.9
CWWTXGHLVF 27 SOUTHF
RN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHIN
A
to 4 7477 F2 o « 12 27 244u?18 a i . o N PI. 4 E 27 321 33. 33
PI. 2 346.8 7 43 10.9 7 30 2.° 7477 F2 68/12/27
2440218 4 1 .0 N 0P1 .4 E 4.6
33 PI. 2 346.8 07-43-10.9 07-30-02. p
CWWTXGHLVF 27 SOUTHF
RN SINKIANG TO KANSU 521 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHIN
A
] b a jail F3 68 12 27 2440218 41.0 N 91.4 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 346.8 7 43 10.9 7 30 2.° 7 4 7 7 F 3 68/12/27
pa 40218 4 1.0 N 0P1.4E 4.6
33 PI. 2 346.8 07-43-10.9 07-30-02.
CWWTXGHLVF 27 SOUTHF
RN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHIN
164 7477 F4 oP 12 27 2440218 41.0 N °1.4 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 346.8 7 43 10.9 7 30 2 .^> 1*17 F4 68/12/27
2440218 4 1.0 N 0P1.4E 4.6
33 91.2 346.8 07-43-10.9 07-30-02.9
CWWTXGHLVF 27 SOUTHE
RN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PRUV., CHIN
A
165 11 50 BM oP 3 21 244 302 37.1 N-l 16.1 W 3 40 0.
12.1 220. P la 32 55. 7 14 2P 5^.7 1150 RM 69/03/21
2 4 4 3 2 3 7 . 1 N 116.1 M 4.9
12.1 220. 9 14-32-55.7 14-29-5P.7
Y ICLXCRTYV 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
1ft5 1150 Fl 6Q 3 21 2440302 37.1 N- 116. lfll 3 4 0.
12.1 220. P 14 3? ^5.7 14 2P 5P.7 1150 Fl 69/03/21
2440302 37.1 N 116.1 w 4.9
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12.1 220.Q 14-32-55.7 14-29-59.7
YTCLXCRTYV 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
165 1150 F2 b<5 3 21 P44030? 37.1 N-Hb.l W 3 40 0.
12.1 220. o 14 32 55.7 14 29 5°. 7 1150 F2 69/03/21
2 4 4 u 3 2 3 7 . 1 N 1 1 6 . 1 M 4.9
12.1 220.9 14-32-55.7 14-29-59.7
YTCLXCRTYV 3 CALIFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 C AL
T
FORN I A -NE V AD A BORDER REGI
ON
165 1150 F3 b^ 3 21 244030? 37.1 N-llb.l ri I 40 0.
12.1 220.9 14 32 55.7 14 29 59.7 1150 F3 69/03/21
2440302 37.1 N 116.1 Vi 4.9
12.1 220. o 14-32-55.7 14-29-59.7
YTCLXCRTYV 3CALTFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C A L
I
FNRM I A -NE V AD A BORDER REGI
ON
165 1150 F4 6 a 3 21 2440302 37.1 N-llb.l n 3 40 0.
12.1 ?20.9 14 3? 55.7 14 ?9 59.7 1150 Fa 69/03/21
2 4 4 3 2 3 7.1 r J 1 1 6 . 1 W 4.9
12.1 220. Q 14-32-55.7 14-29-59.7
YTCLXCRTYV 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
16b 1157 BM b9 a 30 24 '4034? 3 7.1 N- lib. N 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 17 ? 55.1 16 59 59. R 1157 RM 69/04/30
24 4 342 3 7.1 N 116.0 M 5.3
12.0 220.6 17-02-55.1 16-5^-59.8
LBUVXMBIFS 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NFvADA REGION 40 C A L FORN I A -NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
166 1157 Fl b<> 4 30 2440342 37.1 N-116.0 w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 17 2 55.1 lb 59 5 c'.fl 1157 Fl 69/04/30
24 4 34 2 3 7.1 N llb.0v\ 5.3
12.0 220.6 17-02-55.1 lb-59-59.8
LBDVXi^BIFS 3 CALIFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
166 1157 F2 b Q 4 30 2440342 37.1 N-116.0 W 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 17 2 55.1 16 59 S^.8 1157 F? 69/04/30
2 4 4 3 4 2 3 7 . 1 N 116.0V- 5.3
12.0 220.6 17-02-55.1 16-59-59.8
LBDVXM8IFS 3 CALIFO
RNTA - NFVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
lbb 1157 F 3 6° 4 30 244 342 37.1 N-116.0 W 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 17 ? 55.1 16 59 50. « 1157 F3 69/04/30
24 4 342 3 7.1 N I 1 6 . H 5.3
12.0 220. b 17-02-55.1 16-59-59.8
LBDVXNiBIFS 3 CALIFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 4 C A L I FORM I A -NE V AD A BORDER REGI
ON
166 1157 54 t)Q 4 30 2440342 37.1 N-116.0 w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 17 2 55.1 lb S9 5°.« 1157 F4 69/U4/30
2 4 4 34 2 3 7 . 1 N 1 1 o . /.' 5.3
12.0 220.6 17-02-55.1 16-59-59.8
LBDVXMBTFS 3 CALIFO
RNTA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER PEGI
ON
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167 7656 BM 69 5 7 2440349 3 7.3 N-116.5 W 3 40 0.
12.1 22?. 7 13 47 56.0 13 44 59.8 7656 BM 69/05/07
24U0349 37. 3 N 1 16.5 !AI 5.8
12.1 222.7 13-47-56.0 13-44-59.8
PHGJLHXIID 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
167 7656 Fl 69 5 7 2440349 37.3 N-116.5 W 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 13 47 56.0 13 4a 59. « 7656 Fl 69/05/07
2440349 37.3 N 116.5 W 5.8
12.1 222.7 13-47-56.0 13-44-59.
a
PHGJLHXIID 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
167 7656 F2 o9 S 7 2440349 37.3 N-11o.5 tt 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 13 47 5b. 13 4a 59.8 7656 F2 69/05/07
244U34Q 37.3 N 116.5 W 5.8
12.1 222.7 13-47-56.0 13-44-59.8
PHGJLHXIID 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
1b7 7656 F3 o9 5 7 2440349 37.3 N-116.5 vi 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 13 47 5o.0 13 4a 59.8 7656 F3 69/05/07
24 4 349 3 7.3 N 1 1 6 . 5 a 5.8
12.1 222.7 13-47-56.0 13-44-59.8
PHGJLHXIID 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
1b7 7656 F4 b9 5 7 2a40349 37.3 N-llo.5 ft 3 40 0.
12.1 222.7 13 47 5o.0 13 44 59.8 7656 F4 69/05/07
244 349 37.3 N 1 1 o . 5 ^ 5.8
12.1 222.7 13-47-So.O 13-44-59.8
PHGJLHXIID 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
lo8 765°> BM bb 5 27 244()3b9 37.1 N-11b.O w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 17 55.1 14 14 59.8 7659 BM 69/05/27
2440369 37.1 N 116.0 m 5.0
12.0 220.6 14-17-55.1 14-14-59.8
XDZZLIOVm* 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGI
ON
lb8 7659 Fl 69 5 27 ?4403o c> 37.1 N-116.0 rt 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 17 55.1 14 la 59.8 7659 Fl 69/05/27
2440369 37.1 N 116.0 fi 5.0
12.0 220.6 14-17-55.1 14-14-59.8
XDZZLIDVHP 3 CALIFO
RNIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BOPDER PRGI
ON
16* 7659 P2 69 5 27 2440369 37.1 M-llb.O w 3 40 0.
12.0 220.6 14 17 55.1 14 14 59.8 76^9 F? 69/05/27 2
440569 37.1 N 1 16.0 M 5.0
12.0 220.6 14-17-55.1 14-14-59.8
XDZZLIDVHB 3 CALIFOR
NIA - NEVADA RFGIOM 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER RFGIO
N
16* 7659 F3 69 5 27 24403b9 57.1 M-llb.O ft 3 40 0.
12.0 220. o 14 17 55.1 la 14 ^Q.B 7b59 F3 b9/05/27 2
/1 4 369 3 7.1 N 116.0 W 5.0
12.0 220.6 14-17-55.1 14-14-59.8
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3 CALIFOR
40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA RORDER REGIO
VDZZLIDVHb
MIA - NEVADA REGION
N
lb« 765° FU bb 5 27 24403bQ 37.1 N-116.0 'A 3 an 0.
12.0 220.6 14 17 55.1 14 14 59.8 7659 F4 6b/05/27 2





MIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA RORDER REGIO
N
169 1167 BM 69 7 16 24404 19 37.1 N- lib. 1 ft 3 40 0.
12.1 220.9 14 57 5^.7 14 54 59.7 1167 BM bb/07/16 2
4 4 4 19 37.1 M I 1 6 . 1 W 5.6
12.1 220.9 14-57-55.7 14-54-59.7
LTPDJSCwXW 3 CALIFOR
N1A - NEVADA REGION 40 C AL IFO&N I A-NF y/ AD A BORDER REGIO
N
lb9 1167 Ft b<3 7 16 244U419 5 7.1 N - 1 1 b . 1 ft 3 40 0.
12.1 220.9 14 57 5^.7 14 54 59.7 1167 F1 b°/07/lb 2
/4 a 4 1 9 3 7 . 1 N 1 1 6 . 1 W 5.6
12.1 220.9 14-57-55.7 14-54-59.7
LTRDJSCrtXft 3 CALIFOR
MIA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA RORDFR REGIO
N
169 1167 F2 o Q 7 16 24404 19 3 7.
1
N-l 16.1 ft 3 4 0.
12.1 220.9 14 57 55.7 14 5 '4 59.7 1167 F2 b9/07/lb 2
4 4 4 19 5 7 . 1 M 1 1 6 . 1 W 5.6
12.1 220.9 14-57-55.7 14-54-59.7
I rRDJSCrtXvj 3 CALIFOR
N1A - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGIO
N
169 H&7 F3 o9 7 16 2440419 37.1 N-llo.l ft 3 4 0.
12.1 220.9 14 57 5R.7 1 4 54 59.7 116 7 F3 b9/0 7/lb 2
4404 19 37. 1 N 1 16. 1 W S.6
12.1 220.9 14-57-55.7 la-54-59.7
LTRDJSCftXW 3 CALIFOR
NIA - NEVADA REGION aO CALIFORNIA-NEVADA PONDER REGIO
N
16° 1167 F 4 o° 7 16 244 04 1Q 3 7.1 N-llo.l W 3 4 0.
12.1 220.9 14 57 5S.7 1a 54 ^9.7 1167 F4 ob/07/16 2
440419 37.1 N 116.1 W 5.6
12.1 220.9 ia- c 7-55.7 14-54-59.7
LTRDJSCwXft 3 CALIFOR
NIA - NEVADA REGION 40 C AL IFORNT A-NEV ADA BORDER RFGIO
N
170 6917 BM 71 5 7 244107° 33.0 N 127.0 E 20 231 33. 33
87.3 317.7 052 30. a 05941.0 6917 fa ^ 71/05/07 2
441079 3 3.0 N 127.0 F 4.5
33 87.3 317.7 00-52-30. '4 00-39-41.0
VJERTOGQZL 20 SOUTHwE
STERN JAPAN AND R Y U K Y U IS 231 SOUTH K S t A
170 b°17 Fl 71 5 7 244107° 33.0 M 12/. E 20 231 33. 33
7.3 317.7 52 30.4 39 41.0 b9i7Fl 71/0 5/07 24
4107° 33.0 I'm 127.0 E 4.5
33 P7.3 317.7 00-52-30.4 00-39-41.0
VJERTOGQZL 20 30UTHWES
TE D N JAPAN AMD R Y U k r 1 1 IS 231 SOUTH KOREA
170 o917 F2 71 7 ?44107b 3 3.0 N 12 7.0 E 20 231 33. 33
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•7.3 317.7 52 30.4 39 41.0 6917 F2 71/05/07 24
41079 33.0 N 12 7.0 E 4.5
33 87.3 317.7 00-52-30.4 00-39-41.0
VJERTOGQZL 20 SOUTHWES
TERN JAPAN AMD RYUKYU IS 231 SOUTH K.ORFA
170 6^17 F3 71 5 7 2441079 33.0 N 127.0 E 20 231 33. 33
7.3 317.7 5? 30.4 39 41.0 6^17 F3 71/05/07 24
4 1079 3 3.0 N 127.0 E 4.5
33 *7.3 317.7 00-52-30.4 00-39-41.0
VJERTOGQZL 20 SOUTHWES
TERN JAPAN AMD RYUKYU TS 231 SOUTH KOREA
170 6917 F4 71 5 7 ?4«107<? 33.0 N 127.0 E 20 231 33. 33
7.3 317.7 52 30.4 "39 41.0 6917 F4 71/05/07 24
41079 3 3.0 N 1P7.0E 4.5
33 87.3 317.7 00-52-30.4 00-39-41.0
VJERTOGQZL 20 SOUTHWES
TERN JAPAN AMD RYUKYU IS 231 SHUTH KQkFA
171 8814 RM M 6 5 244110« 37.9 N 113.7 E 41 65* 33. 33
8.4 329.6 10 34 21.0 10 21 25.8 8814 PM 71/06/05 24
41108 3 7.9 \l 113.7 E 4.7
33 °8.u 329.6 10-34-21.0 10-21-25.8
QWEKILMHUS 41 EASTERN
ASIA 6^8 NORTHEASTERN CHINA
171 8814 Fl 71 6 5 2 4 4 110* "W.9 N 113.7 E 41 658 33. 33
«. 4 32^.6 10 34 21.0 10 21 25. a 8814 Fl 71/06/05 24
41108 3 7.9 n 113.7 E 4.7
33 «8.4 329.6 10-34-21.0 10-21-25.8
QWEKILMHUS 41 EASTERN
ASIA 658 NORTHEASTERN CHTNA
171 8814 F2 71 6 5 2-441108 ^7.9 N 113.7 E 41 65* 33. 33
*.4 329.6 10 34 21.0 10 21 2 Q .* 8*14 F2 71/06/05 24
4110* 3 7.9 j 113.7 E 4.7
33 88.4 329.6 10-34-21.0 10-21-25.
8
QWEKILMHUS 4 1 EASTERN
ASIA 6^8 NORTHEASTERN CHINA
171 8814 F3 71 o 5 2 4 4 11 o « 37.9 N 113.7 E 41 658 33. 33
*.4 329.6 10 34 21. u 10 21 25.* 8814 F3 71/06/05 24
4110 8 3 7.9 N 113.7 E 4.7
33 «8.4 329.6 10-34-21.0 10-21-25.8
QWEKILMHUS 41 EASTERN
ASIA 6^8 NORTHEASTERN CHTNA
171 8814 F4 71 6 5 244110* 37.9 N 113.7 E 41 658 33. 33
*.4 329.6 10 34 21.0 10 ?\ 2S.8 8«14 F4 71/06/05 24
41 108 37.9 N 1 1 3. 7 E 4.7
33 °8.4 329.6 10-34-21.0 10-21-25.*
QWEKILMHUS 4 1 EASTERN
ASIA 658 NORTHEASTERN CHINA
172 8816 RM 71 6 6 2441109 S3. 8 M-171.9 * l 9272. 272
1.2 305.0 4 7 41.8 3 59 53.9 * 8 1 6 P M 7 1 / 6 / b 24
4 110 9 S 3 . 8 N 17 1.9 .v 5.2
272 41.2 3 5.0 04-07-41.8 03-59-53.9
MGQWvNRDCLO 1 ALASKA -
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ALEUTIAN ARC 9 FOX ISLANDS/ ALFUTIAN ISLANDS
17? 8*16 F 1 71
1 .2 305. a
'1110 9 5 3.8 N
272
MGQWwPOCLO
A I E U T I A m ARC
b 6 2441109 53.8 N-171.9 a 1 9272. 27?
7 41.8 3 59 53. P e*16 Fl 71/06/06 2a
171.9 W 5.2
41.2 305. o 04-07-41.8 03-59-53.9
1 ALASKA -
9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
172 8816 F2 71
1.2 305.0 a




6 6 244110° 53.8 N-171.9 fl 1 9272. 272
7 41.8 3 59 53.9 HR\h F2 71/06/06 24
171.9 n 5.2
41.2 305. 04-07-41.8 03-59-53.9
1 ALASKA -
9 FOX ISLANDS, ALFUTIAN ISLANDS
172 8816 F3 71





6 fa ?aaiH)9 F3.8 N-171.9 a 1 9272. 272
7 41.8 3 59 53.° 8*16 F 3 71/06/06 2 4
171.9 W 5.2
'41.2 305.0 04-07-41. 8 03-59-53.°
1 ALASKA -
9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
17? 8*16 F 4 71 6 6 2441109 S3. 8 N-171.9 W 1 9272. 27?
1.2 305.0 4 7 41.8 3 59 53.9 8«16 F4 71/06/0o 24
4 1 1 9 53.8 N 171.9 H 5.2
272 41.2 305.0 04-07-41.8 03-59-53.9
MGUWwPDCLO 1 ALASKA -
ALEUTIAN ARC 9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
173 8823 Rv M fa 10 2441113 41.1 N 138.4 E 19 223226. 226
5.4 315.2 20 11 12.8 19 59 25.7 8823 BM 71/06/10 24
4 1113 4 1.1 N 138.4 E 5.7
226 75.4 315.2 20-11-12.8 19-59-2F.7
UQRKDEIPLC 19 JAPAN -
KU^ILES - KAMCHATKA 223 EASTERN SEA OF JAPAN
173 8823 Fl 71 fa 10 2441113 41.1 N 138.4 E 19 223226. 226
5.4 315.2 20 11 12.8 19 59 25.7 8823 Fl 71/06/10 24
41113 4 1.1 N 138.4 E 5.7
2?b 75.4 315.2 20-11-12.8 l°-59-25.7
• UORKDEIPLC 1 9 JAPAN -
KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 223 EASTERN SFA OF JAPAN
173 8823 F2 71 6 10 2441113 41.1 N 138.4 E 19 225226. 226
5.4 315.2 20 11 12.8 1° 59 25.7 8823 F2 71/06/10 24
41113 4 1.1 N 158.4 E 5.7
226 75.4 315.2 20-11-12.8 l°-59-2F.7
UORKDEIPLC 19 JAPAN -
KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 223 EASTERN SEA OF JAPAN
173 8823 F3 71 6 10 2441115 41.1 N 138.4 E 19 ?ili?b. 226
5.4 315.2 20 11 12.8 19 59 25.7 8823 F 3 71/06/10 24
4 1113 4 1.1 N 13 8.4 E 5.7
22o 75.4 315.2 20-11-12.8 19-59-25.7
UGRKDFIPLC 19 JAPAN -
KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 223 EASTERN SEA OF JAPAN
173 8823 F4 71 6 10 ?u'i|H3 41.1 N 138.4 E 19 223226. 226
5.4 315.2 2 11 12.8 1° 59 25.7 8*23 F4 71/06/10 24
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75. a 315.2 20-1 1-12.8 19-59-25.7
19 JAPAN -
223 EASTERN SEA OF JAPAN
174 8P24 BM 71 6 11 244111a 18.0 M -69.8 W 7 88 57. 57
1.5 121.4 13 3 47.1 12 55 57.0 8824 BM 71/06/11 24
41114 18.0 N 069.8 M 6.1
57 41.5 121.4 13-03-47.1 12-55-57.0
FLQKIEP^EZ 7 CARTBPEA
N LOOP R8 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC REGION
17a 6*24 Fl 71 b 11 2441114 18.0 N -69.8 w 7 88 57. 57
1.5 121.4 13 3 47.1 1? S5 57.0 8*24 Fl 71/06/11 24
41114 18.0 N 069.8 Ifl b.l
57 41.5 121.4 13-03-47.1 12-55-57.0
7 CARIBBEA
«8 DPMTNTCAN REPUBLIC REGION
FL QKIEPMEZ
N LOOP
174 8824 F2 7 1 oil 2 4/11114 18.0 M -69.8 IAI 7 88 57. 57
1.5 121.4 13 3 47.1 12 55 57.0 8824 F2 71/06/11 24
089.8 ft 6.1
41.5 121.4 13-03-47.1 12-55-57.0
7 CARIBBEA





174 8824 F3 71 b 11 2441114 18.0 N -69.8 w 7 88 57. 57
1.5 121.4 13 3 47.1 12 ^5 57.0 8824 F3 71/06/11 24
41114 18.0 N 069.8 w b.l
^7 41.5 121.4 13-03-47.1 12-55-57.0
FLQKIEPME7 7 CARIBBEA
N LOOP *8 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC REGION
174 8624 F4 71 6 11 2 4 41114 18.0 N -6 c;>.8 W 7 88 57. 57
1.5 121.4 13 3 47.1 12 ^5 57.0 8824 F4 71/06/11 24




069.8 W o. 1
4 1.5 121.4 13-03-47.1 12-55-57.0
7 CARTBBE&
«8 DOMTNTCAN REPUBLIC REGION
41117
175 9216 PM 71 b 14 2441117 56.2 N 123. b E 41 656 33. 33
9.2 332.9 14 1.9 13 4H 51.4 9216 B" 71/06/14 24
123.6 E 5.6







175 9216 Fl 71 b 14 2441117 ^b.2 N 123. b E 41 656 33. 33
9.2 332.914 1.9134851.4 9216 Fl 71/06/14 24
123.6 E 5.b






A S T A
175 921b F2 71 b 14 2441117 ^b.2 N 123. b E 41 656 33. 33
°.2 332.9 14




1.9 13 48 51.4 9216 F2
123.6 E 5.6
89.2 3 3?. 9 14-00-01.9
65b EASTERN RUSSIA
71 /06/1 4 2 4
13-48-51 .4
4 1 EASTERN
Paae 103 F r i Jul 1 15:14:? o 1077
175 9216 F3 71 6 14 2441117 ^b.2 N 123. b E 41 656 33. 33
^.? 332.9 la 1.9 13 a8 51. a 9216 F3 71/06/14 24
>i 1117 5 6 . 2 N 123.6 E 5.6





17^ 921b Fa 71 b 14 2441117 Sb.2 N 123.6 E 41 656 33. 33
9.2 3 3 2.9 1 a 1.9134851.4 9216 F 4 71/06/14 24
41117 56.2 N 123.6 E 5.6






176 8827 BM 71 6 IS ?i|iiiHP 41. a N 79.4 E 27 320 33. 33
.1 355.8 7 52 aa.^ 7 39 32.0 *827 BM 71/06/15 2a4
1116 a 1 . 4 N 7 9 . a E 5.6
33 92.1 555.8 07-52-44.3 07-3^-32.0
OWWRJLOJRC 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K I RG I Z-3 I NK I A NG BORDER REGION
92
176 8827 Fl 71 6 15 2 4 4 111* 41. a N 79.4 E 27 320 33. 33
2.1 355. P 7 5? 44.3 7 39 32.0 8827 Fl 71/06/15 24
41118 4 1.4 N 079.4 E 5.6
33 ^2.1 355.8 07-52-44.3 07-39-32.0
QWrtRJLOJtfC 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K I RG I 7-S I NK I AMG BORDER REGION
176 8827 F2 71 6 15 244111* 41.4 N 79.4 E 27 320 33. 33
2.1 355.8 7 5? 4 4.3 7 39 32.0 8*27 F2 71/06/15 2 4
4 111* 4 1 . 4 N 7 9 . a E 5 . b
33 92.1 555.* 07-52-44.3 07-39-32.0
QWWRJLOJRC 2 7 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K I RG I Z-S I NK I ANG bORDER REGION
176 8827 F3 71 b IS 24 41118 41.4 N 79.4 E 27 320 33. 33
2.1 355.* 7 5? 44.3 7 39 32.0 8*27 ^3 71/06/15 24
4111* 4 1.4 N 079.4 E 5.0
35 92.1 355.* 07-52-44.3 07-39-32.0
QWwRJLOJRC 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K T RG I 7-S I NK T A NG BORDER REGION
176 8827 F4 71 6 IS 244111* 41.4 N 79.4 E 27 320 33. 33
2.1 355.8 7 52 44.3 7 39 32.0 8*27 F4 71/06/15 24
4111* 41.4 N 079.4 E 5.6
33 9?.i ^SS.* 07-52-44.3 07-39-32.0
QWWRJLOJRC 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K IRG I Z-SINK T ANG BORDER REGION
177 882* AM 71 b 15 2441118 41.5 N 79.3 E 27 320 333 33
2.0 355.9 22 ?« 57.1 2? 15 4S.3 8*2* BM 71/06/15 24
41118 4 1.5 N 79.3 E 5.1
33 92.0 *5^.9 22-2*-S7.1 22-15-4S53
LTQV.mGHEJO 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K T RG I 7-S I NK
I
ANG BORDER REGION
177 8*28 Fl 71 b 15 ?44111* 41.5 N 79.3 E 27 320 33. 33
2.0 355.9 ?2 2* 57.1 2? 15 4^.3 8*2* Fl 71/06/15 24
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^1118 4 1 .5 N 079.3 E 5.1
33 92.0 355.9 22-28-57.1
LTQVWGBEJO




177 8828 F2 71 6 15 2441118 41.5 N 79.3 E
2.0 355.9 22 28 57.1 22 15 4S.3 8828 F2
4 1118 4 1.5 N 079.3 e 5.1
33 92.0 35^.9 22-28-57.1
LTQVWGBEJO
SINKIANG TU KANSU 320 K TRG I Z-SI NK
T
ANG





177 8828 F3 71 6 15 2441118 41.5 N 79.3 E
2.0 355.9 22 2« 57.1 22 15 4F.3 882* F3
4 1118 4 1 . 5 N 7 9 . 3 E 5.1
33 °2.0 ^55.9 22-28.-57.1
LTQVWGBEJO
SINKIANG TU KANSU 320 K IRQ I Z-S I NK
I
ANG





177 882R F4 71 6 1 * 2441118 41.5 N 79.3 E
2.0 355.9 22 2P 57.1 22 15 45.3 8828 F4
41118 4 1.5 N 079.3 t 5.1
33 92.o 355. 9 22-28-57.1
LTUVrtGBFJO
SINKIANG TO KANSU 320 K I RG I Z-S I NK I ANG





17 8 8P31 B M 71 b 16 2 4 4 1 1 1 a l\ \ . 4 N 79.3 E
2.1 355.9 11 2? 6.7 11 8 54.4 8831 RM
4111Q 41. UN 079.3 E 4.3
239 92.i 35S.9 11-22-06.7
LSVFGQHTKM






178 8831 Fl 71 6 16 2441119 4 1. a N 79.3 E
2.1 355.9 u 22 o.7 11 8 54.4 8831 Fl
4 1119 41,4 N 7 9. 3 E 4.3
239 92.1 35^.^ M-22-06.7
LSVEGQHTKM










1/8 8831 F2 71 o 16 2441119 41.4 N 79.3 E
2.1 355.9 11 22 6.7 11 8 54.4 8831 F2
a l l l o 4 1.4 N 079. 3 E 4.3
239 Q2.1 35S.Q 11-22-06.7
LSVEGQHTKM
STNKIANG TO KANSU 320 K
I






17* 8 « 3 1 F 3 71 6 16 244M19 4 1 . 4 N 79.3 E
2.1 355. o 11 22 6.7 11 « 54.4 8831 F3
41119 41.4 N 079.3 E 4.3
239 92.1 355. o 11-22-06.7
LSVEGQHTKM






178 88 31 F4 71 6 16 24 4 1119 41.4 N 79.3 E
2.1 355.9 11 22 6.7 11 8 S4.4 8831 F4
4 1119 41.4 N 7 9 . 3 E 4.3
239 Q2.1 35S.Q 11-22-06.7
LSVFGQhTKM
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179 8Q$fc Pm 71 6 22 2441125 -9.8 S 160.2 E IS 193 20. 20
9.6 2oP.P 11 36 48.8 11 ?l 2. a 8^36 BM 71/06/22 2a
ai 125 9.8 S 160.2 t 5.4
20 99. o 2bP.P 11-36-48.8 11-23-02. 4
LFKGZQKPSY 15 BISMARCK
AMD SOLOMON ISLANDS 1 Q 3 SOLOMON ISLANDS
179 8936 Fl 71 o 2? 2aai 12S -9.8 S 160.2 E 15 193 20. 20
9.6 265. 8 11 36 48.6 11 23 2. a 893b PI 71/06/22 24
41 125 9.8 S 160.2 E 5.
a
20 99. b 2b5.P 11-36-48.8 11-23-02.^
LFKGZQKPSY 15 BISMARCK
AND SOLOMON ISLANDS 193 SOLOMON ISLANDS
17° 8936 F2 71 b 22 2441125 -9.8 S 160.2 E IP 193 20. 20
9.6 2b5.P 11 36 48.8 11 23 2.4 8936 F2 71/06/22 24
411 25 9.8S 160.2 £ 5.4
20 09.0 2b5.P 11-36-48.8 11-23-02.4
LPKGZQKPSY 15 BTSMARCK
AND SOLOMON ISLANDS 1°3 SOLOMON ISLANDS
179 8936 F3 71 b 22 244112P -9.8 S 160.2 E 15 193 20. 20
9.6 2o5.P 11 3b 48.8 11 23 2.4 8936 F3 71/06/22 24
41125 9.8 3 160.2 E 5.4
20 09. b 26P.P 11-36-48.8 11-23-02.4
LFKGZQKRSY 15 BTSMARCK
AND SOLOMON ISLANDS 193 SOLOMON ISLANDS
179 8036 F4 71 b 2? 24^1125 -9.8 S 160.2 E 15 193 20. 20
9.6 2b5.8 11 3b 48.8 11 23 2.4 8 Q 3b F4 71/06/22 24
41 125 9.8 S 160.2 E 5.4
20 09.0 2b5.« 11-36-48.8 11-23-02.4
LFKGZQKBSY 15 BISMARCK
AND SOLOMON ISLANDS 1^3 SOLOMON ISLANDS
180 8935 RM 71 b 2? 244112P 3o.2 N 69.8 E 53 718166. 166
7.3 3.2 6 4-* lb.0 6 29 3°. 7 8°3P PM 71/06/22 24
41125 36.2 N 69.6 E 4.9
16b ^7.3 3.2 o -4^-io.0 06-29-39.7
TFIVCYVLQD 53GRFG=
7 IP AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
180 8935 Fl 71 b 2? 244H25 3o.2 M 69.8 E 53 718166. Ib6
7.3 3.2 b 4^ lb.0 6 29 3Q.7 6935 PI 71/06/22 24
41125 36.2 N 069.8 E 4.9
16b °7.3 3.2 Ob-43-1b.0 06-29-39.7
TEIVCYVLOD 5 3 G REG =
71P AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
180 8935 F2 71 b 22 2441125 3b. 2 N 69.8 E 53 71P166. 1 06
7.3 3.2 6 43 16.0 6 29 3°. 7 893S F? 71/06/22 24
4 1125 3 6 . 2 N 6 9 . 8 E 4.9
166 ^7.3 3.2 Ob-43-lb.O 06-29-30.
7
TEIVCYVLOD 53 G RFG =
71P AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
180 8935 F3 71 b 2? 244112P "^6.2 N 69.8 E 53 718166. 166
7.3 3.2 o 4* lb.0 6 29 3^.7 P^iP P3 71/06/22 24
4 l 125 3o. 2 N 069.8 E 4.Q
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166 97.3 3.2
TEIVCYVLQD
718 AND D GT 7
06-43-lto.O 06-29-3^.7
S3 G RFG =
718 HINDU KUSH REGION
161 8935 Fa 71 6 2? 2441125 36.2 N 69.8 E 53 718166. 166
7.3 3.2 to 43 lo.U 6 29 3q.7 8935 Fa 71/06/22 24
ail25 36.2 N 069.8 E 4.9
166 97.3 3.2 Oto-43-lo.O 06-29-3°.
7
TEIVCYVLQD ^3 G REG =
718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
181 8938 RM 71 to 24 2aai!27 37.2 N-llto.l W 3 40 5. 5
2.0 221.2 14 7 2.5 14 a 7.5 893* RM 71/06/24 24
4 112 7 3 7 . 2 N 1 1 to . 1 w 0.0
5 12.0 221.2 14-07-02.5 14-04-07.5
XJSUWTYJLH 3 CALIFORN
TA - .MEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGION
181 89 3«F171 b 24 24a 11 27 37.2 N- 11 6.1 W .3 40 5. 5
2.0 221.2 14 7 2.5 14 a 7.5 8°3« Ft 71/06/24 24
41127 37.2 N 1 1 6 . 1 W 0.0
5 12.0 221.2 14-07-02.5 14-04-07.5
XJSUWTYJLH 3 CALTFORN
TA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER RRGION
181 8° 38 F2 7 1 to 24 2 4 4 1 1 2 7 3 7 . 2 N- 1 1 to . 1 W 3 4 5. 5
2.0 221.2 14 7 2.5 14 4 7.5 8938 F2 71/06/24 24
4 112 7 3 7 . 2 N I 1 6 . 1 W 0.0
5 12.0 221.2 14-07-02.5 14-04-07.5
XJSUWTYJLH 3 CALTFORN
TA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGION
181 893PF3 71 to24Paaii27 37.2rj-iito.lw 3 40 5. 5
2.0 221.2 14 7 2.5 14 a 7.5 893* F3 71/06/24 24
4 112 7 3 7.2 N 11 to . 1 in 0.0
5 12.0 221.2 14-07-02.5 14-0a-07.5
XJSUWTYJLH 3 CALTFORN
TA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA bORDER REGION
181 HQ3R Fa 71 to 24 2441127 37.2 N-llto.l W 3 40 5. 5
2.0 221.2 14 7 2.5 la a 7.5 89i« Fa 71/0to/24 24
4 1127 3 7.2N 1 1 to . 1 a 0.0
5 12.0 221.2 14-07-02.5 14-0a-07.5
XJSUWTYJLH 3 CALTFORN
TA - NEVADA REGION 40 CALIFORNIA-NEVADA BORDER REGION
182 89a0 BM 71 to 2to ?aai129 19.0 N -68.0 W 7 8° 33. 33
1.8 118.5 15 55 20.0 15 47 27.2 8^40 RM 71/06/26 24
4112° 19.0 N 068.0 rt 5.3
33 41.8 1 18.5 15-55-20.0
DQ8FL8WIZD
N LOOP P9 ,'vinNA PASSAGE
15-47-27.2
7 CARTBPEA
182 89aO Fl 71 to 26 ?a41129 1Q.0 N -68.0 W
1.8 118.5 15 55 20.0 15 47 27.2 89a0 Fl
41129 19.0 N 068.0 W 5.3
^1 41 .8 1 1 «.5 15-55-20 .0
DOBFLBWIZD
M LOOP «9 MONA PASSAGE
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18? 8940 F2 71 b 26 2441129 19.0 N -68.0 in
1 . « l i * . 5 is 55 20.0 1^ a7 2 7.2 8oao f 2
41129 1Q.0 N 06 8.0 * 5.3
33 ai. 8 11*. 5 15-55-20.0
DQdFLBvMlZD
N LOOP 89 MONA PASSAGE




182 8940 F3 71 e> 26 244112° 19.0 N -68.0 ft
1.8 118. S IS SS 2 0.0 IS 47 27.2 8940 F3
4 1 1 29 1 g.O N 068.0 Iff S. 3
33 41.8 1 1«.S 15-55-20.0
DQBFLBwIZD
N LOOP 89 MONA PASSAGE




182 8940 F4 71 o 26 2441129 19.0 ISI -68.0 »S
1.8 118.5 IS 5 C 20.0 IS 47 27.2 8940 F4
4112° 1Q.0 N 068.0 w S.3
^3 41.8 1 18. S 1S-SS-20.0
DQBFLBWIZD
N LOOP 89 MONA PASSAGE




163 8°42 BM 71 6 26 244112° 36.3 N 71.4 E 48 717127. 127
7.3 1.9 ?? 36 49.1 2? 23 13.0 8942 BM 71/06/26 24
4 1 129 3b. 3 N 071.4 E S.O
127 97.3 1.9 22-36-49.1 22-23-13.0
LKOCQUYMSQ 46 HINDU KU
Sh AMD PAMIR 717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REGION
183 8942 Fl 71 b 26 2441129 36.3 M 71.4 E 4* 717127. 127
7.3 1.9 22 36 49.1 22 23 13.0 8942 Fl 7l/06/2b 24
411 29 36.3 N 071.4 E S.O
127 97.3 l.o 22-36-49.1 22-23-13.0
LKOCQUYMSO 48 HINDU KU
Sh AND PAMIR 717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REGION
183 8942 F2 71 o 2h 244112*' ^b.3 N 71.4 E 48 717127. 127
7.3 1.9 22 36 49.1 2? 23 13.0 8942 F2 71/06/2o 24
41 1 29 36.3 N 07 1 .4 E S.O
127 97.3 1.9 22-36-49.1 22-23-13.0
LKOCQUYMSO 48 HINDU KU
SH AND PAMIR 717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER RFGION
183 8942 F3 71 b 26 ?44112° 36.3 N 71.4 E 48 717127. 127
7.3 1.9 ?i 3b 49.1 2' 2h 13.0 8Q42 ^3 71/06/26 24
41129 3b. 3 M 071.4 E S.O
127 97.3 1.9 22-3b-49.1 22-23-13.0
LKOCQUYMSO 48 HINDU KU
SH AND PAMTR 717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REGTON
183 B942 F4 71 b 26 244112° 36.3 N 71.4 E 48 717127. 127
7.3 1.9 ?2 36 49.1 22 23 13.0 8942 F4 7l/06/2b 24
41 129 36. 3 N 07 1 .4 E 5.0
127 97.3 1.9 22-36-49.1 22-23-13.0
LKOCQUYMSO 46 HTNDU KU
SH AND PAMIR 717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BOPDFR RFGION
184 8943 BM 71 o 27 2441130 ^2.0 N-170.4 W 1 9 33.
0.9 301.9 J8 IS 8.8 IP 7 23.4 8943 RM 71/06/27
4 113 5 2 . N 1 7 . 4 a 3.0
33 4 0.9 301.° 18-15-08.8 18-07-23.4
33
24




9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
184 8°43 Fl 71 b 27 2441130 52.0 N-170.4 W 1 9 33. 33
0.9 301.9 18 15 8.8 IP 7 23.4 8943 Fl 71/06/27 24
4 1150 52.0 N 17 0.a w 3.0
33 40.9 301.9 18-15-08.8 18-07-23.4
LZKDWWJVQY 1 ALASKA -
ALEUTIAN ARC 9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
184 8943 F2 71 6 27 2441130 52.0 N-170.4 ft 1 9 33. 33
0.9 301.9 18 15 8.8 18 7 23.4 8943 F2 71/08/27 24
41130 52.0 N 17 0.4 ifj 3.0
33 40. 9 301.9 18-15-08.8 18-07-23.4
LZKDWWJVQY 1 ALASKA -
ALEUTIAN ARC 9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
184 8Q43 ^3 71 b 27 2441130 52.0 N-170.4 W 1 9 33. 33
0.9 301.91815 8.818 723.4 8 a 4 3 F 3 71/06/27 24
41130 5 2.0 N 170.4 ^ 3.0
33 40.9 301. Q 18-15-08.8 1^-07-23.4
LZKD/JWJVQY 1 ALASKA -
ALEUTIAN ARC 9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
18 4 89 43 F4 71 b 27 244 1130 52.0 N-170.4 W 1 °33. 33
O.Q 301.9 18 15 8.8 \R 7 23.4 M943 F4 71/06/27 24
41130 5 2.0 M 1 7 . 4 W 3.0
33 40.9 301.° 18-15-08.8 18-07-23.4
LZKDWWJVQY 1 ALASKA -
ALEUTIAN ARC 9 FOX ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
185 8944 RM 71 6 2* 2441131 37.9 m I0b.2 E 27 323 33. 33
0.« 335.0 5 14 50.3 5 1 43.9 89ya PW 71/06/28 24
41131 3 7.9 N 10b. 2 E 5.2
33 9 .8 ^35.0 05-14-50.3 05-01-43.9
DH67GLYRHQ 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
185 8944 Fl 71 b 2* 244H31 37.9 N 10b. 2 E 27 323 33. 33
0.8 335.0 5 14 50.3 5 1-43.9 8944 PI 71/06/28 24
41131 37.9 N 10b. 2 E 5.2
33 90.8 335.0 05-14-50.3 05-01-43.9
DUBZOLVRHQ ?7 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TQ KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
185 8944 F2 71 6 2^ 2441131 37.9 IM 106.2 E 27 323 33. 33
O.R 335.0 5 14 50.3 5 l 4^.9 HQya F2 71/06/28 24
4 1131 3 7.9 m 106.2 E 5.2
33 9Q.8 335.0 05-14-50.3 05-01-43.9
DUBZOLYfhQ 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
185 8944 F3 71 o 2* 2441131 37.9 N 10b. 2 E 27 323 33. 33
0.« 335.0 5 14 50.3 5 1 a3.9 8944 F5 71/06/28 24
4 1131 37.9 N 10 h .2E 5.2
33 90.8 335.0 05-14-50.3 05-01-43.9
D'lBZOLYRHQ 27 SOUTHERN
SINKIANG TO KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
185 8944 F4 71 b 2« 2441131 37.9 N 10b. 2 E 27 323 33. 33
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.8 3 35.0 5 14 50.3




5 1 '4 3.9 8 9 4 4 f 4
F 5.2
3 7 5.0 0^-14-50.3




186 8954 RM 7 1 tt 29
. 1 28. b 9 21 °.«




ST - CRIMEA - BALKANS
2441 1 32 37.2 N 3b. 8 £









186 8954 Fl 71 b 29
.1 28. b 9 21 9.8




ST - CRIMEA - BALKANS
2441 1 32 37.2 N 3b. 8 E









18b 8954 F2 71 b 2o
.1 28. b 9 21 9.8
1 132 37.2 N 036.8
35 90.1
YGLGRJZDKQ
ST - CRIMEA - BALKANS
2441132 37.2 N 3b. 8 E
9 fl 6.5 A954 F2
F 5.0
28. b 09-21-09. R
3b6 TURKEY





186 8°54 F3 71 b 29
. 1 28. b ^ 21 Q .P




ST - C9I W EA - BALKANS
244 1 1 32 3 7.2 N 36.8 E
9 fl 6.5 A954 F3
F 5.0
28. b 0Q-21-09. fl
3bb TUPKEY





186 8°54 Fa 71 b 20
. 1 28. b o 21 °. q
1 132 3 7.2 N 36.8
35 90.1
YGLGRJZDKQ
ST - CRIMEA - BALKAN^
244 1 1 32 3 7.2 N 36.8 E









187 8^55 BM 71 6 2°
. 1 303.8 14 10 12.°




2441132 q 4.b N-lbl.6 w
14 3 15. b A955 BM
t\ 5 . 2
303.8 14-10-12.9
17 SOUTH OF ALASKA
1 17 24. 24
71/0b/2« 244
1 4 - U 3 - 1 5 . b
t ALASKA -
35
187 8955 Fl 71 b 29
. 1 303.8 14 10 12.9




2 4 4 113 2 5 4 . b N - I 6 1 . 6 In
14 3 15.6 A9S5 Fl
'a 5.2
30 3.8 14-10-12.9
17 SOUTH OF ALASKA





187 8955 F2 71 o 29
. 1 303.8 14 10 12.9




2441132 ^ 4 . b N-161.b n
1 4 3 15.6 A955 F2
Ift 5.2
303.8 14-10-12.9





xaa Page 110 Fri Jul 1
ALEUTIAN ARC
187 8955 F3 71 6 29
.1 30 3.8 14 10 12.9




187 8°55 Fa 71 6 29
.1 303.8 la 10 l?.o




188 6919 BM 71 7 1
.3 117.0 1 38 50.3




188 b^lR F I 71 7 1
.3 117.0 1^8 50.^




18* bQlQF2 71 7 1
.3 117.0 1 38 50.3




18* D°l<3 F3 71 7 1
.3 117.0 1 38 50.3




1 88 6 Q 1Q Fa 71 7 1
.3 117.0 1 38 50.3




189 8A38 BM M 7 3
.9 89.8 a 39 32.3




18<» 8*3R Fl 71 7 3
.9 89.8 a 39 32.3
15: 14:20 1°77
17 SOUTH OF ALASKA
2a a 1132 5a. 6 m -16 1.6 w
1 a 3 15.6 «955 F3
W 5.2
303.8 14-10-12.9
17 SOUTH OF ALASKA
2aaii32 5a. 6 M-161.6 IN
1 a 3 15.6 89S5 Fa
IN 5.2
303.8 14-10-12.9
17 SOUTH OF ALASKA
?aa i i 3a a3.0 N -97. 3 in
1 38 50.3 6^19 BM
M a . 6
117.0 01-38-50.3
a&3 NEBRASKA
2aai!3a a3.0 N -97.3 In
1 3« 50. 3 691 9 F 1
W a . 6
117.0 01-^8-50.^
a 63 NEBRASKA
244 1 l 3a a 3.0 N -9 7.3 H





paa 1 1 3a a3.0 N - Q 7. 3 H
1 3* 50.3 69 19 F3
W a . 6
117.0 01-36-50.3
a 6 3 NEBRASKA
2aa 1 1 3a U3.0 N -9 7.3 IN
I 3« ^0.3 6919 Fa
ft a . 6
117.0 01-38-50.^
a o 3 NEBRASKA
2aai 1 3* ai .a N -72.2 in
a 3a 6. a *8 38 bm
ia a . 9
09.8 oa-39-32.3
472 MEW YORK
2aai 1 36 ai .a N -72.2 in
a 3a o.a «838 Fl

































3a a72 1 7. 17
71/07/03 2aa
Page 111 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1977





fc 4 . o
HQ.8 04-39-32.3
U 7? NEW YORK
04-34-0b.4
34 FASTFRN N
189 8838 F? 71 7 3
.9 8Q.8 4 39 3?.
3




?441 1 3b 41.4 N -7?.? Iff
4 34 6.4 88 38 F?









189 8838 F3 71 7 3
.9 89.8 4 39 3?.




?44 1 1 5b 41.4 N -7?.? N
4 34 b.4 8838 F3
IN 4 . 9
HP. 8 04-39-3?.
4 7? NEW Y0PK





190 8838 F4 71 7 3
.9 HP. 8 4 39 3?.




244 1136 4 1.4 N -72.2 w
4 3 4 b.4 « 8 3 8 F 4
A 4 . a
* 9 . 8 04-39-32.3
U7? NEW YORK





190 8 8 3 9 B M 7 1 7 3
.3 112.7 8 15 43.4




2 4 4 1136 35.0 N - p 1 . M
8 10 4?.9 8830 BM
W 5.0
112.7 Ofl-15-43.4
5 I 1 SOUTH CAROLINA





1 90 8A30 Fl 71 7 3
.3 112.7 « 15 43.4




?44l13b 35.0 N -81.0 a









190 8H3P F2 71 7 3
.3 112.7 « 15 43.4




244 1 1 36 35.0 N -«1 .0 W









190 883° F3 71 7 3
.3 112.7 81543.4




244 1136 35.0 N -8 1.0 A




34 51 1 33. 33
71/07/03 244
08-10-42.9
3 4 FASTFRN N
22
190 683R F4 71 7 3
.3 112.7 h 15 43.4




244 1 1 36 35.0 N -PI .0 M









xaa Page 112 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1 ^ 77
191 8951 BM 71 7 11
.0 7U. 2 20 25 56. P




2a41144 -^7.2 N -36.8 ft 32 403 9. 9




403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
191 8961 F 1 71 7 11
.0 7a. 2 20 25 56.
A





2441144 37.2 N -36.8 a 32 403 9. 9




403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
1 91 89bl F2 71 7 11
.0 74.2 20 25 56. p




2aanaa 37.2 N -36.8 w 32 403 9. 9





40^ NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
191 rt^ol F3 7 1 7 11
.0 74.2 20 25 56.
«




2*441144 ^7.2 M -36.8 n 32 403 9. 9
20 16 51.1 8961 F3 71/07/11 244
h 5 . 2
74.2 20-25-56.8 20-16-51.1
32 ATLANTIC
403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
191 8961 F4 71 7 11
.0 74.2 20 25 56. a




244 1144 37.2 N -36.8 w 32 403 9. 9
20 16 51.1 P961 F4 71/07/11 244
N 5.2
7a. 2 20-25-56.8 20-16-51.1
32 ATLANTIC
403 NORTH ATLANTIC RIDGE
192 8964 BM 71 7 1^





244H48 aa.R n 10.8 E 36 545 8. 8
1 33 20.6 *964 KM 71/07/15 244
F 5.2




1 92 8°ba F 1 7 1 7 15
.3 ai. a 144 55.3




2aana» aa.8 n 10.8 E 36 5a5 8. 8
1 33 20.6 0^64 Fl 71/07/15 2a4
F 5.2
ai. a OI-aa-55."^ 01-33-20. 6
36 NORTHWEST
^4S NORTHERN ITALY
192 8964 F2 71 7 15
.3 41.4 I 44 55.3




2441140 44.8 N 10.8 E 36 545 8. 8




5 a 5 M R T H E P N ITALY
19? 8964 F3 71 7 15
.3 41.4 1 44 5^.3
114 8 4 4.8 N 010.8
244114P aa.8 N 10.8 E 36 5a5 8. 8
1 33 20.6 8964 F3 71/07/15 24a
E 5.2




19? 89b4 Fa 71 7 IS
.3 41 .a l 44 55.3




193 80b7 8M 7i 7 17
.0 2b. 21 S8 21.5




ST - CRI M EA - BALKANS
193 8<5b7 F 1 71 7 17
.0 2o.O 21 58 21 .5
1 150 38.3 M 39.*
33 90.0
YwPLUKYKQR
ST - CRIMEA - BALKANS
193 89b7 F2 71 7 17
.0 2b. 21 58 21 .5
1150 38.3 N 39.R
33 90.0
YaDLUKYKGR
ST - CRI M EA - RALK&NS
193 Sbb7 F3 71 7 17
.0 2b. 21 ^^ 21 .5
1 150 38.3 N 03°. a
33 90.0
YWDLUKYKGR
ST - CRIMEA - BALKANS
193 ^9 b 7 F4 71 7 17
.0 2b. 21 58 2) .5




ST - CRI V EA - BALKANS
194 913 7 B^ 71 7 24
.1 2.4 1 1 Sb 5^.7




19 4 9 13 7 F 1 71 7 24
. 1 2.4 11 So 5S.7
1157 39.5 M 070.7
33 94.1
Ob^MSQT IOL




PU4114* 4 4.8 N 10.8 E




244HS0 38.3 N 39.8 E




244 1 ISO 38. 3 N 39.8 E




244 1 150 38.3 N 39.8 E





?4U1150 38.3 N 39.8 E
21 45 18.4 P9b7 F3
F 4.5
?b.O 21 -58-21 .5
3ob TUPKFY
2441150 3K.3 N 39.8 E




2441 157 39.5 N 70.7 E




2441 1 57 39.5 N 70. 7 E
















30 3ob 33. 33 90
71/07/17 244
21-45-1 8.4
30 MiDDl E EA




















* aa Paqe 114 Fri Jul 1 1 5 : 1 a : 2 1 ° 7 7
190 9137 F2 71 7 24
. 1 2. a 1 1 S6 55.7





?aail57 39.5 N 70.7 E a8 715 33. 33
11 a3 3a. a ^137 F2 7i/07/2a 2aa
F 5.6
2. a n-56-55.7 n-a3-3a.a
aft HINDU KUS
715 TADZHIK SSP
19a 9137 F3 71 7 2a
. 1 2. a 1 1 56 55.7





?aail57 39.5 N 70.7 E a8 715 33. 33
11 a3 3a. a oi37 F3 7l/07/2a 2aa
F 5.6
2. a 11-56-55.7 ll-a3-3a.a
aft HINDU KUS
715 TAPZHIK SSP
19a 91 37 Fa 71 7 ?u
. 1 2. a 11 56 55.7




2aail57 39.5 N 70.7 E aft 715 33. 33
11 a3 3a. a Q137 F n 71/07/2a 244
F 5.6
2. a 11-56-55.7 11-43-34.4
afl HINDU KUS
715 TADZHI* SSP
1Q5 913« BM 71 7 25
.2 2.5 1 28 43.
«
1158 36. a N 070.7
213 9 7.?
WQOLOVHROS
18 AND D GT 7
?aaM58 36. a N 70.7 E 53 718213. 213
I 15 8.2 9138 bm 71/07/25 2aa
F a . 5
2.5 01-?P-a3.ft 01-15-08.2
53 G PEG = 7
71P HINDU KUSH REGION
195 91 3« Fl 71 7 25
.2 2.5 1 28 43.
1 158 36. a N 070.7
213 97.2
WQOLOVHROS
18 AND D GT 7
2aaii5ft 3o.a N 70.7 E 53 718213. 213
1 15 8.2 ^1 38 Fl 71/07/25 2aa
F 4.5
2.5 01-28-43. fl 01-15-08.2
53 G REG = 7
71ft MIMDU KUSH RFGTUN
195 91 3« F2 n 7 25
.2 2.5 1 28 a 3. Q
1 158 36. a M 070.7
213 97.2
WQOLOVHROS
18 AND GT 7
2aail5ft 36. a N 70.7 E 53 71P213. 213
1 15 8.2 °138 F2 71/07/25 2aa
F 4.5
2.5 01-28-43.8 01-15-08.2
53 G REG = 7
7 1» HINDU KUSH REGION
97
195 91 38 F3 71 7 25
.2 2.5 1 28 43. p
1 158 36.4 N 7 0.7
213 97.2
WQOLOVHROS
18 AND D GT 70
?aaii5ft 36. a N 70.7 E 53 7 1*213. 213
115 8.2 61 38 F3 71 /07/25 2aa
E 4.5
2.5 01-28-43.8 01-15-08.2
53 G REG = 7
718 HINDU KUSH REGION
97
1 95 913* Fa 71 7 25
.2 2.5 1 28 a3.a
115 8 36. a N 070.7
213 97.2
WQOLOVHROS
18 AND D GT 7
2aai15ft 36. a N 70.7 E 53 71«213. 213




53 G PEG = 7
718 HINDU KUSH RFGTON
97
196 9362 PM 72 1 ?
.3 352.0 10 4 3 8.8
1319 a 1 . ft M 8 a . 5
33 91.3
2 a 4 l 3 l o 4 1.8 N H4. 5 E 27 321 33. 33





Paae 115 Fri Jul 1 15: 14;?o 1^77
QSLIJGGUOO
SINKIANG TO KAMSU
196 936? Fl 7? t
.3 352.0 10 U0 38





321 SOUTHERN SINKING PROV . , CHINA
? ? a 4 l 3 1 9 a 1.3 N Pa. 5 E 2 7 321 33. 33
« 10 27 30. a 9362 Fl 72/01/02 244
5 F 5.?
3 352.0 10-40-3*. R 10-27-30.4
27 SOUTHERN
321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHINA
91
196 93b2 F2 7? 1
.3 352.0 10 40 38




2 ?a4lM9 41.8 N «4.5 E 27 321 33. 33
B 10 27 30.4 Q362 F2 72/01/02 244
5 F 5.2
3 3S2.0 10-40-38.8 10-27-30.4
27 SOUTHERN
321 SOUTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CHINA
91
196 9362 F3 72 1
.3 352.0 10 40 3*




2 2441319 41.8 N *4.5 E 27 321 33. 33
8 10 27 30.4 93 6 <? P3 72/01/02 244
5 F 5.2
3 3^2.0 10-40-38.8 10-27-30.4
27 SOUTHERN
321 SOUTHEPN SINKIANG PROV., CHINA
91
196 9362 F4 7? 1
.3 352.0 10 40 3*




197 9 365 BM 7? 1
.9 1.0 64347
132 3 4 0.7 M 7?
33 92
GGZ6HOTLFS
H & NO PAW IP
2 2441319 41.8 N 8a. 5 E 27 321 33. 33 91
fl 10 27 30.4 9362 F4 72/01/02 244
5 F 5.2
3 352.0 10-40-3*. * 10-27-30.4
27 SOUTHEPN
321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CHINA
6 2441323 40.7 N 72.4 E 48 716 33. 33 92
o o 30 30.5 9365 BM 72/01/06 244
4 E 4.7
9 1.0 06-43-47.0 06-30-30.5
48 HINDU KUS
716 «IRGTZ SSR
197 9365 F 1 7? 1
.9 1.0 6 43 47




197 9365 F2 7? 1
.9 1.0 64347




197 9365 F3 72 1
.9 1.0 64347




6 2441323 40.7 N 72.4 E 48 716 33. 33 Q 2
6 30 30.5 9365 Fl 72/01/06 244
4 F 4.7
9 1.0 06-43-47.0 0b-iO-30.5
48 HINDU KUS
716 KIPGTZ SSR
6 2441323 40.7 N 72.4 E 48 716 33. 33 92
o 30 30.5 9365 F? 72/01/06 244
4 F 4.7
9 1.0 06-43-47.0 0b-3O-30.5
48 HINDU KUS
716 KIPGTZ SSR
6 2441323 40.7 N 72.4 E 48 716 33. 33 ^2
o 30 30.5 9365 F3 72/01/06 244
,4 F 4.7
9 1.0 06-4 3-47.0 0b-30-30.5
48 HINDU KUS
716 KIPGTZ SSR
197 93b5 F4 72 1 6 24U1323 40.7 N 72.4 E 48 716 33. 33 92
x aa Page 116 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1 ^77
.9 1.0. 6 43 47.0











198 93 7 BM 7 2 11?
.7 35.? fl 29 16.4
1 329 27.5 M 033.7
54 97.7
QSLZIGJZBG
2441320 27.5 N 33.7 E 37 553 54. 54




553 UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
198 9370 Fl 72 1 1?
.7 35.2 8 29 16.4
1329 27.5 N 033.7
5 4 9 7.7
QSLZIGJZBG
2441320 ?7.5 N 33.7 E 37 553 54. 54
8 IS 38. b 9370 Fl 72/01/12 244
E 5.1
35.2 08-29-lb.u 08-15-38. fo
37 AFRICA
S53 UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
198 9370 F2 72 1 1?
.7 35.2 8 ;>9 ib.
a
1329 27.5 N 033.7
5 4 o 7 . 7
QSLZIGJZBG
?a/il32R 27.5 N 33.7 E 37 553 54. 54





S53 UNITED ARAR REPUBLIC
97
1 98 9370 F3 7? 11?
.7 35.2 Q 29 lb.
132o 2 7.5 N 3 3.7
54 97.7
QSLZIGJZBG
?aui329 27.5 N 33.7 E 37 553 54. 54




553 UMTTFD A^AB REPUBLIC
97
198 9370 Fa 72 1 12
.7 35.2 ° 29 lb. 'J
1 329 2 7.5 N 3*. .7
54 97.7
QSLZIGJZBG
24U132° 27.5 N 33.7 E 37 553 54. 54




S53 UMTTFD ARAB REPUBLIC
97
19° 9U57 BM 72 1 14
.4 1.8 2 1b 23.
7
1331 3 7.2 N 071.5
1 13 9b.
DQLTMJFK7P
H AND PA MIR
24UM31 37.2 N 71.5 E 48 717113. 113




717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REGION
9b
19° 9457 Fl 7 2 1 14
.4 1.8 2 1 o 23.7




2441331 37.2 N 71.5 E 48 717113. 113
2 ? 51. 8 R4S7 Fl 72/01/14 244
E 4.5
1.8 02-16-23.7 02-02-51.8
4 8 HINDU KUS
717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REGION
9b
100 9457 F2 72 1 14
.4 1.8 2 lb 23.7
1331 37.2 M 71.5
113 9 b . 'i
DQLTMJFKZP
244 1331 3 7.2 N 7 1.5 E 48 717113. 113





Paqe 117 Fri Jul 1 15s 1 4 : ?0 1 Q 77
H AND PAMIR 717 AFGHANT STAN-USSR BORDER REGION
IRQ qq^y f^ 7? j ]a pa4 1331 37.2 N 71.5 E 4fl 717113. 113 Rb
.4 1.8 2 lo 23.7 2 2 Si. 8 9457 F3 72/0 1/14 244
1331 37.2 N 071. SF 4.5
113 96.4 1.8 02-16-23.7 02-02-51.8
DQLIN'JFKZP 4ft HINDU KUS
H AND PAMIR 717 AFGHANTSTAri-USSR BORDER REGION
199 9457 Fa 72 1 l'l 2441331 37.2 N 71.5 E 48 717113. 113 %
.a 1.8 ? lb ^.7 2 251.8 Q457FU 72/01/14 244
1331 37.2 N 07 1 .5 F U.5
113 96.4 1.8 02-1&-23.
7
02-02-51.8
DQLTMJFKZP 48 HINDU KUS
H AND PA^IP 717 A F GH A N T ST AN -USSR BORDER REGION
200 9374 pw 72 1 18 244133S 37.6 N 48.7 E 2R 34S 53. 33 93
.0 19. b 21 25 13. fl 21 11 ^o.o Q3?a BM 72/01/18 244




33 93.0 19.6 21-25-13.8 21-11-56.6
IOVUBILWGR 29 WESTERN A
SIA 345 NOPTHWFSTERN IRAN
200 R374 Fl 72 1 lft 2441335 37.0 N 48.7 E 29 345 33. 33 93
.0 1Q. 6 21 25 13.8 21 11 ^6.6 °374 Fl 72/01/1* 244
1335 3 7.6 N o 4 ft . 7 F 4.9
33 93.0 19.0 21-25-13. « 21-11-56.6
TDVGRILMGR 29 WESTERN A
SIA 345 NORTHWESTERN IRAN
200 0374 F2 72 1 1ft 2441335 37.6 N 48.7 E 2R 345 33. 33 °3
.0 19.6 21 25 13.8 21 11 5o.o °374 F2 72/01/18 244
1 335 37.6 N 048.7 E 4.R
33 93.0 19.6 21-25-13. « 21-11-56.6
TDVQBIL^GR 29 WESTERN A
SIA 34S NORTHWESTERN IRAN
200 9374 F3 72 1 l fl 2441335 37.0 N 48.7 E 29 345 33. 33 93
.0 19.6 21 25 l^.ft 21 11 56.6 Q 374 F3 72/01/18 244
13 35 37.6 M 04ft. 7 F 4.6
33 93.0 19. b 21-25-13.8 21-11-56.6
IDVGBILMGR 2R WESTFRM A
SIA 345 NOPTHwFSTERN IRAN
200 9374 F4 72 1 1« 2441335 37.6 N 48.7 E 29 345 33. 33 93
.0 19.6 21 25 13.
R
21 11 56.6 °374 F4 72/01/18 244
1335 37.6 N Oaft.7 F 4.9
33 93.0 19.6 21-25-13.8 21-11-56.6
IOVQBILMGR 29 W£STFRN A
SIA 345 NOPTHWFSTERN IRAN
201
201 94o2 BM 72 1 20 2441337 60.7 N-153.2 m 1
30.4 314.8 Q 30 24.6 9 24 8.5 Q462 6 M
2441337 60.7 N 1 5 3 . 2 W 4.6
13* 30.4 314.8 Q -30-2 4.6
5 LMWFYQWCGK





201 94o2 Fl 72 1 20 2441337 60.7 N-1^3.2 W 1 2138. 138
x aa Page 118 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1077
30. a 314.8 9 30 24.6 9 24 8.5 9462 PI 72/01/20
2441337 6 0.7 N 153.2 w 4.6
138 30.4 314.8 09-30-24.6 09-24-08
.5 LMWFYQwCGK 1 ALAS
KA - ALEUTIAN ARC 2 SOUTHERN ALASKA
201 9462 F2 72 1 2n 2441337 60.7 N-153.2 W 1 2138. 138
30.4 314. 8 q 30 24.6 ° 24 B.5 9462 F2 72/01/20
24 41337 6 0.7 N 153.2 W 4.6
138 ^0.4 314.8 09-30-24.6 09-24-08
.5 LMwFYQWCGK 1 ALAS
KA - ALEUTIAN ARC 2 SOUTHERN ALASKA
201 9462 F3 72 1 20 24U1337 60.7 N-153.2 IAI 1 2138. 138
30.4 314. 8 9 30 24.6 o 24 8.5 9462 F3 72/01/20
2 4 4 13 3 7' 60.7 N 15 3.2 w 4.6
138 30.4 314.8 09-30-24.6 09-24-08
.5 LMWFYQWCGK 1 ALAS
KA - ALEUTIAN ARC 2 SOUTHERN ALASKA
201 94o2 F4 72 1 20 2441337 60.7 N-153.2 w 1 2138. 138
30.4 314.8 9 30 2 '4. b 9 24 8.5 9 4&2 F4 72/01/20
2441337 60.7 N 153. 2.
N
4.6
138 30.4 314.8 09-30-24.6 00-24-08
.5 LMWFYQWCGK 1 ALAS
KA - ALEUTIAN APT 2 SOUTHERN ALASKA
202 9463 PM 72 1 20 2441337 36.4 N 70.7 £ 53 718213. 213
97.2 2.5 11 4^ 38.3 11 3b 2.7 9463 PM 72/01/20
2441337 36.4 N 070.7 E 6.0
213 Q7.2 2.5 11-49-38.3 11-36-02
. 7 CCMDRZMQVL 53 G RE
O = 718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
202 94b3 Fl 72 1 20 2 441337 3o.4 N 70.7 E 53 718213. 213
97.2 2.5 11 49 38.3 11 36 2.7 9463 Fl 72/01/20
2441337 36.4 N 070.7 E 6.0
213 07.2 2.5 11-49-38.3 11-36-02
.7 CCMORZMQVL 53 G RF
G = 718 AND GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
202 9463 F2 72 1 2^ 2441337 ^o.4 N 70.7 E 53 718213. 213
97.2 2.5 11 49 36.3 11 36 2.7 94 3 F2 72/01/20
244 1337 36.4 N 7 0.7 E 6.0
213 07.2 2.5 11-40-38.3 11-36-02
.7 CCMORZMQVL 53 G RE
G = 718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
202 9463 F2 72 1 in 2441337 36.4 N 70.7 E 53 718213. 213
97.2 2.S 11 40 36.3 11 36 2.7 0463 F2 72/01/20
2441337 36.4 N 070.7 E 6.0
213 07.2 2.5 11-4Q-3e.3 11-36-02
.7 CCMDRZMQvL 53 G RF
G = 718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
?02 9463 F3 72 1 20 2441337 36.4 N 70.7 E 53 718213. 213
97.2 2.5 11 40 T8.3 11 36 2.7 9463 F3 72/01/20
2441337 36.4 N 070.7 E 6.0
213 Q7.2 2.5 11-49-38.3 11-36-02
.7 CCMORZMQVL 53 G RF
Page 119 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1^77
G = 718 AND n GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
2 3 9 q 7 9 RM 7? 1 2 3 244134 4 5.5 N
-
1
? 7 . W 3 30 33. 33
1S.0 26S.3 10 a4 12.5 10 40 37. a 947o rm 72/01/23
pa 4 1340 4 3 . 5 N 1 2 7 . M 4.8
33 15.0 26^.3 10-44-12.5 10-40-37
.4 QLUPMZDGVH 3 CALI
FORMA - NEVADA REGION 30 OFF COAST OF OREGON
?03 9479 Fl 7? 1 23 2441340 43.5 N-127.0 w 3 30 33. 33
15.0 26^.3 10 44 12.5 10 40 37.4 947^ Fl 72/01/23
24413 4 a 3 . 5 N 127.0 to 4.8
73 15.0 26^.3 10-44-12.5 10-40-37
.4 QLUPMZDGVH 3 CA|_T
FORNTA - NEVADA REGION 30 OFF COAST OF OREGON
203 94 79 F2 72 1 2 7 24 4 134 43.5 N-127.0 to 3 30 33. 33
15.0 265.7 10 44 12.5 1^ ao 37.4 947^ F2 72/01/23
2441340 (13.5 N 127.0 W 4.8
33 1S.0 26^.3 10-44-12.5 10-40-37
.4 QLUPMZDGVH 3 CALI
FORNIA - NEVADA REGION 30 OFF COAST OF OREGON
203 947Q F3 72 1 23 2441340 43.5 N-127.0 to 3 30 33. 33
15.0 2bS.3 10 44 12.5 10 40 37.4 947<> F3 72/01/23
24 4 1340 4 3.5 N 127.0 to 4.8
73 15.0 265.3 10-44-12.5 10-40-37
.4 QLUPMZDGVH 3 CALI
FORNIA - NEVADA REGION 30 OFF COAST OF OREGON
203 947R F4 72 1 23 2 44 134 43.5 N-127.0 «i 3 30 33. 33
15.0 26F.3 10 44 12.5 10 4 37.4 9 4 79 F4 72/01/23
24 4 13 4 4 3 . 5 N 1 2 7 . to 4.8
33 15.0 265.3 10-44-12.5 10-40-37
.4 QLUPMZDGVH 3 CALT
FQPNTA - NEVADA REGION 70 OFF COAST OF OREGON
204 9U71 BM 72 1 2S 2441342 35.6 N 69.8 E 48 71* 33. 33
97. 9 3.3 6 11 13.2 5 S 7 34.6 9471 8M 72/01/25
2441342 35.6 N 069.8 E 3.5
7 5 Q7.Q 3.3 06-11-13. 2 05-5 7-3 4
.6 TLQPVRDOFT 48 HTND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
204 9471 Fl 72 1 25 2441342 35.6 N 69.8 E 48 718 33. 33
R7.o 3.3 6 11 13.2 5 57 34.6 9471 Fl 72/01/25
2441342 35.6 N 069.8 E 3.5
33 Q7.9 3.3 06-11-13.2 05-57-34
.0 TLQPVRDOFT 48 HTND
II KUSH AND PAMIR 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
204 9471 F2 72 1 2^ 244174? 35.6 N 69.8 E 48 71* 33. 33
97.9 3.3 6 11 13.2 5 ^7 34.6 QU7) F2 72/01/25
2441342 35.6 N 06^.8 E 3.5
33 Q 7.6 3.7 Oo-M-13.2 05-57-34
.6 TLQPVRDOFT 48 HIND
U KUSH AND PA'^IR 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
204 9471 F3 72 1 2^ 244134? 35. o N 69.8 E 48 71? 33. 33
97.9 7.3 6 11 13.2 5 57 34.6 9471 F3 72/01/25
xaa Paae 120 F r i Jul 1 1 5 : 1 a : 2 19 7 7
2441342 ^5.6 n 069.8 E 3.5
33 °7.Q 3.3 06-11-13.2 05-57-34
.6 TLQPVFDOFI 48 HIND
Ij KUSH AND PAMIR 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
204 9471 Fa 7? 1 2S 244134? 35.6 N 69.8 E 48 718 33. 33
97.9 3.3 6 11 13.2 5 57 34.6 9471 Fa 72/01/25
24413'4? 35.6 N 069.8 E 3.5
33 97.9 3.3 06-11-13.2 05-^7-34
.6 TLQPVRDOFT 48 HTND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
205 9690 PM 72 2 3 2441351 4 . 7 N 48.4 E 2R 337 33. 33
90.0 19.0 3 21 11.3 3 8 K.2 9690 RM 72/02/03
2441351 4 0.7 N 0/18.4 E 3.4
33 QO.O 1Q. 03-21-11.3 03-08-0*
.2 DQTHUSYUPL 29 wEST
ERN ASIA 3"^7 EASTERN CAUCASUS
205 96QH fi 72 2 3 2441351 40.7 N 48.4 E 29 337 33. 33
90.0 19.0 3 21 11.3 5 8 ft. 2 9690 Fl 72/02/03
2441351 40.7 N 048.4 E 3.4
33 °0.0 10. 03-21-11.3 03-08-08
.2 DQTHUSYMBL 29 wEST
ERN ASIA 337 EASTERN CAUCASUS
205 9690 F2 72 2 3 2441351 40. 7 N 48.4 E 29 337 33. 33
90.0 19.0 3 21 11.3 3 8 R.2 9690 F2 72/02/03
2 4 4 135 1 4 . 7 N 4 8 . 4 E 3.4
33 90.0 19.0 03-21-11.3 03-08-0*
.2 DQTHUSYMBL 29 ^FST
ERN ASIA 3^7 EASTERN CAUCASUS
205 9690 F3 72 2 3 2441351 40.7 N 48.4 E 29 337 33. 33
90.0 19.0 3 21 11.3 3 8 R.2 9690 F3 72/02/03
2 441351 40.7 N 048.4 E 3.4
33 00. 19.0 03-21-11. i 03-08-08
.2 DQTHUSYMBL 29 ftEST
ERN ASIA 337 EASTERN CAUCASUS
205 9b«0 F4 72 2 7 2441351 40.7 N 48.4 t 29 337 33. 33
90.0 19.0 3 l\ 11.3 3 8 «.2 9690 F4 72/02/03
2 4/11351 4 . 7 N 4 8 .
4
E 3.4
33 Q 0.0 1°.0 03-21-11.3 03-08-0*
.2 DQTHUSYMBL 29 WEST
ERN ASTA 337'EASTERN CAUCASUS
206 9706 P>1 72 2 i? 2 4 4 1 "W 3b. 4 N 70. b E 53 718212. 212
97.2 ?.b 1 27 57.0 1 14 21.4 9706 RM 72/02/22
2441370 3o.4 N 070. g E 5.3
212 Q 7.2 2.6 01-27-S7.0 01-14-21
.4 DOOYZMZFQL 53 G RE
G = 7 18 A im D D G T 7 7 18 H I N D U KUSH REGION
206 9706 Fl 72 2 22 2441370 36.4 N 7 0. b E 53 71*212. 212
97.2 2.6 1 27 F7.0 1 14 21.4 9706 Fl 72/02/22
2441370 3o.4 |M 070. b E 5.3
212 0/.2 ?.6 01-27-^7.0 01-14-21
.4 DOOYZ^ZFQL 53 G RF
G = 718 AND D GT 70 716 HlNOU KUSH REGION
Paae 121 Frj J u i i 15:14:20 19 7 7
206 9706 F3 7? 2 22 2uai37n 36. a N 70.6 E 53 71*212. 212
9 7.2 2.6 12757.0 1 la 21. 4 9706 F 2 72/02/22
2441370 36.4 N 070.6 E 5.3
212 97.2 2.6 01-27-57.0 01-14-21
.4 • DOOYZ M ZFQL S3 G RE
G = 718 AMD D GT 70 718 HTNDU KUSH REGION
206 9706 F3 72 2 22 2441370 36.4 N 70. b E 53 718212. 212
97.2 2.6 1 27 57.0 1 14 21.4 9706 F3 72/02/22
2441 370 3b. 4 N 070.6 E 5.3
212 9/.2 2.6 01-27-57.0 01-14-21
.4 DOOY7^ZFQL 53 G RF
G = 718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
2 06 9706 F4 7? 2 2? 2 4 4 1^70 "< 6 . 4 N 70.6 E 53 718212. 212
97.2 2.6 1 27 57.0 1 14 21.4 9706 F4 72/02/22
2441370 3 o . u h 070. ob 5.3
212 °7.2 2.6 01-27-57.0 01-14-21
.4 DOOYZ^ZFQL 53 G PF
G = 718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
207 9712 BM 72 2 26 2441374 50.6 N °7.3 E 2^ 333 33. 33
80.9 345.1 23 4 3 22.4 23 31 4.9 9712 P M 72/02/2b
2441374 so. o N 0^7.3 E 5.3
33 80. 9 345.1 23-43-22.4 23-31-04
.9 GRTLQPEPFR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 333 USSR-MONGOL T A BORDER REGION
207 9712 Fl 72 2 26 2441374 50.6 N 07.3 £ £8 333 33. 33
60.9 345.1 ?l 43 22.4 23 31 4.9 9712 Fl 72/02/26
2441374 50.6 N 0Q7.3 E 5.3
33 *0.9 345.1 23-43-22.4 23-31-04
.9 GRTLQPEPFR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 333 USSR-MONGOLIA BORDER REGION
207 9712 F2 72 2 26 244137 4 50.6 N 97.3 E 28 333 33. 33
80.9 345.1 23 43 22.4 23 31 4.9 9712 F2 72/02/26
2441374 50.6 N 097.3 E 5.3
33 8Q.9 345.1 23-43-22.4 23-31-04
.9 GRTLQPEPFR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 333 USSR- M UNGOL I A BORDER REGION
207 9712 F3 72 2 26 24 4 137 4 50.6 N 97.3 E 2^ 333 33. 33
80.9 345? 1 23 43 22.4 23 31 4.9 9712 F3 72/02/26
2441374 50.6 N 097.3 E 5.3
33 "0.9 345.1 23-43-22.4 23-31-04
.9 GRTLQPE p FP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 333 USSR-MONGOL T A BORDER REGION
207 9712 F4 72 2 26 2441374 SO. 6 N 97.3 E 2° 333 33. 33
80.9 345.1 23 43 22.4 23 31 4.9 9712 F4 72/02/26
? 4 4 l 3 7 4 5 . 6 N 9 7 . 3 E 5.3
33 80. 9 345.1 23-43-22.4 23-31-04
.9 GRTLQPE p FP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 333 USSR-MONGOLIA BORDER REGION
208 9790 RM 72 3 4 2441381 38.3 N 74.0 E 4« 719130. 130
95. 3 35°. « 18 37 21.8 18 23 54. b 9790 RM 72/03/04
244 138 1 38.3 N 074.0 E 5.1
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130
.0 KLQCRPZUTD
U KlISH AND PAMTR
TON





U KUSH AMD PAMIR
IOM





U KUSH AND PAMIR
TOM
20P 979 F3 12 3




U kush AMD Pfi^IR
TOM
POP 9790 FU 12 3
95.3 359.8 18
2 4 4 1381 38.3 M
130
.0 KLQCRPZ'ITD
U KUSH AMD PAMTR
IOM
20° 9 72° «M 12 3
9 3.4 3.1 9
2 a 4 1 3 9 4 4 0.1 M
2t>
.7 EUPKZQFLSB
U KUSH AMD PAMIR
?0° 9729 Fl 12 3
93.4 3.1 9
? a a 1 3 9 a a . 1 M
2b
.7 EUPKZQFLSB
U KUSH AMD PAMIR





U KUSH AMD PAMTR
93.4 3.1 9
P4 4 1394 n o.l N
2b
.7 EUPKZQFLSB
U KUSH AMD PAMIR
1 15:14:20 1°77
95.3 359.8 18-37-21.8 18-23-54
48 HTMD
719 TADZHIK-SINKIANG BQRDFR REG
4 2441381 38.3 M 74.0 E 48 719130. 130
37 21.8 1* 23 54. b 9790 Fl 72/03/04
074.0 E 5. 1
o5.3 359.8 18-37-21.8 18-23-54
48 HIND
719 TADZHIK-SINKIANG BORDER RFG
4 2441381 38.3 M 74.0 E 48 719130. 130
37 21.8 18 23 5u.b 9790 F2 72/03/04
074. E 5.1
95.3 359.8 18-37-21.8 18-23-54
48 HIND
719 TADZHIK-SINKIANG BORDER REG
a 2 4 41381 38.3 N 74.0 E 48 719130. 130
37 21.8 18 ?3 5^. b 9790 F3 72/03/04
074.0 E 5. 1
95.3 359.8 18-37-21.8 18-23-54
48 HIND
719 TADZHIK-SINKIANG BORDER REG
4 2441^81 38.3 N 7a. E 48 719130. 130
37 21.8 18 ?3 5a. b 9790 Fa 72/03/04
074.0 E 5.1
95.3 ^59.8 18-37-21.8 18-23-54
48 HIND
719 TADZHIK-STMKI AMG BORDER RFG
17 2441394 ao.l N 89.7 £ 48 715 ?.b . 2b
30 25.4 o 17 ^.7 g7£Q pm 72/03/17
089.7 E 5.2
93.4 3.1 09-30-25.4 09-17-Ob
48 HTND
715 TADZHTK SSR
17 2441394 40.1 M h9.7 E 48 715 2b. 2b
30 25.4 9 17 6.7 972Q Fl 72/03/17
8 9.7 E 5.2
93. a 3.1 09-30-25.4 09-17-Ob
4 8 HTND
715 TADZHIK SSR
17 244139a ao.l M 89.7 E 48 715 26. 2b
30 25.4 9 17 b.7 9729 F2 72/03/17
089.7 t 5.2
03.4 3.1 09-30-25.4 09-17-Ob
4 8 HTND
715 TAD7HIK SSR
17 24U1394 40.1 M 89.7 E 48 715 2b. 2b
30 25.4 9 17 b.7 9 7 29 F 3 72/03/17
069.7 E 5.2
93.4 3.1 09-30-25.4 09-17-08
48 HIND
715 TADZHTK SSR
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U KUSH AND PAMTR
17 2441394 ao.l N 69.7 E 4* 7 IS ?6. 26
30 25. q Q 17 6.7 972° Fa 72/0 3/1 7
069.7 E 5.2
Q3. a 3.1 09-30-25.
a
715 TAD7HIK S S R
09-1 7-06
a 8 H T N D
210 9731 HM 72 3
46.6 304.1 2 3
2aai 397 S1.3 N
4b
.4 TLCHCRJEQM
K A - A I. E U f I A M ARC
IS.
210 9731 Fl 72 3




KA - ALEUTIAN ART
IS.
210 9731 F2 72 3




KA - ALEUTIAN ARC
IS.
210 9731 F3 72 5




KA - ALEUTIAN ARC
IS.
210 9731 M 72 3
46.6 304.1 25
24 4 139 7 si. 3 N
46
.4 TLCHCRJEQM
KA - ALEUTIAN ARC
IS.
211 97 42 BM 7 2 4
97.5 .1 3
2 a a i 4 i o 3 o . 1 N
4 7
.2 SQGRLHVTSR
IJ KUSH AND PAMTR
21 1 9742 F 1 72 4
9 7.5 . 1 3
? a 4 1 4 1 36.1 N
7
.2 SQGRLHVTSR
I) KUSH AND PAMIR
211 9 7 4 2 F 2 7 2 4
97.5 .13
2 4 4 14 10 3b. 1 N
4 7
20 2 4 4 13 9 7 SI. 3 N-179.7 |* 1
40 11.8 23 31 40.4 9731 BM






7 ANDREANflF ISLANDS, A|_FUTIAN
2 2 4 4 139 7 S 1 . 3 N-179.7 /J 1 74b. 4b
40 11.8 23 31 40.4 9731 F 1 72/03/20
179.7 Al b.O
'4b. b ^04.1 23-40-11.8 23-31-40
1 ALAS
7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALFUTIAN
20 2441397 51.3 N-179.7 w 1 7 4b. 46
40 11.8 23 31 4 0.4 9731 F2 72/03/20
17 9.7 * 6.0
4 6.6 304.1 23-40-11.8 23-31-40
1 ALAS
7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALEUTIAN
20 2441397 SI. 3 N-179.7 W 1 7 4b. 4b
40 11.8 23 31 40.4 9731 F3 72/0 3/20
17 9.7 ti b.O
4b. b 3 4 . 1 23-40-11.8 23-31-40
1 ALAS
7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALFUTIAN
7 4b. 4b
72/03/20
20 24U1397 Si. 3 N-179.7 ft 1
40 11.8 23 31 40. a 9731 F4
179.7 w b.O
'J&.b 304.1 23-40-11.8 23-31-40
1 ALAS
7 ANDREANOF ISLANDS, ALFUTIAN
2 244 14 10 36.1 N 73.0 E 4P 720 47. 47
47 ^8.2 3 34 21.2 t>742BM 72/0 4/02
073. b F 5.0
97.5 .1 03-q7-58.2 03-34-21
48 HIND
720 NORTHWESTERN KASHMIR
2 2441410 3b. 1 N 73.6 E 48 720 47. 47
47 58.2 3 34 21.2 9742 Fl 72/04/02
073.6 E 5.0
Q7. 5 .1 03-47-S8.2 03-34-21
4 8 HIND
720 NORTHWESTERN KASHMIR
? 24414 10 36.1 N 73. b E 48 720 47. 47
47 S8.2 3 34 i] .? 9742 F2 72/04/02
073. b E 5.0
97.5 .1 03-47-58. 2 03-34-2!
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.2 SQGRLHVTSP
U KUSH AND PAMIR
48 HIND
720 NORTHWESTERN KASHMIR
211 9742 F3 72 4 2 2441410 "$6.1 N 73.6 E 48 720 47. 47
97.5 .1 3 47 58.2 3 34 21.2 9742 F3 72/04/02
2441410 36.1 N 073. 6 E 5.0
47 07.5 .1 03-47-58.2 03-34-21
.2 SQGRLHVTSR 48 HTND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 720 NORTHWESTERN KASHMIR
211 97U2 Fa 72 4 2 2441410 36.1 N 73.6 E 4fl 720 47. 47
97.5 .1 3 47 ^8.2 3 34 21.2 9742 Fa 72/04/02
244141 36. 1 N 073.6 E 5.0
47 Q7.5 .1 03-47-58.2 03-34-21
.2 SQGRLHVTSR 48 HIND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 720 NORTHWESTERN KASHMIR
212 7 4* BM 7? 4 5 24U1U13 "< 8 . 4 N 73.5 E 48 719118. 118
95.2 .2 22 51 '18.6 22 38 21.8 974* 8M 72/04/05
2441413 38.4 N 73.5 E 5.0
118 Q5.2 .2 22-51-48. 6 22-38-21
.8 SULDYOQPOZ 48 HIND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 719 TAD7HIK-SINK I ANG BORDER REG
ION
212 9748 F 1 1? 4 5 244 1413 38.4 N 73.5 E 4 « 719118. 118
95.2 .2 ?2 51 48.6 22 38 21.8 974* Fl 72/04/05
2441413 38.4 N 073.5 E 5.0
118 95.2 .2 22-51-48. h 22-38-21
.8 SULDYOQPOZ 48 HIND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 719 I A DZH I K -S I NK I A NG BORDER REG
ION
212 9748 F2 72 4 5 2441413 38.4 N 73.5 E 48 710118. 118
95.2 .2 22 51 48. 22 38 21.
«
974A F2 72/04/05
24 4 1413 38.4 N 073.5 E 5.0
118 95.2 .2 22-51-48. o 22-38-21
.8 SULDYOQPOZ 48 HTND
U KUSH AND PAMIR 719 TADZHIK-SINKIANG BORDER RFG
TON
212 9748 F3 72 4 5 2441413 38.4 NN 73.5 E 48 710118. 118
95.2 .2 22 51 48. b 22 38 21. 9748 F3 72/04/05
244 14 13 3 8.4 N 073.5 E 5.0
118 Q5.2 .2 22-51-48.6 22-38-21
.8 SULDY0QP07 48 HTND
U KIJSH AND PAMTR 719 T AD7HIK-S INK I ANG BORDER REG
ION
212 9748 F4 72 4 S 2441413 38. 4 N 73.5 E 48 719118. 118
95.2 .2 22 51 48.6 22 38 21.8 974* F4 72/04/05
2 4 41413 38.4 N 073.5 E 5.0
118 05. 2 .2 22-51-48.6 22-38-21
.8 SULDYOQROZ 48 HIND
11 ^USH AND PAMIR 719 TADZHIK-SINKIANG BORDER REG
ION
?13 9754 BM 72 4 9 2441417 42.2 N 84. b E 28 332 33. 33
90.9 352.0 4 23 52.8 4 10 46.3 9754 BM 72/04/09
24 4 1417 H2.2 N 8 4 . 6 E 5.9
<3 9Q.9 352. n 04-23-Sc?.8 04-10-46
.3 CBIJSUQULE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKfc BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
213 9754 Fl 72 4 o 2441/117 42.2 N 84.6 E 28 332 33. 33
Paq* 125 F r i Jul 1 1 5 : 1 'i : 2 1^77
90.9 35?. a 23 c 2.8 a 10 4b. "^ 9754 Fl 72/04/09
2441417 42.2 n QPa.b E 5.9
33 Q u.9 35?.
o
04-23-S2.8 04-io-4b
.3 CBIJSUQ!»LF 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKF BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PRUV., CH
TNA
213 9754 F2 72 4 9 2441417 42.2 N P 4 . b E 2*332 33. 33
90.9 352. n a 23 52.8 4 10 '46.3 975 4 F2 72/0 '4/09
? 4 4 l 4 l 7 a 2 . ^' N 8 a . 6 E 5.9
33 ^u.9 35?. o 04-23-52.8 04-10-46
.3 CBIJSUQULE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SIMKTANG PPQV., CH
TNA
213 Q754F3 72 4 9 2441417 42.2 N 84.6 E 28 332 33. 33
90. 9 352.0 a 23 *2.8 4 \Q 4b.
3
975^ F3 72/04/09
24 4 14 17 a 2 . 2 N 08U.6E 5.9
33 90.9 352.0 04-23-52.8 04-10-46
.3 CBIJSUQMLF 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SI^KTAMG PPQV., CH
TNA
213 975a Fa 72 a q 2441417 m.2 m P4.b E 28 332 33. 33
90.9 352.0 a 23 ^2.8 a 10 4b. 975a Fa 72/04/09
2uuiui7 a 2 . 2 N OPa.bE 5.9
33 ^0.9 352.0 04-23-^2.8 U4-10-46
.3 CBIJSUQULE 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., Ch
TNA
2ia 97o7 BM 72 a 20 244142* a2.0 N 8a. 6 E 28 332 33. 33
91.1 352.0 1 14 ^.q 1 1 51.5 9 7 o 7 BM 72/04/20
244 142* 42.0 N 08a. b E a.
3
33 91.1 352.0 01-14-58.9 01-01-51
.5 SQZMPFTLYH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CH
TNA
214 97b7 Fl 7? 4 20 244 142* 42.0 N Pa.o t 28 3 32 33. 33
91.1 35?. 1 14 F6.9 1 1 51.5 97b7 Fl 72/04/20
244 1428 4^.0 N * a . b E 4.3
33 a 1 . 1 352.0 01-14-58.9 01-01-51
.5 SQZ M PFTLYH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PPQV., CH
TNA
214 9 7 o 7 F? 7 2 4 20 244142* 4 2.0 N 84. o E 2 * 33? 33. 33
91.1 352.0 1 14 ^6.9 1 1 51.
S
97o7 F2 72/04/20
? a a 1 a 2 8 4 2 . N p a . b t a . 3
33 91.1 352.0 01-14-58.9 01-01-51
.5 SQZMPFTLYH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
214 97b7 F3 72 4 20 244142* 42.0 N *4.b E 2* 332 33. 33
91.1 352.0 114 58.9 1 151.5 9 7 b 7 F 3 72/04/20
24 4 1428 42.0 N 0P4.bE 4.3
33 91.1 352.0 01-14-58.9 01-01-51
.5 SQZMPFTLYH 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHFRN SINKIANG P&OV., CH
TNA
214 97b7 F4 1? 4 2 n ?44142« 4J.0 N *4.b E 2* 3 32 33. 33
91.1 352.0 114 58.9 1 151.5 97b7F4 72/04/20
?aai42* 42.0 N 0*4.o E 4.3
33 Ql.l 352.0 01-14-58.9 01-01-51
.5 SQZMPFTLYH 28 ALMA
xaa Page 126 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1977
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
215 9802 RM 72 a 2« 2441436 31.3 N 85.0 E 26 306 33. 33
101. b 350. 2 2 18 38.6 2 a 43.1 9802 BM 72/04/28
24 4 14 3 6 31.3 N 0P5.0E 4.1
33 101.6 350.2 02-18-38.6 02-04-43
.1 ZGGQKTLBYT 2b INDI
A - TIBET - SZFCHMN - YUNAN 306 TTBFT
215 9*02 Fl 72 4 28 2441436 31.3 N 85.0 E 26 306 33. 33
101.6 350.2 2 I* 38.6 2 4 43.1 9802 Fl 72/04/28
2441436 31.3 N fl 5.0 E 4.1
33 101.6 350.2 02-18-38. 6 02-04-43
.1 ZGGQKTLBYT 26 INDI
A - TIBET - SZECHWAN - YUNAN 306 TTBFT
215 9802 F2 72 4 28 2441436 31.3 N 85.0 E 26 306 33. 33
101.6 35^.2 2 IB 38.6 2 4 43.1 9802 F2 72/04/28
2 441436 31.3 N OP 5.0 E 4.1
33 101.6 350.2 02-18-38.6 02-04-43
.1 ZGGQKTLRYI 26 INDT
A - TIBET - SZECHaAN - YUNAN 306 TTBFT
215 9*02 F3 72 4 2« 2441436 31.3 N 85.0 E 26 306 33. 33
101. b 350.2 2 18 3«.6 2 4 43.1 9802 F3 72/04/28
244 14 36 31.3 N 0*5.0 E 4.1
33 101.6 350.? 02-18-38.6 02-04-43
.1 ZGGQKTLBYT 26 INDI
A - TIBET - SZECHWAN - YUNAN 306 TTBFT
215 ^802 F4 7? 4 2« 2441436 31.3 N 85.0 E 26 306 33. 33
101.6 350.2 2 1° 38.6 2 4 43.1 980? F4 72/04/28
24 4 1436 3 1.3 N 085.0 E 4.1
33 mi. 6 350.2 02-18-38. 6 02-04-43
.1 ZGGQKTLBYT 2b INDT
A - TIBET - SZFC^A.\ - YUNAN 30b TIBET
216 2010 BM b 6 12 7 ?4394b7 43.6 N 149.6 fc 1° 222 35. 35
o7.Q 310.6 17 28 31.0 17 17 28.7 2010 BM 66/12/07
24394b7 43. o N 149.6 E 6.2
35 67.9 310.6 17-28-31.0 17-17-28
.7 DVUZUIMSLO 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KURTLE TSLANDS REGION
216 2010 Fl 6b 12 7.2439467 43.6 N 149.6 E 19 222 35. 35
67.Q 310.6 17 2P 31.0 17 17 28.7 2010 RM 66/12/07
2439467 43.6 N 149.6 E o.2
35 67.9 310.6 17-28-31.0 17-17-28
.7 DVUZUIMSLQ 19 JAPA
N - KIJPILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KHRTLF ISLANDS REGION
216 2010 F2 06 12 7 ?4394 b 7 a 3 . b N 149.6 E 1° 222 35. 35
67. a 310.6 17 2^ 31.0 17 17 28.7 2010 BM 66/12/07
?4394b7 43. b N 149. b F 6.2
35 67.9 310. b 17-28-31.0 17-17-28
.7 DVUZUIMSLQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA ??? KURTLE ISLANDS REGION
216 2010 F3 bb 12 7 ?4394 b 7 43. b N 149.6 E 19 222 35. 35
67.9 310. b 17 28 31.0 17 17 28.7 2010 RM 66/12/07
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?HZ9Hb7 43.6 N 149.6 E 6.?
35 67.9 310.6 17-2«-31.0 17-17-28
.7 DVU7UTMSLQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KUPILF ISLANDS REGION
216 2010 Fa 66 12 7 2439467 43.6 N 149.6 E 19 222 35. 35
67. o 310.6 17 2« 31.0 17 17 2*. 7 20m RM 66/12/07
2439467 43.6 N 149.6 E 6.2
35 67.9 310.6 17-28-31 .0 17-17-28
.7 DVUZUIMSLO 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KUPILF ISLANDS PEGION
217 2029 BM o7 10 7 2439771 49.1 N 154.4 E 19 221 33. 33
61.7 312.7 8 3« 12.9 8 27 50.5 2029 RM 67/10/07
2439771 49. 1 N 1^4.4 E 5.8
33 61.7 312.7 08-38-12.9 08-27-50
.5 HDMLHROPBH 19 JAPA
N - KU RILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILF ISLANDS
217 20^9 Fl b7 10 7 2439771 49.1 N 154. a E 19 221 33. 33
61.7 31?. 7 8 3^ 12.9 8 27 50.5 20 29 RM 67/10/07
2439771 49.1 N 154.4 E 5.8
33 61.7 312.7 08-38-12.9 08-27-50
.5 HDMLHPOPBQ 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
217 2029 F2 67 10 7 2 4 3 Q 7 7 1 49.1 ,j 154.4 E l« 221 33. 33
61.7 312.7 8 3* 12.9 8 27 50.5 2029 RM 67/10/07
24 39 77 1 4 9. 1 fg 1^4.4 E 5.8
33 61.7 312.7 08-38-12.9 08-27-50
.5 HDMLHROPBQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
217 2029 F3 o7 10 7 2439771 49.1 N 154.4 E 19 221 33. 33
61.7 312.7 8 3* 12.9 « ?1 50.5 2029 RM 67/10/07
2439771 49.1 N 15a. a E 5.8
33 61.7 . 312.7 06-38-12.9 08-27-50
.5 HDMLHPOPSQ 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPIL^ ISLANDS
217 202Q F4 67 10 7 2479771 4Q.1 N 154.4 E 19 22 1 33. 33
61.7 312.7 8 38 12.9 o 27 50.5 2029 RM 67/10/07
2439771 49.1 N lFa.4 E 5.8
33 61.7 712.7 08-38-12.9 08-27-50
.5 HDMLHROPBQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILF ISLANDS
218 2030 RM o7 11 1 24397^6 47.8 N 152.2 E 1° 221 42. 42
63.7 312.7 16 41 18.8 16 7 43.0 2030 RM 67/11/01
243 Q 796 4 7.8 N 1 C 2.2E 5.8
42 6 3.7 312.7 16-41-18.8 16-70-43
.0 MPPRQUCfLS 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE" ISLANDS
2 1 « 2030 Fl o7 11 1 2479796 4 7.8 N 152.2 E 19 221 42. 42
63.7 312.7 16 41 18.8 16 30 43.0 2030 RM 67/11/01
2439796 47.6 N 152.2 E 5.8
4 2 63.7 712.7 lb-41-18.8 16-30-43
.0 MPPRUIJCKLS 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
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218 2030 F2 67 11 1 24397Q6 47.8 N 152.2 E 19 221 42. 42
63.7 312.7 16 41 18.8 16 30 43.0 2030 BM 67/11/01
2439796 47.8 N 152.2 E 5.8
42 63.7 312.7 lb-41-18.8 16-30-43
.0 MPPPQUCKLS 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
218 2030 F3 67 11 1 2439796 47.8 M 152.2 E 19 221 42. 42
b3.7 312.7 16 41 lb. 8 16 30 43.0 2030 BM 67/11/01
243^796 47.8 N 152.2 E 5.8
42 63.7 312.7 10-41-18.8 16-30-43
.0 MPPRQUCKLS 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KMRTLE ISLANDS
218 2030 F4 67 1 1 1 2439796 47.8 N 152.2 E lb 221 42. 42
o3.7 312.7 16 41 18.8 16 30 4^.0 2030 BM 67/11/01
2439796 47.8 N 152.2 E 5.8
42 63.7 312.7 16-41-18.8 16-30-43
.0 MPPRUUCKL.S 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
21° 2031 BM o7 11 30 2439825 41.7 N 21.2 E 31 363 29. 29
80.3 37.0 7 36 4.8 7 23 50.2 2031 PM 67/11/30
2439825 41.7 N 021 .2 E 6.0
29 R0.3 37.0 07-36-04.8 07-23-50
.2 JRQPGCBLEY 31 wEST
FRN MEDITERRANEAN ARFA 3«3 YUGOSLAVIA
21b 203! Fl 7 11 30 243 Q P2^ 41.7 N 21.2 E 31 383 29. 29
60.3 37.0 7 lh 4.8 7 23 50.2 2031 BM 67/11/30
2439«25 H1.7 N 021 .2 E b.O
2Q P0.3 37.0 07-36-04.8 07-23-50
.2 JRQPGCBLEY 31 WEST
ERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA 3P3 JUGOSLAVIA
21b 2031 F2 o7 11 30 243bA2F 41.7 N 21.2 E 31 383 29. 2°
80.3 37.0 7 36 4.8 7 23 50.2 2031 BM 67/11/30
2439825 4 1.7 N 021 .2 E 6.0
2Q Pu.3 37.0 07-36-04.8 07-23-50
.2 JRQPGCbLtY 31 WEST
FRN MEDITERRANEAN ARFA 3?3 YUGOSLAVIA
21Q 2031 F3 b7 11 30 243bP2^ 41.7 N 21.2 E 31 383 29. 2«
80.3 37.0 7 36 4.8 7 23 50.2 2031 BM 67/11/30
2439825 41.7 N 021 .2 E 6.0
29 P0.3 37.0 07-36-04.8 07-23-50
.2 JRQPGCBLEY 31 WEST
FRN MEDITERRANEAN ARFA 3^3 YUGOSLAVIA
21b 2031 Fa ^7 11 30 2439«25 41.7 N 21.2 E 31 383 29. 26
80.3 37.0 7 36 4.8 7 23 50.2 2031 BM 67/11/30
24 39825 4 1.7 N 021 .2 E 6.0
2^ P0.3 37.0 07-36-04.8 07-23-50
.2 JRQPGCBLEY 31 WEST
ERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA 3P3 YUGOSLAVIA
220 203S BM o7 12 23 2439«u« ae.2 N 15o.7 E lb 222 33. 33
bl.l 310.8 16 14 50.7 16 4 32.0 203S BM 67/12/23
2439R48 48.2 N 1 c 6 . 7 E 5.7
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33 61.1
.0 KL^IEOZCOS
N - K U R I L t S - KAMCHATKA
310. P 16-14-50.7 16-04-3?
1 9 JAPA
222 KHPTLE ISLANDS REGION
220 2035 Fl 67 12 23 ?439«48 48.2 N 156.7 E 1 Q 22? 33. 33
61.1 310.8 lb 14 50.7 16 4 32.0 2035 RM 67/12/23
2439848 48.2 N l^b.7 E 5.7
33 61.1 310.8 16-14-50.7 16-04-32
.0 KLwIEOZCOS 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2?2 KURILE ISLANDS REGION
220 2035 F2 67 12 23 ?439R4« 48.2 N 156.7 E 1 «» 22? 33. 33
61.1 310.8 lb 14 ^0.7 16 4 32.0 2035 RM 67/12/23
2439848 48.2 N 156.7 E 5.7
33 61.1 310.8 16-14-50.7 16-04-32
.0 KLrtTfcCZCOS 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KIJRTLE ISLANDS REGION
220 2035 F3 67 12 23 ?43Q«48 48.2 N 156.7 E 19 222 33. 33
61.1 310.8 lo 14 5o.7 lb 4 3?.0 2035 RM 67/12/23
24398U8 48.2 N 1^6.7 E 5.7
33 61.1 310.8 16-14-50.7 16-04-32
.0 KLIKIEQZCOS 19JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2?? KURILE ISLANDS REGION
?20 2035 F4 67 12 2^ 2439848 48.2 N 156.7 E 19 222 33. 33
61.1 310.8 16 14 50.7 16 4 32.0 ?035 BM 67/12/23
24398U8 48.2 N 15b. 7 E 5.7
33 61.1 31H.8 16-14-50.7 16-04-3?
.0 KLWIEOZCOS 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2?? KURILE ISLANDS REGION
221 2024 BM 67 5 25 243^636 45.0 N 141.1 E 51 224325. 325
71.1 316.3 19 2 53.8 IP 51 31.1 2024 RM 67/05/25
2439636 45.0 N 141 . 1 E 5.2
325 71.1 316.3 19-02-53.8 18-51-31
.1 LKKQRDVCCY 51 S RE
G = 19,20 OR 41 AND n GT 300 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
221 2024 Fl 67 5 25 2439636 45.0 N 141.1 E 51 224325. 325
71.1 316.3 19 ? 53.8 1* 51 31.1 2024 PM 67/05/25
?439636 45.0 N 141.1 E 5.2
325 71.1 316.3 19-02-53.8 18-51-31
.1 LKKOBDVCCY 51 S RF
G = 19,20 OR 41 AND D GT 300 224 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
221 2024 F2 b7 5 25 243^636 45.0 N 141.1 E 51 224325. 325
71.1 316.3 19 2 53.8 1° 51 31.1 2024 RM 67/05/25
2439636 45.0 N 141.1 E 5.2
325 71.1 316.3 19-02-53.8 18-51-31'
.1 LKKQ6DVCCY 51 S RE
G = 19,20 OR 41 AND n T 300 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
221 2024 F3 67 5 25 2439636 45.0 N 141.1 E 51 224325. 325
71.1 316.3 19 P 53.8 IP 5i 3i.i 2024 RM 67/05/25
2439636 45.0 N 141. 1 E 5.2
325 71.1 316.3 19-02-53.8 18-51-31
.1 LKKQRDVCCY 51SRF
G = 19,20 OR 41 A|\J0 D GT 300 2?4 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
xaa Paqe 130 Frj j u i l 15:14:20 1077
221 2024 F4 b7 5 25 2439636 45.0 N 141.1 E 51 224325. '325
71.1 316.3 19 2 53.8 IP 51 31.1 2024 BM 67/05/25
2439636 '45. N 141.1 E 5.2
325 71.1 316.3 19-02-53.8 18-51-31
.1 LKKQBDVCCY 51 S RE
G = 19,20 OR 41 AND D GT 300 224 HOKKATDD, JAPAN, REGION
222 2006 BM b6 8 19 2439357 38.8 N 41.7 E 30 3o6 ?6. 26
90.1 24. 4 12 35 9.0 12 22 ^.6 2006 BM 66/00/19
2439357 38.8 N 041.7 E 6.5
2b ^0.1 24. 'i 12-35-09.0 12-22-05
.b QTETDHLUUV 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMFA - BALKANS 366 TURKEY
222 2006 Fl bb 8 1 9 2439357 38.8 N 41.7 E 30 366 2b. 26
90.1 24. a 12 35 9.0 12 22 5.6 2006 BM 66/08/19
24 39 357 38.8 N O'Jl.7 E 6.5
26 S0.1 24. a 12-35-09.0 12-22-05
.b QTETDHLUUV 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 36b TURKEY
222 200b F2 bb 8 1 ^ 2439357 38.8 N 41.7 E 30 3b6 26. 26
90.1 24. a 12 35 9.0 12 22 5.6 2006 BM 6b/08/19
2439357 38.8 N 041 . 7 E 6.5
2b 90.1 24.4 12-3^-09.0 12-22-05
.b QTETDHLUUV 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 36o TURKEY
222 2006 F3 66 8 1 Q 2439357 38.8 N 41.7 E 30 366 26. 26
90.1 24.4 12 35 9.0 12 22 5.6 2006 BM 66/08/19
2439357 38.8 N 041 . 7 E 6.5
2b co.l 24. a 12-35-09.0 12-22-05
.6 QTETDHLUUV 30 MTDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 366 TURKEY
222 2006 Fa 06 8 1Q 2439357 38.8 N 41.7 E 30 366 2b. 26
90.1 24. 4 12 35 9.0 12 ?2 5.6 200b «M 6b/08/19
2439357 38.8 N 041 .7 E b.5
2b oo.l 24. a 12-35-09.0 12-22-05
.0 QTETDHLUUV 30 MTDD
LE EAST - C9Tf.-FA - BALKANS 3bb piRKtY
223 2017 6^ o7 3 25 2/439575 44.8 N 149.0 E 1° 221 33. 33
67.4 311. Q 22 5« 40.0 22 47 40. 9 2017 RM 67/03/25
2439575 4a. 8 N 149.0 E 5.6
33 67.4 311. o 22-58-40.0 22-47-40
.9 LBVBFJQFDD 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPTLF ISLANDS
223 2017 Fl b7 3 25 2439575 44.8 N 149.0 E 1 9 221 33. 33
67.4 311.9 ?2 5« 40.0 22 47 40.Q <?017 RM 67/03/25
2a39575 4a. 8 N 149.0 E 5.o
33 67.4 311.9 22-5^-40.0 22-47-40
.9 LBVBFJQFDD 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
223 2017 F2 b7 3 25 2439^7R 44.8 N 149.0 E 1 9 221 33. 33
b7.a 311.° 22 5* 40.0 22 47 aO.Q 2017 BM 67/03/25
2439575 44.8 N 149.0 E 5.6
33 67.4 311.9 22-5«-40.0 22-47-40
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.9 LRVBFJQFDD
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA
1 9 JAPA
2?1 KUHILF ISLANDS
??3 2017 F3 b7 3 25 2439575 44.8 N 149.0 £ 19 221 33. 33
67. a 311. 9 22 S« 40.0 22 a7 40.9 2017 RM b7/03/25
?a39^7S 4a. 8 N 149.0 E 5.6
33 67.4 311.9 22-58-40.0 22-47-40
.9 LRVBFJQFOD 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2? \ KURILE ISLANDS
223 2017 F4 o7 3 25 ?4^575 4a. 8 N 149.0 E 1 Q 221 33. 33
b7.4 311.Q ?2 5* 40.0 22 47 40. 9 2017 RM 67/03/25
2a39575 4a.8 N 149.0 E 5.6
33 67.4 311.9 22-5H-40.0 22-47-40
.9 LBVRFJQFUD 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
224 2003 RM 66 5 ?0 ?a39?66 S5.3 N 162.3 E 19 21* 33. 33
54.2 315.3 11 53 42.1 11 4a 12.9 2003 RM 6b/05/20
24392b6 55.3 N 16273 E 5.
a
33 sa.2 315.3 11-53-42.1 11-44-12
.9 wZVQPCSVUL 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NFAR FAS1 COAST UF KAMCHATK
A
224 2003 Fl 66 5 20 ?a392b6 55.3 N 162.3 E 19 218 33. 33
54.2 315.3 11 53 42.1 11 4a 12.9 ?003 RM 66/05/20
2439266 55.3 N 162.3 E 5.4
33 ^4.2 315.3 11-53-42.1 11-44-1?
.9 'WZVQPCSVUL IP JAP A
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NFAR FAST COAST UF KAMCHATK
A
224 2003 F2 b6 5 20 P439266 ^5.3 N 162.3 E 19 218 33. 33
54.2 315.3 11 53 42.1 11 4a 12.9 2O03 RM 66/05/20
2a392b6 55.3 IM 162.3 E 5.
33 54.2 315.3 11-53-42.1 11-44-12
.9 WZVQPCSVUL 1 Q JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NEAP FAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
?24 2003 F3 b6 5 20 ?a39?b6 55.3 N 162.3 E 19 21* 33. 33
54.2 315.3 11 53 42.1 11 4a 12.9 2003 BM 66/05/20
2439266 55.3 N 162.3 E 5.
T3 ^a.2 315.3 11-53-42.1 11-44-12
.9 WZVQPCSVUL 19 J*PA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NEAR EAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
224 2003 F4 06 5 20 ?a39?66 55.3 N 162.3 E 19 218 33. 33
54.2 315.3 11 53 42.1 11 44 12.9 2003 RM 66/05/20
2439266 55.3 N 16 2.3 E 5.4
33 5a. 2 315.3 11-53-42.1 11-44-1?
.9 WZVQPCSVUL 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KA^C^ATKA 218 NEAP EAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
225 2012 BM 7 1 5 2a39496 32.8 N 73.6 E 47 710 57. 57
100.8 360.0 10 21 20.0 10 7 28.1 2012 RM 67/01/05
? 4 390 96 32.8 N 7 3.8 E 6.0
F7 100.8 360.0 10-21-20.0 10-07-28
.1 IRLQrtBDWYK 47 dALU
CHTSTAN 710 «FST PAKISTAN
225 2012 Fl 67 1 S ?a39a«b 32.8 N 73.8 E 47 710 57. 57
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226 2018 BM o7 4 1 243958? 4 b .l N 151.9 E 19 221 40. 40
65.0 311.4 b 7 4b. 5 57 2.2 018 B" b7/04/01
243^582 46.1 N 15! .9 F 5.7
40 65. 311.4 0b-07-4b.0 05-57-02.
2 VPLQKPGVPP 10 JAPAN
- KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILE ISLANDS
226 2018 Fl 67 4 1 2439^82 4b. 1 N 151.9 E \o 221 40. 40
b5.0 311.4 b 7 46.0 5 57 2.2 2018 RM b7/04/01
2439582 46. IN 151.9 E 5.7
40 b5.0 311.4 06-07-46.0 05-57-02
.2 VPLGKPGVOO 19 JAPA
M - KUPILE S - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILE ISLANDS
226 2018 F2 b7 a 1 2439582 4b. 1 N 151.9 E 19 221 40. 40
65.0 311.4 o 7 Uo.U 5 ^7 2.2 201ft RM b7/04/01
24395 82 4b. IN 151.9 E 5.7
40 65.0 311.4 0b-07-4b.0 05-57-02
.2 VPLQKPGVUP 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
22b 2018 F3 o7 4 1 24^9582 4b. 1 N 151.9 E 1° 221 40. 40
b5.0 311.4 b 7 4b.0 SS7 2.2 201ft RM b7/04/01
2439582 4b. 1 N 151.9 E 5.7
40 b5.0 311.4 06-07-4o. 05-57-02
.2 VPLGKPGVOR 19 JAPA
m
- KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
226 20lft F4 b7 4 1 2439582 4b. 1 N 151.9 E 1 9 221 40. 40
b5.0 311.4 b 7 46.0 ^ 5 7 2.2 201PPM 67/04/01
2439582 4o. IN 151 .9 E 5.7
/JO 65.0 311.4 06-07-46.0 05-57-02
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.2 VPLQKPGVOR
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA
19 JAPA
221 KdRTLF TSLANO?
227 2016 PM b7 1 20 2439511 45. 9 N 104.8 E 28 334 33. 33
83.8 3 3*.* 2 9 4 2.0 157 9.4 20 16 BM 67/01/20
243951 1 '45.0 N 104. 8 £ 6.3
33 P3.8 33*.* 02-QQ-42.0 01-57-09
.4 ZFYPHQWLJM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 334 MONGOLIA
227 2016 Fl 67 1 20 2439511 4b. 9 N 104.8 E 28 334 33. 33
83. 8 338. « 2 ° 42.0 1 ^7 9.4 2016 BM 67/01/20
2439511 '15.9 N 104.8 E 6.3
33 *3.8 338.8 02-09-42.0 01-57-0°
.4 ZFYPHQWLJM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 334 MONGOLIA
227 2016 F2 67 1 20 2439511 45.9 N 104.8 E 28 334 33. 33
83.8 33*.* 2 9 42.0 1 57 9. a 2016 RM 67/01/20
2a 3°51 1 45.9 N 10^.8 E 6.3
33 *3. 8 33*. 8 02-OQ-42. 01-57-09
.4 ZFYPHQWLJM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 334 MONGOLIA
227 2016 F3 o7 1 20 2439M1 45.9 N 104.8 E 28 334 33. 33
83.8 338. 8 2 9 02. 1 ^7 9.4 2016 BM 67/01/20
243951 1 45.9 N 1 04.8 E 6.3
33 83.8 33*.* 02-09-42.0 01-57-09
.4 ZFYPHQWLJM ?8 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 334 MONGOLIA
227 2016 F4 67 1 20 PU39511 45.9 N 104.8 E 2* 334 33. 33
83.* 3 3*. 8 2 9 4 2.0 157 9. 4 2016 BM 67/01/20
24 3951 I 45.9 N 10 4.8 E 6.3
33 83.8 33*.* 02-09-42.0 01-57-0°
.4 ZFYPHQWLJM 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 334 MONGOLIA
228 2008 BM b6 11 21 2439451 45.8 N 148.3 E 19 221 33. 3"^
67.0 3 13.0 12 30 2.2 12 19 S.I 2008 BM 66/11/21
2439451 45.8 N 14 8.3 E o.2
T3 67.0 313.0 12-30-02.2 12-19-05
.1 LOIBRKQKKC 1 q JAPA
M - KURILES - Kamchatka 221 KIIRTLF ISLANDS
228 2008 Fl b6 11 21 P439451 45.8 N 148.3 E 1° 221 33. 33
67.0 313.0 12 30 2,2 12 19 5.1 2008 BM 66/11/21
2439451 4 5.8 N 148.3 E 6.2
33 ^7.0 313.0 12-30-02.2 12-19-05
.1 LOIBRKQKKC 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
228 200* F2 66 11 21 2439451 45.8 N 148.3 E 1° 221 33. 33
67.0 313.0 12 30 2.2 12 19 5.1 2008 BM 66/11/21
2439451 45.8 N 148.3 E 6.2
33 67.0 313.0 12-30-02.2 12-19-05
.1 LOIBRKQKKC IP JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 2?\ KURTLF ISLANDS
22^ 2008 F3 66 11 21 2439451 45.* N 148.3 E 19 221 33. 33
xaa Page 13a F r i Jul 1 15:l<i:20 1977
67.0 313.0 12 30 2.? 1? 19 5.1 200P BM 66/11/21
2439451 45.8 N 148.3 E 6.2
33 67.0 313.0 12-30-02.2 12-19-05
.1 LOIRRKQKKC 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
22^ 2008 Fa 66 11 21 2439451 45.8 N 148.3 E 1° 221 33. 33
67.0 313.0 12 30 2.2 12 19 S.l 2008 RM 66/11/21
2439451 a5.8 N 148.3 E 6.2
33 67.0 313.0 12-30-02.2 12-19-05
.1 LOIBRKQKKC 19 JAPA
N - KIJRILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILF ISLANDS
229 2020 RM 67 a 1 2439582 a5.2 N ia9.5 E 19 221 33. 33
66. P 311.9 14 11 lo.O la 20.2 2020 BM 67/04/01
2439582 45.2 f\i iaQ.5 E 5.6
33 66.8 311.9 14-11-lb.O ia-00-20
.2 KLFOBTBYFZ 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 2? \ KURILF ISLANDS
22° 2020 Fl b7 4 1 243958? 45.2 N ia9.5 E 19 221 33. 33
66. « 311.° 14 11 16.0 14 20.2 2020 BM 67/0a/01
2439532 a5.2 N 149.5 E 5.6
33 6b. 8 311.9 14-11-16.0 14-00-20
.2 KLFQBT5YF7 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KUPILF ISLANDS
229 2020 F2 67 4 1 2439S82 a5.2 N 149.5 E 19 221 33. 33
66.8 311.° 14 11 lo.O 14 20.2 2020 BM 67/04/01
2439582 45.2 N 149.5 E 5.6
33 66.8 311.9 14-11-16.0 14-00-20
.2 KLFOBTBYFZ 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
229 2020 F3 67 4 1 2439562 45.2 N 149.5 E 19 221 33. 33
66.8 311.9 14 11 16.0 14 20.2 2020 BM 67/04/01
2439582 45.2 N 149.5 E 5.6
33 6b. 8 311. a 14-ll-lt>.0 14-00-20
.2 KLFQbTBYF? 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
2^9 2 20 Fa 67 4 1 2 4 3958 2 a5.2 N 149.5 E 19 22\ 33. 33
66. P 311.9 14 11 lb.O 14 20.2 2020 RM 67/04/01
2439582 45.2 N 149.5 E 5.6
33 6b. 8 311.Q 14-11-16.0 14-00-20
.2 KLFQBTBYF7 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
230 2023 RM 67 4 21 243Q60* 41.9 N P4.8 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 351.8 23 2P 28.0 23 15 20.2 2023 BM 67/04/27
2439608 4 1.9 N P 4 . 8 E 5.3
33 9i.2 351. fl 23-2P-28.0 23-15-20
.2 LYJPYPQYEP 27 SHUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
230 2023 Fl b7 4 27 243960" 41.9 N P4.8 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 351.8 23 2H 28.0 23 15 20.? 2023 BM 67/0 4/27
24396 OP 4 1.9 N « 4 . 8 E 5.3
33 01.2 351. P 23-2P-28.0 23-15-20
.2 LYJPrROYEP 27 SOUT
Paqe 135 Fn Jul ! 1 5 : 1 a : 2 1977
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SHUTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
230 2023 F2 b7 a 27 2a3960« ui.Q N «a.8 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 351.* 23 2* 28.0 23 15 20.2 2023 PM 67/0^/?7
2a3960P ai.q n 0P448 e 5.3
33 °1.2 351. * 23-2*-28.0 23-15-20
.2 LYJPYPQYEP 27 SHUT
HtPN STNKIANO TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV . , CH
TNA
230 2023 F3 67 4 21 2 a 3960* a 1.9 N 8 a. 8 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 351.8 23 28 28.0 23 15 20.2 2023 BM 67/04/27
2 a 396 8 fll.9 N 084.8 E 5.3
33 91.2 351. * 23-28-28.0 23-15-20
.2 LYJPYRQYEP 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
230 2023 Fa b 7 4 27 243960* 41 .9 N 8a. 8 E 27 321 33. 33
91.2 351.* 23 2* 28.0 23 15 20.2 2023 BM 67/04/27
2a39608 41 .9 N 0*4.8 E 5.3
33 c 1.2 351.
«
23-2«-28.0 23-15-20
.2 LYJPYRQYEP 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV./ CH
INA
231 202B BM 67 5 27 24^963* 39.9 N 77.3 E 27 321 33. 33
93.e 357.3 1 56 3.0 1 42 a3.4 2025 BM 67/05/27
2439638 39.9 N 077.3 E 5.1
33 93.6 357.3 01-56-03.0 01-42-43
.4 CLQODPWECK 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
231 2025 Fl o7 5 27 P43963* 39.9 N 77.3 E 27 321 33. 33
93.6 357.3 1 56 3.0 1 42 43.4 2025 BM 67/05/27
2439638 39.9 N 077.3 E 5.1
33 94.6 357.3 01-56-03.0 01-42-43
.4 CLQODP//FCK 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKTANG PROV., Ch
INA
231 2025 F2 e7 5 27 ?a^963« 39.9 N 77.3 E 27 321 33. 33
93.6 357.^ 1 56 3.0 1 42 43.
a
2025 BM 67/05/27
243^638 39.9 N 077.3 h 5.1
33 93. 6 357.3 01-56-03.0 01-42-43
.4 CLQODPWECK 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CH
IMA
231 2025 F3 67 5 27 243965* 39.9 N 77.3 E 27 321 33. 33
93.6 357.3 1 56 3.0 1 a2 43.4 2025 BM 67/0S/27
2a3963P 39.9 N 077.3 E 5.1
33 93.6 357. "< 01-56-03.0 01-42-43
.4 CLQODPWECK 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 3?1 SOUTHERN SINKTANG P^OV., CH
TNA
231 2025 Fa 67 5 27 ?u3963* ^9.9 N 77.3 E 27 321 33. 33
93.6 357.3 1 56 3.0 1 42 43.4 2025 BM 67/05/27
2 4 39 6 3* 39.9 iN 077.3 E 5.1
^3 93.6 357.3 01-56-03.0 01-42-43
.4 CLQODPWECK ?7 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TQ KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIAMG PROV., CH
T N A
232 2026 BM 67 5 27 ?43963« 37.4 N 79.9 E 27 321 35. 35
96.0 35^.1 19 19 21.0 1° 5 50.9 026 PM 67/05/27
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2439638 37. a N 079.9 E 5.
a
35 c b.O 355.1 19-19-21.0 19-05-50
.9 PCLKDQPFHT 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
232 202b Fl 67 5 27 243963* 37.4 N 79.9 E 27 321 35. 35
96.0 355.1 19 19 21.0 19 5 50. 9 2026 BM 67/05/27
2439638 37. a N 079.
9
E 5.4
35 Q b.O 355.1 19-19-21.0 19-05-50
.9 PCLKDOPEHI 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
TNA
212 2026 F2 b7 5 27 243963P 37.4 N 79.9 E 27 321 35. 35
96.0 355.1 1° 19 21.0 19 5 50. 9 2026 BM 67/05/27
243963* 37.4 N 079.9 E 5.4
35 9 .0 355.1 19-19-21.0 19-05-50
.9 RCLKDQPFHT 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CM
INA
232 2026 F3 b7 5 27 2439638 37.4 N 79.9 E 27 321 35. 35
9b. 355.1 19 1Q 21.0 1^ 5 50. Q 2026 BM 67/05/27
243963* 37.4 N 079.9 E 5.4
^5 Q6.0 355.1 19-19-21.0 19-05-50
.9 PCLKDQPFHT 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
TNA
232 2026 F4 o7 5 27 243963* 37.4 N 79.9 E 27 321 35. 35
9b. 35S.1 19 1^ 21.0 1Q 5 50.9 £026 BM 67/0^/27
2439638 37.4 N 079.9 E 5.4
35 Ob.O 35^.1 19-1Q-21. 19-05-50
.9 PCLKDQPFHT 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 321 SOUTHFRN SINKIANG PPCV., CH
INA
233 2027 BM b7 b 7 2439649 4b. 8 N ISi.b E 19 221 35. 35
o3.b 311.1 18 26 54.0 l a lb 1*.6 2027 BM b7/06/07
24396UO 4b. 8 N 153.
b
E 5.b
35 63. b 311.1 18-2b-54.0 18-16-18
.b JFQLTUFDKP 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
233 2027 Fl b7 b 7 243964b 46.8 N 1^3. b E 19 221 35. 35
b3.b 311.1 18 26 54.0 1« 16 1«.6 2027 RM 67/06/07
?439649 46.8 N 1^3.6 E 5.0
"<5 63.6 311.1 18-26-54.0 18-16-18
.o JEQLTUFPKP 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
233 2027 F2 67 b 7 2439649 46.8 N 153.6 E 19 221 35. 35
b3.b 311.1 18 2 6 S4.0 18 lb 1«.6 £027 RM 67/06/07
?43964Q 4b. 8 N 1^3.6 E 5.b
35 63.6 311.1 18-26-54.0 18-16-18
.b JEQLTUFPKP 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
233 2027 F3 b7 b 7 2 4 396 4b 4 6.8 N 153. b E 19 221 "^5. 35
b3.b 311.1 18 2b 5 4.0 1* lb 1 * . 6 2027 PM 67/06/07
2439649 46.8 N 1 c 3 . 6 E 5.6
35 63. b 311.1 18-26-54.0 18-lb-18
.b JEQLTUFPKP 19 JAPA
N - KlJRILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
Pace 137 F p i Jul 1 1 5 : 1 'i : ? 1 ° 7 7
233 2027 F4 67 t> 7 243964° 46.8 N 153.6 E 1Q 221 3b. 35
6 3.6 311.1 18 2 6 ^4.0 IP lb IP. 6 2 02 7 BM 67/06/07
243964° 46.8 n 153.6 £ 5.6
35 63. b 311.1 16-26-54.0 18-16-1*
.b JFQLTUFPKP 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
234 202* BM b7 10 5 243°76° 44.4 N 149.8 E 1° 221 33. 33
o7.2 311.1 lb 5 49.1 15 Su 50.7 2028 RM 87/10/05
2 4 39769 44.4 N 149.5 E 5.6
33 67.2 311.1 to-05-49.1 15-54-50
.
1 MHMLOHIKHG 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
234 202* Fl b7 10 5 243976° 44.4 N 149. 8 E 19 221 33. 33
b7.2 311.1 lb 5 a 9.1 15 54 50.7 202P BM 67/10/05
2 4 397b° 44.4 N 1^9.8 E 5.6
^3 87.2 311.1 lb-05-49.1 15-54-50
.7 MHMLOHIKHG) 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIIRTLF ISLANDS
234 2028 F2 b7 10 5 2 4 3 9 7 6° 4 4.4 N 149.8 E 19 221 33. 33
b7.2 311.1 lb 5 49.1 15 54 50.7 202« BM 67/10/05
24397b9 44.4 N 149.8 E 5.6
33 67.2 311.1 1b-05-49.1 15-54-50
.7 MHMLOHIKHD 19 JAPA
N - KIJPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
234 202* F3 67 10 5 243°76° 44.4 N 149.8 E IP 221 33. 33
b7.2 311.1 lb 5 49.1 15 54 50.7 2028 BM 67/10/05
243976° 44.4 N 149.8 E 5.6
33 67.2 311.1 Ig-05-49.1 15-54-50
.7 MHMLOHIKmQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
234 202* F4 o7 10 5 243976° 44.4 N 149.8 E 19 221 33. 33
b7.2 311.1 lo 5 49.1 15 ^4 50.7 2028 B M 87/10/05
24397b9 4 4.4 N 149.8 E 5.6
33 67.2 311.1 lb-05-49.1 15-54-50
.7 MHMLOHIKHQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - Kamchatka 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
235 2032 BM 67 12 14 2439P3° 54.3 N 160.0 E 28 326 33. 33
55.8 315.1 18 3^ 53.0 18 25 11.4 2032 BM 67/12/14
2439839 54.3 N 180.0 E 5.4
33 ^5.8 315.1 18-34-^3.0 IP-25-11
.4 HEQJFTWWSL 28 Al MA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CFNTRAL RUSSIA
2 3^ 2032 Fl 67 12 14 P439fl3° 54.3 N 160.0 E 2* ^26 33. 33
55.8 315.1 18 34 53.0 IP 25 11.4 2032 BM 67/12/14
243983° 54.3 N 160.0 E 5.4
33 55.8 315.1 18-34-53.0 18-25-11
.4 HEQJFTWWSL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
2 35 2032 F2 67 12 14 2 4^98 3° q 4.3 N 160.0 E l^ 326 33. 33
55.6 315.1 18 34 c 3 . l« 25 11.4 2032 BM 67/12/14
2439839 54.3 M 160.0 E 5.4
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33 55.8 315.1 18-34-53.0 18-25-11
.U HEQJFTwWSL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
235 2032 F3 67 \ 2. 14 2439839 54.3 N 160.0 E 2* 326 33. 33
55.8 315.1 18 34 53.0 18 25 11.4 2032 BM 67/12/14
2439839 54.3 N 160.0 E 5.4
33 55.8 315.1 18-34-53.0 18-25-11
.4 HEQJFTlV/iSL 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CFNTRAL RUSSIA
235 2032 F4 67 12 14 2 4 398 3° 54.3 N 160.0 E 28 326 33. 33
55. 8 31^.1 \8 34 53.0 1« 25 11.4 2032 BM 67/12/14
2439839 54.3 N 160.0 E 5.4
33 55.8 315.1 18-34-53.0 18-25-11
.4 HEQJFTwWSL 26 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
236 2033 BM t>7 12 16 2439*41 Sl.O N 157.4 E 1 ° 21* 45. 45
59.0 313.0 21 3 ^7.0 2^ ^3 52.7 2033 «M 67/12/16
2439841 51.0 N 157.
a
E 5.9
45 59.0 313.0 21-03-57.0 20-53-52
.7 ZRTEVDQLWU 19 JARA
N - KUPILFS - KAMCHATKA 218 NEAR FAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
236 2033 Fl b7 12 16 2439841 51.0 N 157.4 E 1 Q 218 45. 45
5°.0 313.0 21 3 c 7.0 20 S3 52.7 2033 BM 67/12/16
2439Rqi 5 1 . N 1^7. E 5.9
45 59.0 313.0 21-03-57.0 20-53-52
.7 ZRTEVDGLifllJ 19 JARA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NEAR FAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
236 2033 F2 67 12 16 2439841 M.O N 157.4 E 1° 218 45. 45
5Q.0 313.0 21 3 c 7.0 20 S3 52.7 2033 BM 67/12/16
2 4 39 8 4 1 SI. ON 1 c 7 . 4 F_ 5.9
45 59.0 313.0 21-03-57.0 20-53-52
.7 ZRTEVDQLkvL) 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NEAR FAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
236 2033 F3 t>7 12 16 2439841 51.0 N 157. a E 19 218 45. 4S
5°.0 313.0 21 ? ^7.0 20 53 5?.? 2033 RM 67/12/16
2439841 51.0 N 157.4 E 5.9
45 ^Q.O 313.0 21-03-57.0 20-53-52
.7 ZRTEVDQLwll 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NFAP FAST COAST OF KAMCHATK
A
236 2033 F4 67 ]2 16 2439841 M.O N 157.4 E 19 218 45. 45
59.0 313.0 21 3 W.O 20 53 52.7 2033 BM 67/12/16
24 3984 1 5 1.0 N 157.4 E 5.9
45 S9.0 313.0 21-03-57.0 20-53-52
.7 ZRTFVDQLWU 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 218 NFAP EAST COAST OP KAMCHATK
A
237 1009 rm b 8 1 3 ? a 39P5o 54.9 N i 6 i.e E 28 326 33. 33
54.6 315.0 7 58 35.0 7 49 .6 100° BM 68/01/03
24398S9 S4.9 N 161.8 E 5.0
33 54. 6 31S.0 07-58-33.0 07-49-00
.6 MMLOZSOPPS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
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237 1 0O<5 F| 6" 1 3 P439P59 ^.Q M 181.8 t 2* 326 33. 33
V4.6 315.0 7 5« 13.0 7 /4 9 .6 1009 RM 68/01/03
2a39859 Ra.9 n 16 1.8 E 5.0
33 5a. b 315.0 07-58-33.0 07-a9-00
.6 MMLQZSCPPS ?8 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 3?6 CENTRAL RUSSIA
?37 1009 F 2 b R 1 3 2 U 3 « P 5 9 ^4.9 N 161.8 E ?8 326 33. 33
5a. 6 315.0 7 5* 33.0 7 '49 .6 100° RM 68/01/03
?a3985° 5a. 9 N 161 .8 E 5.0
33 5a. 6 315.0 D7-58-33.0 07-a9-00
.6 MMLQZSOPPS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
237 1009 F3 08 l 3 2a39P5° 5a. 9 N 161.8 E 28 326 33. 33
5a. 6 315.0 7 5? 33.0 7 a9 .6 1009 RM 68/01/03
2a39859 5a. 9 N 161 .8 E 5.0
33 5a. b 315.0 07-5«-33.0 u7-a9-00
.6 MMLOZSOPPS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 32b CFNTRAL RUSSIA
237 100Q Fu b p i 3 ?439«59 ^a.9 N 161.8 E 2P 326 33. 33
5a. 6 31^.0 7 58 33.0 7 a9 .6 100° RM 68/01/03
2a39859 ^a.9 n 161.8 E 5.0
33 5a. 6 315.0 O7-5R-33.0 07-a9-u0
.6 MMLQZSCPPS 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 326 CENTRAL RUSSIA
23* 1023 BM bP 1 6 2a39«b2 a5.7 N 25.5 E 52 358163. 163
78.6 32.2 10 3R 37.8 10 23 32.7 1023 BM 68/01/06
2439862 a5.7 N 025.5 E a.
8
163 78.6 32.? 10-35-37.8 10-23-32
.7 MOYCLJDJCT 52 G RP
G = 35* AND GT 70 3R8 RUMANIA
23P 1023 Fl of 1 6 ?a39Pb2 a5.7 N 25.5 E 52 358163. Ib3
78.6 32.2 10 3R 37.8 10 23 32.7 1023 RM 68/01/Ob
2a398b2 a5.7 N 025.5 E a.
163 78.6 32.2 10-35-37.8 10-23-32
.7 MOYCLJDJCT 52 G RE
G = 35 « AND D GT 70 358 RUMANIA
23R 1033 F2 b* 1 6 2439862 as. 7 N 25.5 E 5? 35«163. 1b3
7R.6 32.2 10 35 37.8 10 23 32.7 1033 RM 68/01/Ob
2a398b2 a5.7 N 025.5 E a.
163 78.6 32.2 10-35-37.8 10-23-32
.7 MOYCLJDJCT 52 G RF
G r 35R AND D OT 70 358 RUMANIA
238 1023 F3 r>P 1 6 Pa39Pb2 a5.7 N 25.5 E 52 358163. 163
78.6 3?.? 10 35 37.8 in ?3 32.7 1023 BM 68/01/06
?439«b2 a5.7 N 025.5 E a.
163 78.6 32.? 10-35-37.8 10-23-32
.7 MOYCLJDJCT 52 G RE
G = 35R AND D GI 70 3RP RUMANIA
?3» 1033 Fa 68 l 6 ?a3Q«6? a5.7 N 25.5 E 52 358163. 163
78.6 32.2 10 3R 37.8 10 23 32.7 1023 RM 68/01/06
2a39Pb? a5.7N 025.5 E a.
163 78.6 32.2 10-35-37.8 10-P3-32
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.7 MQYCLJDJCT
G = 358 AND GT 70
52 G RE
358 RUMANIA
239 102 Q PM 68 1 9 2439«b5 ^0.0 N 155.5 E 19 221 48. 48
60. b 313.0 5 58 4.7 5 m a°.4 1029 BM 68/01/09
24398b5 50.0 N 155.5 E a. 1
48 60.6 313.0 05-5«-04.7 05-47-4Q
.4 IPYKKTKQLP 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIIRTLF ISLANDS
239 1029 Fl 68 1 9 ?a39«b5 50.0 N 155.5 E 19 221 48. 48
60.6 313.0 5 58 a. 7 5 U7 49. a 1029 PM 68/01/09
24398b5 50.0 N 155.5 E 4.1
48 60.6 313.0 05-5^-04.7 05-47-49
.4 IPYKKTKQLP 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
23° 1029 F2 b8 1 Q 2439*b5 50.0 N 155.5 E 19 221 48. 48
oO.b 313.0 5 58 a. 7 5 47 4Q.4 1029 PM 68/01/09
24398 b 5 50.0 N 155.5 E 4.1
48 60. o 313.0 05-5«-04.7 05-47-49
.4 IPYKKTKDL° 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
23 G 1029 F3 68 1 o 2439flb5 50.0 N 155.5 E 19 221 48. 48
b0.6 313.0 5 5« 4.7 5 47 49. a 1029 6M 68/01/09
24398b5 50.0 N 155.5 E 4.1
48 60. b 313.0 05-5«-04.7 05-47-49
.a IPYKKIKOLP 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
239 102 Q F4 fafl 1 a 2a^q« s FO.O N 155.5 E 19 221 46. 48
b0.6 313.0 5 58 4.7 5 47 4^.4 1029 8M 68/01/09




.4 IPYKKTKQLP 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILF ISLANDS
240 1036 PM 6« 1 12 24398b* 49.3 N 15b. 3 E 19 221 54. 54
b0.6 312.0 15 21 Ib.b 15 11 1.1 1036 PM 68/01/12
24398 b 8 49.3 N l c o.3 E U.b
54 60. 312.0 15-21-lb. b 15-11-01
.
1 ^LITYQCEMM 19 JAPA
N - KUPILtS - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
240 1036 Fl 8 l IP 2439*b8 4Q.3 N 15b. 3 E 19 221 54. 54
b0.6 312.0 15 21 16.6 15 11 1.1 1036 PM 68/01/12
24398^8 49.3 N 156.3 E 4.6
54 60.6 312.0 15-21-16. b 15-11-01
.1 MLITYQCEMM 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 22\ KURTLE ISLANDS
240 103b F2 bS 1 12 ?439fl b 8 U9.3 N 15b. 3 E 19 221 54. 554
bO.6 312.0 15 21 Ib.b 15 11 1.1 1036 PM 68/01/12
2439868 49.3 N 156.3 E 4.6
54 60.6 312.0 15-21-16.6 15-11-01
.1 MLITYQCEMM < 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIJRILE ISLANDS
240 1036 F3 68 1 1? 24398b8 4b. 3 N 15b. 3 E 19 221 54. 54
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faO. 6 31?. IS 21 16.6 IS 11 1.1 10i6 BM 68/01/1?
2439868 49.3 N 156.3 E 4.6
54 60. e, 31?. 15-21-16.6 15-11-01
. 1 MLITYQCFMW 19 JAPA
N - KURILtS - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
?40 103b F4 6? 1 1? 243986« 49.3 N 156. 3 E 1 ??1 S4. 54
o0.6 312.0 15 21 1b. 6 IS 11 1.1 1036 BM 66/01/1?
2439868 49.3 n 156.3 E 4.b
54 60.6 31?. 15-21-16.6 15-11-01
.1 ML1TYQCFMM 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA ??1 KURILF ISLANDS
?41 1059 BM 6* 1 17 2439873 41.? N 10?.? E ?7 3?3 33. 33
88. 8 339.0 3 13 11.0 3 13.9 1059 BM 68/01/17
?439873 4 1.2 N 10?.? E 4.6
33 88.8 35°. 03-13-11.0 03-00-13
.9 UKOV'iGLQPTF ?7 SHUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 3?3 NORTHERN CHINA
241 1059 Fl 6* 1 17 2439*73 /J 1 • ? N 10?.? E 27 323 33. 33
88. « 339.0 3 13 11.0 3 13.9 1059 BM 68/01/17
2439873 41.2 N 102.? E 4.6
33 P8.8 33^.0 03-13-11.0 03-00-13
.9 UKOWGLQPTE 2 7 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 3?3 NORTHERN CHINA
?41 1059 F2 68 1 17 ?439873 41.2 N 102.2 E 27 3?3 33. 33
88.8 339.0 13 11.0 3 13.9 1059 BM 68/01/17
2439873 41.2 N 102.2 E 4.6
33 88.8 339.0 03-13-11.0 03-00-13
.9 UKOWGLQPTF 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
241 1059 F3 6B 1 17 ?439*7"< 41.? N 10?.? E 27 323 33. 33
88.8 33^.0 3 13 11.0 3 13.9 1059 BM 68/01/17
2439873 41.2 N 102.? E 4.6
33 88.8 339.0 03-13-11.0 03-00-13
.9 UKOWGLQPTE 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
241 1059 F 4 b« 1 17 2 4 3 9 8 7 "< 41.2 N 102.2 E 27 323 33. 33
88. 8 339.0 3 13 M.O 3 13.9 1059 BM 68/01/17
2439873 41.2 N 102.2 E 4.6
33 88.8 339.0 05-13-11. 03-00-13
.9 UKOWGLQPTE 27 SOUT
HERN SINKIANG TO KANSU 323 NORTHERN CHINA
24? 1070 B^ 68 1 19 2439875 79. b N 132.0 E 40 654 24. 24
49.6 348.3 7 8 3b. 6 ^9 41.3 1070 BM 68/01/19




.3 ZJVKSDJOEL 40 APCT
IC ZONE 654 EAST OF SFVERNAYA ZFMI.YA
?4? 1070 Fl 08 1 19 243987^ 79.6 N 132.0 E 40 654 24. 24
49.6 348. "< 7 8 36.0 6 59 41.3 1070 BM 68/01/19
243987^ 79.6 N 132.0 E 4.5
24 49.6 ^48.3 07-08-36.0 06-59-41
.3 ZJVKSDJOEL 40 ARCT
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TC ZONE 6^4 EAST OF SEVFRNAYA ZEMLYA
242 1070 F2 68 1 1<* 2439875 79.6 N 132.0 E 40 654 24. 24
4Q.6 348.3 7 8 36.0 6 59 41.3 1070 PM 68/01/19
2439875 79.6 N 132.0 E 4.5
24 49.6 348.3 07-08-36.0 06-59-41
.3 ZJVKSDJOEL 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 654 EAST OF SEVFRNAYA ZEMLYA
242 1070 F3 68 1 19 2439875 79.6 N 132.0 E 40 654 24. 24
49.6 34*. 3 7 8 3h.O 6 59 41.3 1070 PM 68/01/19
2439875 79.6 N 1 32.0 E 4.5
24 49.6 348.3 07-08-36.0 06-59-41
.3 ZJVKSDJOEL 40 ARCT
IC ZONE t>P4 EAST OF SFVFRNAYA ZFMLYA
242 1070 F4 68 1 1 9 2439875 79.6 N 132.0 E 40 654 24. 24
4Q.6 348.3 7 8 36.0 6 59 41.3 1070 PM 68/01/19
2439875 79.6 N 132.0 E 4.5
24 49.6 348.3 07-08-36.0 06-59-41
.3 ZJVKSDJOEL 40 ARCT
TC ZONE 654 EAST OF SEVERNAYA ZEMLYA
243 1073 BM 68 1 1Q 2439875 44.8 N 148.4 E 19 221 33. 33
67.7 312.2 lo 15 58.0 16 4 5 7 . 1 1073 PM 68/01/19
243^875 '14.6 N 148.4 E 4.7
33 67.7 312.2 16-15-58.0 16-04-57
. 1 8RSFPVFVLG 19 JAPA
N - KljPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KU«TLE ISLANDS
243 1073 Fl 08 1 16 2a39»75 4 4.8 N 148.4 E 19 221 33. 33
67.7 312.2 16 15 ^8.0 16 4 57.1 1073 BM 68/01/19
243987S 4 4.8 N 1 4 8 . 4 E 4.7
33 67.7 M2.2 16-15-58.0 16-04-57
.1 BRSFPVFVLO 19 JAPA
N - KuPILES - Ka^CHATKa 221 KURILE ISLANDS
243 1073 F2 68 1 19 2439875 44.8 N 148.4 E 19 221 33. 33
67.7 312.? lo IS 58.0 16 4 57.1 1073 PM 68/01/19
24 3 9 8 7 S 4 4.8 N 148.4 fc 4.7
33 67.7 312.2 16-15-58.0 16-04-57
. 1 BRSFPVFVLO 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KNRTLF ISLANDS
243 1073 F3 68 1 19 2439875 44.8 N 148.4 E 19 221 33. 33
67.7 312.2 16 15 ^8.0 16 4 57.1 1073 PM 68/01/19
P439875 44.8 N 148.4 E 4.7
33 67.7 312.2 16-15-58.0 16-04-57
.1 BP3FPVFVL0 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
243 1073 F4 68 l \o 2439875 44.8 N 148.4 E 1° 221 33. 33
67.7 312.2 16 15 ^a.O 16 4 57.1 1073 BM 68/01/19
24 398 75 44.8 N 148.4 E 4.7
33 67.7 312.2 16-15-58.0 16-04-57
.1 BRSFPVFVLO 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
244 1088 BM 68 1 22 243987* 36.6 N 47.3 E 29 345 33. 33
93.7 21.0 ?0 47 38.4 20 34 18.7 1088 RM 68/01/22
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344 1088 Fl b« 1





A 7 . 3 E a . 8
<3 3 . 7 31.0 30-47-38.4 20-34-1*
29 WEST
345 NORTHWESTERN IRAN
22 2439*7* 3b. b N 47.3 E 2^ 345 33. 33
47 38.4 30 34 IP. 7 108« BM b8/01/33
04 7.3 E 4.8
93. 7 31.0 30-47-38.4 20-34-1*
29 WEST
345 NORTHWESTERN TRAN
?44 1088 F2 of 1





2? 2439*7* 36.6 N 47.3 E 29 345 33. 33
47 38.a 20 3a 18.7 1088 BM 68/01/22
a 7
. 3 E 4.8
93.7 21.0 20-47-38.4 30-34-1*
29 WEST
34«b NORTHWESTFRN IRAN
244 1088 F3 6* 1





3? ^a3^87« 36. to N 47.3 t 29 345 33. 33
47 38.4 20 34 i«.7 1088 BM ^8/01/22
4 7 . 3 E a . 8
9 3.7 21.0 20-4 7-38.4 20-34-18
29 WEST
345 NORTHWESTERN TRAN
^44 108* F4 6* 1
93.7 21 .00?0









U KUSH AND PAMIR
ION
345 1111 Fl 68 1
9 4.8 2.0 5
2 4 3 9 8 6 5 38.8 N
225
.6 IQKTGSJTLH
U KUSH AND PAMIR
TON





L! KUSH AMD PAMIR
TON





I J KUSH AND PAMTR
22 2439878 36.6 N 47.3 E 2° 345 33. 33
47 ^8.4 20 34 1«.7 1088 RM 68/01/22
4 7.3 E 4.8
93.7 21.0 20-47-38.4 20-34-18
29 WFST
345 NORTHWESTERN TRAN
2o ?439P85 38.8 N 71.2 E 48 717225. 225
13 20.4 4 ^Q 5^.6 1111 PM 68/01/29
071 ,2 E 5.7
Q4. 8 2.0 05-13-20.4 04-59-55
4 8 HIND
717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDFR REG
2Q 2439885 38.8 N 71.2 E 48 717225. 225
13 20.4 U 59 55.6 1111 RM 68/01/29
7 1 . 2 E 5.7
94.8 3.0 05-13-20.4 04-59-5^
48 HTND
717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REG
20 py^qpnq 35.8 N 71.2 E 48 717225. 225
13 20.4 4 59 55.6 1111 R« 68/01/29
7 1 . 2 E 5.7
64.8 2.0 05-13-20.4 04-59-55
4 8 HIND
717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDFR REG
p_o 2439*85 } 8#8 N 71>£> E u8 717225. 225
13 20.4 4 59 5^.6 Mil BM 68/01/29
7 1 . 2 E 5.7
Q4.0 3.0 05-13-30.4 04-59-55
48 HIND
717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER RFG
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TOM
245 1111 Fa 68 1 20 2439885 38.8 N 71.2 E 4* 71722b. 225
94.8 ?.0 5 13 20.4 4 59 55.6 1111 BM 68/01/29
2439885 38.8 N 071.2 E 5.7
225 94.8 2.0 05-13-20.4 04-59-55
.6 IQKTGSJRH 48 HIND
II KUSH AND PAMIR 717 AFGHANISTAN-USSR BORDER REG
TON
246 1113 BM 68 1 20 2439P85 43.3 N 145.2 E 19 224 40. 40
70.3 312.8 10 30 11.0 10 18 53.6 1113 RM 68/01/29
2439865 43.3 N 145.2 E 6.3
40 70.3 312.8 10-30-11.0 10-18-53
.6 TVPLZCKQCD 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
246 1113 Fl 6 8 1 20 2 4 30 a 85 4 3.3 N 14 5.2 E 10 224 40. 40
70.3 312.8 10 30 11.0 10 18 53.6 1113 BM 68/01/29
2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 6.3
40 70.3 312.8 10-30-11.0 10-18-53
.0 TVPLZCKQCD 19 JAPA
N - KlJPILES - KAMCHATKA 2?4 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
246 1113 F2 08 l 20 ?a3onH5 43.3 N 145.2 E 1 o 224 40. 40
70.3 312.8 10 3^ 11.0 in 18 53.6 1113 RM 68/01/29
2 4 398 85 '4 3.3 N 14 5.2 E 6.3
40 70.3 312. « 10-30-11. 10-18-53
.6 TVPLZCKQCD 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
246 1113 F3 68 1 20 2430P8^ 43.3 N 145.2 E 19 224 40. 40
70.3 312.8 10 30 11.0 10 18 53.6 1113 RM 68/01/29
2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 6.3
40 70.3 312.8 10-30-11.0 10-18-53
.6 TVPLZCKQCD 19 JAPA
N - KlJPILES - KAMCHATKA 2 ? 4 hOKKAIDO, JAPAN, PEGION
246 1113 Fa 6« 1 2Q 2'430«85 43.3 N 145.2 E 10 224 40. 40
70.3 312.8 10 30 il.O 10 18 53.6 1113 RM 68/01/20
2439885 4 3.3 N 145.2 E 6.3
40 70.3 312.8 10-30-11.0 10-18-53
.6 TVPLZCKQCD 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAVCHATKA 22 a HOKKATDO, JAPAN, PEGION
247 1201 BM 08 2 6 2430*0* 55.8 N 160.6 E 10 217 33. 33
54.7 316.4 6 5S 10.6 6 45 37.6 1201 BM 68/02/Ob
2439803 55.8 N 160.6 E 4.8
33 54.7 316.4 Ob-55-10. 6 06-45-37
.6 CWYFLQKIOT 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
247 1201 Fl 68 2 6 2430PQ3 55.9 M 160. o E 1° 217 33. 33
54.7 316.4 6 55 10. o 6 45 37.6 1201 BM 68/U2/06
2430P93 55.8 N 1 6
. b E 4.8
33 54.7 316. a 06-55-10. 6 06-45-37
.o CWYFLQKIOT 19 JAPA
M - KIJRRES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
247 1201 F2 6« 2 6 243OP03 ^5.8 M 160.6 E 19 217 33. 33
54.7 316.4 6 55 10.6 6 45 37.6 1201 RM 68/02/06
2430P93 ^5.8 N 160. 6 E 4.8
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3 3 5a . 7 3
1
b . 4 06-5F-10.6
217 KAMCHATKA
.6 CWYFLQKTOT
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA
0^-45-37
1 9 JAPA
247 1201 F3 b« 2 6 24398QT ^S.h n 160.6 E 1° 217 33. 33
5^.7 316. a ft 55 10. o 6 US 37.8 1201 BM 68/02/0b
2439893 55.8 N 160.6 E a.
8
33 M.7 316. a 0b-5S-10.6 06-45-37
.6 CWYELQKTOT 19 JARA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
?a7 1201 Fa 68 2 6 2439893 55.8 N 160. b E 19 217 33. 33
5a. 7 316. 'J 6 5F 10.6 6 a5 37.6 1201 PM 68/02/06
243QM93 55.8 N 160.6 E 4.8
33 5a. 7 316. a 06-55-10.6 06-45-37
.6 CWYFLQKTOT 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
PUP 1104 BM 68 1 27 24^9^83 01.7 N 71.7 E 48 716 15. 15
91.9 1.6 2 3^ 10. b 2 21 5Q.2 1104 BM 68/01/27
2439883 41.7 N 071.7 E 4.8
15 91.9 1.6 02-35-10.6 02-21-59
.2 IDBHHQLYMC 48 HTND
U KUSH AND PAMTR 716 KTRGIZ SSR
2 4 8 110 4 F 1 b 8 1 27 2 4 3 9 « 8 3 41.7 N 71.7 E 4* 716 15. 15
91.9 1.6 2 35 10.6 2 21 59.2 1104 BM 68/01/27
2 4 39 8 8 3 4 1 . 7 N 071.7 E 4.8
15 91.9 1.6 02-35-10.6 02-21-59
.2 IDBHHQLYMC 48 HIND
IJ KUSH AND PAMTR 716 KTRGIZ SSP
248 1104 F2 6* 1 27 2439H8 -* 41.7 N 71.7 E 4« 716 15. 15
91. o 1.6 2 3F 10.6 2 21 59.2 1104 RM 68/01/27
243QQ83 41.7 N 071.7 E 4.8
15 91.9 1.6 02-35-10. fa 02-21-59
.2 IDBHHQLYMC ^8 HTND
l] kush AMD PAMTR 71b KTRGIZ SSR
248 1104 F3 68 1 11 2439«83 41.7 N 71.7 E 48 716 15. IF
91.9 1.6 2 55 10.6 ? 21 5°. 2 1104 BM 68/01/27
2 4 39883 41.7 N 071.7 E 4.8
15 Q 1.9 1.6 02-3F-10.6 02-21-59
.2 IDBHHQLYMr 46 HTND
IJ KUSH AND PAMIR 716 KTRGIZ S S R
248 110 4 F4 68 1 2? 24 39883 4 1.7 N 71.7 E 48 716 15. 15
91.9 1.6 2 3^ 10.6 ? 21 5°. 2 1104 BM 68/01/27
2439883 4 1.7 N 071.7 E 4.8
15 9i. g 1.6 02-35-10.6 02-21-5°
.2 IDBHHQLYMC 48 HTND
II KUSH AND PAMIR 71b K T R G I 7 SSP
?4Q 1U4 RM 68 1 2° 2439«85 41.8 N 144.9 F 1° 224 33. 33
7 1.6 3 11.° 10 53 14.0 10 41 48.5 11 14 BM 68/01/29
24398 85 (11,8 N 144.9 E 5.2
33 71. b 311.° 10-53-14.0 10-41-48
.5 VBHFKSQLYW 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
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249 Ilia Fl b* 1 2° 2439885 41.8 N 144.9 E 19 224 33. 33
71.6 311.9 10 53 14.0 10 41 48.5 1114 BM 68/01/29
2439885 41.8 M 14 4.9 E 5.2
33 71.6 311.° 10-53-14.0 10-41-48
.5 VBHFKSQLYW 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
249 H14 F2 b* 1 2° ?439P85 41.8 N 144.9 E 19 224 33. 33
71.6 311.° 10 53 14.0 in 41 48.5 1114 BM 66/01/29
2439885 41.8 N 144.9 E 5.2
33 71.6 311.9 10-53-14.0 10-41-48
.5 VBHFKSQLYW 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 2?^ HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
249 H14 F3 08 l 29 2439ft85 41.8 N 144.9 E 19 224 33. 33
71.6 311.9 io 53 14.0 10 41 48.5 1114 BM 68/01/29
2439885 41.8 N 144.9 E 5.2
33 71. 6 311.9 10-53-14.0 10-41-48
.5 VBHFKSQLYW 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
?49 1U4 F4 oP 1 29 ?4^9P8F 41.8 N 144.9 E 19 224 33. 33
71.6 3 11. 9 10 53 14.0 10 41 4R.5 1114 BM 68/01/29
2439885 41.8 N 144.9 E 5.2
33 71.6 311.9 10-53-14.0 10-41-48
.5 VBHFKSQLYW 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KA MCHATM 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
250 1117 RM 08 1 2^ 2439885 44.3 N 146.7 E 1° 221 33. 33
68.9 312.7 11 47 41.9 11 36 33.7 1117 BM 68/01/29
2439 065 4 4.3 H 1 4 6 . 7 E 4 .
&
33 68.9 312.7 11-47-41.9 11-36-33
.7 QBSGHLDPUG 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 K U R IL E ISLANDS
250 1117 Fl 68 1 20 2439885 44.3 N 146.7 E 1° 221 33. 33
b8.9 312.7 11 47 41. Q 11 3b 53.7 1117 BM 68/01/29
2439885 44.3 N l^b. 7 t 4.6
33 68.9 312.7 11-47-41.9 11-36-33
.7 QBSGHLDPUG 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURIL*7 ISLANDS
250 1117 F2 bf^ 1 29 ?u^9*ps 44.3 N 14 b . 7 E 1 Q 221 33. 33
b*.° 312.7 11 47 41.9 11 36 33.7 1117 BM 68/01/29
2 4 39885 44.3 N 14b. 7 E 4.b
33 68.9 312.7 11-47-41.9 11-36-33
.7 QBSGHLDPUG 19 JAPA
M - *URILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
250 1117 F3 6P 1 2^ ?439»85 44.3 N 146.7 E 19 221 33. 33
68. Q 312.7 11 47 41.9 11 3d 33.7 1117 BM 68/01/29
2439*85 44. 3 N 1 4b. 7 E 4.6
33 68.9 312.7 11-47-41.9 11-36-33
.7 Q8SGHLDPUG 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLF ISLANDS
250 1117 F4 o« 1 29 ?u39*85 a a
. 3 m 1/46.7 E 19 221 33. 33
b*.9 312.7 11 47 41.9 11 "<b 33.7 1117 BM b8/01/29
?4 39885 44.3 N t'ib.7 E 4.b
^3 68.9 312.7 11-4 7-41.9 11-36-33
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. 1 UBSGHLOPUr,
N - KUPILF.S - KAWCHATK8
19 JAPA
221 KMRILF ISLANDS
251 1118 BM b« 1 29 2439*85 44.0 N 146.2 6 19 221 33. 33
69.3 312.8 11 55 4.0 11 U3 52.9 1118 RM 68/01/29
2ai9885 44.0 N 146.2 F 5.5
33 69.3 312.8 11-55-04.0 11-43-52.
9 OEHC7SHLOQ 1 Q JAPAN
- K U RILES - KAMCHATKA 221 K I ) P I L E ISLANDS
251 1118 Fl 68 1 2° ?439«8R 44.0 N 14o.2 E 19 221 33. 33
o°.3 312. « 11 55 4.0 11 43 52.9 1118 RM 68/01/29
24 39885 44.0 N 116.2 E 5.5
33 69.3 312.8 11-55-04.0 11-43-52
.9 OEHCZSHLDQ 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - Kamchatka 221 KIJRTLF TSLAMDS
251 1118 F2 68 l 29 2439«8S 4a. N 14b. 2 E 19 221 33. 33
b9.3 312.8 11 5^ 4.0 11 43 52.9 1118 RM 68/01/29
2 a 3 9 8 8 5 4 4.0 N 1'46.2 E 5.5
33 69.3 312.8 11-55-04.0 11-43-52
.9 OEHCZSHLDO 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
251 1118 F3 ofl 1 2° 2439^85 4a. N 14b. 2 E l q 221 33. 33
69.3 312.8 11 55 4.0 11 43 52.9 1118 RM 68/01/29
2439*85 44.0 N 14b. 2 E 5.5
33 69.3 312.8 11-55-04.0 11-43-52
.9 OEHCZSHLDO 19 JAPA
N - KIJRILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIIRTLE ISLANDS
251 1118 F4 b» 1 2° 2439885 4a. N 14b. 2 E 1° 221 33. 3^
b°.3 312.8 11 5R 4.0 11 43 52.9 ill* RM 68/01/29
2a39885 aa.ON 1 4 6 .
2
E 5.5
T3 69.3 312.8 11-55-04.0 11-43-52
.9 OEHCZSHLDQ 19 JAPA
N - KuPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KIJRTLE ISLANDS
252 111° BM b« 1 2 9 2439R8S 42. b N 14 7.3 E 19 225 33. 3"^
b9.R 311.1 12 18 14.0 12 7 .3 1119 RM 68/01/29
24 39*95 42.6 N 14 7.3 E 4.9
33 69.8 311.1 12-1R-14.0 12-07-00
.3 RICIIVMQRL 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 225 OFF COAST OF HOKKAIDO/ JAPA
n
252 1119 Fl 6* 1 29 2'4*988S 42.6 N 147.3 E 19 225 33. 33
b9.8 311.1 12 1« 14.0 12 7 .3 1119 RM 68/01/29
2439885 42. b N 147.3 E 4.9
33 69.8 311.1 12-18-14.0 12-^7-00
.3 RICIIVMQRL 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 225 OFF COAST OP HOKKAIDO, JAPA
N
252 1119 F2 o» 1 29 243988^ 42.6 N 147.3 E 19 225 33. 33
b Q.fl 31.1.1 12 l q 14.0 12 7 .3 1119 RM 68/01/29
P439885 42.6 N 147.3 E 4.9
33 69.8 311.1 12-18-14.0 12-07-00
.3 RICIIVMORl. 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 225 O^F COAST OF HOKKAIDO, JAPA
M
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252 1119 F3 08 1 29 2439885 42.6 N 147.3 E 19 22S 33. 33
69.8 311.1 \2 LP 14.0 12 7 .3 IU9 BM 68/01/29
2439865 42.6 N 147.3 E 4.9
"S3 69.8 311.1 12-18-14.0 12-07-00
.3 RICIIVMORL 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 225 OFF COAST OF HOKKAIDO, JAPA
N
252 1119 Fa 6* 1 29 2439885 42.6 N 147.3 E 1<» 225 33. 33
69.8 311.1 12 18 14.0 12 7 .3 1119 BM 68/01/29
2439885 42.6 N 147.3 E 4.9
33 69.8 311.1 12-18-14.0 12-07-00
.3 RICIIVMQRI. 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 225 OFF COAST OF HOKKAIDO, JAPA
M
253 1132 BM b 8 i 29 2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 19 224 33. 33
70.3 312.8 17 25 11.0 17 13 53.6 1132 BM 68/01/29
P439R85 43.3 N 145.2 E 4.7
^3 70.3 312.8 17-25-11.0 17-13-53
.6 DQURJKRIJJL 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
253 1132 Fl 6* 1 29 2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 1 9 224 33. 33
70.3 312.8 17 25 11.0 17 13 53.6 1132 BM 68/01/29
?439fl85 4 3.3 N 145.2 E 4.7
33 70.3 31?. fl 17-25-11.0 17-13-53
.6 DQURJKRIJJL 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
?53 113? F2 68 1 29 2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 19 224 33. 33
70.3 312. * 17 2 C 11.0 17 13 53.6 113? BM 68/01/29
2439865 43.3 N 145.2 E 4.7
33 70.3 312.8 17-25-11.0 17-13-53
.6 DOURJKRUJI. 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2?4 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
253 1132 F3 oP 1 2° 2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 19 224 33. 33
70.3 31?. 8 17 25 11.0 17 13 53.6 113? BM 68/01/29
Pa39885 43.3 N 145.2 E 4.7
33 70.3 312.8 17-25-11.0 17-13-53
.o OOURJKRIIJL 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2?4 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
?53 1132 F4 oP 1 2° 243988^ 43.3 N 145.2 E 19 224 33. 33
70.3 312.8 1/ 25 11.0 17 13 53.6 1132 BM 68/01/29
2439885 43.3 N 145.2 E 4.7
33 70.3 312.8 17-25-11.0 17-13-53
.6 DQURJKRUJL 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
254 1131 BM 08 l 29 24398*5 42.7 N 145.8 E 19 224 33. 33
70.5 312.0 16 53 55.0 16 42 36.6 1131 BM 68/01/29
2439885 42.7 N 145.8 E 6.0
^3 70.5 312.0 16-53-55.0 16-42-36
.6 EGOOMLTRDW 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - k-AmcuhTka 224 HOKKATDO, JARAN, REGION
?54 1131 Fl o« 1 2 a 243988=; 42.7 N 145.8 E 19 224 33. 33
70.5 312.0 |o 53 ^5.0 16 42 36.6 1131 BM 68/01/29
24 39885 42.7 N 145.8 E 6.0
33 70.5 312.0 16-53-55.0 16-42-36
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. b EGOQMLTPD"!
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA
19 JAPA
224 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
254 1131 F2 b« 1 29 2439885 42.7 N 145. 8 E 19 224 33. 33
70. 5 312.0 16 S3 ^5.0 16 42 36.6 1131 BM 68/01/29
2439885 42.7 N 145.8 E 6.0
33 70.5 312.0 16-53-55.0 16-42-36
.6 EGOQMLTROW 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
254 1131 F3 08 1 29 2439885 42.7 N 145.8 E 19 224 33. 33
70.^ 312.0 16 53 55.0 16 42 36.6 1131 BM 68/01/29
2439885 42.7 N 145.8 E 6.0
^3 70.5 312.0 lb-53-55.0 16-42-36
.b EGOQMLTROW 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
254 H31 Fa 68 1 29 2U39P85 42.7 N 145.8 E 19 224 33. 33
70.5 312.0 lo 53 55.0 16 42 36.6 1131 BM 68/01/29
2439«8^ 42.7 N 145.8 E 6.0
33 70.5 312.0 1o-53-S5.0 16-42-36
.b EGOQMLTROW 19 JApA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
25^ P30 BM 08 1 29 2439885 ^4.3 N 145.4 E 19 224 33. 33
69.5 313.4 lb 15 19.0 16 4 6.8 1130 BM 68/01/29
2439885 44.3 N 145.4 E 4.6
33 69.5 313.4 16-15-19.0 16-04-06
.8 VCKPKJZQLV 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
255 1130 PI o» 1 29 243988^ 44.3 N 145.4 E 1° 224 33. 33
69.5 313.4 lb 15 19.0 16 4 6.« 1130 BM 68/01/29
24 39885 44.3 N 145.4 E 4.6
33 69.5 313.4 16-15-19.0 16-04-06
.8 VCKBkJZOLV 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 2?4 HHKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
255 1130 ^2 o B 1 29 ?439fl85 iia.3 M 145.4 E 19 224 33. 33
b9.5 313.4 lb 15 19.0 16 4 6.8 1130 BM 68/01/29
2439885 4 4.3 N 145.4 E 4.6
33 69.5 313.4 16-15-19.0 16-04-06
.8 VCKBKJZQLV 1 9 J A P A
M _ KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKATDO, JAPAN, REGION
25^ 1130 F3 68 1 29 243988^ 44.3 N 145.4 E 19 224 33. 33
69.5 313.4 lo 15 19.0 16 4 6.8 1130 BM 68/01/29
2439885 44.3 N 145.4 E 4.6
33 69.5 313.4 16-15-19.0 16-04-06
.8 VCKPKJZQLV 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
255 1130 F4 68 1 29 24398R5 '44.3 N 145.4 E 19 224 33. 33
69.5 313.4 lo IB 19.0 16 4 6.8 1130 BM 68/01/29
P439P85 44.3 N 145.
a
E 4.6
33 69.5 313.4 lb-lS-19.0 16-04-06
.8 VCKBkJZOLV 19 JAPA
M _ KURILES - KAMCHATKA 224 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN, REGION
256 1159 BM 68 1 30 2439886 36.0 N 70. b E 53 718205. 205
xaa Page 150 F r i Jul 1 1 5 : 1 4 : 2 1077
97. b 2.6 8 30 45.1 q 17 7.9 1159 RM 68/01/30





.9 I7LORI8CEF 53 G RF
G = 718 AMD D GT 70 718 HTNDU KUSH REGION
256 1150 Fl 6* 1 30 243QA86 3b. N 70. b E 53 718205. 205
97. b ?.b 8 30 45.1 « 17 7.9 H59 RM 68/01/30
243986b 3b. ON 070.6 E 5.4
205 97. 2.6 08-30-45.1 08-17-07
.9 I7LQRIBCEF 53 G RE
G = 718 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
256 115^ F2 b8 1 30 ?43988b 36.0 N 70.6 E 53 718205. 205
97.6 2.6 8 30 45.1 8 17 7.o 1159 RM b8/01/30
243988b 3o.O N 070. E 5.4
205 97. 2.6 08-30-45.1 0«-17-07
.9 IZLQRTBCE^ 53 G RF
G = 718 AND n GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
25b 1150 F3 bft 1 30 p439P8b 3b. N 70. b E 53 718305. 205
97. b 2.b 8 30 45.1 8 17 7.0 1150 RM b8/01/30
243988b 3o.O N 070. E 5.
205 ^7.6 2.6 08-30-45.1 08-17-07
.9 IZLQRI6TEF 53 G RE
G = 71« AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
256 1150 F4 68 1 30 ?43988b 36.0 M 70.6 E 53 718205. 205
97. b ?.b 3 30 45.1 Q 17 7.9 1159 RM b8/01/30
243988b 3&.0 N 070. E 5.4
205 97. 2.6 08-30-45.1 08-17-07
.9 IZLQHIBCEF 53 G RF
G = 7 18 AND D GT 70 718 HINDU KUSH REGION
?57 1141 RM 68 1 30 2430»86 04.1 N 147.7 E 19 ?2\ 33. 33
08. 5 312.0 1 41 23.0 1 30 17.0 1141 RM 68/01/30
24 3988b 44.1 N 14 7.7 E 5.0
33 68.5 312.0 01-41-23.0 01-30-17
.0 R7BILQFSSS 19 JAPA
M - KIJRILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
257 1141 Fl 68 1 30 P439886 44.1 M 147.7 E 19 ?21 33. 33
b8.5 31?. 1 41 ?3.0 1 30 17.0 1141 BM b8/01/30
?43988b 4 4.1 M 147.7 E 5.0
33 b8.5 312.0 01-41-23.0 01-30-17
.0 RZBTLQFSSS 19 JAPA
M - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURILE ISLANDS
?57 1141 F2 b« 1 30 ?439«8b 44.1 N 147.7 E 19 221 33. 33
b8.5 312.0 1 41 23.0 1 30 17.0 1141 RM 68//1/30
243988b 44.1 N 147.7 E 5.0
33 68.5 312.0 01-41-23.0 01-30-17
.0 RZBILQFSSS 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KURTLE ISLANDS
257 1141 F3 bft 1 30 2439886 44.1 N 1 a 7 . 7 E 1° 221 33. 33
b8.5 312.0 1 41 23.0 1 30 17.0 1141 RM 68/01/30
243988b 4 a. IN 147.7 E 5.0
33 b8.5 312.0 01-41-23.0 01-30-17
.0 RZBILQFSSS 19 JAPA
Paqp 1S1 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1977
N - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 221 KMRRF ISLANDS
257 l l a l Fa 08 1 3n 2a3Q*H6 ua.i N l a 7 . 7 E 19 221 53. 33
68.5 31?. 1 41 23.0 1 30 17.0 1141 RM 68/01/30
2439886 44.1 n i a 7 . 7 e s.o
33 68.5 31?. 01-41-23.0 01-30-17
.0 RZBILQFSSS 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - Kamchatka 221 KIIHTLE TSLANDS
258 1205 BM oP 2 6 ?a39«93 ^5.8 N 160.6 E 19 217 33. 33
54.7 316.4 10 an .3 10 30 27.3 1205 BM 68/02/06
24 3989 3 55.8 N 16 0.6 E 4.2
33 ^a.7 316.4 10-40-00.3 10-30-27
.3 MG0KGCLQR7 19 JAPA
N - KUPILES - KAMCHATKA 2\1 KAMCHATKA
25« 1205 Fl d» 2 6 2439*93 ^5.8 N 160.6 E 19 217 33. 33
54.7 316.4 10 40 .3 10 30 27.3 IPOS RM 66/02/0b
2439*93 55.8 <M 160.6 E 4.2
33 54.7 316.4 10-aO-00.3 10-30-27
.3 MGDKGCIOR7 19 JAPA
M - KtjRILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
258 1205 F2 o* 2 6 2439893 55.8 N 160.6 E 19 217 33. 33
54.7 316.0 10 40 .3 10 30 27.3 1205 RM 68/02/Ob
2439893 S5.8 N 160.6 E 4.2
33 54.7 316.4 10-40-O0.3 10-30-27
.3 MGOKGCLQR7 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
258 1205 F3 6R 2 6 ?439*93 55.8 N 160.6 E 19 217 33. 33
54.7 316.4 10 40 .3 10 30 27.3 1205 RM 68/02/06
2439*93 55.8 N 160.
o
E 4.2
33 S4.7 316.4 10-40-00.3 10-30-27
.3 MGDKGCLQRZ 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
25* 1205 F4 6« 2 6 2439893 ^5.8 N 160. o E 1« 217 33. 33
54.7 316. a 10 40 .3 10 30 27.3 12 5 RM 68/02/06
24 39*9 3 55.8 i\i 16 0.6 E 4.2
^3 54.7 316.4 10-40-0 0.3 10-30-2 7
.3 MGDKGCLQRZ 19 JAPA
M - KU RILES - KAMCHATKA 217 KAMCHATKA
259 1207 BM 68 2 7 2439*94 43.3 N B5.8 E 2* 332 33. 33
89.7 351.3 1 35 So. 2 1 22 54. a 1 ?07 RM 68/02/07
2 4 3 a * 9 4 4 3.3 N 085.8 E 4.2
33 P9.7 351.3 01-35-56.2 01-22-54
.9 KIJOILIQZR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SIMKIANG PROV . , CH
INA
25° 1207 Fl 6* 2 7 2439894 43.3 N *5.8 E 2* 332 33. 33
89.7 351.3 1 3^ c 6.2 1 22 5a. a 1207 RM 68/02/07
2439894 U3.3 N 0*5.8 E 4.2
33 89.7 351.3 01-3^-S6.2 01-22-54
.9 KIJOILIOZP 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NOPTHFRN SINKIANG PROV., CH
TNA
259 1207 F2 bP 2 7 2439894 43.3 U *5.8 E 2* 332 33. 33
89.7 351.3 1 3S ^b.2 1 22 54.9 1207 RM 68/02/07
xaa Paoe 152 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1°77
2439*94 U3.3 n 085.8 E a.
a
33 89.7 351.3 01-35-56.2 01-22-5a
.9 KIJOILIQZR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
INA
259 1207 F3 68 2 7 2439*94 43.3 N 85.8 E 28 332 33. 33
89.7 351.3 1 35 ^6.2 1 22 5a. Q 1207 BM 68/02/07
2439894 43.3 N 085.8 E a.
2
33 89.7 351.3 01-35-S6.2 01-22-54
.9 KIJOILIQZR 28 ALMA
-ATA rO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PROV., CH
IN A
25° 1207 Fa 08 2 7 2439894 43.3 N 85.8 E 28 332 33. 33
89.7 351.3 1 35 c b.2 1 22 54. 9 1207 BM 68/02/07
2439894 43.3 N 0P5.8 E 4.2
33 89.7 351.3 01-35-56.2 01-22-54
.9 KIJOILIQZR 28 ALMA
-ATA TO LAKE BAIKAL 332 NORTHERN SINKIANG PPOV., CH
IN A
2o0 1209 PM 68 2 7 2439P9/J 36.5 N 28.3 E 30 369158. 158
87.6 3^.0 22 34 48. 9 22 21 57.8 1209 BM 68/02/07
2u39894 3b.5 N 028.3 E 5.5
158 P7.b 35.0 22-34-48.9 22-21-57
.8 QMPYLYVOPP 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 369 DODECANESE ISLANDS
2o0 1209 Fl 08 2 7 2439894 36.5 N 28.3 E 30 3o9158. 158
87.6 35.0 22 34 U8.9 22 21 57.8 1209 BM 68/02/07
2439A94 36.5 N 028.3 E 5.5
158 P7.6 35.0 22-34-48.9 22-21-57
.6 QVPYLYvOPP 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 369 OODECANFSF ISLANDS
260 1209 F2 o n 2 7 2439894 T G .5 N 28.3 E 30 369158. 15*
87.6 35.0 22 34 48.9 22 21 57.8 1206 BM 68/02/07
?a39894 3o.5 N 028.3 E 5.5
1^8 P7.6 3^.0 22-34-48.9 22-21-57
.6 NMDYLYVHpP 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 3b9 DODECANESE TSLANDS
?6n IP09 F3 o« 2 7 2439894 36.5 N 28.3 E 30 3691S8. 158
87.6 35.0 22 34 48.9 22 21 57.8 1209 BM 68/02/07
2U39894 3o.5 N 028.3 E 5.5
1«?8 87.6 3S.0 22-34-48.9 22-21-57
.8 QMPYLYVQPP 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRIMEA - BALKANS 369 DODFCANESF TSLANDS
260 1209 F4 6« 2 7 2439894 36.5 N 28.3 E 30 369158. 158
87.6 3B.0 22 34 48.9 22 21 57.8 1209 BM 68/02/07
2439»94 36.5 N 028.3 E 5.5
.
158 *7.6 35.0 22-34-a8.9 22-21-57
.8 QMPYLYVQPP 30 MIDD
LE EAST - CRT^FA - BALKANS 369 DODECANESE ISLANDS
261 1250 BM 6« 3 17 24399^7 78.0 N 140.0 E 42 667 30. 30
4Q. 3 345.4 17 55 c 2.1 17 46 59.6 1250 BM 68/03/17
2439933 78.0 N 140.0 E 4.4
30 49.3 ^45.4 17-55-52.1 17-46-59
.6 MSUJZVTSQL 42 NORT
HEASTERN ASIA, NORTHERN ALAS 667 NORTH OF MEW SIBERIAN ISLAN
Page 153 Fri Jul 1 15:14:20 1°77
OS
?bl 1?50 Fl oP 3 17 2439933 7P.0 N 140.0 E 42 667 30. 30
40.3 345.4 17 5S 52.1 17 46 5°. 6 IPSO BM 68/03/17
2439°33 78.0 N 140.0 E a.
a
30 H9.1 345.4 17-55-52.1 17-46-59
.6 MSUJZVTSQL 42 NORT
HEASTERN ASIA, NORTHERN ALAS 667 NORTH uF NEW SIRtRIAN ISLAN
os
261 125° F2 ofi 3 17 243°°33 78.0 N 140. E 42 667 30. 30
49.3 34S.4 17 55 52.1 17 Uh 5°. 6 1250 BM 68/03/17
2 4 39933 78.0 N 140.0 E 4.4
30 49.3 34^.4 17-55-52.1 17-46-5°
.6 MSUJZVTSQL 42 NORT
HEASTERN ASIA, NORTHFRM ALAS 66 7 NORTH OF MEW SIBERIAN ISLAN
ns
261 1250 F3 08 3 17 2439°53 78.0 N 140.0 E 42 667 30. 30
49.3 34B.4 17 55 c 2.1 17 46 56.6 1250 BM 68/0V17
24390 33 78.0 N 14 0.0 t 4.4
30 49.3 345.4 17-55-52.1 17-46-56
.6 MSUJZVTSQL 42 NORT
HEASTERN ASIA, NORTHERN ALAS 66 7 NORTH OF MEW SIBERIAN ISLAN
ns
261 1250 F4 to 8 3 17 243^933 78.0 N 140.0 E 42 667 30. 30
49.3 345.4 17 5B 52.1 17 46 5°. 6 1250 BM 68/03/17
24 396 3 3 7 8.0 N 14 0.0 E 4.4
30 40.3 345.4 1.7-55-52.1 17-46-50
.b MSUJZVTSQL ^2 NORT
HEASTERN ASI&/ NORTHERN ALAS 667 NORTH OF MEW SIBERIAN ISLAN
OS
2b2 1224 BM b* 2 22 2439909 41.0 N 20.4 E 31 391 33. 33
80.6 37.0 12 46 22.9 12 34 7.1 1224 BM 68/02/22
2 4 30 o o 4 1.0 N 020.4 E 4.1
33 PO.o 37.Q 12-46-22.0 12-34-07
.1 MVMHMRQWLJ 51 WEST
ERM MEDITERRANEAN! AREA 3 Q 1 ALBANTA
2b2 1224 Fl o° 2 22 243O60O 41.0 N 20.4 E 31 391 33. 33
80.6 37. a 12 46 22.9 \? 34 7.1 1224 BM 68/02/22
243900° 41.0 N 2 0.4 E 4.1
33 p 0.6 37.° 12-46-22.0 12-34-07
.
1 MVMHMRQWLJ ^ * WEST
ERM MEDITERRANEAN ftR^A 3°1 ALBANIA
262 1224 F2 6A 2 22 243090° 41.0 N 20.4 E 5\ 391 33. 33
80.6 37.° 12 46 22.0 12 34 7.1 1224 BM 68/02/22
2U39O0° 41.0 N 020.4 E 4.1
33 fl 0.to 37.° 12-46-22.9 12-34-07
.1 MVMHMRQWLJ 51 WEST
FRM MEDITERRANEAN AREA 3°1 ALBANIA
262 1224 F3 68 2 22 243°oo° 41.0 N 20.4 E 31 391 33. 33
80.6 37.° 12 46 22.9 12 34 7.1 1224 BM 68/02/22
24 399 09 '41.0 N 2 . 4 E 4.1
33 a 0.6 37.° 12-46-22.9 12-34-07
.1 MVMHMRQWLJ 51 wFST
ERN MEDITERRANEAN ARFA 3°1 ALBANIA
26? 1224 F4 to* 2 22 243°°0° 41.0 N 20.4 E 31 391 33. 33
80.6 37.° 12 46 22.0 1? 34 7.1 1224 BM 68/02/22
?4390()Q 4 1 . N 02 0.4 E 4.1




37. ^ 12-46-22.9 12-34-07
31 WEST
391 ALBANIA
?63 1223 Br'. 68 2 2? P439Q09 40.7 N 20.6 E 31 392 33. 33
80.9 38.0 12 3a 58.2 12 22 ao.7 1223 RM 68/02/22
2a39Q0Q a0.7 N 020.6 E a,
4
"^3 80. 9 38.0 12-34-58.2 12-22-a0
.7 L«EZUEBVRJ 31 WEST
EWM MEDITERRANEAN AREA 3Q2 GREECE-ALBANIA BOPUFR RFGIO
N
?63 1223 Fl 08 2 22 243990Q ao.7 N 20.6 E 31 392 33. 33
80. Q 3 a .n 12 34 ^8.2 12 22 U0.7 1223 RM 68/02/22
2a39oo9 ao.7 N 020.6 e a.
a
33 *0.R 38. n 12-34-58.2 12-22-40
.7 LKEZQEBVBJ 31 WEST
ERN MEDITERRANEAN arfa 3 q 2 GREECE-ALBANIA BORDFR RFGTO
N
263 1223 F2 68 2 2? ?43990 r> ao.7 N 20. 6 E 31 392 33. 33
80.9 3«.0 12 3'i ^8.2 12 22 an. 7 1223 RM 68/02/22
24 399 09 ao.7 N 20. o E a.
33 P U.9 38.0 12-34-58.2 12-22-40
.7 LKEZGEBVBJ 31 WEST
ERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA 3°2 GREECE-ALBANIA RORDER REGIO
N
2o3 122? F3 6« 2 2? ?^9Q0o 40.7 N 20.6 E 31 3^2 33. 33
80.9 3«.0 12 3a 58.2 12 22 a0.7 1223 BM 68/02/22
2^ 3 99 ^ ao.7 N 2 0.6 E a. a
3-3 B 0. 9 38.0 12-34-S8.2 12-22-a0
.7 LKfcZQEBVBJ 31 WEST
EHM MEDITERRANEAN AREA 3^2 GREECE-ALBANIA RORDFR RFGIO
N
?o3 1223 Fa 68 2 22 243990Q ao.7 N 20.6 E 31 392 33. 33
80. Q 38.0 12 3a ^8.2 12 22 an. 7 1223 RM 68/02/22
2439909 ao.7 N 020.6 £ 4.4
33 80.9 38.0 12-34-58.2 12-22-40
.7 LKEZGEBVBJ 31 WEST
ERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA 392 GREECE-ALBANIA RORDER REGIO
N
26a 1035 BM 6* 111 24T9P67 45. 8 N 152.5 E 19 222 56. 56
o4.Q 310. fl 18 19 9.0 18 H 2^.8 1035 BM 68/01/11
2439867 4 5.8 N 1 q 2 . 5 E 5.0
^6 64.9 310.8 18-19-09.0 18-08-25
.8 ORWELDIYQlfll 19 JAPA
N - KURILES - Kamchatka 222 KURILE TSLANDS REGION
264 1035 Fl 68 1 11 ?439*67 45.8 N 152.5 E 19 222 56. 56
64. 9 3in.P 18 1° 9.0 18 8 2B.R 1035 BM 68/01/11
24398 D 7 45.8 N l c 2.5 F 5.0
^6 64.9 310.8 18-19-09.0 18-06-25
.8 ORWELDIYQW 19 JAPA
M - KURILES - KAMCHATKA 222 KIJRTLF ISLANDS REGION
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